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1

Introduction

Computer-aided

Designers
oRen cite unfamiliar
notation
as one obstacle to wider acceptance
of formal methods.
Formalizations of design notations,
such as timing diagrams,
promise
to bridge the gap between
design practice
and formal methods.
How to use such formalizations effectively,
however, remains an open question.
Developing
new tools around design notations
might
provide better support
for reasoning
at the level of
the preferred
notations.
On the other hand, translating the formalizations
into established
notations
enables leveraging
off of existing tools. This decision
of whether
to treat design notations
as interfaces
depends largely on computational
tradeoffs.
This paper
explores this issue in the context of specifying
properties for automata-theoretic
verification
using timing
diagrams.
Automata-theoretic
algorithms
perform a
tableau construction
to convert properties
into Biichi
automata.
We contrast
direct compilation
of timing
diagrams
into Biichi automata
with an approach
that
uses linear-time
temporal
logic (LTL) as an intermediate language
during translation.
Direct compilation generally
produces
much smaller automata
and
scales significantly
better with variations
in key timing diagram parameters.
We attribute
this to combination of a correspondence
between timing diagrams
and weak automata
and certain shortcomings
in current LTL-to-Biichi
algorithms.

verification

uses

techniques

from

logic and mathematics
to prove whether design models satisfy certain
properties.
Although
these techniques
have been used successfully
on several
sizable examples,
many designers
are reluctant
to adopt
them.
One frequently
cited problem
is the notation
that verification
tools employ
[9]. Verification
technologies are grounded
in formal logic.
Accordingly,
most tools use their underlying
logics as property
specification
languages.
For example, model checkers
employ
temporal
logics, while theorem
provers
use
various flavors of higher-order
logic. In contrast,
designers use a wide array of notations,
including circuit
diagrams,
timing
diagrams,
state machines,
VHDL
and Verilog. This rich array of representations,
some
of them diagrammatic,
stands in stark contrast
to the
monolithic
textual
logics of verification
tools.
Bridging
this gap requires
verification
tools that
support
notations
that are more familiar to designers.
One approach
is to develop new tools and algorithms
which support
design notations
directly [3]. Another
is to create interfaces
from design notations
to existing languages
[1, 8]; this leverages
off existing
tool
development
efforts. 1 Which approach
yields more
efficient algorithms
is an open question.
There may
exist algorithms
for model checking timing diagrams,
for example, that outperform
those for the temporal
1Many
efforts
(other
than
because
they
do not formalize

those
the

cited)
design

are ad-hoc,
notations.

however,

logics into which we might translate
timing diagrams.
Understanding
these tradeoffs
requires studies of the
logical nature
of design notations
and their role in
verification
algorithms.
This paper explores these tradeoffs
in the context
of compiling
timing
diagrams
Automata-theoretic
verification

to Biichi automata.
tools, which support

linear-time
logics such as LTL, operate
at the level
of automata.
Using such tools on timing
diagrams
requires algorithms
for compiling
timing diagrams
to
Biichi automata.
We compare two compilation
methods, one which compiles timing diagrams
directly into
Biichi automata
and one which translates
timing diagrams into LTL and then uses existing algorithms
for compiling
LTL into Biichi automata.
Our results
show that the direct approach
produces
far smaller
machines even on simple examples.
This appears due
to a combination
of structural
properties
of the automata
that capture
timing diagrams
and shortcomings in existing LTL-to-Biichi
translation
algorithms.
Section
2 presents
an overview
of automatatheoretic
verification.
Section 3 describes
timing diagrams and linear-time
temporal
logic, the two notations used in this paper.
Section 4 presents
our algorithms for compiling
timing
diagrams
into LTL and
Biichi automata.
Section 5 presents an experimental
comparison
of the two approaches
to obtaining
Biichi
automata
from timing diagrams.
Section 6 discusses
the experimental
results
and their implications
for
verification
research.

2

Automata-Based

Verification

Automata-theoretic
verification
views both systems
and properties
as finite-state
automata
[12, 14]. Verifying whether
a system satisfies a property
is analogous to asking whether
the property
automaton
accepts the language
generated
by the system.
In other
words, for a system S and a property
P, verification
reduces to a language
containment
question
of the
form g(S) C_g(P), where g denotes the language
of
an automaton.
This is equivalent
to asking whether
g(S) n g(P)
= 0. In practice,
automata-theoretic
verification
tools implement
the latter; they intersect
the automaton
for the negation
of the property
with

the automaton
for the system and check whether
language
of the product
automaton
is empty.

the

Many other verification
problems
can be expressed
in terms of operations
on languages.
Property
decomposition
is one example.
Properties
often prove
intractable
to verify because they require too many
computational
resources,
such as time or memory.
One can approach
such cases by decomposing
the
original property
into a set of simpler properties,
each
of which is tractable
to verify. If the simpler
properties collectively
imply the original
property,
then
verifying
each simple property
independently
is sufficient to verify the original
property.
To support
decomposition,
verification
tools must check whether
one set of properties
implies another.
If a property
P
is decomposed
into properties
PI,...,
Pk, this check
reduces to g(P) C_g(P1) n...
n g(Pk).
Both of these checks are decidable
for a large class
of verification
problems.
Implementing
them requires
procedures
to obtain
two kinds of automata:
those
that
accept the language
of a given property
and
those that accept the language
of the negation
of a
given property.
This project investigates
both problems in the context of timing diagrams.

3

Timing

3.1

Timing

Diagrams

and

LTL

Diagrams

Timing
diagrams
express
patterns
of value changes
on signals. In addition,
they express precedence
and
synchronization
relationships
between
changes,
and
timing constraints
between
changes.
As part of our
overall research
program,
we have developed
a logic
of timing
diagrams
[5]. This section
describes
the
portion of the logic that is relevant to this paper.
Figure
1 provides
a sample timing
diagram
that
will serve as our running
example.
Variables
a, b,
and c name boolean-valued
signals.
To the right of
each name is a waveforra depicting
how the variable's
value changes
over time. For example,
b transitions
from low to high, then later returns to low. We interpret low as logical false and high as logical true. Arrows indicate temporal
ordering between transitions;
for this paper, we assume that timing diagrams
spec-

_ _._[1,3]
C

[1,3]"'__

pO

a
b
c

0
0
0
0
pl

1
0
0
1
p2

1
1
0
2

0
1
1
3

/)3

/)4

_/_

pl p2
0
1
0
4

1: A timing

p3

1
1
0
5

1
0
0
6

p4
1
1
0
7

1
1
0
8

p5 p6
1
1
1
9

1
1
1
10

1
1
0
11

1
1
0
12

1
1
0
13

1
0
0
14

P5
Pl

Figure

>2

diagram

/)2

P3

and an illustration

ify a total ordering on the transitions
through
arrows
and ordering
within waveforms.
Annotations
of the
form [l,u] on the arrows
indicate
lower and upper
bounds on the time between the related transitions;
l
is a natural
number and u is a natural
number or the
symbol oe. 2 The labels at the bottom,
referred to as
time points, are for explanatory
purposes
and are not
part of the timing diagram;
intuitively,
there is one
time point for each transition
in the diagram, plus one
for each of the endpoints
of the diagram.
The portion
of the diagram
between each pair of time points is an
interval; interval Ij spans from time point pj to Pj+I.
Since timing diagrams
express sequences
of values
of variables
over time, an appropriate
semantic model
for them must do the same. Formal languages,
which
are sets of sequences
over a given alphabet,
suggest
such a model. Our semantics
considers finite or intlnite words over an alphabet
consisting
of all possible
assignments
of boolean values to the names labeling
waveforms.
Intuitively,
a word models a timing
diagram when the transition
patterns
in the diagram
reflect the changes in values assigned to names in the
word. A timing diagram language is any set of words
such that every word in the set models the timing diagram.
This paper provides an intuitive
description
of the semantics;
the full details appear elsewhere
[5].
Consider the timing diagram and word in Figure 1.
2The full logic supports richer bounds with variables [5].

/)4

P5

of its semantics.

The word appears
in tabular
form:
the waveform
names label the rows and the indices into the word
label the columns.
Each cell in the table indicates
the value on the corresponding
signal at the corresponding
index.
Symbols 0 and 1 denote false and
true, respectively.
The two lines directly beneath
the
table indicate two separate
assignments
of indices to
time points, as explained
shortly.
Intuitively,
the semantics
walks along a word looking for indices that satisfy each time point. An index
satisfies
a time point if the values assigned
to each
variable
correspond
to those required
by the transitions at the time point;
satisfaction
relies on both
the current
index and its immediate
successor.
For
example,
in Figure 1, time point Pl contains
a rising
transition
on signal a; index d satisfies Pl if d assigns
value 0 to a and index d + 1 assigns value 1 to a.
For the word and timing diagram
in Figure 1, index 0 satisfies the rising transition
on a. The walk
now searches
for an index containing
a rising transition on b; index 1 meets this criterion.
When the
walk locates the rising transition
on c in index 2, the
semantics
checks whether
the located indices respect
the timing
constraint
between
the transitions
on b
and c. The two transitions
occurred
one index apart,
which is valid. Continuing
the walk locates time point
P4 at index 3 and time point P5 at index 5. The first
row below the table shows this assignment
of time

pointsto indices.Thesecondrowshowsanotherassignment,
startingfromindex4. Thiswalkfails,becausethe distancebetween
the indicessatisfying
P2
and P4 is larger than 3, the maximum
allowed by the
time bound
on the arrow from the rising transition
on b to the falling transition
on c. The semantics
always checks the first occurrence
of a transition
that
it finds once it begins searching
for it. The formal
semantics
[5] defines this precisely.
Three other aspects of our semantics
are relevant:
• Timing
diagrams
express
assume-guarantee
relationships;
we specify some prefix of the time
points as the assume portion,
and only check the
entire diagram
when we locate indices satisfying
the assume portion.
In our example, taking the
assume portion to be time points P0 and Pl, we
would search for the entire diagram
only if an
index reflects a rising transition
on a.
• We view timing
diagrams
as invariants,
meaning that we attempt
to satisfy the timing
diagram from every index which satisfies the assume
portion.
In our example,
we would search from
every index containing
a rising transition
on a,
namely indices 0 and 4, as in our demonstration.
• A parameter
over the timing diagram
indicates
which segments of waveforms
should be matched
exactly
within
words;
the rest are treated
as
don't-cares.
Segments
to be matched
exactly
are called fixed-level
constraints.
For example,
we could require a to remain high until the rising
transition
on c by putting
a fixed-level constraint
on a between time points Pl and P4.
Index

satisfaction

and

fixed-level

constraints

constraint

in interval

Ii.

the first index
at time point

required
i.

to satisfy

the

second index
at time point

required
i.

to satisfy

the

• APi:
the
transition

• Ti: The conjunction
APiinit A XAPi, which uses
the temporal
logic next-time
operator
to capture
the requirements
for satisfying
a transition.

3.2

Linear-time

Temporal

Logic

Like timing diagrams,
linear-time
temporal
logic describes patterns
of changes in variables over sequences
of assignments.
LTL is a propositional
temporal
logic [13], defined
relative
to a finite set of propositions 7). The formulas
of LTL include 7) and are
closed under unary operators
_ and X (next), and binary operators
V and (J (until).
Intuitively,
X_ says
that _ holds in the next state, while _(J¢ says that
holds in every state until ¢ holds, and ¢ eventually
holds.
Other temporal
operators,
such as G (something holds in all states)
are defined in terms of (J.
Formally,
LTL formulas
are given semantics
relative
to sequences
of assignments
to 7). An infinite word
= xoxl ... is a sequence
of elements
of 2 p. _i denotes the suffix of _ starting
at xi. A word _ models
formulas
according
to the following definition:
• _qiffqExo,

forqET),

• _-_iffnot_-_,
• _ t= _V¢
• _ _X99

iff_
iff_l

t= _ or _ t= ¢,
_-_,

• _ _- _U_ iff there is an i _ 0 such
and_j
_-_forall0_j<i.

that

_1

_

_/)

are

simply constraints
on the values of particular
variables; each constraint
is a conjunction
of literals capturing the values required
on each variable.
A fixedlevel constraint
requiring
a to be low and c to be high
would be the conjunction
_aAc.
The actual conjunctions are irrelevant
to the algorithms
in the rest of the
paper. We therefore
describe our algorithms
in terms
of the following symbols:
• Ai: the fixed-level

• APiinit:
transition

A language
models a formula
language
models the formula.

4

Tableau

iff every

word

in the

Constructions

As discussed
in Section 2, automata-theoretic
verification tools compile formulas
into Biichi automata.
As LTL model checking uses the automata-theoretic
framework,
several
algorithms
exist for compiling

I2
I3
LTLformulasintoBiichiautomata[2,7];thesealgo1
1
rithmsusea technique
calledtableauconstruction.
12
The timing diagramsemantics
effectivelydefinea
2
1
Biichi automatonacceptinga timingdiagramlanguage.Thus,wehavetwopossible
routesto compilingtimingdiagramsintoBiichiautomata,asshown
tables
in the diagrambelow:compilethe timingdiagram Figure 2: Step distribution
timing diagram.
directlyto a Biichiautomatonwhichcorresponds
to
the semantics,
or translatethe timingdiagraminto
LTL anduseexistingLTL-to-Biichialgorithms.The
second
approach
reflectstheviewoftimingdiagramscalculate the possible numbers of
word can spend in each interval.
asvisualinterfaces
fortemporallogics[1].
our
translation

TD

existing
algorithm

LTL _

Biichi

semantics

We would like to compare
the Biichi automata
arising from these two approaches.
Is one substantially
larger than the other?
Size is important
because this
form of verification
computes
the cross-product
of
the automata
representing
the design and the property.
Does one approach
yield a Biichi automaton
that is more amenable
to verification
than the other?
Some verification
heuristics
work only on property
automata
with particular
structural
features.
Answers to these questions
help determine
whether
verification tools can safely treat timing diagrams
as interraces
to LTL expressions
without
having an adverse effect on the verification
process.
Our translations
from timing
diagrams
to each of
LTL and automata
rely on the same intermediate
representation,
a form of abstract
state machine.
States
in this machine record which interval they correspond
to, their transitions
to other abstract
states,
and a
set of labels which provide information
to the backend tools.
The abstract
machine captures
one pass
or walk of the timing diagram
semantics,
leaving the
backend tools to support
repetitions
as necessary.

4.1

Generating

Generating
ing diagram

the

Abstract

Machine

an abstract
machine
from a given timproceeds
in two steps. First, we need to

for the

example

steps that a valid
We partition
the
time points into cells such that time points i and j
are in the same cell iff there is an arrow spanning
intervals
i and j: for our example
timing
diagram,
the cells are {0}, {1}, {2, 3}, {4}, and {5}. For each
cell, we generate
a table showing the possible combinations
of steps allowed in each interval.
Each row
of the table provides one distribution
of the time allowed by the bounds across the corresponding
intervals; if the total amount
of time is a lower bound,
the value in the last column of the table is marked
with a +. Figure 2 shows the tables for our example
diagram.
They say that a valid word must contain at
least one letter in the first interval
(1+ in the first table), some combination
of 2 or 3 letters in the interval
between time points 2 and 4 (the middle table), and
at least two letters in interval
/4. We generate
the
tables using a straightforward
procedure
for calculating distributions
across variables.
We then eliminate
distributions
that violate some timing constraint;
the
example diagram,
for example,
allows the arrow from
the rising transition
on b to the rising transition
on
c to last 3 steps, but doing so would violate the constraints
of the edge from the rising transition
on b
to the falling transition
on c. The tables in Figure 2
contain no row allowing 3 steps in interval/2.
Next, we generate
abstract
states
from
and tables.
Each abstract
state contains

the cells
the time

point it corresponds
to, a set of transitions
to other
abstract
states,
and a set of labels
(which we describe shortly).
We generate
a final state (labeled
final) with a self-transition;
this corresponds
to the
maximal
time point.
We also generate
two abstract
states with transition
to the final state for each time
point

in the assume

portion:

one labeled

PM for pat-

caYII

Figure

tern

mismatches

and

3: The abstract

one labeled

machine

CV for constraint

violations;
these capture
violations
of the timing diagram patterns
in the assume portion.
The generation
method processes the cells in reverse order. For each
cell, we generate a set of states, designating
one as the
initial state for the cell, as follows. If there is no table
for the cell, we generate
one abstract
state with two
transitions:
one to itself and one to the initial state
for the cell containing
point is in the assume
contains
a transition
for the corresponding

ple timing diagram,
all rows for cell {2, 3} require
least one state in interval
2. Each state contains

at
a

transition
to the next state in the sequence;
states
in common prefixes may have transitions
to multiple
suffixes. In addition,
if the last entry in a row is annotated
with +, the final state in the sequence
for
the row contains
a self-loop.
If the cell is in the assume portion,
each state also contains
transitions
to
the pattern-mismatch
and constraint-violation
states
for the corresponding
time points.
Figure
3 shows
the abstract
machine
corresponding
to our example
timing diagram.
We have explained
the structure
of
this machine;
we now describe
the labels.
state

corresponding

to a time

point

in the

timing

diagram.

assume
portion
receives the label assume.
state
other than the final, pattern-mismatch,
constraint-violation
states, we add all labels
following
list for which the state satisfies
cared constraints
relative to the structure
of
sition

system;

let B be a state

• start:

no other

• end:

B reaches

the next time point. If the time
portion, the abstract
state also
to the pattern-mismatch
state
time point.

If there is a table for a cell, we must generate
sequences of states that count steps in the intervals as
indicated
in the tables.
Rather
than generate
these
sequences
independently,
however, we share states at
the prefixes of the sequences
when possible.
All sequences will share at least one common
prefix state;
this is the initial state for the cell. For the exam-

Each

for the example

state

at time

for time

no other

state

point

B;

for time point

Pi;

for time points

• cannot:

are for time

•

must:

The

labels

no successor
start

and

is for time point
end indicate

Pi:

Pi reaches

• ca n: B has successors
all successors

point

For each
and
from the
the indithe tran-

the

Pi and Pi+l ;
point

Pi;

Pi.
first

and

last

states for each corresponding
time point; can, cannot,
and must indicate
whether
a word can, cannot,
or
must advance to the next time point from this state.
While some of these labels have overlapping
meaning
(all must states are end states,
for example),
no two
labels are equivalent.

4.2

Generating

LTL

This section generates
an LTL formula corresponding
to one pass of the timing diagram
semantics.
Wrapping the formula in LTL operator
G yields the invariant formula.
The procedure
follows the structure
of
the abstract
machine.
There are two steps in generating the LTL for a given abstract
state: generating
the propositional
expression
that captures
the fixedlevel constraints
for the state and connecting
this expression
with those for other states using temporal

([(A0A_T0)(J (A0

A To)] --+

[(A0 A _T0) (J
(Ao A To A

X[(A1 A _T1) U
(A1 A T1 A X((A2

A 272 A X((A3 A T3 A X(A4 A _T4 A X[(A4 A _T4) [J (A4 A T4)])) V
(A3 A _T3 A X(A3 A T3 A X(A4 A _T4 A X[(A4 A _T4) [J (A4 A T4)]))))) V
(A2 A _T2 A X(A2 A T2 A X(A3 A 273A X(A4 A _T4 A X[(A4 A _T4) [J (A4 A T4)]))))))])])

Figure

4: LTL generated

for example

operators.
The expression
for a state is the fixedlevel constraint
Ai; if the state is the first or last in
a time point, we conjoin
Ai with APi or APi+linit,
respectively.
The temporal
operators
are based on
the transition
structure
of the abstract
machine.

timing

that
are true
of fair states.

diagram

in each state,
The abstract

and :r C_ Q is a set
machine
resembles
a

Formally, procedure
GenLTL(B)
produces the LTL
for abstract
state B as follows, where R is the transition relation
of the abstract
machine.
For abstract

Biichi automaton;
however,
it does not capture
a
timing
diagram
because
it does not enforce matching the first occurrences
of transitions.
The Bfichi
automaton
states enforce this by examining
propositions APi+linit and APi+I, which indicate when transitions should occur.
These states also refer to the

states

fixed-level

B without

self-loops,

Ai A Ti A

For abstract
[(Ai A _Ti)

states

GenLTL(B)

produces

V
X(GenLTL(B')).
B'CR(B)
B with

tJ (Ai A Ti A

self loops,

GenLTL(B)

is

V
×(GenLTL(B')))].
B'CR(B)

The Ti's require
the expression
to match the first
available transition
to the next time point. To handle
the assume portion, the algorithm
generates
LTL for
the restriction
of the abstract
machine to the assume
portion and forms an implication
from this formula to
the LTL for the entire diagram.
This follows the intuitive semantics
of timing diagrams.
Figure 4 shows
the resulting LTL for our running example.
The contrast between the formula and the original timing diagram motivates
designers'
frustrations
with common
verification
notations.

4.3

Generating

Biichi

Automata

A B/ichi automaton
is a tuple (Q, q0, R, L, _') where
Q is a set of states, q0 is the initial state, R C_ Q × Q
is the transition
relation,
L indicates
propositions

constraint

Ai.

Monitoring
APi+linit
and APi+I implies that an
abstract
state can expand into four Bfichi states (Ai
must hold in each; the pattern-mismatch
states account for when Ai does not hold). The number may
be more or less depending
on the abstract
state's
labels.
Regardless
of the labels,
only a few combinations
of propositions
arise in practice.
Table 1
(left) lists templates
of the generated
Bfichi states.
For each state, we list the propositions
that are true
in that state and a set of labels.
These labels are
not part of the Biichi automaton;
them to create transitions
between

the algorithm
uses
states.
The labels

can be divided into two sets, depending
upon
they contain this; we explain the distinction

whether
shortly.

The Bfichi automaton
generator
converts
abstract
state B into Bfichi automaton
states
bl,...,bm
in
two steps. First, it creates the template
states indicated in Table 1 (right).
Second, it adds the outgoing
transitions
for each bk. These outgoing
transitions
depend on B's labels and whether
bk outputs
proposition APi+linit.
This proposition
matters
because
it indicates
that bk could recognize
the start of the
next time-point.
Any transitions
from bk to states
outputting
proposition
APi+I must be to states corresponding
to the next time-point.

Propositions
$1

Ai,

APi+linit,

$2

Ai,

_APi+linit,

$3
$4
$5

Ai,

APi+linit,

$6
$7
$8
$9
$10
Sll

Ai,

_APi+linit,

Ai,

APi+linit,

Ai,

APi+

Incoming
Labels
this-tp, this-tp-trans

1

this-tp,
this-tp,

APi+I
_APi+I

_APi+I
AN

_APi+linit,

this-tp-trans
this-tp-no-trans

this-tp, this-tp-no-trans
tp-start
tp-start
cv-no-trans

i

APi

_APi
Ai, APi
_Ai

cv-trans
pv-this

_Ai,
_Ai,

pv-on-trans
pv-this-no-trans
final

APi
_APi

S12

Table

1: Tables

defining

translation

Next
Type

Init?

ca n

yes

can

no

ca n not
can not
must

yes
no

Table

transitions

between

states

labeled

State

$5 expands

assume.

the abstract

S1,

yes

$5 plus this-tp

no

S1,

yes (ex. P0)
no

$2,

$3,

$4

label

$3

S1, $2, $3, $4, $5, $6

or Po

S1,

$2,

$3,

$4

&, S8
$9,

S10,

Sll

S12

states

to Biichi

5; we include
procedure.

states.

it to illustrate

the transition

state

',
J

Tables
1 and 2 determine
the outgoing
transitions
for each state in the dashed box.
For example,
$3
matches the first row in Table 2 because B has label

states.

As an example,
let B be the rightmost
abstract
state for time point 4 from Figure 3. The following
diagram shows the expansion.
The four states in the
dashed box correspond
to B.
Table 1 (right) tells
us to create these states because B matches
the second can line.

$5, So

no

(.._4 _---- SL_

ble 2. For each cj, add a transition
from bk to cj iff
cj comes from the same (resp. a different) time point
as bk and the incoming
labels for cj contain
some
this (resp.
non-this
label) label from hk. The fair
states consist of the state labeled final and all states
abstract

of abstract

yes

................

More specifically,
we connect the transitions
for bk,
generated
from abstract
state B, according
to the following algorithm:
Let Cl,...,cn
be the states that
expand all successors
of B in the abstract
machine.
Let hk be the set of labels for bk according
to Ta-

expanding

can
CV
PM
final

States

G=-- Sl -_i

this-tp-no-trans,
pv-this, cv-trans
this-tp, pv-this, cv-trans
tp-start,
pv-on-trans,
cv-no-trans

2: Determining

must
can

time point
connection

Outgoing
Labels
tp-start,
this-tp-no-trans
pv-this-no-trans,
pv-on-trans
this-tp pv-this

Start?

Type
cannot
cannot
must

for

can and $3 outputs
APi+lini
t. Thus,
it needs a transition to each state in the dashed box with incoming
label this-tp-no-trans
(states
$3 and $4 by Table 1
(left)) and each state outside the box with label tpstart (state $5). We ignore the pv labels since there
are no PM states for time points 4 or 5. A similar
process yields the transitions
for the remaining
states.
Having presented
algorithms
diagrams
to both LTL formulas
we need to check whether
the

for translating
timing
and Biichi automata,
derived formulas
and

automata
correspond
on a logical level. Given a timing diagram
D, let DLTL and DBA be the formula
and automaton
derived for D, respectively.
We have
proven that L;(DBA) models DLTL according
to LTL's
semantics.
As a sanity check on this result, we constructed
an LTL formula capturing
the structure
of
DBA and compared
it to DLTL using an LTL equivalence checker
[10]. These formulas
are equivalent

for a largetest suiteof timingdiagrams,including obtained compiling DLTL to an automaton (column
thoseusedin ourexperiments.
Thus,wehavehigh "via DLTL").
The first two columns vary the bounds.
confidence
in the correctness
ofourtranslations. Each automaton sees constant growth with respect to
5

Experimental

Results

This section compares
our DBA automata
to those
derived
from DLTL using an existing
LTL-to-Biichi
translation
algorithm
[2] with respect
to their numbers of states.
We do not report running
times because the algorithms
have been implemented
in different paradigms,
which reduces
the value of such
figures; in practice,
the direct translations
were substantially
faster than the LTL-based
translations.
We
report two groups of experiments.
In the first, we
generate automata
for one pass of the timing diagram
semantics.
In the second, we generate
automata
for
the negation
of timing diagrams
when treated
as an
invariant.
The latter is required to model check timing diagrams
using an automata-theoretic
approach.
When comparing
how each approach
scales with respect to a given timing diagram,
there are two classes
of parameters
to consider:
the values of the lower and
upper time bounds on the edges and the size of the assume portion.
While the bounds certainly
affect the
size of the resulting
automata,
we conjecture
that the
size of the assume portion
will be more significant.
Consider
the structure
of DLTL.
As Figure 4 shows,
the subexpression
for the assume portion appears
on
both sides of the implication
in the LTL formula.
LTL-to-Biichi
algorithms
normalize
formulas
before
translation:
the normalization
process
will destroy
the similarities
between the two copies of the assume
portion.
Our timing
diagram
to automaton
algorithm, in contrast,
translates
the assume portion only
once. Our experiments
use Daniele, Giunchiglia,
and
Vardi's
LTL-to-Biichi
algorithm,
which yields more
compact
automata
than other algorithms
[2].

5.1

Accepting

Timing

Diagrams

As an initial experiment,
consider a very simple diagram with an empty
(trivial)
assume portion.
The
table shows the number
of states
in the DBA automaton
(column
"DBA") and the number
of states

increases
in the time bounds.
This supports
our hypothesis
that the magnitude
of the bounds does not
yield significant
differences
between
the two translation algorithms.
Similar experiments
on diagrams
with more transitions
show similar results: while the
magnitude
machines
differences
portion

of the constant
difference between the two
increases
slightly
on these examples,
the
are still small constants
when the assume

is empty.

l
1
2

u

1
2

7
10

9
12

3
4

3
4

14
18

16
20

1
2
3

oc
oc
oc

12
12
16

17
16
20

4

oc

20

24

DBA

via

DLTL

The picture
changes
dramatically
as the assume
portion
grows beyond one transition.
Consider
a diagram
with four transitions,
as shown below.
Each
group of three experiments
uses the same bounds and
varies the assume
portion
size.
The difference
between assume portion sizes of one and two is substantial in each group. Furthermore,
as the bounds in the
assume portion grow, this difference
appears to grow
exponentially.
Growth
of each automaton
still appears constant
across experiments
with the same assume portion size and varying bounds.
This supports
our hypothesis
that the size of the assume portion is
more important
than the size of the bounds.
The size
of the bounds appear
to matter
more in the assume
portion than in the non-assume
portion.
This makes
sense, as the LTL-to-Biichi
algorithm
negates the assume portion to construct
the automaton.
This negation creates many disjunctions,
which lead to branching and extra states in the LTL-to-Biichi
translation.
The larger the bounds,
the more disjunctions
result
from the assume portion.

a _[ll,ul]
b
_[12,u2]
c
)_13,u3]
d
_/
ll
1

Ul
1

12
1

U2
1

13
1

U3
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1

2

2

2

1
1

1
1

2
2

2
2

2
2

1
1
1

1
1
1

3
3
3

3
3
3

2
2
2

2
2
2

1
1
1

2
2
2

2
2
2

3
3
3

3
3
3

The
tomata

Split
0

DBA
9

DLTL
9

1
2

11
12

25
119

2

0

15

13

2
2

1
2

17
18

3
3
3

3
3
3

0
1
2

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

2
2
2

2
2
2

2
2
2

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

l
1
2

u
1
2

Split
0
0

29
123

3
4
5

3
4
5

23
25
26

19
35
129

1
2
3

0
1
2

12
14
16

11
27
319

2
2
2

0
1
2

18
20
22

15
31
323

1
1
1

0
1
2

16
18
20

14
30
666

LTL-to-Biichi
approach
produces
smaller
than our approach
in some cases when

authe

assume portion
is empty.
We believe this is due to
a slight difference
in how we handle relationships
between the symbolic
propositions
(Ai, etc) in the two
algorithms
that would favor the LTL-based
approach.

5.2

Rejecting

sition diagram.
As an experiment
in how the placement of temporal
operators
affects the construction
of automata
from LTL formulas,
the first table includes an additional
column,
"Distrib',
for which we
distributed
all X operations
in DLTL
formula
over
boolean operators
before compiling to an automaton.

Timing

Diagrams

Model checkers require an automaton
accepting
the
negation
of a property.
Even though we cannot draw
the negation
of a timing
diagram
as a timing
diagram, we can still produce
an automaton
that
accepts all words that fail to satisfy the timing diagram.
This section
compares
these automata
to those obtained for the expression
_GDLTL.
We present two
tables:
the first summarizes
experiments
on the single transition
diagram
from the previous section and
the second summarizes
experiments
on the two tran-

7
10

via DLTL
112
310

Distrib
199
588

0
0
0

14
18
22

654
1307
2613

1506
3077
6153

oc
oc
oc

0
0
0

12
12
16

295
382
7O5

295
772
1596

1
2

8
8

0
0

34
34

14599
14632

24926
25055

3

8

0

34

14728

25461

1
2
3

1
2
3

1
1
1

9
12
16

117
315
659

210
599
1519

1
2

c_
oc

1
1

14
14

300
387

300
781

ll
1
2

Ul
1
2

12
1
2

u2
1
2

3

3

3

3

1
2

OC
OC

1
1

2

c_

1
1

1
1

1

c_

DBA

Split
0
0

DBA
8
14

via DLTL
650
5372

0

22

24174

OC
OC

0
0

18
18

4999
6369

2

c_

0

18

8286

1
1

1
1

1
2

10
11

655
658

1

c_

1

20

5004

In these tables, the difference between the two algorithms is striking.
The direct translation
still shows
linear growth as we vary the bounds under a trivial
assume portion.
For the first section of the first table,
the LTL-based
algorithm
shows exponential
growth.
The difference between zero and one transitions
in the
assume portion is not significant
in the first table.
Unfortunately,

for either algorithm
we were unable to

generate
theLTL-based
automata
for largerconfigu- This
rationsthanthoseshownwithinareasonable
amount whether
of time (severalhoursperconstruction).However,benefits
theexistingresultsaresuitlcientto demonstrate
the fication
drawbacks
of theLTL approach
to compilingtiming ferences
diagrams
into automata.
agrams
6

Discussion

The data in Section
5 suggest
clear differences
between our two approaches
for compiling
timing diagrams into Biichi automata.
These differences
could
be due to the LTL-to-Biichi
automaton
translation,
to our timing diagram to LTL translation,
or to some
property
of timing diagrams
that provides
an inherent advantage
over LTL.
LTL-to-Biichi
algorithms
are not canonical,
in that
they may produce
different
automata
for logically
equivalent
LTL formulas;
the Distrib experiments
in
the previous
section
show this.
The Daniele
et al.
algorithm
produces
smaller automata
than other algorithms
because
it uses some simple syntactic
optimization
techniques
on propositional
formulas
[2].
More work should be done in this area; our timing
diagrams
research has yielded several formulas where
simple manual transformations
yielded much smaller
automata
from the Daniele
et al. algorithm.
Algorithms which perform
optimizations
across temporal
operators
are also needed, as our experiments
show.
Currently,
no known
metrics
indicate
when one
LTL formula
will yield a smaller
automaton
than
another.
Therefore,
it is possible
that a different
translation
from timing diagrams
to LTL would yield
smaller automata.
For several timing
diagrams,
we
have tried to manually
construct
LTL formulas
that
yield our DBA automata.
We have been successful
on occasion
by translating
the structure
of DBA into
LTL. We are still working on such a translation
procedure that acts as a fixpoint
over Biichi automata,
as a means of understanding
the LTL-to-Biichi
algorithms better.
However, this approach
is clearly redundant
in practice,
as it requires the construction
of
DBA. We continue
to experiment
with other timing
diagram
to LTL translation
algorithms,
particularly
ones which enable sharing of the assume portion.

project
is part of a larger investigation
into
timing
diagrams
offer any computational
over existing logics (including
LTL) in vericontexts
[4]. We have identified
several difbetween
the two notations.
Full timing
diand LTL have incomparable
expressive
powers [5] (this paper uses only a subset of timing
diagrams).
Timing
diagrams
enable sharing
of common subexpressions
to a greater
extent
than LTL.
The LTL formula
in Figure
4, for example,
duplicares subexpressions
across its disjuncts;
these expressions
correspond
to entire suitlxes of the timing
diagram.
LTL does not appear
to provide a way to
avoid this duplication.
However,
it is not yet clear
whether
these duplicated
expressions
contribute
to
the explosion

in the

generated

Biichi

automata.

The most interesting
distinction
that we've discovered between
timing diagrams
and LTL arises from
the structure
of the Biichi automata
corresponding
to
each notation.
Our timing diagram
to Biichi translation always produces
a particular
structure
of automaton
known as a weak automaton
[11]. An automaton
with states Q and fair set jr is weak if there
exists a partition
of Q into disjoint sets QI,...,
Qn
such that (1) each Qi is either contained
in jr or is
disjoint from it, and (2) the Qi's are partially
ordered
so that there is no transition
from Qi to Qj unless
Qi __ Qj.
Weak automata
have several attractive
features
in the context of verification
[11]; for example, symbolic
cycle detection
is effectively
linear in
weak automata,
whereas existing
algorithms
for the
general case are quadratic
[6].
Another
feature of weak automata

is important

to

our study of timing
diagrams:
complementation
of
weak automata
requires only complementation
of the
fair set jr; the structure
of an automaton
and its
complement
are otherwise
identical.
In Section 5, we
explored
translations
of timing
diagrams
and their
negations
to Biichi automata.
Our direct translation
produces
the same size automaton
for a given timing
diagram
under each experiment
because
we exploit
this feature of weak automata.
3 LTL-to-Biichi
algorithms do not currently
consider weak automata;
this
is an open problem as many LTL formulas do not cor3We

require one extra transition to handle the invariant.

respond
to weakautomata.WhenweuseLTL asan
intermediate
language,
the Biichiautomatafor the
negated
timingdiagrams
aremuchlargerthanin the
non-negated
case.This is partly dueto the structure of the LTL formulascorresponding
to timing
diagrams.As Figure4 shows,LTL formulascorresponding
to timingdiagrams
involvedisjunctions
of
longsequences
of conjunctions
andtemporaloperators.Thenegationofsucha formulacontainsmany
moredisjunctions
thantheoriginalformula.Disjunctionsforcebranchingandextrastatesin Biichiautomata. It is thereforenot surprisingthat the automataforthenegated
timingdiagrams
aresomuch
largerthanthoseforthe one-pass
timingdiagrams.
In summary,
manyfactorsinfluence
thesizeofthe
automataobtainedwhentreatingtimingdiagrams
asaninterfaceto LTL.Thesefactorssuggest
a host
of research
problemsin verification.Wefully expectthat improvedLTL-to-Biichialgorithmswould
reducethesizesofautomatagenerated
in ourexperiments. Until researchers
developsuchalgorithms,
however,directcompilationof timingdiagramsto
Biichiautomataappears
a betterapproach
for verificationapplications.
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So is an initial

set of reachable

point
points

inclusive

is

P

and

were

rep-

are

for

an abstraction

by extending

to permit
times

the

time-passage

to time-passage
of the

edge.

as they

then

is avoided

edges

there

between

paths

automata,
exist.

problem

but

computations

separate

discrete-timed
relation
would

edges

represented

That

is, a time-passage

edge

(rrz, n) will be matched

to a time-passage

edge

(rrz', n') if rrz' _< rrz and

n _< n'.

First,
3.1.

individual

automata

2.

C corrzps(Q),

relationship

on

This

min-max

in Figure

corrzps(P)

resented

canoni-

unreachable.

computations

is reachable

such that
of the

of a min-max

automata,

However,

not required
relations.

the

representation

set of timed

quence.

of computing

Consider

Q, depicted

Then

time-passage

the maximal

3.2.

P and

edges.
A consequence

Example

0l

a time-relazed

step,

relaxes

ing requirements

of a time-passage

Definition

If s (2:_

the

tim-

edge.

cr
and

3.2.

n _< n', then

s (m_,e) s'

s',

and

rrz' _< rrz

Next, the definition of a moveis expanded
to accommodatetime-relaxed steps.

is called
volves

bisimulation

finding

systems

Definition
indicated

3.3. A

move

by So _-_ s_, occurs

cr is a sequence
that

time-relaxed

of states,

for all i, si _

if 7 = _ where

So, sl, s2,..,

si+l

of A,

s_, such

or si _2_ si+l.

lar

such

means

By substituting
dinary
tion

moves

moves

in the definitions

relations,

ample
define

time-relaxed
the

for or-

of the abstrac-

anomaly

described

in Ex-

3.2 is avoided.
It is now possible
abstraction
relations
for min-max

to
au-

tomata.

4

for

Relations

Min-Max

paper

one

considers

specification

ments)
or

now

trace

other

specification.

equivalence
when

[21, 22].

homomorphism
[1] have

This

weak

bisimulation)

thing

widely

used
an-

The

terms

simulation

systems

of visible
of internal

refinement

to reduce

inclusion

only

be demonstrated.
late

been

the

a local

property

of the

some-

kind

of au-

needs

to

techniques
timed

relationships
automata.

Bisimulation

and

in the

bisim-

be relaxed
an

(called

edge

by a move

to a

are

in each

(including

in-

vative

notion

sound

but

of system

equivalence,

not complete,

especially

in process
to hide

but it is widely

algebras
internal

events,

or a move

is more

question

of whether

two

as defined

above,

externally

P

and

tion,

A weak
that

4.1.
Q,

For
_'

the

between

between

two sysit is only

two

points

two points.

min-max

C

beevents

bisimulation

Rather,

an edge

to a move

Definition

similarly.

is a subpath

in lockstep.

that

correspond

to the

no intervening

the requirement

proceed

a sequence

relevant

automata

visible.

[25] relaxes
tems

where

used

[24].

of steps,

two points

as it is

automata,

_'cachabl4can(P))×
is

a

weak

bisimula-

if

• for

all p 6 initial(P),

such

that

(p,q)

there

C r and

is some

q,

q C initial(Q),

re-

behavior

In each case, the behavior
is hidden.
This section
de-

scribes
several such
text of discrete-timed

of two
bisimi-

an edge

states

so that

is matched

states
being

has

can

reachable(can(Q)),

problem

to proving

All of these

events.
events

mapping

in some

in terms

[21],

state

resulting

approach

necessary

inclusion

implements

transitions

Thus,

(or imple-

Trace

system

used

trace

about

tomata.

has

of when

the

in-

ternal events)
so that the resulting
states are
bisimilar.
Bisimulation
is a rather
conser-

tween

one

[18], and

all been

of showing

issues

is an abstraction

another

to describe

the

two

each

ilar.

are
This

states

that

A move,

Automata

on the

that

so that

In order

Abstraction

Bisimulation

a relation

state

system

[25].

con-

• for

all q 6 initial(Q),

such

that

• ifV(p,q)
-

ifp

there

(p, q) C r and

is some

p,

p C initial(P),

Cr:
_

p_ then

3q _ • q--%

q_ and

3p _ • p--%

p_ and

(p', q') 6 r, and

4.1

Forward

-

two

common
systems

technique
are

_

q_ then

(/, q') c

Simulation
One

ifq

for

observationally

showing

that

equivalent

Informally,
bisimilar

this

if any

states

edge

from

that
one

two points
of the

are

points

can be matchedby the other point making a
moveon the sameevent and reachinga point
that is weakly bisimilar to the point reached
from the first point. Sinceweakbisimulations
are closedunder union, it can be shownthat
there is a largest weakbisimulation, denoted
_, for any pair of computation graphs for a
given set of observableevents.
The following theorem establishes the
soundnessof bisimulation.
Definition
comps(Q)

comps(P)

comps(P)

=

C_ comps(Q)

and co. p (Q) c_
Theorem

4.1.

P

_

Q

and

Because
the restriction
a forward
simulation
rather

than

trace

In practice,

_

comps(P)

=

automata

to the proof

found

in the

for ordinary

literature

timed

conditions

of the

Bisimulation
there

are

of timed
This

is not

systems

[22].

The

traces,

which
which

in the

specification

to a point

original

to the

not

state

of actions

is,
set

bisimilar.

Each

to have

simplification
reduces

graph,

but

haviors.

between

other

apply
tions
history

are

to a specification

of the

admits

a

computation

a larger

set

of be-

relationship

the

systems,

then

two

the results

it may

the simpler

to the more

system

complicated

For

simulation

relation

f

from

over

reachable(can(Q))

min-max
P

a forward

that

to

Q

is

reachable(can(P))

(p,q)

there

C f and

a

and

simulation

all p ¢ initial(P),

such

automata,

if:

is some

q,

q C initial(Q),

must
system

• if V(p,q)
p _+

C f

p' then

and

all

3q'

c C actions(P),

• q _

q' and

(p',q')

C

f.

with

re-

as well as the

Lynch
tions

[21]

are

shows

a pre-order

that
(i.e.

forward
they

and transitive).
Soundness
soundness
of bisimulations.

simula-

are

reflexive

follows

from

the

Simulations
of bisimulation

simulation
also related

measures

perhaps

As a con-

distinguishes

in only one direction,

a forward

im-

inclusion

forward

4.3
If the definition

for the

a trace

4.3.

• for

or events.

Forward

set

system.

move to points
which
can oc-

system

necessary

to model-check

apply

or oper-

the full set of behaviors

size

which

If the

will be de-

Alternatively,

the

Of-

has a narrower

can be made

which

some

point

specification.
of the

That
same

captures

in the

which

It is not

plementation

direction,
inclusion

specification

as well as an implementation

of behaviors.

[20].

is desirable.

ational

Definition
[]

the

are

structure.

bisimulation

sequence

4.2

which

permits
actions
which
are bisimilar
to those

sequence,
gard

have

bisimulation

of system

be bisimilar

cur

but

proof.

complete.

which

is because

aspects

usual

approach

signed

and

proof is in [2], which shows that the extensions to the definition
of a move do not violate
the

is in one
shows
trace

purpose

be possible
Similar

mappings

equivalence.

this

ten a general

holds
Pro@

possibilities

as the specifications.

4.2. The notation
indicates

[9, 11, 15],

[21].

is modified

to

the result

is called

Forward

simula-

to simulations

[17], downward

[28, 13],
simulations

Forward-Backward

Simula-

tions
Forward-Backward
scribed
variants

by
and

Lynch

simulations
and

ND-measures

are

were

similar

also de-

to the

in-

of [16, 17] as well

as subsetsimulations [14], and simple failure
simulations [7]. They are lessrestrictive than
forward simulations. Perhaps,most noteworthy is that they are completefor trace inclusion. However,sincea singletrace of a minmax automata can representmore than one
timed computation, forward-backwardsimulations are not complete for timed computations.

Then,
the

comps(P)

case

match

Therefore,

4.4. For min-max

forward-backward
is a relation

simulation
fb over

P

to

reachable(can(A))

N(reachable(can(B)))

1 such

all

p

¢

and

set

A,

such

that

(p,A)

¢

research
relation

and

which

to

is complete

automata.

[8, 18] and

[1, 19,

21],

are

simulations,

and

Re-

refinement

map-

more

restrictive

than

because

is some

fb

is required

of min-max

Homomorphisms
pings

there

further

is no

Q

that:

initial(P),

there
(3, 5).

edge,

Homomorphisms
finements

forward
• for

it is not

time-passage

for computations

automata,

from

but

P _<FB Q, because

find an abstraction

4.4

Definition

that

for the

= comps(Q)

function
from states(P)
C_ than a relation.

A

they

require

a

to states(Q)rather

initial(Q),
• if p _+
exists

p' and
a set

such that
q • J such

A'

(p,A)
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for every
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•
that

fb,
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(p',A')

q' • A' there

q-&

there
•

fb

is some
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tomata,
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For
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Q,

P

reachable(can(P))

1,

a

function

and

is a refinement

q'.

min-max

between

if:

• if for all
f(p)

f

reachable(can(Q)),

• for all p • initial(P),

Q

au-

e •

f(p)

• initial(Q),

actions(P)

p _

p' then

-,_ f(p')

(3,5)
The

proof

of soundness

for forward

simula-

tions, forward-backward
simulations,
and refinements
is similar to that for bisimulations.
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Abstract
A design formalization
based on behavior
tables was
presented
at Lfro97.
This paper describes
ongoing
work on a supporting
tool, now in development.
The
goal is to make design derivation,
the interactive
const_uction
of correct implementations,
more natural
and visually
palatable
while preserving
the benefits
of formal
manipulation.
We review the syntax and
semantics
of behavior
tables, introducing
some new
syntactic
elements.
We present a core algebra for architectural
refinement,
including
new notational
conventions
for expressing
such rules.
KEYWORDS:
behavior
table, design derivation,
formal synthesis.

1. Introduction
Behavior
table notation
emerged
out of case studies
in formal design derivation
between
1985 and 1995.
The DDD transformation
system [7] is based on functional algebra.
Behavioral
expressions
at the level
of algorithmic
state machines
[1] are represented
by
recursive
systems
of function
definitions,
and architecture
oriented implementations
are represented
by
recursive
systems
of stream
expressions.
In DDD,
these representations
are manipulated
as transformations on Scheme programs,
so the expressions
are also
executable.
The primary
goal in our early case studies was to
interactively
impose hardware
architectures
on algorithmic specifications.
As these studies became larg*This research is supported, in part, by the National Science
Foundation under Grant MIP9610358.

er, a practice
emerged
of printing
DDD expressions
in a tabular
form, reminiscent
of register transfer
tables. The tables helped design teams visualize
their
architectural
goals so they could strategize
about how
to accomplish
them in the DDD algebra.
We began to contemplate
using the tables more directly as formal objects,
retargetting
the DDD algebra to operate on tabular representations.
We believe
the tables are more perspicuous
to practicing
professionals who, it has been claimed,
are put off by the
notation
The

used
rising

in formal

reasoning

visibility

of tabular

systems.
specification

lan-

guages such as Tablewise
[3], SCR*
[2], and and-or
transitions
in RSML [8], helped convince us to look at
behavior
tables more seriously
as a formalism
rather
than merely as a visual aid. Subsequently,
we have
undertaken
to develop a tool for interactive
design
derivation
using them.
In this paper, we develop a core algebra for architectural
manipulation.
In the main, this algebra correlates to the "structural"
algebra of sequential
systems, presented
in [5]. Although
the main purpose is
to lay the groundwork
for tool implementation,
one
ancillary
contribution
of this paper is its notational
conventions
for stating the rules of the algebra, which
use table schemes to simplify quantification.
The conclusion
lists additional
topics and issues
entailed in the implementation
effort. We extend the
term-level
syntax presented
at Lfm97 [6] to include
provisions
for bounded indirection,
additional
algebra
for a simple kind of data refinement,
and possible
extensions
for verification.

2. Terms

at the

syntactic

level; for instance,

2.d(rl,r2, r2) - r2

Behavior
tables are arrays of terTns in a ground vocabulary
of constants
and operations.
We very briefly
review the terminology
of first order structures
then
introduce
the extensions
that are assumed
in behavior tables.

• It is assumed
that arbitrary
finite sets of tokens
can be represented
(e.g. by n-tuples
over Bool).
We shall extend this idea to what Hoover calls a

A first order structure
describes
a family of value
sets, A1, ...,
An, together
with a collection
of total functions,
fl, ...,
f,_, on these sets. With each
set Ai is associated
a type symbol,
ri,.
There are

case s of

constant
tions fi,

and
and

operator symbols representing
the funca distinct
set of variable symbols.
The

notation
v: ri asserts that the variable v ranges over
values in Ai. The signature
of an operator
specifies
its domain
and range,
which in general
are nested
products.
The formula f: (T1, (T2,7-3))
--}
(T4,
asserts that the operation
f maps the product

Tb,

7-6)

A1 ×

(A2 × A3) to the product
A4 × A5 × A6. We shall
allow for multioutput
operations,
as suggested
here,
whose output
signatures
are n-tuples.
A term is a variable,
constant,
or application,
f(T1,...,
Tn), of an operation
f to the terms Ti according to the f's signature.
A structure
becomes
an equational
algebra
when
it is provided
with a set E of equational
identities
among terms (over
ables).
E induces
write _E s -- t to
provably
equivalent
Certain
additional
l structures
used in
sorbed

a distinguished
set of logical varian equivalence
relation;
and we
express
the fact that s and t are
under E.
features
are assumed
of albehavior
tables and are thus ab-

at the metalinguistic

• A sort

Bool is assumed

care constant

The

with

usual

treatment

which we associate
written

al

_1

ak

_1

of terms

a specific

is extended

for ex-

plicit multioutput
operations.
stitution
on terms is adapted
tions by allowing nested lists
substitution
patterns.
Such a
fier.

The definition
of subfor multioutput
operaof variables
to serve as
list is called an identi-

Definition

is either

1 An

identifier

a variable

or

a nested
meaning

list, (X1,...,Xn),
of distinct
identifiers,
that they share no common
variables.

Definition
stitution

2 The formula
T[R/X]
denotes
a subof the term tR for the identifier
X in the

term T. The formula
T[R1/X1,...,
Rn/Xn]
the simultaneous
and respective substitutions

denotes
of terms

R4 for identifiers
X_, i C {1.. n}. Substitution
fined by induction
on the language of terms.
base cases, constants
are unchanged
and for
able symbol u,

is deIn the
a vari-

f R ifx = u

level.

\u

U [/_/X]

constants

false and the identities
of boolean
ations with range Bool are called
• A don't

finite logic [3], with
selection
operation,

is designated

true and

algebra.
tests.

For applications

ifXT£u

and n-tuples,

Oper-

by '_'.

• Finite product
(tupling)
and projection
operations of each type are assumed
Projections
are
denoted
by sans-serif
adjectives,
1st, 2nd, 3rd,
4th, 5th ..., ith, .... An n-tuple
is expressed
as
a parenthesized
series of n terms,
(T1,...,
Tn).
Projections
applied to n-tuples
can be simplified

f (T1, • • •, Tn)[R/X]

= f (T1 [R/X],...,

Tn [R/X])

For nested identifiers,
a simultaneous
is done on the constituents:
T[l_/(Xl,

. . . , Xn)]

= T[lst(l_)/Xl,

In the last case, substitution
element identifier
simplifies
r[(/_l,...,/_n)/(Xl,...,Xn)]
=

T[I_1/X1,...,

. . . , nth(R)/Xn]

of an n-tuple
to

P_/Xn]

substitution

for an n-

3. Syntax

of behavior

tables
go

Behavior
tables are closed expressions
whose terms
contain variables
from three disjoint sets: I (inputs),
S (sequential
signals, or data state),
and C (combinational
signals).
Fix these sets for the remainder
of
this section.
We will write ISC
for I U S U C and
SC for S U C. We use the term "register"
for an element of S, but this is a euphemism
that should be
interpreted
very abstractly.
There is no assumption
that these variables
denote finite values, nor are tables intended
only for register-transfer
The form of a behavior
table is:
Name:

Inputs

Conditions

a
b
done*

[

and

MULT:(go,

specification.

a

b

0

P A _go

0

t

_

_

_

w

P A _go

Definition

when,

and
loss
set P
terms
token
used

Outputs
is a
of generality,
of predicates
ranging over
sets, etc.
here is stan-

for each p 6 P,

either

% =

= ep.

Following
[3], we say a decision table is functional
when G describes a proper partitioning
of the possible
assignments
to ISC.
In other words, the guards are
"consistent"
and "complete".
Definition
4 A computation
step or action
set of terms,
one for each register and signal:
{t_}_csc.
ly indexed
table.

I d°ne* I

_

I
u--2 v× 2
0
u.'--2vX 2
(zero7 u) V (zero7 v)

Figure

Definition
3 A guard is a set of constants
indexed
by a condition
set P: g = {%}pce.
A decision table
D = [P, G], consists of a condition
set and a an associated list of guards.
We say g holds for an assigna to ISC

w)

u) ll u I v I"
w
w+v

P A _go
P A _go

1: Example

of a behavior

table

Step

dard. The value of a term, t, is written
a_t_, where a
is an assignment
or association
of values to variables.

or

--> (done*,

Signals

Computation

Inputs
is a list of input variables
set of terms over ISC,
but without
assume O C SC. Conditions
is a
over ISC,
that is, finitely typed
finite types, such as truth values,
The notion of term evaluation

b)

_

0
0
0
0
where P-

:

ment

a,

I

:

Guard

[
/_ iIx i2

IgolPl(even7

--+ Outputs
Registers

•

w

is a
a =

An action table is a set of actions typicalby the guards of a corresponding
decision

5 A behavior

table

for I -+ O consists

of a decision table, D, with guards C = {gl, ... gn},
and an action
table indexed by C, A = {t_,k I v 6
SC and gk 6 G}.
Figure
1 shows a shift-and-add
multiplier,
expressed
as a behavior
table.
The timing diagram
is
provided
to explain the interface,
with multiplication
performed
within a full handshake.

4. Synchronous

semantics

A behavior
table [D, A] for O C SC denotes
a relation between infinite input and output sequences.
We
call these sequences
streams
because
in prior work
we obtain
a semantics
by interpreting
a table as a
(co)recursive
system of stream-defining
equations
[7].
More directly, suppose we are given a set of initial values for the registers,
input variable
in I.
ments,
(a)

(a0, al...}

(C)

for ISC

an (i) is given

(b) For each
an+

1 (S)

{x_}_cs
Construct

as follows:

for all i 6 I and all n.

s C S, ao(s)
=

and a stream for each
a sequence
of assign-

a n Its,kl

if

= x_.
guard

gk

holds

for

an.

(d)

For each c C C, o-n(c)
holds for o-n.

The

stream

associated

=

o-nItc,k_

with

each

if guard

o

C

gk

O

is

(_0(o), _1(o),...}.
This semantic
relation
is well defined if there are no circular dependencies
among the
combinational
actions
{_c,k ] c C C, gk C G}. The
relation
is a function
(i.e. deterministic)
if decision
table D is functional•
We shall restrict our attention
to behavior
tables
spects. In essence,
properties
required
chines•

that are well formed
in these rewell formedness
reflects the usual
of synchronous
finite state ma-

To achieve well formedness,
we constrain
behavior
tables in two ways. First, we prohibit
"combinational
feedback"
in the actions•
Given row k in the action
table {_,o,k ] v C SC}, there is a natural
dependence
graph with vertices corresponding
to the signal names
and edges given by the relation:
a --+ b iff a is a
subterm
of _s,k. Checking for combinational
cycles is
a straightforward
depth-first
search•
Even if the actions themselves
do not contain com-

To eliminate
these scenarios,
we constrain
the predicates of the decision table to use only registered
variables and input signals• This way, no action can directly change the guard gk since the values of registered signals persist for the duration
of the present
action (c).
In addition,
we shall require
a functional
set of
guards, as noted earlier• This results in deterministic
and total behavior,
for which the algebra
presented
here is intended•
We think of behavior
tables as denoting
persistent, communicating
processes,
rather
than subprocedures. In other words, behavior
tables cannot themselves be entries in other behavior
tables, but instead
are composed
by interconnecting
their I/O ports•
Composition
is specified by giving a connection
map
that
is faithful
to each component's
arity.
In our
function-oriented
modeling
methodology,
such compositions
are expressed
as recursive systems of equations,

where

binational
loops, the decision table can still induce
race conditions
or metastable
behavior•
Consider
the

(Xll,

following table fragment
where r and c are registered
and combinational
boolean signals:
[ S:I---_O

]

"_I (Wll,

. . . , Wlgl)

=

"_p(Wpl,...,Wp£p)

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

tions

1

1

1

1

set {ud u

ll lo*l...

I

Intuitively,
if the system makes a transition
into a
state where _n(r)
= 0, then combinational
signal a
will oscillate•
Our semantics
is not well defined in this
case: ifcr = 0 and c_ = 0 in some guard gk = {cp}pcP
at timeslice
n, then _n (c) = 1 by (d). Since gk no
longer holds at _, some other guard gj = {dp}pcp
in which dr = 0 and d_ = 1 hold changes _ (c) back
to O.
race

(Xpl,...,Xpqp)

=

in which the defined
variables
Xij are all distinct,
each _ is the name of a behavior
table or other composition,
and the outputs
Vk and internal
connec-

I lo*l...

The

. . . ,Xlql)

condition

occurs

in our

example

when

_ (r) = 1 and _(c)
= O. Although
one could argue
that _n is well defined, we shall prohibit this mode of
expression
anyway, as it reflects a kind of transition
race.

Wij

are

all simple

variables

coming

from

the

Valid systems must preserve I/O directionality,
excluding
both combinational
cycles and output
conflicts.
Checking
validity has two stages and is again
a graph problem:
1. For each behavior
table let its inputs and outputs
be vertices,
and let i --+ o when output
signal o
combinationally
depends on input signal i.
2. Add

the

following

edges

to the

disjoint

of the behavior
table
I/O
graphs:
when Tj(...,o,...)
is the right hand
an equation
where Tj's I/O signature

union
o

--+ i
side of
is Tj :

A legitimateconnection
networkexistswhenthis and subscripts to describe a table as, for example,
graphhasnocycles•
b: (I1,...,
lk) _ (O1, • •., Of)
Providedtheyarewellformed,deterministic
sysP,_
S 1
...
Sp
temsarereadilyanimated
in modeling
languages
that
1
gll
' ' '
glm
_11
' ' '
_lp
allowrecursive
streamnetworks
to beexpressed
[4].
As longas eachregisterhasan initial value,the
streamsareconstructed
head-firstas a fixed-point
n
9nl
gnm
_nl
_np
computation•Translationto both cycle-based
and
event-based
simulation
languages
is alsorelativelys- Our table scheme notation uses the table itself as a
traightforward,
aslongasthesystems
areexpressedquantifier, and uses set elements as indexes rather
overtheconcrete
datatypesthesetoolsrecognize• than number ranges. Uppercase italic variables denote sets; and differently
named sets are always asA synchronous
semantics
is simpleandsuitedto sumed to be finite and disjoint. Lowercase italic varithe clockedimplementation
modelsmosthigh-levelables denote indices ranging over sets of the same
synthesizers
use.In fact,behavior
tableswill acquire name. The form
arangeofsemantics,
depending
ontheirapplications,
S
just asHDLsandprogramming
languages
do. Even
witha varietyofinterpretations,
theirinherentstrucarray (table)
of items,
turehelpsreduce
themathematical
bookkeeping
that represents a two-dimensional
{xr_ I r C R and s C S}.
A san seriff 1 identifier
oftenobscures
semantic
definitions•
P1

denotes
element
form

•

• •

a fixed (throughout
from the set of the

the scope of the rule)
same name.
Thus, the
5

5. Behavior

Table

Algebra
represents

The collection
of transformation
rules presented
in
this section applies to architectural
refinement•
This
set is not claimed to be complete
nor is minimal
in
any mathematical
sense• At this stage, our principal
object is to build a set of rules that is robust enough
to serve as a core rule set for tool implementation•
mathematical
efficiency
is a secondary
concern,
for
the moment•

5.1.

Notational

conventions

Defining these rules has led to some stimulating
notational
issues• In attempting
to present the rules in
a clear way, we have been led to consider some novel
conventions
for expressing
features,
particularly
for
quantification•
For reasons
of both typography
and
clarity, we want to reduce use of ellipses,
columns,

a column,

{Xrs I r C R},

and similarly

for

rows.

Under
these conventions,
Section 3 looks like

the

table

scheme

from

b: l ---_ 0
P

S

1

'

grip
,

t

gt,S

N

The use of ellipses 1 • • • N on the left is not necessary,
but serves as an reminder
that the rows are typically
numbered•
That is, we usually take the set N to be
the first "N" numbers•
5.2.

The

rules

Some structural
rules subsumed
by the semantics,
must be implemented
in the tool. For example,
interchanging
rows and columns
is allowed since indices
lWhere

possible,

we

display

these

identifiers

in

red.

range over sets, not sequences.
The underlying
mantics
remain well defined because the order

seof e-

Decomposition

quations
in a system is irrelevant.
Similarly,
renaming variables
is allowed under the usual rules of a
substitution
2.

b: I --_ O

The rules fall into three groups, the first involving
both the decision and action table parts, the second

! g_p i..........................................
t., I t,
i
Ni.....................

being operations
on the action table part, and the
third being operations
that affect the decision table
part.

#
"........................................................

P

•........................................................

S

P

1 ..........................................................

.%

Replacement

"01

:i

T

.........................................................

t

.%

'

t

..............

°IIIIIIIIIIN
iiiii:i IIIIIII:IIIIIIII
Decomposition

b

tns

_

Uns

splits

one table

into

two,

both

in-

heriting
the same decision table. The compose operator connects
the two tables to maintain
the original
dependence
among the signals.
Interpreting
the tables as functions
on streams
and reading
'U and 'n
as list operations
B1 o B2 yields the system

"U"

............
B(I)defo

where

(0 N S)
(ONT)

One term
(proven to
(or theory).
quivalence
establishing
ing tool or

can be replaced by another
term that is
be) equivalent
in the underlying
structure
Recall that
_ t = u is a provable
ein the underlying
structure.
In practice,
equivalence
would be done with a rewritproof assistant.

=

Z_1 (1 U T)
B2(1US)

It is a background
job of the table editor to maintain
the connection
hierarchy
as a byproduct
of decomposition. An upward
formulated,
would

composition
transformation
require conditions
to exclude

(_), if
name

clashes and preserve well formedness.
In using tables
for design derivation,
one would typically
decompose
tables rather than compose
them.
This is by no means

2Actually, behavior tables do not have free variables, so a
conversion is even simpler.

=

all there

is to say about

com-

position.
This strong
(in the sense of not being very
general) form of the Decomposition
rule is essentially
a partitioning
rule, allowing one to to impose hierarchy on designs.

Conversion

instantiation,
b: I ---'0

J

p

q

z

gjp

Vjq

Os

t o t' =

Vj, j' C J: gjp =- gj,p
UjcJ Vjq = dom(q)
b: I ---" O

This rule, allowing
function
to be moved between
the decision and action parts of a table, provides
the
means to change the boundary
between
control and
architecture.
The side conditions
say that, within the
range indicated
by J, the guards outside column q agree, and the guards within column q are exhaustive.

t'
t
undefined

if t =
if t' =
otherwise

Compatible
means that both variables
must be combinational
or both must be sequential.
If both signals are combinational,
an audit is required
to assure
that the resulting
system remains
well formed, that
is, that instantiation
does not introduce
feedback.

Action

identification

b: I -"
P

O
S

1

Action

'

collation

N

b: I --->0

grip
_.....................

tns
......................

combinational

ii.....................
i..........................................
i

I

Ni.....................
i.....l.................
l...............
L..i
(defined)
(compatible)
(well formed)
b: I -->0

1
Ni.....................
i......i
.................................
L.....l..i

The idea behind collation is that two, or several, compatible signals can be merged into one by instantiating don't-cares.
The %' operator
denotes term-level

In terms

of systems,

this

is the recursion

rule,

stat-

ing that y is equal, in a logical sense, to its defining
equation,
and hence that one can be replaced for the
other.
In fact, this rule can be applied
on a rowby-row basis, but we give the full-column
version to
reflect the more typical case when a common subterm is being identified.
If y were a sequential
variable,
it would acquire the value r_y in the
so the replacement
is invalid.

next

step

and

Action introduction

Action
table entries need not be explicit
tuples, although they can be, because l, 2, etc. are legitimate
operators.

b: I --> O
P

S

gnp

tns

Decision

grouping

1

N

i ..........................................

y fresh
well fo_med

_

,

iLiL;;;

y unused

b: I --" O

compatible

bTT_5

,......
.............
...........
r21
1

A new action column
can be added
(g) as long as
the signal name is not redundant
and, in the case of
combinational
signals, the action terms do not refer
to the signal being introduced.
Action

grouping
b: I --" O

............................
i

"i'i[i'!.'i'!i_.!'i'i'1"i'i'_'i!._)'i'i'[i'i"

i'i'i'i'i'i_.'i'i'i'i'i"

Ni L.................
l.................
,5...............
i
As with action tables, decision table columns can be
grouped
into tuples.
In contrast,
the entries are values and the headers are terms
so explicit
use of detupling
projectors
is allowed in both.
Decision

introduction
b: I --'0

i.....................
................
i

P

S

gnp

tns

1

'
(both

comb.

or both seq.)

N

(2 finite

b: I -->0
1i

.........

e

.......

I----!--!_!-----I-I

.............................................

........

!._......[....i

i

b: I --'0

;......%2.!.!:.{.5.{
....
Columns
can be grouped
and ungrouped
as long as
the resulting
columns are purely sequential
or purely combinational.
Thus, one canonical
form for action tables has just two columns.
Recall that signals names are nested identifiers;
the notation
'" l(s)"'
means that ungrouping
transformations
require
explicit tuples in the header
fields, and destructure
them in the obvious way. For instance,
if s -- (a, b)
the ungrouped
columns will be headed with a and b.

1i

........

_.......[..Q...]..i......_.....ii

i ....................
l.............
i...............
i
One can introduce

a new test with don't-care

criteria.

The underlying
intent of this rule is its use in ad
hoc table constructions.
A possible well formedness
restriction
on this rule is that the resulting
table be
safe from race conditions.
Such a restriction
can, in
principle,
be applied when decisions
are instantiated
(see just below), yielding a more general algebra.

Decisioninstantiation

practice,
the product
of such manipulation
is a decomposition
of the specification
into subsystems
for
synthesis
into hardware
or compilation
into embedded software
components.
This section briefly describes a number
of other immediate
issues and aspects

b: I --_ O

ii hp
gq]t,
N+_:_
.....................
j............
Li..............
i
Having introduced
a new test to a behavior
table,
instantiation
is used to do case splitting.
In the simplest case, suppose that a _ appears in a decision table
entry. Then this rule provides for expanding
that row
into enough duplicates
to account
for all the possible
values of the test. In the upward
direction,
the rule
gives us a way to combine rows whose actions are identitical.
The notation
fq U gq anticipates
allowing
for decision
table entries to be sets of values, as is
seen in requirements
specification
languages.
I/O

restriction

Input and output signals may be added to behavior
tables without
concern so long as the inputs and outputs of the encapsulating
system remain
the same.
Such additions
cannot introduce
combinational
feedback until
troduction

they are used, and the decision/action
rules check for well formedness.

in-

Conversely,
an unused I/O signal qualifies
for removal. We can remove input i to a behavior
table if
no action or predicate
contains
i as a subterm.
A behavior table output
may be removed when is unused
in the surrounding
interconnect
expression.

entailed

Other

aspects

This paper has developed
a core algebra
of behavior
table manipulation
for architectural
refinement.
In

of a design

tool.

Figure
2 shows a derivation
decomposing
a behavior table into two components,
one allocating
two arithmetic
operations
to a single device.
This
is an example
of a system
faetorization,
a fundamental
transformation
in the DDD algebra
[5], and
the instance
in the figure comes from an illustration
in Johnson's
Lfm97
presentation
of behavior
tables.
The example shows that the algebraic
rules presented in this paper are much more finely grained
than
the transformations
that typically
would be used in
an interactive
setting,
but would instead
serve as a
core set of rules from which larger-scale
ones are composed.

6.1.

Stream

semantics

Given a behavior
table, one can construct
an equivalent sequential
system by repeated
applications
of the
Decomposition
and Conversion
rules. Use Decomposition to separate
every column
of the action table,
then Conversion
to reduce each of the resulting
tables
to a single row. The resulting
nested system description can be flattened
and simplified.
Alternatively,
Decomposition
can be generalized
to simultaneously split tables into several components.
To complete
the transformation,
we must make initialization
of
the
is

sequential

/_(I)defo
{

where

6.

in the development

Xs
Yc
the

signals

explicit.

The

resulting

system

where
=
=

xs,select(tests,
alternatives)
select(tests,
alternatives)

expression

v

! S

denotes

an

}

_cS, ccC

initialized

stream [5]. In DDD, this construction
is reversed.
An
initial behavior
table is built from a system of stream
equations,
each with a common selection combination
[7].

6.2.

Bounded

We

have

tax

called

indirection

found

hardware

an

which

applications

and

appears

specification

the

term

be

used

selection.

v.

term-level

is highly

syn-

useful

development.

The

use-

If v is a

for a "reference"
a token
term

an illustration,

for

to be equally

it is actually

to select

As

the

Vv stands

v; concretely,

later

to

[11]

name,

signal

extension

indirection

ful in incremental
signal

6.4.

to

which

can

Aw denotes

consider

the

that

table:

We

Verification
are

also

with

approach

this

sertions

in

primarily

a suitable

"model

checking"
interaction.

machine,

1

6.5.

hi

Vu

f2

h2

Finally,

h3

would

be

havior

table

f3

As

animation,

grate
the

term:

term

As in the

of

indirection

rectional

buses,

stands

for

branching.

Of

consistency

audits

instance,

to verify

t

VU:

: U

our

tool

the

description

of implied
such

over

use

the

selected

of

bidi-

selection,
also

whole

signals

and
neces-

table;

are

for

compati-

and

type

symbolic

ment

be

of

rules

the

translation

In our approach,
lies in algebraic

quational

Consequently,

more

logic.
architectural

general

However,
traightforward,
representations;
that

involve

for

in a future

ta abstraction.
data
refinement
to the

likely
s-

contextual

in-

agreeable.

rules

version

it does
sequential

quential
decomposition
in behavior
tables.

refine-

between

levels

of
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Hybrid systems
are characterized
by the hybrid
evolution of their state: A part of the state changes
discretely,
the other part changes continuously
over
time.
Typically,
modern
control
applications
belong to this class of systems,
where a digital controller interacts
with a physical
environment.
In
this article we illustrate
how a combination
of the
formal method VDM and the computer
algebra system Mathematica
can be used to model and simulate both aspects:
the control logic and the physics
involved.
A new Mathematica
package
emulating
VDM-SL
has been developed
that allows the integration
of differential
equation
systems
into formal specifications.
The SAFER
example from [11]
serves to demonstrate
the new simulation
capabilities Mathematica
adds: After the thruster
selection
process,
the astronaut's
actual position
and velocity is calculated
by numerically
solving Euler's and
Newton's
equations
for rotation
and translation.
Furthermore,
interactive
validation
is supported
by
a graphical
user interface
and data animation.

Introduction

Modern control applications
are realized through
microcontrollers
executing
rather
complex
control
logics. This complexity
is increased
by the fact that
control software
interacts
with a physical
environment through
actors and sensors.
Such systems are
called hybrid systems due to the hybrid evolution of
their state: One part of the state (variables)
changes
discretely,
the other part changes continuously
over
time.
Hybrid systems are excellent
examples
for motivating the use of formal software development
methods.
First,
their complexity
calls for a real software engineering
discipline
applying
both, a pro-
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as well as a mathematical

method.

Sec-

ond, these kinds of systems are often safety-critical
which justifies
formal
validation
and verification
techniques.
Third, engineers
in the control domain
are educated
in the use of mathematical
models for
designing dynamic
systems. 1 In our experience,
the
offer of a formal method
for software
development
is more often appreciated
by control engineers,
than
by software developers
used to produce
short cycle
products
in 'Internet
time'.
In [11] the hybrid system SAFER
has been chosen by NASA in order to introduce
to formal specification
and verification
techniques.
SAFER
is
an acronym
for "Simplified
Aid For EVA (Extravehicular
Activity)
Rescue".
It is a small,
lightweight
propulsive
backpack
system designed to
provide
self-rescue
capabilities
to a NASA space
crewmember
separated
during
an EVA. In this
NASA guidebook[11],
SAFER
is specified
formally
in the PVS notation
and properties
are formally
proved using the PVS theorem
prover [12]. In the
guidebook
the dynamic
aspects
are used to compare the continuous
domain
model from spacecraft
attitude
control
with the discrete
PVS model
of
SAFER's
control
logic.
It demonstrates
that the
two models have the same goals: rigorous
description and prediction
of behavior
but that the needed
mathematics
and calculation
techniques
are different.
In [1, 2] Agerholm
_z Larsen
have proposed
a cheaper
testing
based
validation
approach
to
the SAFER
example using an executable
VDM-SL
model and the IFAD VDM-SL
Toolbox
[10, 7, 6].
They recommend
the use of a specification
executor
and animator
for raising the confidence
in a formal
model prior to formal proving.
We agree with Agerholm
_z Larsen's
arguments
for such a "light-weight"
approach
to formal meth1The
sical

same

engineering

holds

for

software

disciplines.

developers

coming

from

clas-

ods in order to facilitate
the technology
transfer.
Since in several
industrial
projects
performed
at
our institute
a similar
experience
has been made
[9, 15, 5], one of our research
areas has become the
support
of testing through
formal methods
[4].
However,
neither
the PVS nor the VDM-SL
model of SAFER
did take the continuous
physical
models into account.
The reason is that,
in general, today's formal method
tools are not well suited
for supporting
continuous
mathematics.
This paper
shows a solution the problem.
In the following
it is demonstrated
plicit discrete model can be combined
tinuous
physical
model for validation
tion. With the right tool there is no
physical model should not be included
tion process of a hybrid system.
Just
is the case: [1] detected
several cases
terrace to a cut out automatic
attitude
control unit needed further
clarification.

In this work the commercial
computer
algebra
system Mathematica
[16] has been used to overcome
the gap between discrete and continuous
mathematics. A VDM-SL package has been implemented
that
allows to specify in the style of the Vienna Development Method
(VDM)
inside Mathematica.
Thus,
explicit
discrete
models
can be tested
in combination with differential
equation
systems
modeling
physical
behavior
by solving the equations
on the
fly. Even pre- and post-condition
checking
is possible. Again, NASA's SAFER
system serves as the
demonstrating
example.
The VDM-SL specification
of [2] has
involved
equations.
movement
tion and
for three

been taken and extended
with
in SAFER,
expressed
through
More precisely,
the physical
in space, modeled by the laws
rotation
-- Newton's
and Euler's
dimensional
space.

Beside the
Mathematica's

execution
front-end

(testing)
supports

the physics
differential
behavior
is
for translaequations

of hybrid models,
the visual valida-

tion of such systems.
The graphical
user-interface
for SAFER's
hand grip is implemented
inside the
computer
algebra system as well as a scientific graph
representing
the movement
of a crew-member
using
SAFER.
After each control
cycle, actual physical
vectors like angular
velocity or acceleration
can be
inspected
together
with the logical status, e.g. the
thrusters
firing.
Finally,
it is even possible to animate a sequence
of performed
control-cycles
as a
movie showing the SAFER representation
flying.
The structure
of the rest of the paper is as follows. First in Section 2 an overview of the SAFER
system

is given,

which

(ZiE)

how an exwith the conand animareason why a
in the validathe opposite
where the inhold (AAH)

will serve as the demonstrat-

Figure

1. SAFER

thrusters.

ing example throughout
the paper. This is followed
by a discussion
of VDM-SL
and its realization
inside Mathematica
in Section 3. Then, a description
of the discrete
SAFER
model is given in Section
4. Section 5 explains
the differential
equation
systems modeling
SAFER's
physics and the coordinate
transformations
needed.
Then, Section 6 introduces
to the hybrid model and demonstrates
the integration of VDM-SL
and differential
equation
systems.
Next, the validation
capabilities
of our approach
are
discussed
in Section
? and Section
8. In the final
Section
9 we draw some conclusion
regarding
presented
work in particular,
as well as possible
ture

approaches

2

The

the
fu-

in general.

SAFER

System

The following overview of the SAFER
system is
based on, and partly copied from, the NASA guidebook [11], which describes
a cut-down
version of a
real SAFER
system.
The Simplified
Aid for EVA Rescue (SAFER)
is
a small, self-contained,
backpack
propulsion
system
enabling free-flying
mobility for a NASA crewmember engaged in extravehicular
activity
(EVA). It is
intended
for self-rescuing
on Space Shuttle missions,
as well as during Space Station construction
and operation,
in case a crewmember
got separated
from
the shuttle or station during an EVA. This type of
contingency
can arise if a safety tether
breaks,
or
if it is not correctly
fastened.
SAFER
attaches
to
the underside
of the Extravehicular
Mobility
Unit

(EMU) primarylife supportsubsystem
backpack
andis controlledby a singlehandcontrollerthat
is attachedto the EMU displayandcontrolmodule.Figure1shows
thebackpack
propulsion
system
withthe 24gaseous-nitrogen
(GN2)thrusters,four
in eachof the positiveandnegativeX, Y and Z
directions.
For example,
the thrusters
denoted
by
5-FI, 6-F2, 7-F3 and 8-F4 are firing backwards
(indicated by the arrows) resulting
in a forward motion.
The main focus of the discrete
specification
is
on the thruster
selection logic, which is rather complex due to a required priorization
of hand controller
commands.
Various
display
units and switches
which are not directly related to the selection of the
thrusters
have been ignored in our model. However,
in contrast to [II] and [I] the calculation
of the control output
in the Automatic
Attitude
Hold (AAH)
is not ignored,
but simulated
based on a dynamic
model of the physics discussed
in Section 5.

Pitch commands
are issued by twisting
the
grip around its transverse
axis, while the other
mands are obtained
around the rotary axis.

hand
com-

A push-button
switch on top of the grip initiates
and terminates
AAH according
to a certain protocol. If the button
is pushed down once the AAH is
initiated,
while the AAH is deactivated
if the button
is pushed twice within 0.5 seconds.
As mentioned
above there are various priorities
among
commands
that
make the thruster
selection logic rather
complicated.
Translational
commands
issued from the hand controller
are prioritized, providing
acceleration
along a single translational axis, with the priority
X first, Y second, and
Z third. When rotation
and translation
commands
are present simultaneously
from the hand controller,
rotations
take higher priority
and translations
are
suppressed.
Moreover,
rotational
commands
from
the hand grip take priority over control output from
the AAH, and the corresponding
rotation
axes of
the AAH remain off until the AAH is reinitialized.
However,
if hand grip rotations
are present at the
time when the AAH is initiated,
the corresponding
hand controller axes are subsequently
ignored, until
the AAH is deactivated.
In
preter
ments
book.
idation

[1] it is explained
how a specification
intertool facilitates
the validation
of the requirelisted in the appendix
of the NASA guideMoreover,
it is demonstrated
that formal valtechniques
uncover open issues in informal

requirements
even
ward and clear.

if they

seem

to be straightfor-

(*z)

The
Figure
SAFER.

2.

Hand

controller

module

of

same

validation

techniques

[1] can be applied in our Mathematica
work -- and more. However, before

as discussed

in

based framewe discuss the

value added through
a hybrid model, in the following section, the realization
of our VDM-SL
package
is discussed.

The hand controller,
shown in Figure
2, is a
four-axis mechanism
with three rotary axes and one
transverse
axis using a certain hand controller
grip.
A command
is generated
by moving the grip from
the center
null position
to mechanical
hard-stops
on the hand controller
axes.
Commands
are ter-

3

VDM-SL

in Mathematica

minated
by returning
the grip to the center
position.
The hand
controller
can operate
in two
modes,
selected via a switch,
either in translation
mode, where X (forward-backwards),
Y (left-right),
Z (up-down)
and pitch commands
are available,
or
in rotation
mode,
where roll, pitch,
yaw and X
commands
are available.
The arrows in Figure
2
show the rotation
mode commands.
Note that X

VDM-SL
is the specification
language
of the Vienna Development
Method
(VDM)
[10, 7]. VDM
is a widely used formal method,
and it can be applied to the construction
of a large variety of systems.
It is a model-oriented
method,
i.e. its formal descriptions
(specifications)
consist
of an explicit model of the system being constructed.
More
precisely
mathematical
objects
like sets, sequences
and finite mappings
(maps)
are used to model a
system's
global state.
Additional
logic constraints,
called data-invariants,
allow one to model informal

and

requirements

pitch

commands

are

available

in both

modes.

by further

restricting

specified

data-

types. For validationpurposes
the functionality
maybespecified
explicitlyin anexecutable
subset
of VDM-SL.In addition,pre-andpost-conditions
statewhat must hold before and after the evaluation of a system's
operation.
Although
VDM-SL
is called a general purpose
specification
language
it
does not support
the specification
of dynamic
systerns.
The language's
ISO-standard
[13] does not
even include standard
functions
like sine or cosine.
Here,
as the name
indicates,
Mathematica's
strengths
supplement
our
combined
approach.
Mathematica
is a symbolic
algebra system that offers the opportunity
of solving arbitrary
non-linear
as well as linear systems
of equations.
Mathematica's language
interpreter
is in fact a rewriting
system providing
an untyped
functional
programming
language.
For an introduction
to functional
programming
in Mathematica
see [3]. This programming language
has been used in order to define a
package emulating
the specification
language
VDMSL. By emulating
we express the fact that the package does not allow one to write specifications
in
VDM-SL's
concrete syntax, but in its abstract
syntax with some pretty printing for VDM-SL output.
Mathematica's
user interface
are so called notebooks, fancy editors
structured
in cells for input,
output
or plain text.
Entering
a Mathematica
expression in an input cell, the system tries to evaluate
this input through
a rewriting
procedure
based on
pattern
matching.
The following
language
constructs
have been
added to the standard
language
in order to import
the VDM-SL
model from [2]:
• abstract
datatypes
for composite
sequences
and maps
• comprehension
and maps
• let and cases
• operators
• types

expressions

for propositional

global

restricted
state

• typed function/operation
and post-conditions
Some of the
discussion.

items

for sets,

sets,

sequences

expressions

optionally

• value and

types,

above

and predicate

logic

by data-invariants

definitions
definitions

deserve

a more

with

pre-

Comprehensions
A powerful
feature
of a specification
language
like VDM-SL
is its ability to construct
collection
types like sets, sequences
and maps through
comprehensions.
For example,
a set-comprehension
defines a set through
an arbitrary
expression
describing the set-elements
with its free variables
ranging
over a set of values, such that an optional
condition holds.
The following
example
demonstrates
the value added through
a computer
algebra
system. The set-comprehension

set[xl{x

E Z}.

{x 8 -

44x s +

318x 4 +

4102x

3

--4461x 2 + 550x

+

8750

==

0}]

representsa setof elements x, where x isan integer
number such that the equation holds.
The resultingset2
set [--7_ --i_ 25]

demonstrates that, unlike IFAD's VDM-SL
interpreter, comprehensions ranging over infinitesets
may be evaluated.
Types
As already
mentioned,
in contrast
to VDM,
Mathematica
has an untyped
language.
Consequently,
no type checking
mechanism
is available.
However, types are an important
tool for specifying
a data-model
in VDM. Therefore,
type declarations
of the form Type[name,type]
have been included,
where type is one of the predefined
VDM-SL types,
like basic types, composite
types, sets ... For example, a type ISet representing
a set of natural
numbers might be declared
by Type[ISet,
set[H ].
Optionally,
a type can be further
constrained
by
a data-invariant
condition.
Such invariant
types
are defined
by Type[name, type, Invariant->
predicate].
The predicate
is defined by a lambda
expression
mapping
type to a Boolean
value.
All
the invariants
are globally stored in the system for
invariant
checking,
before and after the evaluation
of a VDM function.
Internally,
a type is translated
to a Mathematica
pattern,
matching
those values the type denotes.
Invariant
types are supported
by the possibility
of
defining patterns
with arbitrary
predicates.
These
patterns
restrict
the argument
range in the definition of typed VDM functions.

detailed

2The
are:

-7,-1,

six

solutions
1 -

I, 1 +

including
I, 25,

double
25.

and

complex

solutions

Functions

VDMFunction[
Selec%edThrusters,
AUX_SixDofCommand

Using the
with pre- and
the constructor

X

set[AUX_RotAxis]

VDM-SL
package,
typed
functions
post-conditions
can be defined using

->

AUX_RotCommand

×

X

set[AUX_RotAxis]

ThrusterSet,

SelectedThrusters[hcm,
let[{tran,

aah,

rot,

actAxes,

ignHcm]

:=

bfMandatory,bf0ptional,

lrudMandatory,lrud0ptional,bfThr,lrudThr},
{t ......
VDMFunction[id,

sig,

id[vars]

:=

body,

pre,

t}

post]

=

(IntegratedCommands[hcm,aah,actAxes,ignHcm]
/.

with the following

{bfMandatory,

parameters:

SixDofCommand[tr_,ro_]:->tr,ro);

bf0ptional}

=

BFThrusters[tran[X],
rot[PITCH],
rot[YAW]];

id

the name

of the function,

{irudMandatory,

irud0ptional}

=
LRUDThrusters[tran[Y],

sig

the signature

tran[Z],

of the function,

rot[ROLL]];
bfThr

id[vars]

:= body

the function

=

If [(rot[ROLL]

definition,

===

bf0ptional

U

bfMandatory

pre

post

an optional
pre-condition
hold before the evaluation
condition
holds,

stating
what
such that the

realizes
Function

=

If[(rot[PlTCH]

signature

• pre- and

stating

what

must

types,

Model

In order to demonstrate
the Mathematica
package the same functions
for the thruster
selection
logic as in [1] are presented
in this section.
The
six degree-of-freedom
of the translation
and rotation commands
is modeled
using a composite
type:
Type[SixDofCommand,

Composite[{"tran",

TranCommand},

{"rot",

Rot

Command

}]]

whose two fields are finite maps from translation
and rotation
axis respectively
to axis commands.
For example
the type of translation
commands
is
defined as follows:
Type[TranCommand,
Invariant

TranAxis
->

(dom[#]

where the invariant
are total.
Here, the

->
==

Axiscommand,
set

[X,Y,Z]_)]

ensures
invariant

ZERO)

and

ZERO),
U

irudMemdatory,

@@

(bfThr

U

that command
maps
predicate
is defined

by a lambda
expression
in Mathematica's
notation
of pure functions.
The type of rotation
commands
is defined similarly.
Enumerated
types are used for
axis commands
and translation
and rotation
axes:

irudThr)

]
];

Figure 3. The SelectedThrusters

a complex call to Mathematcall and emulates
the checks

post-condition,

Discrete

===

irud0ptional

set

• data-invariants.

4

===

(rot[YAWl

Type[AxisCommand,

• the

bfMandatory,
];

irudMandatory];

an optional
post-condition
hold after the evaluation.

VDMFunction
ica's internal
for

irudThr

must
post-

ZERO),

I

NEG

Type[TranAxis,

X

Type[RotAxis,

ROLL

I

Y

I

ZERO

I

function.

POS];

Z];

I PITCH

I YAW]

In the
SelectedThrusters
function
in Figure 3 grip commands
from the hand controller
(with
six-degree-of
freedom
commands)
are integrated
with the
AAH control
output.
The
IntegratedCommands
function
prioritizes
hand controller and AAH commands.
Based on these commands,
thrusters
for back and
forward accelerations
and left, right, up and down
accelerations
are calculated
by two separate
functions. Figure 4 presents
cut-down
versions of these
functions.
These represent
a kind of look-up
tables, modeled
using cases expressions.
Note that
they return two sets of thruster
names,
representing mandatory
and optional settings
respectively.

5

Physics

Involved

in

SAFER

This section
presents
the continuous
model
of
the physics involved in our hybrid model.
For the
SAFER example, translation
and rotation
equations
from mechanics
are sufficient for modeling the motion of a crewmember
using the propulsion
system.
The purpose of this model is twofold: First, we need
to calculate
simulating

the sensor inputs of angular
the AAH. Second, in order

velocity for
to visualize

VDMFunction[

tions

BFThrusters,
AUX_AxisCommand
->

X

AUX_AxisCommand

ThrusterSet

BFThrusters[A,

X

B,

cases[{A,

B,

X

are then

AUX_AxisCommand

ThrusterSet,

C]

:=

C},

{.EG,ZERO,ZERO}-> {{S4},{S2,S3}},
{ZERO,

ZERO,

ZERO}

->

{{},

{}},

given

by

Ilhl + (I3 - I2)e2e3 = Q1

(2)

I2h2 + (I1 - I3)e3e1 = Q2

(3)

I3h3 + (/2 - I1)ele2 = Q3

(4)

{POS,NEG,ZERO}-> {{El,F2},
{}},
or as a vector

]

equation

where

I is a diagonal

matrix:

];

Z._+_

x I._

= Q

(5)

VDMFunction[
LRUDThrusters,
AUX_AxisCommand
->

×

AUX_AxisCommand

ThrusterSet

LRUDThrusters[A,
cases[{A,
{NEG,

×
B,

B,
NEG,

×

Qi denotes a torque causing a rotation
around the
/-axis, in the body's own coordinate
system.
Here,
the torque is given by the sum over the thrusters
firing. Actually,
a component
Qth is calculated
by the

AUX_AxisCommand

ThrusterSet,

C]

:=

C},
ZERO}

->

{{},

{}},

{NEG,ZERO,ZERO}-> {{UR,L3R}, {L1F,L3F}},
{POS,

ZERO,

POS}

->

{{R2R},

cross product
to the center

{R2F,R4F}},

of a thruster's
position vector relative
of mass and its force. SAFER does not

]

use proportional
gas jets, but thrusters
whose valves
are open or not, which simplifies the calculation.

];

Figure 4. Extracts
LRUDThrusters.

from

BFThrusters

and

Motion
In order

the SAFER
movement,
absolute
coordinates
to be determined.
The mathematics
needed
found
[8].

in the

standard

literature

of mechanics,

have
can be
like

Translation

The
translation
SAFER is described
tion expressed
by

of a crewmember
by Newton's
second

wearing
law of mo-

to combine

(1)

where F, m, v and p denote
force vector,
mass,
velocity vector and impulse vector.
It states that
"The time rate of change
of the momentum
of a
particle
is proportional
to the force applied
to the
particle
and in the direction
of the force."

(6)

f_2 = _ sin 0 cos _ - 8 sin _

(7)

_3 = _ cos_ + ¢

(s)

The derivation
of these equations
can be found
[8]. Using vector notation
we get the equation:
f_ = D3 (¢)"

D1 (8).

D1 =

(8, 0, _)T -4-(0, 0, _)T

(i 0 0/
cos 0

sin 0

-sin8

rotation
is modeled
by three
equations
as the Euler's
equations
of motion
for the
of a rigid body.

Denote by f_ the angular velocity defined with respect to the center of mass, and by I the moments
of inertia.
The equations
describing
the body rota-

in a

_ sin 0 sin ¢ + 8 cos ¢

=

Rotation

The
known
rotation

and rotation

single model of motion,
suitable
for our purposes,
coordinate
transformations
are necessary.
More
precisely,
the fixed coordinate
system values for visualization
(position
and velocity) have to be related
to SAFER's
coordinate
system values (angular
velocity).
As f_ is calculated
in the body's own coordinate
system,
they have to be transformed
back to the
fixed coordinate
system.
Given the Euler angles 9_,
0 and ¢ that denote the deviation
of the fixed x, y
and z axis, the angular
velocities
can be calculated
according
to the following formula.
f_l

F = rm) =/5

translation

D3=/-s:_
where

D1 and

the coordinate

D3 are
system

in

(9)

(10)

cosS/

sin!)

(11)

matrices

turn

cos_0
rotation
by a given

angle.

that

D1 and

D3 are used

to transform

a vector

from

our fixed coordinate
system to a turned
coordinate
system.
For translation
motion, the thruster's
force
vector F has to be transformed
from SAFER's
coor-

VDMFunction[
ControlCycle,
SwitchPositions

X

RotCommand

X

HandGripPosition

X

InertialRefSensors

->

ControlCycle[SwitchPositions[mode_,

dinate system to the fixed one using the transposed
rotation
matrices:

aahCmd,

ThrusterSet,

aah_],

let[{
gripCmd=HCM_GripCommand[rawGrip,

mode],

thrusters=SelectedThrusters[gripCmd,

(D3(_)

AAH_ActiveAxes[],

• D1 (8). D3 (99)) T

},

differential
SAFER's

equamotion

D1(8).

gripCmd,

D3(9_))TF

(13)

thrusters

],
_

4

A

ThrusterConsistency[RESULT]

];
FDMFunction[
SensorControlCycle,
SwitchPositions

I._+f_xI.f_=Q

×

HandGripPosition

->

ThrusterSet,

(14)
SensorControlCycle[SwitchPositions[mode_,

f_ ----D3(¢)

SAFER_clock];

PosData=CalcNewPosition[thrusters];

card[RESULT]

(12)
= (D3(¢).

aah,

SAFER_clock=SAFER_clock+I;

True,

v = _
rn.v

aahCmd,

AAH_IgnoreHcm[]]

AAH_Transition[IRUSensors,

Summarizing,
these four vector
tions are sufficient
for modeling
over time:

rawGrip,

IRUSensors]:=

• Dl(8)

• (8,0,_)

T + (0,0,_)

T

(15)

aah_],

rawGrip]:=
ControlCycle[SwitchPositions[mode,aah],rawGrip,
AAHControl0ut[Sensors],

Solving these equations
with given thruster
forces
results in SAFER's
position vector x(t) and the angular velocity f_(t) used for AAH.
Alternatives
to the Euler's equations
model are
possible.
For example,
an aproach
could have involved the less computationally
intensive
quaternions. However, for validation
purposes
the model
should be as intuitive
as possible,
here efficiency
plays a minor role.

6

A

Hybrid

Model

The hybrid model of SAFER consists
controller
and the Automatic
Attitude

of the hand
Hold as its

discrete parts on one side and the equations
of motion as the continuous
part on the other side. Both
are modeled in Mathematica,
the first in the form of
the VDM-SL
specification
using our VDM-SL
emulation
package, the later in the form of ordinary
differential
equations
in Mathematica
notation.
The combination
of the discrete
control
system
and the continuous
physical
model during the testing phase carries certain advantages:
Not only can the system specification
be tested
in an (idealized)
physical
simulation,
but also the
system parameters
like the force of the thrusters
and
the moments
of inertia of the backpack can easily be
adjusted
until the system responds
in a way suitable
for practical
use.
This is not a very rigorous approach,
and it is not
intended
to replace other testing
tools and methods. Rather
it can serve as a valuable supplementary

tool.

Sensors

]

];

Figure

The

Control

5. The ControlCycle

function.

Cycle

The ControlCycle
function (Figure 5) integrates
the discrete
model
of hand control,
thruster
selection and Automatic
Attitude
Hold (AAH) with
the continuous
physical
model of motion presented
above.
The Control Cycle is implemented
in two different functions.
ControlCycle
takes the state of the
hand control (switches and hand grip) as well as the
already
calculated
or manually
entered AAH commands and the sensor values. SensorControlCycle
takes the values of the sensors
(here simulated
by
the solutions
of the equations
of motion of the previous control cycle) and determines
which thrusters
are invoked by the AAH. These are then passed on
to ControlCycle.
After determining
the active thrusters
and the
AAH state, the differential
equations
are solved numerically in the CalcNewPosition
function
and the
current
position
is updated.
These results simulate
the values measured
by the sensors (with exception
of the heat sensors, which are left out in our model)
providing
data for AAH. This part of the control
system is completely
left out in [1] and only included
in the form of two unspecified
functions
in the PVS
model [11].
Here the SAFER
state is not as trivial as in [1]
where it holds only a clock variable.

VDMFunction[
AAHControl0ut,
InertialRefSensors->RotCommand,
hhHControl0ut[IRUSensors]:=
let[{rr=IRUSensors."RollRate",
pr=IRUSensors."PitchRate",
yr=IRUSensors."YawRate"},
map[
ROLL->Which[
rr

_

-EpsRoll,POS,

rr _
True,

EpsRoll,
ZER0],

NEG,

11"'"
];

Figure
AAH.

6. The

Bang

Bang

algorithm

for

State[ShFER,
Type[clock,

N],

Type[PosData,

PositionData],

Type[Sensors,
Type[step,

InertialRefSensors],
Rpos],

Type[PosDataList,

List[PositionData]],

init[SAFER]
:= SAFER[0,
PositionData[0,
0,

0,

InertialRefSensors[0,
1/4,

{{{0,

0,

0},

{0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

0],

0,

0},

0,

0},

{0,

{0,

0],

0,

0}}}1

1;
The state above also includes
the current
position, Euler angles and velocities
stored in a variable
of type PositionData.
Even the past position
data is stored for providing full information
about SAFER's
trajectory.
For
simulation
this data will be used to display the history as a Mathematica
"movie"
showing the astronaut flying around in the coordinate
system.
Automatic
Simulating
sults of the

Attitude

Hold

(AAH)

the measured
sensor values by the reequations
of motion
provides
the op-

portunity
of including the Automatic
Attitude
Hold
mechanism
by a simple Bang Bang [11] algorithm:
If
the angular velocity for an axis where AAH is turned
on exceeds a certain
threshold,
selected
thrusters
are fired in order to slow down this rotation
(Figure 6). AAH is limited to this mechanism
because
SAFER
is only based on simple thrusters
with two
states: on and off.
The

Differential

model neglects
any gravitational
forces and other
disturbing
influences,
they could easily be added by
an additional
acceleration
in the equations
or random fluctuations
applied to the results of the differential equations.
The new position is obtained
by numerically
solving the equations
rather than algebraically
which is
less time-efficient,
beside the fact that the algebraic
solution
is not necessary
as only the result at time
step is needed for simulation.
Since the equations
are only slightly
coupled,
they can be solved in four steps, which is numerically more stable than solving them all at once. This
functionality
is provided by Mathematica's
NDSolve
function,
which takes the differential
equations
and
the initial conditions
and returns numeric functions
that approximate
the exact solutions
of the equations. In this case the trajectory
is calculated
piecewise: in every control cycle the trajectory
only for
that cycle is solved using the position
before the cycle as the initial conditions
and the force and torque
applied by the thrusters
as parameters.
These can
easily be calculated,
the force by a simple vector addition of the forces applied by every single thruster,
and the torque by adding up the cross products
of
the thruster
positions
with the force applied by that
thruster.
First,

equation

in the

astronaut's

coor-

transformed
back to the fixed coordinate
system
and used to solve the differential
equation
for the
Euler angles. In a third step Newton's
equation
can
be solved using the results from the previous
equations. Finally, a simple integration
of the velocities
gives the position of the astronaut.
These
numerical
solutions
to the differential
equations
can also be used to investigate
stability.
In the simplified
case without
any external
forces
like gravitation,
this might not be so interesting,
but as soon as external
forces are modeled
into the
differential
equations,
stability
is a crucial concern.
What happens
if the hand controller
keeps in the
same position
over a long period of time?
Such
questions
can easily be answered by solving the differential equations
for a time period longer than just
the control cycle.

Equations
7

The equations
of motion
used to determine
new position
of the astronaut
are Newton's

the
and

Euler's

this

equations

Euler's

dinate system is solved giving the angular
velocity.
This needs the forces and the torque applied by the
fired thrusters
as parameters.
The result is then

described

above.

Although

Simulating

SAFER

Mathematica
does not only provide algebraic
and
numeric functionality,
but also an extensive
reper-

Hand
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i

Button

Grip

input

It/+yaw

i_

bw

z/roll

_
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i
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L

toireof plottingfunctions.ThusMathematica
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Output

output:
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i
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Figure

7. The GUI for the hand controller.

An interface

to the hand

in [2] is provided
contains
buttons

controller

in Mathematica
for all the hand

similar
(Figure
controller

Figure
SAFER.

8.

A

sample

trajectory

of

the

to that
7). It
states

as well as for manual
input of the AAH output for
overriding
the simulated
AAH in the model.
Pressing one of the buttons
sets a global variable
that is used to determine
the parameters
passed to
the ControlCycle
function.
Additionally,
the "Cycles--l"
button determines
how many control cycles
should be evaluated
when the "Run Control Cycle"
button is pressed.
Pressing
"Run Control Cycle" initiates
the control cycle and after calculating
the new position
prints out a plot of the astronaut's
path so far together with his orientation
indicated
by the axes of
his own coordinate
system (Figure 8). Additionally,
his velocity and angular
velocity are shown as vectors.
Optionally
a table with the list of the fired
thrusters
as well as the axes where AAH is turned
on is printed.
Since all the previous
position
data is stored,
Mathematica
can even animate
this graph so that
one can inspect the SAFER
moving through
space.
A graphical
interface
to the simulation
like in
Figure 7 is interesting
when testing the system's
behavior in general.
However, when adjusting
parameters or testing specific cases, it's more convenient
to run the control cycles directly
using Mathematica input commands.
Figure
9 shows the input to
create Figure 8.
In [1] the visualization
is done outside
the
toolbox
using dynamic
link modules,
which are
programmed
specifically
for this one application.
In Mathematica,
changing
only the differential
equations
suffices to include
other influences
like

gravity,
as Mathematica
solve the equations.

chooses

the

algorithm

to

However, testing in Mathematica
is not restricted
to graphical
simulation.
Like in [1], the output
of
the thruster
selection logic can be validated
by enumerating
all possible states of the Hand controller,
or in an extended
version enumerating
all possible
states
of the hand controller
and the AAH. Figure 10 shows these functions
formulated
in Mathematica's
VDM-SL
notation.
On every possible
state, ControlCycle
is applied to calculate
the fired
thrusters.
The result of this large map comprehension then has to be investigated
manually.
Another
important
part in the process
of verilying software
would be coverage
testing,
which is
unfortunately
not possible in Mathematica.

8

Enhanced

Analysis

of the

System

The simulation
possibilities
described
in the last
section can be exploited
for risk and safety analysis
of the system.
A very simple application
is the case
when one of the thrusters
fails due to a mechanical
defect or an iced valve. The most important
questions in this scenario are whether
the astronaut
will
still be able to navigate the system, and whether
it
is possible to return before the air or the nitrogen
for the thrusters
is used up.
We investigated
the functionality
of AAH in the
case where one thruster
(6-F2) fails.
Figure
11
shows the angular
velocity of the system, with the

ResetSAFERPosition[
(*
Do

I

right

] ;

[SensorControlCycle

Do

3

yaw

[Swit

(*

[ZERO,

(*

[Swit

"right"

Do

up

Do

(*

[Swit

Do

Do

[SwitchPositions

SelectedThrusters
;

aahCmd,

RotCommand->

[mode_,

[HCM

_GripCommand

AAH_ActiveAxes[]

card[RESULT]_<

], { 15}]

;

[TRAN,UP],

ZER0,POS,

ZERO]

chPositions

[POS,

aah_]

, rawGrip,

[rawGrip,

mode]

, AAH_IgnoreHcm[]]

,

,

4

A

ThrusterConsistency[RESULT]

];

], {2}]

VDMFunction[
;

BigTest,

{}->(HCM'SwitchPositions

ZERO,

[TRAN,UP],

ZERO,

ZERO]

],

BigTest[]:=

{3}]

;

×
->

HCM'HandGripPosition

map[({switch,

grip,

[Swit

chPositions
ZERO,

[TRAN,UP],

ZERO,

ZERO]

], {6}]

aahLaw}->

grip,

{switchEswitchPositions,

[NEG,

×

ThrusterSet),

ControlCycleTest[switch,

*)

aahLaw])l

gripCgripPositions,

aahLawCallRotCommands

}]

]

;

*)

[SensorControlCycle

[Swit

nothing,

[POS,
just

keep

[SensorControlCycle

finally,

[Swit
[ZERO,
2

down

[SensorControlCycle

[TRAN,UP],

ZERO,
in

ZERO]
space

chPositions
ZERO,

],

VDMFunction[

{5}]

;

*)

AUXIL_RotCommand

[TRAN,UP],

ZERO,

ZERO]

HugeTest,

{}->(HCM'SwitchPositions

],

HugeTest
{6}]

;

[]:=

map[({switch,

ControlCycleTest[switch,

*)

{switchCswitchPositions,
[Swit

HandGripPosition

chPositions
ZERO,

floating

HandGripPosition
(*

ZERO]

chPositions

[Swit
ion

HandGripPosition
(*

UP],

], {3}]

X

:=

AUXIL_RotCommand

ipPosit

down

up

ControlCycleTest

*)

[SensorControlCycle

5

;

[TRAN,UP],

ZER0,P0S,

[ZERO,

HandGripPosition

Do

ZERO]

chPositions

[ZERO,

[SensorControlCycle

6

[ROT,

ZER0,P0S,

st,

HandGripPosition

*)

HandGr
(*

], { i}]

X

True,

[SensorControlCycle

3

chPositions

[Swit

HandGripPosition
(*

ZERO]

*)

[SensorControlCycle

wait

ControlCycleTe

ThrusterSet,

[TRAN,UP],

ZER0,POS,

[ZERO,

HandGripPosition

Do

[

aahCmd]

[SensorControlCycle

15

chPositions

*)

HandGripPosition

Do

ion

SwitchPositions

HandGripPosition
(*

VDMFunct

*)

[NEG,

chPositions
ZERO,

[TRAN,UP],

ZERO,

Figure 9. The commands
ple trajectory.

ZERO]

],

{2}]

X
->

HCM'HandGripPosition

×

ThrusterSet),
grip,

aahLaw}->

grip,

aahLaw])l

gripCallGripPositions,

aahLawCallRotCommands}]
;

to create the sam-

hand grip set to forward
acceleration.
Just before cycle 4 is initiated,
thruster
6-F2 breaks, which
would be used in this acceleration.
This leaves
thruster
7-F3 applying
an additional
torque to the
system,
which results in an increasing
angular
velocity.
In cycles 9 and 10 the astronaut
initiates
AAH, but keeps the forward acceleration
(cycles 10
to 17 and 20 to 25). AAH is now only able to compensate the additional
torque, but not to reduce the

];

Figure

10. The testing

functions.

tures, like comprehensions,
as well as the mathematical power of Mathematica,
e.g. solving differential
equation
systems.
The SAFER
example shows the validation
possibilities
of such a combined
tool.
Like in [1] the
complex discrete
model of the control logic can be
validated
through
testing.
This is a cheap technique
for raising the confidence
that the right model has
been specified
prior to the application
of more expensive formal proof techniques.

In this article a hybrid model of NASA's SAFER
system has been presented
using the specification
language
VDM-SL inside the computer
algebra system Mathematica.
We demonstrated
that the im-

However,
with the right tool, there
is no reason why the continuous
models of a hybrid system
should be excluded
from validation.
Such a hybrid
validation
is more suitable for finding unjustified
domain assumptions
made in the discrete
model.
We
strongly
propose
such validations,
due to the fact
that making
wrong assumptions
is the weak point
of formal verification
techniques,
possibly leading to
correct proofs of the wrong model.
Furthermore,
we demonstrated
that the visualization
features
of Mathematica
provide
a convenient way to communicate
a model to a customer.
Moreover,
in contrast
to [1], our visualization
is a
functional
graph that facilitates
the communication
to control
experts
as well as to customers
with a
technical
expertise.
In the Irish school of VDM, Mathematica
has
been used to explore
explicit
VDM specifications

plementation
ica provides

[14], but to our present
hybrid systems.

angular
velocity.
Only when the forward
acceleration is turned
off (cycles 17 to 20 and 25 to 30),
AAH shows effect.
The functionality
of AAH could be improved
by
immediately
excluding
thruster
7-F3 from the translational
commands
when thruster
6-F2 fails (and
thus allowing thruster
3-B3 to be used by AAH instead of 6-F2). This would require a slightly modifled and more complex thruster
selection logic, providing a higher level of safety for the astronaut.
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Concluding

Remarks

of a VDM-SL
both, VDM-SL's

package for Mathematpowerful language lea-

knowledge

not for modeling

Angular

esting

comments

and suggestions.

velocity
2.
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In life-critical
and mission-critical
applications,
it is important to make provisions for a wide range of contingencies, by providing means for fault tolerance.
In this
paper, we discuss the specification
of a flight control system that is fault tolerant with respect to sensor faults. Redundancy is provided by analytical relations that hold between sensor readings; depending on the conditions, this
redundancy can be used to detect, identify and accommodate sensor faults.

A typical approach to introduce fault tolerance in a control system is physical redundancy
of components.
The
detection/identification
of a fault is achieved by comparing the behavior of replicated
components
accomplishing the same task and having the same features.
Cost
and complexity
considerations
led recently an increasing
interest in alternative
approaches,
mostly based on analytical redundancy.
Outputs of components
measuring
different but related items are observed in order to de-

Keywords

tect/identify
the faulty component.
We go towards the
specification
of the fault tolerant capability (based on analytical redundancy)
for a FCS, bounded to sensors faults.

Flight Control Systems; Fault Tolerance; Flight Dynamics; Sensor Failure Detection, Identification, and Accommodation.

1

Introduction

Providing the fault tolerant capability (FTC) to control
systems is a major issue in domains where system fault occurrences may give rise to unrecoverable
damages to people and/or to very expensive devices (e.g., nuclear plants,
space missions, aircrafts). In this paper we discuss modeling and specifying the fault tolerant capability of a flight
control system (FCS), with respect to sensor faults. Relevant issues include: achieving fault tolerance for FCS's,
defining fault domain (i.e., specifying fault hypotheses),
*This work is supported by a grant fi'oln NASA's DEcdenFlight Re
search Center.
Conespondence author.

We only focus on critical sensors, i.e. sensors measuring modes of the aircraft that change too quickly to be
controlled by the pilot. We neglect multiple, transient and
simultaneous
faults.
Therefore the goal of this work is
not producing specifications
for a complete fault tolerant
capability of a real world FCS, but conceptually
addressing most of issues that also persist in large scale systems.
The space of sensor readings is partitioned, under fault hypotheses, and for each partition analytical relations among
system variables are introduced in order to characterize
the partition and to express constraints that must be satisfied when a fault occurs while system conditions fall in
the partition, in order to guarantee stability and maneuverability of the aircraft.
The formulation
of such relations using the Software
Cost Reduction
(SCR) notation is based on the tabular
representation
of variable behavior in SCR: it is straightforward to introduce the expression
whose result is the

valuethatavariable
mustassume,
undergivenconditions.2.2
Functional
dependency
among
tables
isexploited
tocatch
out indirect relations.
On the other hand, several representation/execution
issues are raised here on the usage of
SCR for such a domain (e.g., modeling time).
Section 2 gives an overview of a FCS, in terms of hardware/software
components
and input/output variables. In
Section 3 analytical relations are introduced that describe
how analytical redundancy
provides fault tolerant capabilities to a FCS; domain partition is also provided.
In
Section 4 major issues related to the SCR modeling are
dealt, and the specification
refinement process, as part of
validation, is also sketched. In Section 5 a wider perspective of the problem is given, as part of an ongoing project,
where current and future possible directions are outlined.
Conclusions are reported in Section 6.

2

A Fault

Tolerant

Flight

of a Flight

Control

Control

System
2.1

Structure

System

Figure 1 shows the basic architecture
of a Fly-By-Wire
Flight Control System (FBW-FCS).
In FBW technology
conventional
mechanical
controls are replaced by electronic devices coupled to a digital computer.
The net result is a more efficient, easier to maneuver aircraft. Four
subsystems
form the core of such FCS's.
The Measuremerit Subsystem (MS) consists of the Sensors and the Conditioning Electronics.
It measures quantities that allow
observation of the state of the aircraft. Primary sensors
are those sensors whose correct operation is required to
maintain a safe flight condition. The Actuator Subsystem
(AS) consists of the Control Surfaces,
the Power Control Units (PCU's), and the Engines. It produces aerodynamic and thrust forces and moments by means of which
the FCS controls the state of the aircraft.
The Control
Panel Subsystem contains all control devices and displays
through which the pilot maneuvers the aircraft. The Flight
Control Software subsystem (FCSw) includes all software
components
of the FCS. It interfaces to the hardware of
the FCS through A/D and D/A cards (not shown in the figure). Current measurements,
pilot inputs, and commands
to the actuators are processed according to the Flight Control Law (FCL) to obtain the commands to the actuators
at the next time step. Dash blocks and arrows represent
the system providing Analytical Redundancy
based Fault
Tolerant Capability (AR-FTC) to the FCS and will be described in the next section.

Deploying
ance

Redundancy

for Fault

Toler-

Any hardware or software fault within the FCS can compromise the safety of the aircraft. For this reason FBWFCS's must meet strict Fault Tolerance (FT) requirements.
The standard solution adopted to achieve fault tolerance is
physical redundancy.
A typical multichannel architecture
for the FCS consists of three intercommunicating
FCS's,
that are equivalent --yet able to work independently.
A
voting mechanism checks for consistency and can, under
some conditions, identify faulty components.
Brute force
physical redundancy is no panacea, however: product redundancy (duplicating
copies of the same product) does
not protect against design faults, and design redundancy
(independent
designs) has two major drawbacks, which
are cost and complexity.
Complexity, in turn, adversely
affects overall reliability, and defeats the whole purpose
of the fault tolerant scheme.
This additional complexity
affects not only the development costs, but also the maintenance costs.
These factors have, in recent years, led to an increased
interest in alternative approaches for enhancing FCS's reliability. In the past two decades a variety of techniques
based on Analytical
Redundancy
(AR) have been suggested for fault detection purposes in a number of applications [12]. The AR approach is based on the idea that
the output of sensors measuring
different but functionally related variables can be analyzed in order to detect
a fault and identify the faulty component.
Furthermore,
preserved observability allows estimating
the measurement of an isolated (allegedly faulty) sensor, while preserved controllability
allows controlling the system with
an isolated (allegedly faulty) actuator. Fault tolerance is
achieved by means of software routines that process sensor outputs and actuator inputs to check for consistency
with respect to the analytical model of the system. If an
inconsistency
is detected, the faulty component is isolated
and the flight control law is reconfigured
accordingly.
By
introducing AR it is possible to take off redundant sensors,
electronics,
mechanical linkages, hydraulic lines, PCU's,
etc., thus cutting costs and weight, and reducing overall
complexity of the FCS. Physical redundancy would be required only where either post-failure system observability
and controllability
are not preserved or detection of the
fault by means of AR is not feasible in the first place.
Application of AR in FCS's is not new. The very same
airplane used to conduct research on FBW technology
was also used as testbed for an AR based fault detection algorithm [14]. The algorithm showed adequate performance during flight tests. However, poor robustness
to modeling errors and the amount of required modeling
hampered further development.
Since then, a number of
results have been obtained in the area of robust fault de-

Figure1:FlybyWireFlightControlSystem.
tection[11]. Unknown-input

observers, robust parity relations, adaptive modeling,
and H_
optimization
are a
few examples.
While recent research has enabled us to
gain new insights into modeling analytical redundancy,
it has fallen short of an integrated
design methodology
involving feasibility analysis, requirements
specification,
and certification
of AR based fault tolerant control systems. Exploring strengths, weaknesses,
related degree of
reduction of physical redundancy,
and overall reliability
is a fundamental
step in the engineering
process of such
systems.

the analytical model of a system is not necessarily a truthful representation
of the real system. Control system designers are mindful of this discrepancy
and adopt design
techniques that are robust with respect to such uncertainties.
In describing how analytical redundancy provides fault
tolerance capabilities to a flight control system, we adopt
the following notation:
1_ (state,

state

process
Rd(current

3

3.1

Analytical
Tolerance
The Flight
ronment

Redundancy

for Fault

process
Parameters

Control

System

and

Its Envi-

The airplane we adopt in this study is an F16. A detailed
non-linear model of the dynamics of this airplane is presented in [13]. The analytical redundancy of a fault tolerant flight control system depends on an analytical model
of the system and its environment.
The dynamics of many
systems can be described in terms of a set of relations
among its inputs, outputs, states, and state derivatives.
These relations represent constrains imposed by laws of
mechanics,
electronics,
and thermodynamics
upon system inputs, outputs, and their derivatives. Because of neglected dynamics, disturbances,
and measurement
errors

derivative,

uncertainty,
state,

new

uncertainty,

involved

input,

output,

measurement
state,

input,

measurement

in these relations

error)

(1)

output,
error)

are vectors.

(2)
The

relations are deterministic
with respect to the first four
parameters,
and stochastic
with respect to the last two.
Whenever a parameter
is not involved in a relation, we
write the symbol '-' in its place. Relation (1) is used for
time continuous models, where all parameters
are evaluated at the same instant t. Relation (2) is used for time
discrete models, where all parameters are evaluated at the
discrete time tk, except the new state, which is evaluated
at tk+a. The difference (tk+a - tk) is the sampling time
of the discrete system. For the sake simplicity we describe
only the most relevant parameters of the relations that we
introduce in the remainder of the paper. Accordingly,
we
will often skip the description
of state, state-derivative,
process-uncertainty,
and measurement-error
parameters
unless they play a prominent role in the analytical redun-

dancy
framework.
The following relations represent
of the hardware systems in Fig. 1:
P (x(t),

the analytical

_(t), c(t), x(t), _(t),

models

-)

(3)

A(xa(t),2a(t),u(t),c(t),_a(t),_la(t))

(4)

(5)
M,, (x,,(t),2,,(t),r(t),y,,(t),_,,(t),_],,(t))

(6)

Relation (3) describes the dynamics
of the aircraft, i.e.
the process to be controlled by the FCS. It involves force,
moment, kinematics,
and navigation equations.
The state
vector includes the flight variables used in the above equations. A typical state vector is:
x ----[U, V, W, P, Q, R, (b, ®, _, PN, Pz, h] T

(7)

where the elements are the three linear velocities, the three
angular velocities, the three attitude angles, and North,
East, and ahimde position of the aircraft. Forces and moments applied to the airframe by the control surfaces and
the engines are included in the input vector c(t). The output coincides with the aircraft state and represents the actual value of the flight variables in (7). Since it is a set of
actual values, there is no output uncertainty.
The process
error vector ( is related to the uncertainty
of the relation
with respect to neglected dynamics and unknown inputs.
Relation (4) describes the dynamics of the actuator subsystem. The input vector u(t) includes command signals
to the actuators,
while the output vector includes thrust
and aerodynamic
forces and moments.
Relation (5) describes the dynamics between aircraft state x(t) and process measurements
yp (t). A typical set of sensors provides the following measurements:

These are static pressure, total pressure, angle of attack,
sideslip angle, body accelerations,
and body angular rates
respectively.
To differentiate measured from actual body
rates we adopt the 'tilde' notation. Relation (6) describes
the dynamics between the actual position of pilot controls
r(t) and their measurements
yr (t). The two measurement
vectors will be referred to in the sequel as:
y(t) = [yp (t), y,, (t)] T
The following relations represent
the software systems in Fig. 1:
I (-,

-, y(tk),

9(tk),

the analytical

-, ,lI(tk))

--,,lL(tk))
0 (-,-,

it(tk),

(9)
models of

(10)

(11)
u(tk),-,

,]o(tk))

(12)

The FCSw closes the control loop between sensors and
actuators subsystems.
To distinguish software variables
from related electrical signals we adopt the 'hat' notation. Relation (10) represents
the relationship
between
measurement
samples y(tk) and the corresponding
software variables 9(tk). Since this is an algebraic relation,
there is no need to introduce state variables,
zl(tk) takes
into account quantization
error. Relation (11) describes
the dynamics of the the flight control law. Current value
of sensor measurements
and actuator commands are processed to produce the actuator commands at the next time
step a?(tk+l). Relation (12) describes the relationship
between software commands fi (tk) and electrical commands
In order to complete the set of relationships
needed to
illustrate the principles at the basis of AR-FTFCS's
we introduce two relationships
capturing the FT requirements:

Rh (x(t), _(t), _(t), ÷(t))
Rl (x(t), 2(t), r(t), ÷(t))

(13)
(14)

Relation (13) describes the high priority responsiveness
requirements
of the aircraft to pilot commands
in terms
of the true state of the airplane, the input commands,
and
their derivatives. Relation (14) describes the low priority
requirements.
For an airplane to be safe it is mandatory
that the high priority requirements
are preserved even in
case of fault.

3.2

The

AR-FTFCS

After having introduced the analytical model of the FCS,
its environment,
and its fault tolerant requirements
it is
possible to illustrate how an AR-FTFCS
works.
At the instant tk new measurements
are available as
software data 9(tk). The elements of this vector are not
independent; they are correlated by means of relations (3),
(5), (4), (10), and (12). Furthermore,
they are correlated to
(tk) by virtue of the same relations. By analyzing sensor
measurement
and actuator command histories it is possible to check whether the above relations are satisfied. If a
fault within the hardware loop produces
with respect to the analytical model the
hold AR properties
allowing detection
ter detection of the fault it is necessary
component has failed. Each component
a different role within relations (5) and

an inconsistency
system is said to
of the fault. Afto identify which
of the FCS plays
(4). Hence, the

distortion affecting these relations at the occurrence of a
failure depends on the component
failed and on the fault
mode. By processing sensor measurement
and actuator
command histories it is possible to locate the source of
distortion.
If a fault within the hardware loop produces
a distinct signature in terms of commands/measurements

correlation
thesystem
issaidtoholdARproperties
allowingidentification of the fault. Once the faulty component
component is identifed,
the FCS needs to be accommodated in order to preserve responsiveness
requirements.
Accommodation
can be carried out at the software level
because the flight control algorithm is not unique. Given
relations (3), (5), (4), (10), and (12) describing the dynamics of the aircraft, sensors, actuators, and interfaces
with the FCL, there can be a number of different control
algorithms satisfying responsiveness
requirements.
Some
of these algorithms do not use all of the sensors and/or actuators available. Hence, if a hardware component of the
FCS falls, responsiveness
requirements
can be maintained
by switching to a control algorithm that does not employ
that component.
If such an algorithm exists the system is
said to hold AR allowing accommodation
of the fault.
Figure 1 shows how a FCS is enhanced
to an ARFTFCS. The dash blocks and arrows represent the subsystem providing Fault Tolerant Capability (FTC) to the
FCS. The core of this subsystem is the AR-FTC software
module, while the dash section within the Control Panel
block represents the hardware interface to the pilot. Following the notation adopted in the previous section we
describe the FTC subsystem by means of the following
two relations:
AR_._

(xa,, (_),
[Yv (_k),

xa,-(_+a),

_v(_k+a),/)(_k),

[y(_),

_(_),

_(_k)],-,

_(_)],
7]ar(_k))

(15)

ARH (-,-,
-, z/,,,(tk))
Relation

(15) describes

(16)
the dynamics

of the software

mod-

ule. It processes
current measurements
_(tk) and commands fi (tk) to validate _ (lk) against the analytical model
of the system.
If no inconsistencies
are detected the
FCL module takes over and produces the new command
fi(tk+a).
If an inconsistency
is detected the AR-FTC
module further processes
incoming data to identify the
faulty component.
Then, it either produces a virtual set
of validated measurements
_ (tk) for the FCL, or it bypasses the FCL and produces a new set of validated commands fi_ (tk+a) according to a safe control law that does
not use the faulty component.
The two options are typically adopted for sensor and actuator faults respectively.
If a component of the actuator subsystem falls then it is
often necessary to reconfigure the control law to take into
account the control deficiency.
If a sensor falls its output can be estimated and the estimation substituted into
the measurement
vector _(tk) to produce _ (tk). However, the solution can be adopted where the FCL is bypassed and an alternative control law is used in its place.
The _ (tk) signal is used to synchronize
execution of the
FCL and the AR-FTC modules, rh(tk) and _3(tk) are the
operational
mode selected by the pilot and the diagnos-

Fault mode

Yi (Volts)

_)i (deg/sec)

Loss of signal
Loss of power
Loss of ground

[2.0, 2.5]
0
12

[-22, 0]
- 90
90

Table 1: Fault modes

tic information respectively.
Relation (16) represents the
relationship
between pilot's controls m(t k) and displays
v (tk) and related software variables rh (tk) and _3(tk).

3.3

Fault

Hypotheses

In the previous section we have shown how a system featuring AR properties
can be made fault tolerant with respect to sensor faults at the software level. However, software along with its supporting hardware (computers,
data
buses, etc.) and hardware systems other than sensors and
actuators can fail as well. AR cannot be adopted to provide fault tolerance with respect to failure of such components; a different approach must be adopted for these
types of faults.
In this phase of the study we focus our attention on sensor faults only. More specifically,
we require fault tolerance with respect to failure of the roll, pitch, and yaw rate
gyros. The sensors used are a solid state rate gyro where
a vibrating element is used to measure rotational velocity by employing the Coriolis principle. The output range
of the sensor is -4-90deg/sec and its bandwidth is 18Hz.
The output of the sensor has been recorded while simulating the failures. Three different fault modes have been
considered: loss of signal, loss of power, loss of ground
reference. The fault modes along with outputs of the sensor and the values of the correspondent software variable
are listed in Table 1.

3.4

Fault

Modeling

We have to point out that even though analytical redundancy does enable us to achieve some level of fault tolerance, it does not guarantee arbitrary levels of precision in
detecting, identifying, and accommodating
sensor faults.
An exhaustive feasibility analysis covering components
subject to failure, fault modes, and possible state evolution for actuator, aircraft, and sensor systems is required.
To explain how detectability and identifiability problems
arise we will refer once again to relations (3), (5), (4),
(10), and (12). These relations can be assembled to form
one single relation that captures the system AR at software level in terms of sensor measurement and actuator
command histories:

(17)
Here u represents a global uncertainty
term collecting all
process uncertainty
and measurement
error terms in relations (3), (5), (4), (10), and (12). Variables n, m, and p
represent the depths of the input, output, and uncertainty
sequences respectively.
If we consider the space whose
points have coordinates
given by the elements involved
in relation (17), we can distinguish those regions of the
space where relation (17) is satisfied, from those where
it is not. Furthermore,
we can characterize
those regions
related to distortions of relation (17) caused by the given
fault modes.
Following Mili et al. [1, 7], we model a fault tolerant scheme by means of a partition of the relevant state
space into a hierarchy of classes that represent degrees of
correctness,
degrees ofmaskability,
and degrees of recoverability. For a program, the relevant state space is the set
defined in terms of all the values taken by all the state variables of the program; for a set of sensors, the relevant state
space is the set defined in terms of all the values taken by
all the sensor readings. The partitionthat
we derive for our
purposes is given in figure 2. Process uncertainties
(disturbances, simplifying hypotheses,
modeling shortcuts, etc)
make the actual partition more complex than the original
model [1, 7]. In its current form, this partition is incomplete, and is being refined.
The inner ellipsis of figure 2 represents
states for
which the deterministic
relationship
within relation (17)
holds. The outer ellipsis contains the points for which
the stochastic relation (17) holds. Points outside this region imply an inconsistency
with the analytical model of
the system.
The three triangles marked F1, F2, and F3
contain points related to three different fault modes. The
intersection between the region 'F1 U F2 U FY and the
outer ellipsis contains those points that are related to a
fault mode, but that preserve relation (17). Hence, this
region represents those states where a fault mode is not
detectable by means of AR. This region is marked Detection non Feasible in the figure. The region marked Identification non Feasible contains those points for which the
identification
of a fault cannot be achieved either because
that fault mode has not been considered within the specifications, or because failure effects do not allow us to distinguish between the fault modes.
To describe accommodation
feasibility
in analogous
terms we need to consider the space whose points represent the aircraft states. If after the failure of a component
the FCL can be reconfigured
to satisfy the safety requirements then accommodation
is feasible within the whole
space. If instead there are states that cannot be reached
without violating the safety requirements
the space will
be partitioned
in regions where accommodation
is feasi-

ble and regions where it is not. As a limit case, accommodation is not feasible in the whole space if there is no FCL
that would satisfy the safety requirements.

4

SCR

Modeling

The derivation
of this specification
is part of a larger
project whose purpose is to validate and certify an adaptive fault tolerant capability (AR-FTC in figure 1) for a
flight control system, which is concurrently being implemented using a radial base fimction neural network [8].
Our intent is that the specification
will be used as an oracle in the testing task which aims to validate/certify
the
fault tolerant capability. Consequently,
it is rather imperative that the specification
be written in a language that
is supported by automated tools; so that in the validation/
certification phase, the neural net and the executable specification can be executed independently
to provide a basis
for checking the former against the latter. We have chosen
to use SCR as the specification
vehicle, because it lends
itself to this type of application:
tabular representations,
which form the semantic foundations
of SCR, were used
in [3] to specify the requirements
of the Navy's A7-E aircraft and in [10] to specify nuclear power plants; SCR
was used to specify an autopilot [2], to specify a variety
of high assurance applications [5, 6], and to specify some
functions of the space shuttle software [15].

4.1

Scope

of the

Specification

Figure 1 shows the structure of the overall aircraft system, including the data flow between the aircraft, the flight
control system, the cockpit controls, and the environment.
The first issue we must address is to delimit the boundaries of our specification.
We have pondered two possible options, which we denote by option 1 and option 2:
whereas option 1 focuses on the inputs and outputs of the
fault tolerant capability component (re: AR-FTC, in figure
1), option 2 (the aggregate of the flight control system,
with the aircraft) considers the impact of the outputs of
the AR-FTC on the aircraft state. The choice of an option
is driven by the following considerations.
Generality/Abstraction.
For a given situation, defined by a set of sensor readings, there are many sequences of actions that a flight control system can
follow to achieve/maintain
the maneuverability/stability of the aircraft.
At any instant, these actions
may be different, but their combined effect over time
is identical.
Hence by virtue of abstraction
(we do
not wish to deal with the detailed mechanics of how
the AR-FTC operates) and generality (writing specifications that apply across a wide range of possible

Figure2:Partition
oftheSpace
ofSensor
Readings
implementations),
thesecond
optionis betterthan
thefirst.
Observability/Controllability.
If we choose option
2, then we cannot judge the outputs of the AR-FTC
directly, but we have to observe their effect on the aircraft. This gives us much lower observability
of the
AR-FTC than option 1. Controllability
is the same
for both options.
Ultimately, this decision amounts to choosing between
observability
(option 1), i.e. the ability to observe and
monitor the exact values that are produced by the FTFCS
implementation,
and abstraction (option 2), i.e. the ability
to give the implementer
some latitude in how to maintain
maneuverability.
We have ruled in favor of abstraction.

4.2

Representation

Issues

By virtue of the choice discussed above, the input variables of the specification
are the sensor readings of relevant flight parameters (altitude, speed, acceleration,
angle of attack, rate gyros, aileron deflections, elevator deflections, rudder deflection) and the actuator input values;
the output variables are the actual values (i.e., the validated vectors) of the same parameters and a fault report.

Hence, for parameter
Y, for example, we define variable
mY (named after SCR parlance: monitored Y) which represents the sensor reading for Y, and variable cY (controlled Y) which represents the actual value of parameter
Y. Because of sensor failures, cY may differ from _zY.
In addition, because of the latency of the FCS and (especially) of the aircraft (in reacting to adjusted actuator values), the value of cY at time _ (cY(_)) is not functionally
related to the value of _zY at the same time _ (_zY(_)),
but rather to previous values of _zY. In addition to the
sensor readings of the flight parameters,
the set of input
variables also includes the values of the cockpit controls.
The second and fourth columns of table given in figure 3
show the structure of the input and output spaces. We now
give a mapping of those spaces into the partition of sensor
readings in figure 2.
The innermost ellipsis of figure 2 represents
free case, whose relation takes the form

the fault-
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We cannot merely define two tabular expressions
that
compute variables cX and tX according to these formulas, for they produce a circular reference (and SCR does
not recognize the sequence command --the order of execution in SCR is driven merely by functional dependencies).
A tantalizing
alternative
is, of course, to use SCR's
primed variable convention,
whereby the primed version
of any given (non-primed)
variable is the previous value of
that variable. This option does not work for our purposes,
because of the specific interpretation
of previous value in
SCR. SCR is event-driven,
where each change of value
of any variable is understood to be an event; by contrast,
our model is time-driven,
where an event is the advent of
a clock pulse. If, between two successive clock pulses,
three monitored variables change values, SCR considers
that it has witnessed three events, and previous refers to
the most recent one; by contrast, our model considers that
only one event has occurred, and previous refers to the
state of the system at the previous clock pulse.

5

Assessment

In this section, we review our specification
project (although it is still in progress) and assess some of our decisions, with partial hindsight.

5.1

SCR Adequacy

We briefly report on our experience
with using SCR for
the purposes of our specific situation.
We acknowledge
that we have very little prior experience
with SCR, and
our comments must be qualified accordingly.
The general pattern of a table in SCR is to compute
a controlled variable in terms of monitored variables and
possibly term variables.
Many requirements
that we encounter are instead best formulated as a relation between
monitored variables (to limit the domain of a relation), or
a relation between controlled variables (to limit the range
of a relation). Also, even if the controlled variable is a deterministic function of the monitored variables, it may be
more natural to represent this function by a conjunction of
non-oriented,
non-deterministic,
relations.
We find it unsettling that in a specification
that has a
large number of tables, the only composition operator between these tables is functional dependency, which is not
even explicit. We would find it more powerful to have a
wide vocabulary of composition
operators which we can
use to compose tables together. There is undoubtedly
a
sound basis for letting functional dependency be the sole
criterion that determines the order of evaluation of tabular expressions.
But our experience
with modeling time
would have been more successful if we had the ability to

impose an arbitrary sequencing
between tables, to break
the cycle of circular dependencies.
(Note: It is possible to
define a refinement-monotonic
sequence like operator, using demonic semantics).
Furthermore,
because tables are
combined only with functional dependencies
(rather with
refinement-monotonic
composition
operators) we find no
natural discipline for stepwise specification
generation.
Such a discipline would enable us to compose a specification in a stepwise manner, and to know that as we produce
more and more tables, the overall specification
grows increasingly more refined (until completeness).
The structure afforded by such explicit composition
operators can
be used to control the complexity of subsequent validation
and verification tasks.
Because SCR, and the tabular expressions on which it is
based [9, 4], support model-based
specifications,
it elicits
more detail from the specifier than a behavioral specification. This excess detail makes the specification
more
complex, and may lead to inconsistencies.
We find that the data type offerings of SCR are more
akin to those of a programming
language than to those of
a specification
language.
In an application
such as ours,
we needed a variety of data types, ranging from angles
(degrees) to durations (seconds) to engine speeds (rotations per minute) to positions (meters) to speeds (meters/
second) to accelerations
(meters/second/second)
to angular velocity (degree/second),
etc. We found ourselves
mapping all of them into reals, when a language supported
typing system that provided a wide range of data types and
a corresponding
type checking function would have enhanced the readability and reliability of our specification.
We also found that it would have been helpful if SCR provided dimension-checking
functions,
whereby whenever
we write an equation, it checks the dimensions
of both
sides to ensure that they are consistent. Whether this is an
extension of the type checking function, a separate function, or actually the same (only more elaborate) function,
we do not know.
Many of the issues that we raised here are interrelated
(e.g. a single design decision dictates a host of interrelated
issues), and many stem from legitimate design tradeoffs
(e.g. favoring efficient executability vs expressive power).
We assume that as we become more acquainted
with the
spirit of S CR's specification
model, some of these issues
will may grow increasingly insignificant.

5.2

Non-determinacy

We faced a dilemma while trying to derive a specification
for the fault tolerant capability flight control system, dealing with the determinacy
of the specification.
We had two
options:

Make the specification
deterministic.
This is more
natural, from the standpoint of SCR (which revolves
around the pattern of formulating
controlled
variables as a function
of monitored
variables),
and

6

yields generally simpler specifications.
The main
drawback of this solution, of course, is that it forces

Our plan calls for using the target specification
as an oracle in the test plan of the neural network.
Specifically,
the neural net feeds its inputs into a certified flight simulator, which plays the role of the aircraft components
in
the graph of figure 1. This aggregate is placed side by
side with the SCR specification,
whereby the SCR is used
as an oracle to test the neural net. Input data is submitted to the system under test and the SCR oracle, to check
for correctness.
This input data is the aggregate of sensor
readings and pilot controls, which are collected from previously collected flight simulation data. The purpose of
the testing plan is to make a ruling on the certifiability of
the neural net as an implementation
of the fault tolerant
capability of the flight control system. The system structure that we have derived for this purpose is presented in
figure 4. The fault reports of the neural net and the SCR
specification
are compared for logical equality, producing
the result shown in the lower right comer of the figure. On
the other hand, the actual state of the aircraft, produced by
the flight simulator, is matched against the pilot controls
(by virtue of a law that captures aircraft maneuverability), to return a boolean indicator of whether the aircraft
maintains adequate maneuverability
(despite the possible
presence of faults).

us to second guess the designer of the neural net, because we have to derive a specification
for the exact
function that the neural net is implementing.
This,
in turn, has two drawbacks:
first, it imposes much
coordination
between the implementer
team and the
specifier team, and is counterproductive
from a V&V
viewpoint (V&V relies primarily
on redundancy);
second, it imposes early constraints on the designer,
prohibiting
him from altering design decisions that
affect the specifier team.

Make the specification
non deterministic.
The position here is to let the specification
focus on expressing the desired functional properties,
without going
as far as to uniquely specify which output will satisfy
these desired properties.
This solution is consistent
with traditional guidelines for good specification,
but
causes some difficulty in SCR, because SCR does not
handle non-determinacy
naturally.
This is the most
striking limitation we have encountered using SCR.
In our example (and certainly in many other applications as well), we often encounter requirements
that
are not deterministic;
also, many complex requirements are best formulated as the aggregate of a set of
simpler, non-deterministic
requirements.

We felt very justified in choosing the second option, but
have found that it raises an issue which may, with hindsight, cause us to reassess our choice: Under the first option (deterministic
specification),
the specification
of the
system does not have to capture the criteria under which
differences
of output between the specification
and the
implementation
can be considered tolerable; this decision
can be made during the verification
and validation step,
by the V&V team, to take into consideration
any special
circumstances
that may arise at run-time. By contrast, under the second option, the tolerance margins have to be
hardcoded into the specification,
and cannot be adjusted
subsequently
by the V&V team to account for special testing/operational
conditions.
Hence both options force us
to make early decisions: The first option imposes on us to
agree with the implementer
on specific design decisions;
the second option imposes on us to agree with the V&V
team on specific tolerance margins.

6.1

6.2

Prospects
A Testing

Interpreting
tions

Plan

Flight

Dynamics

Equa-

In the process of deriving the SCR specification
of the
FTFCS system, we are really conducting two activities,
namely modeling and representation:
Modeling.
This task deals with such matters as deciding which parameters are of interest, how do we
represent the fault tolerant capability, how do we represent time, how do we approximate
derivatives, how
do we enforce sequencing of tabular evaluations/executions, how do we reflect the dynamic nature of
the system, how do we detect, identify and accommodate faults, etc.
Representation.
Generally
speaking,
this matter
deals with how do we map our model into SCR
terms, and how do we formulate our model in such
a way as to take the best advantage
features.

of built-in

SCR

Ideally, we would like to think of these two activities are
being strictly sequential; i.e. modeling must be completed
before representation
can proceed. As attractive as it may
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Figure 4: A Testing Plan for the Neural

be, this discipline has proven to be a challenge in practice, due to time pressures and to the impact of representation constraints on modeling decisions.
This has led us
to consider the possibility of producing a syntax directed
translation of flight dynamics equations into SCR source
code. The main advantage of this solution is that we get to
encode all our modeling decisions in the syntax-directed
rules; this allows us to keep our modeling options open
until very late in the specification
lifecycle; most important of all, this solution ensures that our modeling decisions are applied uniformly across all the equations of the
specification.

6.3

Analytical

Reasoning

on Neural

Nets

Traditional certification algorithms observe the behavior
of a software product under test, and make probabilistic/
statistical inferences
on the operational attributes of the
product (reliability, availability, etc). The crucial hypothesis on which these probabilistic/statistical
arguments are
based is that the software product will reproduce
under
field usage the behavior that it has exhibited under test.
This hypothesis
does not hold for adaptive neural nets,
because they evolve their behavior (learn) as they practice their function.
Of course, one may argue that they
evolve their behavior for the better; but better in the sense
of a neural net (convergence)
is not necessarily
better in
the sense of correctness
verification
(monotonicity
with
respect to the refinement
ordering).
Concretely, a neu-

Net

ral net may very well satisfy the SCR specification
in the
testing phase, and fail to satisfy it in the field usage phase,
even though it converges. See figure 5.
In light of these observations,
we envisage to complement the certification
testing activity with an analytical
method.
Such a method would rely on some semantic
analysis of the neural net, as well as some hypothesis regarding the data that it receives in the future.

7

Summary

In this paper we have discussed the formal specification,
in SCR, of an adaptive fault tolerant flight control system. The specification
is due to be used as an oracle in
the certification
of a radial basis function neural net that
implements the adaptive scheme. The fault tolerant properties of the system, the adaptive nature of its implementation, and the specific application for which the specification is intended (certification),
contribute to make this
a unique experiment
in system modeling and representation. In particular, the fact that the system implementation is adaptive (hence does not duplicate its behavior as
it evolves) rules out traditional testing techniques.
Also,
the fact that the system's behavior is dependent on input
history precludes the traditional static analysis techniques.
The specification
generation is under way, and we expect
many of the modeling and representation
decisions that
we have discuss in this paper to remain influx.
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We survey
mathematical
modeling,
the mathematical and computational
technologies
upon which
it relies, and the potential
sources of error. We assess formal methods and computational
logic in this
light, suggesting
that certain
well worn paths may
have little to offer.
We identify
as opportunities
for the future:
analyzing
requirements,
assumptions
and proof obligations for the assessment
and confirmation
of models, extending
such techniques
to architectures
for heterogeneous
distributed
models with
legacy components,
using computational
logic to extend the capabilities
of computer
algebra systems,
and techniques for symbolic
analysis.

Introduction

The purpose
of this paper
is to assess formal
methods
and computational
logic from the point
of view of mathematical
modeling.
It forms part
of a larger research program
assessing formal methods and computational
logic for mathematics
and
its applications.
The techniques
of mathematical
modeling,
that
is of regarding
a physical phenomenon
as a dynamical system for the purposes
of understanding
and
prediction,
arose in the physical sciences during the
twentieth
century,
were used widely in meteorological and defense applications
and later spread
to
environmental,
biological
and geological
modeling.
They were transformed
by modern
computation,
and by increasing
reliance on modeling
in many aspects of public policy, and have also become the keystone of US undergraduate
math curriculum
reform
[38]. This paper
concentrates
on the issues arising in bioscience
and environmental
science, rather
than on physical
sciences,
engineering
or control
theory:
in particular
we are considering
computa-

modeling
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of St Andrews,
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In the first part of the paper we survey mathematical
modeling,
the math and software
that it
relies upon, and possible sources of error and user
concern.
We go into some detail, on the grounds
that assessing
how formal methods
might be used
in practice requires a general understanding
of what
the practice
of modeling
is. In the second part we
consider
how formal
methods
and computational
logic might
address
these concerns,
and identify
some possible new directions.
Section
2 is a methodological
aside.
Section
3 contains
an account
of mathematical
modeling,
which we encapsulate
as a "purposeful
representation of reality".
A modeler devises a "model world"
to investigate
some "purpose"
in the "real world".
A mathematical
"model" of the model world is constructed
using dynamical
systems,
and the modeler reasons within it. Almost universally
today the
reasoning
is done with the aid of numeric or symbolic computation,
so an "implementation"
of the
mathematical
model is built in a computer
system:
from the "implementation"
conclusions
are drawn
about the "model"
or the "model world"
and assessed against the hypotheses
of the "model world"
or against observations
of the "real world".
We may
view this as a pipeline:
{reality+purposes}
--+ model
world --+ model --+ implementation.
Thus modeling
relies on two underlying
technologies:
the mathematical
theories
of differential
equations
and dynamical
systems,
and the computational
tools of numeric or symbolic computation.
In Section
4 we give a brief account
of the first
of these, the mathematical
theories.
We describe
the kind of reasoning
that is typically
done, and
assess the correctness
issues. We note in particular
that the mathematician
developing
the theories,
the
toolsmith
using them to devise algorithms
and the
modeler using those algorithms
may have somewhat
different perspectives.

In Section5 weconsider
the secondtechnology,
anddescribenumericand symboliccomputation
andsomeofthecorrectness
concerns
thatarise.Numericalsystems
arewidelyusedbecause
theyalways
giveananswer:
it is suggested
thatgeneral
software
engineering
issues
ratherthanbugsin algorithms
or
floatingpointarithmeticarethe maincauseof error. Symboliccomputation
systems
aremuchless
flexible,andfurtherproblems
arisebecause
of fundamental
designissues
whichmeanthatcontinuous
mathis sometimes
handledincorrectly.
Sections
4 and5 considered
the underlying
technologies:in Section6 we returnto the modeling process
itselfandassess
correctness
concerns.
Whilethesecanariseanywhere
in the pipeline,it
is the assessment
of a "model"or "modelworld",
againstcompetitors
andagainstpurposes
that attractsmostattentionin the modelingcommunity,
andin matterssuchasenvironmental
prediction
(for
example,
querying
assumptions
aboutgroundwater
penetration)
theycanbesubjectto heateddebate.
In largeor legacymodelseventrackingbuilt-inassumptions
canbehard.
Section
7 addresses
howcomputational
logicand
formalmethodsmayaddresssomeof the correctnessconcerns
raisedin the previoussections.The
correctness
ofthemathematical
andcomputational
technologies
canin principlebe addressed
using
techniques
of computational
logic:weindicatethe
mainnotionsfor both. In particularwe report
brieflyon our ownwork usingheavyduty theoremprovingin PVSto provideconvenient
embeddedreasoning
toolsfor computational
mathematicssystems.However
weassertthat in general
the
modeling
community
areusersratherthancreators
of mathematics
andsoftware,andarenot particulaxlyconcerned
to haveformaldevelopments
of eitherthe underlyingmaterialor its applications
in
modeling,
orto replace
themwithnewfoundational
approaches:
theseareall regarded
looselyspeaking
as"solvedproblems".Whilein principletechniques
basedonimproved
formsof symboliccomputation,
or oncomputational
logic,wouldallowricherreasoningaboutmodels,it is hardto seethemmatchingtheflexibilityofnumerical
systems
or overcomingtheinvestment
in existingtechniques.
Correctness
concerns
aboutthe modelingpipeline involve,in sofar as they canbeformalized,
trackingofrequirements
andassumptions,
andhere
wejudgethereto bemuchgreaterpotentialforformalmethods
fromthe user'spointofview.Wereport brieflyon our ownexperience
with light formal methodsfor trackingrequirements,
assump-

tionsandproofobligations
in computational
mathematicssystems.
In thelight ofthe aboveSection8 setsout four
mainopportunitiesfor the future: analyzingrequirements,
assumptions
andproofobligations
for
theassessment
andconfirmation
ofmodels,
extending suchtechniques
to architectures
for heterogeneousdistributedmodelswith legacycomponents,
usingcomputational
logicto extendthe capabilitiesofcomputer
algebra
systems
andimproved
techniquesforsymbolicanalysis.
2

A methodological

note

It wouldbeeasyenough
totella rosystorywithin
the contemporary
rhetoricof formalmethodsand
computational
logicof their potentialfor mathematicalmodeling,
illustratedwithanecdotes
ofunreliablepredictions
fromunsoundmodelsor bugs
in numerical
code.Wemightthen,with someeffort, treata simpledifferentialequation
or verifya
numerical
algorithmwithinourformalismofchoice,
arguewiththeaidofalargebibliography
abouthow
suchmethodsare "growingin importance","vital
forsafetycriticalapplications
ofmathematical
modeling","essential
formathematicians
in developing
trustedproofs"andsoforth,andconclude
with an
exhortationto the academic
andcommercial
modelingcommunity
to takeup ourideasforthwith.
We haveattempteda somewhatdifferentapproachhere,by identifying,albeitinformally,the
practiceandconcerns
of the modelingcommunity
andhowformalmethods
techniques
mightaddress
them.
Theidentification
of "practice"in a discipline
involvesfindingout whatpeopleactuallydo,rather
thanwhatthey saythey do,or whatothersthink
theyshoulddo. Thusforexample
in [25]weshowed
that practicein puremathematics
researchdoes
not, asan outsidermightsuppose,
consistin rigorousformaldevelopment
but ratherin the developmentof "goodenough"proofs:thisexplains
why
computational
logicengines
arehardlyusedbypure
mathematicians.
Forsociologists
suchasLatour[22]identifying
practiceinvolvesdetailedobservations
overmany
monthsin laboratories,
andcarefulenquiryas to
whetherthereis any suchthing as a universal
or context-independent
notionofscientificmethod,
ratherthan "particularcourses
ofactionwith materialsto hand"[24].
For the purposesof this paperwe gainedan
overview
fromtextbooks,universitycourses,
meet-

ings,seminars,newsgroups,
bug-reportsanddiscussions
with reflective
practitioners,
whoincluded
bothdevelopers
andusersof suchsoftware
1. I am
not awareof anythoroughstudyinto correctness
concerns
for modelingandwhatcauses
errors,althoughMackenzie
hastouchedon suchmattersin
hissociological
accountof the development
of nuclearweaponry[24].Certainlythe matterhasnot
received
the attentiongivento safety-critical
systems.This papercanonlyberegarded
asa pilot
investigation:I conclude
that, whilecertainindividualincidentshavebeennotedandstudied,in
general
correctness
is takenforgranted,andwhere
it isdiscussed
it is thecorrespondence
ofmodelsto
reality,ratherthanthecorrectness
oftheunderlying
mathematics
or software,
that causes
concern.
3

What is a model?

Whatis a model?A mathematical
representation of reality?Whatis reality?Whatis a mathematicalrepresentation
of it? Is it "outthere"or
"purelyformal",or constructed
in themindsofscientistswith all kindsof motivesandpurposes,
includingthe questfor truth (whateverthat might
be)?Questions
ofthis kindhaveoccupied
philosophersof science
for centuries.Forthis paperwe
adoptawork-a-day
definitionbasedonthestandard
studenttextofMooneyandSwift[28]:amathematicalmodelis a purposeful
representation
of reality
usingthe toolsandsubstance
of mathematics,
includingcomputation.
A classicexampleis the predator-prey
model
whosepurposeis to understand
the long-termbehaviorof populationsof predators(for example
lynx) andprey (for examplehares)whichmanifestcyclicalbehavior:aslynxnumbers
x rise more
hares are eaten, so hare numbers
y drop, so lynx
numbers
drop, so more hares survive, so lynx have
more to eat, so lynx numbers
increase,
and so on.
This is modeled by two differential
equations,
where
a,/_, 7, 5 represent
parameters
which will vary for
different populations.
dx
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We call this Model PP1.
From these equations
may prove that yae-ZYxTe-@
= K and hence

(1)
we
de-

duce that in the model x and y do indeed manifest
cyclical behavior
over time for certain values of the
parameters.
Even without
this analytic formula we

can implement
the equations
numerically
and hence
draw graphs of x, y and t to display the cyclical behavior.
A simple account of modeling
considers
"the real
world" (including
hare and lynx), a "purpose"
(understanding
population
change in hare and lynx),
the "model world"
consisting
of assumptions
we
have made or chosen about the real world (for example that lynx die when there are no hares to eat), the
mathematical
"model"
we have built of our model
world using dynamical
systems, 2 and the "implementation"
of that model in a computer
system.
From the "model"
or its "implementation"
we can
draw conclusions
about the "model world" which we
can then assess against the hypotheses
of the model
or against
experimental
or other understanding
of
"the real world".
We may view this as a pipeline:
{reality+purposes}
-+ model world-+
model-+
implementation.
The predator-prey
model PP1 above is an abstraction,
whose purpose
is to investigate
the apparent
cyclical nature
of such populations.
It tells
us that if the hypotheses
in the model world about
the behavior
of hare and lynx are satisfied,
and
if a,/_, 7, 5 take certain
values, then certain
consequences ensue in the model, and hence by implication in the "model world".
We may then use domain
knowledge
to give an interpretation
of our conclusions for "the real world".
If we wanted to study a particular
population
of
hares and lynx this model would not be of much
use. We would need a different
"model world" and
a more complicated
"model",
which we denote by
PP2. We would take other phenomena
into account,
for example what hares eat, and consider data, either real or simulated,
on weather patterns
or grass
growth
for our particular
population.
We would
probably
no longer have an analytical
solution,
and
would have to rely on an "implementation"
to obtain numerical,
graphical
or visual estimates
for long
term behavior.
These estimates
would still be contingent upon our assumptions,
and the nature
and
quality of the data we used. PP2 might not manifest cyclical behavior
at all: it might not include
the equations
of PP1.
The mathematical
relationship between
our two models might be complex:
it
would be unlikely
that,
in formal method
terms,
one was a simple refinement
of the other for instance.
The distinction
between these two kinds of
model,
roughly
speaking
the first
with abstract
principles
or putative
2For
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more concerned
laws of nature,

ignore

stochastic

and

the second

with

simulations

and predictions

of phe-

nomena,
has sometimes
been drawn by calling the
former "models" and the latter "simulations".
However there is no hard and fast distinction.
Both PP1 and PP2 are, in modeling terms, fairly
small and straightforward,
in contrast
to global
models of climate or population,
refined over many
years with complex data sets.
Once we have a model, or several models, we may
investigate
their solution
and other properties,
either mathematically
or through
an implementation.
Models are assessed and evaluated
against their purposes, or against other models that address the same
or related
purposes.
Of particular
concern
is the
definition
and assessment
of correctness.

4
The

Mathematical

techniques

theory

In this section we give a summary
of some of the theory of differential
equations
and dynamical
systems
from the point of view of mathematical
modeling
applications.
What do we mean by a differential
equation,
and
a solution?
At an elementary
level in a modeling
text such as Mooney
and Swift [28] the notion is
often given only by example:
for instance
suppose
we wish to model the motion of a particle
in terms
of the time and distance
from an initial point (y)
and the acceleration
(y" = d2y/dt2).
The equation

y"(t) + y(t) = 0

(2)

describes
the motion at time t, any solution has the
form ¢(t) = Asin(t)
+ Bcos(t)
where A and B are
arbitrary
constants,
and a solution
satisfying
the
initial conditions
y(0) = 1,y'(0)
= 2 is given by
¢(t) = 2sin(t)
+ cos(t).
A solution
satisfying
the
initial conditions
can be evaluated
at any value of t,
so that for our solution
¢ at time t = 7r/2 the position will be given by ¢(7r/2) = 2. This equation
has
an explicit mathematical
solution
(we call this an
analytic
solution),
but for many equations
we may
know only of the existence
of such solutions,
and
numerical
solutions
at particular
points (subject to
the accuracy
constraints
of numerical
analysis)
may
be all that are available
to us.
"Solving"
an equation
involving
an unknown
function y and its derivatives,
and conditions
on the
value of y at certain points, involves finding a particular (some possible such y) or a general (all possible
such y) analytic
solution
in terms of known functions. In texts at the level of [28] various standard

"cook-book"
reassurance

techniques
are given, accompanied
by
and motivation
for the reader.
There is

also particular
stress on determining
or limiting
behavior
of the solution:
over time for example.
Thus
for example
recipe for solving first
tions of the form

the qualitative
does it decay

[28] contains
the following
order linear differential
equa-

dy

dx + a(x)y = b(x):
the general
naming)

solution

y(x)

is (sic, including

1/

= _(_(

#(x)b(x)dx

(3)
sloppy

variable

+ C)

(4)

where #(x) = exp(f a(x)dx).
This description
elides
many issues concerned
with exactly when functions
are defined or differentiable,
or solutions
exist. The
standard
approach
of an undergraduate
course in
differential
equations
makes matters
more precise:
Suppose that a and b are continuous
functions
on an
interval I. Let A(x) be a function
such that dA/dx
=
a(x). If C is any constant
then the function
¢ given
by
x

¢(x) = exp(-A(x))(/exp(A(t))b(t)dt

+ C)

(5)

x0

where Xo is in
solution has this
The standard
existence
proofs
tant class is that
L(y)

I, is a solution
of (3), and every
form.
treatment
continues
by considering
for solutions.
A particularly
imporof linear systems,
of the form

= y(n) +al(x)y(n-1)

+...+an(x)y

= b(y),

(6)

where under suitable conditions
solutions
always exist, though they may not have a simple closed form
representation.
In the case when all the ai are constant
the solutions
to L(y) = 0 are found by computing
the
eigenvalues,
or roots of the characteristic
equation
/_n _}_al /_n--1 _}_... _}_an = O.
Thus

for example
L(y)

has general

solution

when

(7)

n = 2 the equation

= y" + 2bf
given

+ cy = 0

(8)

by

¢(x) =
exp(-bx)(A
exP(v_X
exp(-bx)(Acos(xv/:7)

exp(-bx)(A
+ Bx),
) + B exp(-v_X))
,
+ Bsin(xv/:7)
),

7=0
7>0
7<0

(9)

where

7 -- b2 - c. This

description

of the

solution

ject to initial values or boundary
ther analytically
or numerically

may be further
refined to include its qualitative
behavior: for example in case 7 -- 0, the system oscillares, and if b > 0 it tends to zero (is damped),
if
b < 0, it tends to infinity and if b = 0 it is stable.
Current
mathematical
research
emphasizes
dynamical systems, that is, roughly speaking,
solution
spaces of systems of differential
equations
like PP1.
Linear systems in n variables
can be expressed
as a
vector equation
X' = AX, where A is an n x n matrix, and the solutions
are given in terms of eigenvalues of A.
This again allows us to predict the
limiting behavior
of such a system, and to identify
fixed points (equilibrium
points) where X' = 0, and
behavior
near to them:
for example
does a point
near the equilibrium
point move towards
it (a sink)
or away from it (a source).
In two dimensions
an
analysis
like (9), called a phase plane analysis,
is
possible:
in dimensions
above two chaotic phenomena can occur.
For non-linear
systems
like the predator-prey
model there are extensive
theories of existence
and
uniqueness
of solutions.
An important
practical
technique for investigating
qualitative
behavior
near
a fixed point is that of taking
a linear approximation there and using this to do a phase plane analysis. The full mathematical
analysis of such behavior,
and of the underlying
dynamical
systems,
possible
chaotic behavior
and so forth, requires
the full apparatus

of modern

differential

geometry.

ei-

teachability
analysis:
determining
if there is an
analytic
or numeric solution
satisfying
a set of
constraints,
typically
that it starts in one region
and passes through
another.
Thus in example
(2) the point (7r/2, 2) is reachable
from (0, 1),
but (r, 3) is unreachable
for any value of r
• identification
of behavior
near a
point: for example by a phase plane

stationary
analysis

• limiting
behavior over time: for example
eigenvalue
analysis
generalizing
(9)
• perturbation
analysis:
to identify
the model under local variations
•

by an

behaviors

of

behavior as some parameter
varies: for example
changes in the phase plane as a coefficient varies

Taking a formal methods
perspective
one might
expect to see more general reasoning
about properties of the solution,
for example
using temporal
logic. Recent work in the hybrid
systems community addresses
this for control systems
using tools
such as HyTech
[17], and Dutertre
[7] gives examples of reasoning about upper bounds in the requirements of an avionics application,
but such work does
not seem to be considered
at all mainstream
in the
modeling community.
seer [3] turn up little

Applications

conditions:

For example
of relevance.

searches

in Cite-

In the initial stages the modeler may want to manipulate
and transform
the model
and get a few
rough assessments
of its behavior.
The next stage
would be a more detailed
investigation,
to compare
it with alternatives,
to calibrate
it against
data,
theory
or other models,
and to assess its performance. At a more mature stage models may be used
for prediction
or for reference
points against
other
models, as components
in larger systems, or refined
as new data or theoretical
understanding
becomes
available.

Correctness

For example Hammersley's
[12] maxims for manipulators
at an early stage include:
"clean up the
notation,
choose suitable
units, reduce the number
of variables,
and avoid rigor like the plague as it
only leads to rigour morris",
to which one would
probably
add today "visualize
the solution".
A typical
more detailed
investigation
might include:

approximation,
for replacing
one equation
with another that behaves
in roughly
the same way, may
be sufficient when experimenting
with a number
of
models at an early stage. The community
tends to
work with a smaller number
of systems
which are
reasonably
well understood
or mathematically
wellbehaved
and which experience
or consensus
deems
sufficient for the domain
at hand.

• solving

a system

of differential

equations

sub-

issues

In analyzing
correctness
issues for modeling we first
turn to the correctness
of the underlying
mathematics.
We note first that applications
not in practice
a particularly
rich
mathematics.
There
is in general
thusiasm
for spending
a long time
equations
for a particular
modeling
dard techniques,
like linearisation

of modeling
are
source of novel
[28] little endeveloping
new
problem.
Stanor power-series

The researcher
in dynamical
systems, the applied
mathematician
or numerical
analyst
'toolsmith'
and

themodeler
applyingthosetechniques
aredoingdifferentthings.Theresearcher
isconcerned
withgeneraltheoriesaboutthe existence
ofsolutionsorthe
behaviorof familiesof systems.The toolsmithis
developing
effective
techniques
forsolvingproblems
likethoseabove,with the researcher's
workto assurecorrectness.
Modelers
usuallywantto takethe
underlying
mathematics
for granted,concentrating
insteadon the modelingissuesthat arise: their
mathematical
interestor understanding
is perhaps
unlikelyto gobeyonda work-a-day
accountat the
levelof [28]. In particularthe researcher
is doing
proofsin the underlyingtheories,the toolsmithis
doingproofsabouthandor machinecomputation
techniques,
andthemodeleris applyingthosecomputationtechniques.
Wehavediscussed
at lengthelsewhere
[25]attitudesto correctness
in the mathematical
community: weidentifiedcurrentmathematical
practice
with producingconjecturalmathematical
knowledgeby means
ofspeculation,
heuristicarguments,
examples
andexperiments,
whichmaythenbeconfirmedastheoremsby producingproofsin accordancewith a community
standardof rigour,which
maybereadby thecommunity
in a varietyofways.
Mostof the mathematics
usedin applicationsof
modelingis not particularlynovel,andhasbeen
subjectto the usualmechanisms
of community
inspection
throughcourses
andtext booksovermany
years:theredoesnotseemto bemuchconcern
from
the mathematician,
the toolsmithor the modeler
overits correctness.
Asis usualin contemporary
mathematical
culturefewaremuchconcerned
with
formalproofor mattersoffoundation.
Whena newtechniquearises,for examplethe
recentgrowthof interestin levelsetmethods[35],
thefocusof the discussion
is generally
on newapplications,or onfasteror better(forexample
with
lessinstabilitynearcusps)performance
in oldones,
ratherthanonextended
discussions
ofcorrectness.
5

Computational

techniques

Numericalmethods
The standard,andalmostuniversal,approach
to
computation
for modeling,is numericalmethods,
whichhavebeenpart of appliedmathematics
and
the physicalsciences
for almostfifty years.They
arewidelyavailablethroughstandardcommercial
librariessuchas NAG[29]andMatLab[27],and
providethebasisforlargesoftware
systems,
usually
writtenin FORTRANor C andusedin chemical,

physicalorastronomical
research
aswellasin practical fieldslikeengineering,
meteorology
andaeronauticsandincreasingly
todayin visualization
and
animation.Purpose-built
implementations,
for example,for biosciences,
environmental
modelingor
geologyarebuilt on top of generalpurposetools
suchasSimulink[36]whichprovides
a graphicalinterfaceto MatLab.Forexample
Simulinkmayeasily beusedto runthepredator-prey
modelfor differentvaluesoftheparameters,
generating
numeric
or graphicaloutput,fromwhichvariousproperties
ofthesystemmaybeinferred.
In additionsuchsystems
canreadilyaccommodateotherinputs,forexample
fromsensors
or measuringdevices,
or othernumerical
procedures,
such
ascurvefitting. Formanyproblems,for example
the investigation
of chaoticphenomena,
thereare
noalternativestandardtechniques.
Fromthe modelers
pointof viewthe mainadvantageof numericalsystems
is that they will alwaysgivean answer,
anddespitethe negativeevidencewecitebelow,with sufficientuserexpertise
areaccepted
asdoingsosufficiently
quicklyandaccurately,with established
protocolsfor testingand
erroranalysis.Numerical
methods
andsoftware
like
NAGor Simulinkareso standardandso widely
usedthatit is hardto seethembeingdisplaced
by
othertechniques.
However
theoutput,andpropertiesderivedfromit, will alwaysbenumericandnot
analytic,andsupportforinvestigating
properties
of
thesolutionor parameters
maybelimited.
Numerical methods: correctness

issues

The user of such systems
can use default settings
and work in ignorance
of the underlying
numerics,
or take more detailed
control
using standard
techniques of numerical
analysis
[18] to ensure results
of required
accuracy.
Indeed,
faster and more accurate numerical
methods
have been the main research thrust
forty years.

in numerical

analysis

over the

past

A particular
issue in numerical
work is correctness of floating
point implementation
(for example
the famous Pentium
bug): the consistent
handling
of floating
point arithmetic
or the translation
between machines
with different
word-lengths
are recurring legacy issues. Another
is convergence
criteria: is the implementation
robust enough to produce
the same answer again for the same inputs.
Kahan
[21] maintains
a web-site of known problems.
Yet problems
persist
be unaware
of them.

and even expert users
The author
was told

may
of a

complexbugin the British Met officeimplementationof themulti-gridfiniteelementmethodthat
wasworthabout2_ accuracy
in weatherforecasts.
Hatton[15]reportsonobservations
ofnineindependentlydeveloped
largeprogramsfor seismicdata
processing,
andshowsthat althoughthe programs
usedthesamedataandweredeveloped
to thesame
specifications
in the samelanguage(FORTRAN),
numericaldisagreement
growsat a rate of 1_ in
average
absolute
difference
per4000linesofimplementedcode.The programs
wereusedto analyze
largescientificdatasetswheretypicallyresultsexpectaround0.001_accuracy.He concluded
that
in general
problems
werecaused
not bycompileror
hardware
errors,but by software
faults,oftenoffby-oneerrors.However
thematterhasnotreceived
muchrecognition
in the modelingcommunity
[16].
Symboliccomputation
Symboliccomputationtechniques,
suchas those
embodied
in MapleorMathematica,
appeartooffer
a widerangeof additionalfacilitiesto themodeler,
especially
whencombined
withnumerical
methods.
Thusthe dsolve command in Maple, or the DSolve
command
in Mathematica,
can solve a wide variety
of differential
equations
analytically,
and the user
can further
interact
with the system or write their
own code, to investigate
their properties.
As the account of the mathematics
above demonstrates,
implementations
rely on other symbolic
computation
techniques,
such as integration,
polynomial
solving
and computing
eigenvalues
and eigenvectors.
There is continuing
lively debate over the respective merits of symbolic
and numeric
computation,
and active research
on the best way to combine
the two approaches.
The main drawback
from the
user's point of view is that computer
algebra
systems are simply unable to solve many of the problems listed above, either because of unsolvability
or
intractability.
Even if there are symbolic
solution
techniques
such systems do not scale, and there are
not in general well-developed
techniques
for combining numeric input or techniques
with symbolic ones:
hence they lack the flexibility
of numerical
systems.
Thus for example
while symbolic
techniques
for
teachability
analysis
using quantifier
elimination
have been investigated
[20], they are in general double exponential,
and intractable
in all but the smallest examples.
There are a few cases where symbolic techniques
are better developed
than numeric ones, for example
the use of model

checking

in systems

like Hytech

to

reason about hybrid systems, discrete combinations
of control systems.
There are also a few applications
where symbolic
systems
are used in preference
to
numerical
systems,
for example in robotic or satellite motion planning.

Symbolic

computation:

correctness

issues

By contrast
with numerical
techniques,
users often
find symbolic computation
or computer
algebra systems (CAS) like Maple frustrating
and hard to use:
see Wester
[37] for a survey.
Even in situations
where the user is expecting
them to work they may
fall to produce an "obvious"
answer, or produce unexpected
or wrong answers,
and their performance
can be very unpredictable,
varying widely on apparently similar inputs.
One cause
of error
is failure
to check sideconditions:
this is not so much an error as a design decision for ease of use, since even small procedures may produce large numbers of side conditions,
often intractable
or undecidable.
This illustrates
a more general
design issue: there
are many examples of processes
(for example
definite symbolic
integration
via the Fundamental
Theorem
of Calculus) where a CAS may be able to compute
an
answer,
sometimes
correct,
on a large class of inputs, be provably
sound on only a subclass of those
inputs
(where the function
is continuous)
and be
able to check soundness
easily on a smaller subclass
still (for example,
since continuity
is undecidable,
systems
use a simpler
check for functions
with no
potential
poles or discontinuities).
Some CAS are
cautious,
only giving an answer when pre-conditions
are satisfied:
however this means they may fail on
quite simple queries.
Others try and propagate
the
side conditions
to inform the user, though this can
rapidly
lead to voluminous
output.
Mathematica
and Maple generally
attempt
to return an answer
whenever they can and leave to the user the burden
of checking correctness.
In [1] we have analyzed this
in some detail for symbolic
integration,
and proposed a solution
based on verified look-up
tables.
We extended
our ideas to dynamical
systems
and
mathematical
modeling
in [26], with a suite of PVS
tools to check definedness
and continuity,
callable
from Maple.
ent

However
there
unsoundness

is a deeper
than
failure

reason
for apparto check for side-

conditions.
Formally
CAS compute
indefinite
integrals and solve differential
equations
within the
algebraic
framework
of the theory
of differential
fields [2]: fields with an operator
satisfying
d(f.g) =

(df).g+ f.

(dg). When using an indefinite
integral as
part of an analytic
calculation,
for example solving
a differential
equation,
the answers
obtained
algebraically
may differ significantly
from what is expected.
For example, viewed as an element of a differential
field, the derivative
of f(x) = tan-l(x)
+
tan-l(1/x)
is zero, and it follows that
f(x)
is a
constant.
Viewed analytically
it is a step function
with the value -_/2
for x < 0 and _/2 for x > 0.
Thus an "unexpected"
answer to a query involving
f(x) may be correct within the theory of differential
fields, but incorrect
in the usual analytic framework
for differential
equations
we have presented
above.
Similarly
it is easy to get Maple's
dsolve command
to display behavior
which is unsound
analytically,
as it applies
(4) without
checking
continuity
of a
and b.
This analysis
should be kept in perspective
however: developers
of the symbolic
software
systems
GAP [34], axlom[19]
and Aldor [19] indicate
that
the majority
of bug reports
tend to uncover
user
misunderstanding,
performance,
or systems
flaws,
especially
to do with portability,
rather than problems with the underlying
mathematics
or algorithms.
For example of approximately
1100 bug reports on Aldor only one reported
a problem with an
incorrect
library implementation,
involving a failure
to detect a division by zero.

6

Correctness
We

now

concerns
return

to

correctness

for

modeling
concerns

for

the modeling
process,
and consider
the pipeline,
{reality+
purposes}
--+ model world --+ model --+ iraplementation.
One may first ask whether
the "implementation" is a correct implementation
of the underlying
"model".
In particular
we may ask which aspects
of its behavior
are artifacts
of the "implementation" (for example a poor choice of random
number
generator)
rather
than consequences
of the model,
or what hidden or explicit
assumptions
about
the
model have been made and how they affect the uses
to which the system has been put. For example,
if
the system is used in a new application
and predicts
that x > 3, is this a consequence
of the model,
or
of some implementation
decision being called upon
outside its domain of validity.
Heterogeneous
distributed
implementations
often incorporate
large legacy systems where the underlying
assumptions
may have varied over time,
where later implementors
may not have fully understood
the original assumptions,
or have incorpo-

rated

variations

based

on new results,

or where

the

underlying
models may be incompatible.
Thus for
example
an implementor
may have hard-wired
an
implicit
assumption
about,
say, the life span of a
predator
which is totally inaccessible
to later users,
and may lead to nonsensical
results when combined
with a different implementation.
The correctness
of an implementation
concerns
how the "implementation"
of a model matches
the
"model":
of much greater
concern
in the modeling community
is the assessment
of the "model"
against its "purposes",
or against other models with
the same or related
purposes.
In such discussions
the "model"
and its "implementation"
may often
be identified,
particularly
if we only have numerical
information
about the model.
An excellent
account
from the point of view of environmental
is given in Oreskes [31].

predictions

The correctness
of a "model"
is in any case contingent:
it says that under the hypotheses
of the
"model world" certain consequences
occur, and the
output
of the implementation
may be regarded
as
a prediction,
with estimates
of error being provided
by mathematical
analysis
in the light of the model
and the reliability
of the data.
The hypotheses
of
the model world may not necessarily
be very clear
or explicit,
being part of the assumed
background
knowledge
of domain
experts.
Care needs to be
taken with data: for example a famous data-set
on
Canadian
hare and lynx populations
was discredited
[11] when it was pointed out that the lynx and hares
lived far apart and had little opportunity
to eat each
other.
Our ability
to test the correspondence
of
the "model world" with the "real world" depends in
part on our understanding
of the phenomena,
and in
part on the availability
of sufficiently
accurate
data.
So questions
of correctness
of a particular
model are
complicated
and often subject
to heated debate
or
compromise.
In some cases predictions
may be easy to check:
the occurrence
of the full moon for example is readily observed
and not subject to major disagreement.
So if a model with a trustworthy
implementation
whose purpose is to predict the full moon fails to do
so we may reasonably
assume the "model",
or the
"model world" is incorrect.
Even then it may not be
at all clear which assumption
or equation
has led to
the error. However most models cannot be checked
in so straightforward
a way: for example
the average temperature
of the earth needed in models of
global warming is hard to measure or estimate,
and
in other cases it may be infeasible to check the predictions:
for example safety thresholds
for aircraft

loadsor discharge
ofpollutants.
Modelsmay be knownby insidersto be inaccurate,but none-the-less
usedas a bestguess,
or treatedas accurateeventhoughthey arenot.
Mackenzie
[24]reportson the debatesurrounding
theabandonment
ofnuclearweapons
testing,drawingattentionto the importance
of tacit knowledge
in the practicaldevelopment
of nuclearweapons,
andthepossibility
thattheymightbe"uninvented"
if this tacitknowledge
is lost.Hereportsscientists'
claimsthat a computer
predictionis "prettygood"
if the actualyieldis within 25_of prediction,and
notesthatduringthemoratorium
onnucleartesting
in the 1950s
dependence
onandconfidence
in computerprograms
increased:
according
to aninterviewee"peoplestartto believethe codesareactually
true,to losetouchwithreality.".
Expertsmaydisagree
asto the acceptability
of
themodel:Shrader-Frechette
[39]reportsdisagreementamongtwoexpertcommittees
in the 1993assessment
of the proposed
YuccaMountainWaste
repositorysite asto whetherthe largeandwellestablished
geological
modelsusedcouldreliably
predictvolcanic
activity.Wemayhaveseveral
competingmodels:for exampleGilpin andAlaya[9]
usedexperiments
oncompeting
populations
offruitfliesto test differentvariantsof the predator-prey
"model"and"modelworld"againstthepurpose
of
accuratepredictionof fruit-fly populations.They
compared
theirmodelsagainsttheaccuracy
oftheir
results,favoringthosewherethemodelworldmade
mostsense
biologically,
andthosewherethemodel
wassimpleandgeneral
3. However
it maynot be
the casethat wecanalwayschoseamongcompetingmodelssoreadily.
Mattersbecomemorecomplexwhenwe considermany-layered
models,
whereforexample
testingagainst"therealworld"maymeanin practice
testingagainstanother"implementation"
of a different"model"that hasacquiredthe standingof
"therealworld"forpracticalpurposes.
In assessing
modelPP2for example
wewouldneednumbers
of
haresandlynx: wouldwedoeverycountby hand
or use"implementations"
of established
"models"
of wild-lifenumbers
calibratedwith keydatafrom
fieldstudies.And howmightthe assumptions
of
thelatteraffectthepredictions
ofPP2?
Aswehaveindicateda particularconcern
is the
combining
of differentmodelsor implementations.
3Amuchargued
philosophical
point.It hasbeensuggested
[31]thatthequest
forsimplicity
andgenerality,
identifledwithOckham's
Razor,
owes
more
toseventeenth
century
theology
andmathematical
convenience
thananyevidence
thatsimple
models
arebetterpredictors
thancomplex
ones.

Differentmodelsmayaddress
differentpartsofour
purposes
differently,
or in choosing
to modelpart of
alargerscheme
wemayhaveto choose
between
severalmodelsnoneof whichareentirelysatisfactory.
Assumptions
maybeincompatible
or unclear:this
isa particularissueforlegacycomponents
whereassumptions
maybeconcealed,
contradictory,
orhave
changed
overtime.
7

How

can formal

methods

con-

tribute?

Putting
together
the ingredients
described
above
we may identify
the business
of modeling
with
first developing
generic mathematical
theories,
algorithms,
and implementations,
both numeric
and
symbolic,
and then modeling
particular
systems by
implementing
them within the chosen framework
as
part of the modeling pipeline.
Correctness
concerns
may be raised at all levels of the process: the mathematics, the software systems,
the implementations
of the model and the correspondence
of the model
with reality. As far as we can tell this last is of most
concern to the modeling
community.
Formal methods,
broadly
construed,
offers a variety of approaches.
Mathematical

theories

Since
the pioneering
work of de Bruijn's
AUTOMATH
[4], developed
in 1967, the theories
of
analysis
which underlie
differential
equations
and
mathematical
modeling
have been developed
inside
various theorem
provers:
for recent manifestations
see Dutertre's
implementation
of the reals inside
PVS [7] or Harrison's
development
as far as integration
in HOL [14]. As far as we are aware a full
machine verification
of the mathematics
outlined in
the previous
sections
has not yet been done, but it
is perfectly
feasible in a number
of systems,
using
classical or constructive
techniques.
However while
this is possible,
it is hard to see how it would serve
the needs of the modeling
community,
who regard
the soundness
of the underlying
math as a "solved
problem",
established
over many years in text-books
and courses.
They rely on mathematicians,
and
the usual community
mechanisms
of mathematics,
which are remarkably
averse to rigour [25], to establish correctness
of the necessary
mathematics:
I
have identified
little interest
in human or machine
formal

proof

for the

lying the subject,
routine application

classical

mathematics

under-

the work of the toolsmith,
or its
in modeling.
This is not to write

off machinechecked
mathematics
asan endeavor,
merelyto saythat thiscommunityseeslittle point
to it. Whilelogicians[8]haveconsidered
alternativeaxiomatizations
for differentialanalysis
I have
identifiednointerestamongthemainstream
mathematicalor modelingcommunity
in thesematters.
Oncesucha development
hadbeendoneit would,
in principle,be possibleto investigate
our modelsdirectlywithinthe prover,recasting
the various
queries
outlinedin Section4 asproofrequirements,
forexample
thereachability
resultsofexample(2).
However
it is hardto seehowsuchsystems
would
overcome
the dimcultieswehavealreadydiscussed
for symboliccomputation
systems:infeasibilityor
intractibilitymeanthat oftentherewill not bean
automaticproofprocedure,
anduserswill needto
produce
a manualproofofsomething
whosenumericalequivalent
couldbeproduced
automatically.
In
additionanysuchsystemwouldneeda computationalcomponent
if it wasto matchtheexploratory
capacityof existingtechniques,
andas Section4
shows
manyofthecomputations
orproofswouldrequireadvanced
symboliccomputation
facilities,for
example
to calculate
eigenvalues.
Againstthis howeverweshouldsetthe advantagesofabstraction,
higherlevelproofandthehandlingofparameters:
for example
it takeslaborious
numerical
simulationto investigate
changes
in the
phaseplaneasa coefficient
varies,whereas
a symbolicapproach
merelyproduces
a proofobligation
to bedischarged.
Inaddition,aswehavearguedelsewhere
[25]specializeddecisionprocedures
may proveusefulfor
somequeries,
forexample
quantifierelimination
for
reachability
[20].
Computational

techniques

As we have seen general software engineering
issues
have been identified as a major source of problems in
both numerical
and symbolic
software:
since these
problems
and formal methods
approaches
to them
are not peculiar to modeling
we do not discuss them
further here. The modeling community
relies on the
usual mechanisms
of software
development,
which
are averse to rigour, to establish
trustworthiness
of
its computer
systems:
I have identified
little interest among commercial
vendors
in classical formal
methods
techniques.
It is in principle

possible

to implement

numerical

or symbolic
computation
inside a theorem
prover,
gaining reliability
at a cost in performance,
and
both approaches
have received
much attention
in

recent years.
The notorious
"Pentium
bug" drew
attention
to the unreliability
of floating point implementations,
and inspired Harrison's
development
of
floating point arithmetic
considerable
commercial
of hardware.

in HOL
impact

[13] which has had
in the verification

Such implementations
of computer
algebra
systems have proved
harder,
partly
because,
as we
have indicated,
they require implementation
inside
a prover of specialized
algorithms
such as factorization. In any case, some of the unexpected
behaviors
of computer
algebra
systems
arise from the algebraic representation
of analysis:
these would not be
solved by re-implementation
inside a prover. We report elsewhere
[26] on an alternative
approach:
we
built a toolkit in the PVS [32] theorem
prover which
automatically
checks pre and side conditions
such
as continuity
to computer
algebra
algorithms
such
as Maple's
dsolve, thus addressing
some of the difficulties caused by unsoundness
in using computer
algebra systems for analytic work at little extra cost
to the user.

Modeling
As we have indicated
eling community
and confirmation

the main

concerns

are with the correctness,
of models.

of the modvalidation

We report
elsewhere
[5, 6] on our lightweight
formal methods
approach:
we built a verification
condition
generator
in Aldor, an internal
language
used in developing
the computer
algebra
systems
axiom
and Maple, and are currently
developing
this
work in collaboration
with NAG Ltd. The verification conditions
are generated
at compile time from
user annotations,
typically
recording
pre- and postconditions,
and can be passed to a theorem
prover
or used for information
or documentation.
Our original motivation
was particularly
that of
assisting
the user of libraries
where the code itself might be trusted,
but the assumptions
or preconditions
for its correct use were ill-documented.
We are currently
these
annotations
and assumptions

experimenting
with the use of
for documenting
requirements
in legacy models.

However there appear
tween the needs here and
ments engineering:
in
where it seems useful to
main knowledge
that
output
of the module
sumed,
but
not entirely

to be some differences
bethose of design or requireparticular
there
are cases
record assumptions
or do-

does not affect the state or
where it is recorded
or as-

may be significant
obvious to us how

elsewhere.
to map the

It is
mod-

elingpipelineto frameworks
suchasthe reference
modelof Gunteret al [10],whichis basedon domainknowledge,
requirements,
specifications,
programandprogramplatform.
Wenote that thesemattersare beginningto
receivecommercial
attention:Lemma1 Ltd [23]
report on their ClawZsystemwhichtranslates
Simulinkdiagrams
intoZspecifications,
andtheUK
company
QSS[33]haveinterfaced
theirDOORSrequirements
tool to Simulink.

tradictory,orhavechanged
overtime.An engine
for
managing
requirements
andassumptions
wouldbe
a keycomponent
technology
ofrobustarchitectures
for linkingsuchheterogeneous
models.Particular
carewouldneedto betakenoverthelayeringissues
indicatedabove.ProjectssuchasOpenMath [30],
whichattemptto providereliableinterfacemechanismsfor heterogeneous
mathematical
systems
usingtypeinference
seemrelevantherealso.
New analytic, numerical or visualization
techniques which leverageoff the established
mathematical
and computational
frameworkand
8 Some new directions
extendits functionalityareof interest.Forexample,aswehaveseen,computeralgebra
systems
are
Theprevious
sectionpaintsa somewhat
depress- usefulin the analyticstudyof dynamicalsystems,
ingpicture,suggesting
thatmanyareaswhichhave especially
thosewithparameters,
buttheseareerror
received
considerable
research
attentionareunlikely prone:extendingthemusingcomputational
logic
tohavemucheffectonthepracticeofmodeling.We
engines
aswehaveindicatedaboveaddsfunctionmightsumupbyobserving
that themodeling
com- ality at little costto the user.
munityareusersratherthancreatorsofmathemat- Symbolic analysis NumericalanalysissoRware
icsandsoftware,andby andlargetakeboththe
doescontinuousmathematicsnumerically,commathematical
theoriesunderlyingtheir workand
puteralgebrasoftwaredoescontinuous
mathematthe largelycommercial
computersystems
that imicssymbolically
byalgebraic
means,
butnosoftware
plementthemprettymuchfor grantedas "solved yet doescontinuous
mathematics
symbolically
by
problems".The mainconcerns
lie elsewhere
and
analyticmeans,
andit isnot clearhowit shouldbe
thereis little interestin or motivationfor change, done.Aswehaveindicatedthis is the underlying
anda heavypersonalandfinancialinvestment
in
reasonforthe deficiencies
of computer
algebrasysexistingtechnologies.
tems:solvingit wouldindeedmakepossible
a new
Wecannone-the-less
outlinesomewaysahead. generation
of usefulcomputational
tools. It is not
Themodelingcommunity,
likemanyothers,areinenough
to formalizeexistingcomputer
algebrasysterested
in newmethods
thatfit theirpresent
world
temsbasedondifferentialrings:thesewill notgive
view,address
theirmainconcerns
or improveor exustruecomputational
analysis.It is not enough
to
tendexistingtechniques
or software.
provetheorems
aboutrealanalysis
insideatheorem
The correctness,validation andconfirmation
prover:weneedto beableto docomputations
like
of modelsis of primaryimportance
to the mod- thosedescribed
in Section3 aswell.
elingcommunity,andof particularconcernwhen
Weurgethe formalmethodsandcomputational
theseimpactpublicpolicyin matterssuchasnulogiccommunity
to takeupthesechallenges.
clearwastedisposal.It is the assumptions,
data
andchoiceof modelthat seemto matterhere,not
questions
aboutcorrectness
oftheunderlying
mathematicsor softwareoncethe modelhasbeencho- Acknowledgements
sen.Wearenotevenawareofa suitableframework
forthe analysisof requirements,
specifications,
assumptions
andproofobligations
formodeling
within
ourpipeline:anextension
ofthe reference
modelof
Gunteret al [10]maybe appropriate.Computationallogichasa usefulroleto playin monitoring
andanalysishere,andhencein reasoning
directly
aboutthe assumptions
of the "modelworld",the
"model"andthe "implementation".
Heterogeneousdistributed modelsareof particularcurrentinterest,put togetherfor example
acrossthe Internet,with disparate
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Abstract:
The safety of modern
avionics
relies on high integrity
software
that can be
verified to meet hard real-time requirements.
The
limits
of verification
technology
therefore
determine
acceptable
engineering
practice.
To
simplify
verification
problems,
safety-critical
systems are commonly
implemented
under the
severe constraints
of a cyclic executive,
which
make design an expensive trial-and-error
process
highly intolerant
of change. Important
advances
in analysis techniques,
such as rate monotonic
analysis (RMA), have provided a theoretical
and
practical
basis
for
easing
these
onerous
restrictions.
But RMA and its kindred have two

high integrity software that meets hard real-time
requirements
such
as
schedulability--the
guaranty that all tasks meet their deadlines. It is
common to implement
a high integrity real-time
system by means of a cyclic executive,
in which
programmers
explicitly allocate the execution of
processes or process fragments
to portions of a
master control loop. This technique has the
strengths
of requiring essentially
no runtime
support
and of making schedulability
analysis
trivial. But the design of a cyclic executive
is
expensive and time-consuming,
relies heavily on
trial-and-error
rather than
systematic
design
principles,
and is highly intolerant
of change.
Small modifications
to individual processes may
require complete redesign of the master control
loop. In addition, this narrowing of the design
space potentially
constrains the introduction
of
automation technologies that could improve both
safety and performance.
The alternative to a cyclic executive is some
form
of preemptive
scheduling
in which
processes are scheduled dynamically. Preemptive
scheduling
immediately presents two problems:
First,
static
analysis
of program
behavior
becomes
much more difficult.
Second,
the
runtime support required to carry out dynamic
scheduling
must be efficient and must admit an
implementation
simple enough
to satisfy the
certification
requirements
for high
integrity
systems. Raven [32] is an example
of such a
runtime.

limitations:
they apply only to verifying
the
requirement
of schedulability
(that tasks meet
their deadlines)
and they cannot be applied to
many common programming
paradigms.
We
address
both
these
limitations
by
applying
model
checking,
a technique
with
successful
industrial
applications
in hardware
design. Model checking algorithms analyze finite
state
machines,
either
by
explicit
state
enumeration
or by symbolic manipulation.
Since
quantitative
timing
properties
involve
a
potentially
unbounded
state variable
(a clock),
our first problem
is to construct
a finite
approximation
that
is conservative
for the
properties being analyzed
if the approximation
satisfies the properties
of interest, so does the
infinite model.
To reduce the potential for state
space explosion
we must further optimize this
finite model.
Experiments
with some simple
optimizations
have
yielded
a hundred-fold
efficiency
improvement
over
published
techniques.

The safety
software
Modern

avionics

of hard

real-time

relies

fundamentally

* This work was partially

supported

The
best-known
analysis
technique
for
preemptive
scheduling
is Rate
Monotonic
Analysis
(RMA)
[19], which
applies to a
restricted but useful class of systems and reduces
schedulability
analysis
to checking
a set of
simple algebraic inequalities.
However,
RMA
does not provide information
about properties
other than schedulability
and is not applicable to

on

by NASA

Langley,

contract NAS 1-20335

manycommon
programming
paradigms:
Figure
1 provides
anexample
of sucha program.
Nor
does RMA cover propertiesother than
schedulability.
Thispaperdescribes
anongoing
investigation
of modelchecking as a supplement to RMA.
Model checking comprises automated techniques
that
apply,
in principle,
to any
system
representable
as a finite state machine.
These
techniques
are of two general
kinds: explicit
search (clever strategies for visiting all possible
states) and symbolic model checking (combining
symbolic
execution
and automated
reasoning).
Both styles can be used to analyze properties
other than schedulability
and systems that do not
meet the design restrictions
imposed by RMA.
Our work shows that model checking
can be
applied to some systems beyond the reach of
current
analytical
techniques.
The technical
barrier to making these applications
practical and
routine is the possibility of state space explosion.
We are investigating
optimization
techniques
that generate
efficient
representations
of the
system to be analyzed.
1.1

Ravenscar

and

Raven

The general principles we employ are not tied
to any particular
implementation,
though
the
details
will
necessarily
depend
on
the
programming
language
and rtmtime
system
being
modeled.
The Ravenscar
Profile
[8]
defines a set of Ada tasking features rich enough
to support (among other things) rate monotonic
scheduling,
but requiring
a minimal
runtime.
Ravenscar
is supported
by the Raven runtime,
developed
at Aonix to meet the highest FAA
certification
standards for safety critical systems.
The tasking subset we consider can be regarded
as a generalization
of Ravenscar,
together with a
technical
requirement,
which
we call frame
synchronization,
that reduces nondeterminism
by
eliminating
arbitrary task phasings.
Thus, the
analysis we propose can be directly applied to
real systems.
1. The main
features
of the Ravenscar
subset are as follows:
2.

The

ntunber

of

priority of each,
determined.
3.
4.

tasks,
is fixed

and

the

base

and statically

Scheduling
is preemptive,
using
the
priority ceiling protocol.
Tasks interact
only through
protected
objects. No more than one task may ever

5.

be queued on the entry of any protected
call. (This limit on the size of the entry
queues is a dynamic requirement
that
cannot
in general
be enforced
by
syntactic restrictions.)
Task behavior is deterministic.

Figure 1, based on an example from [16],
illustrates a simple Ravenscar program to which
RMA does not apply. Three sensors periodically
sample flight data and send it via a bounded
buffer to an analyzer that periodically
reads the
data from the buffer. The buffer is implemented
as a protected object containing a protected entry
for writing data and a protected
procedure
for
reading it. A read from an empty buffer returns
some conventional
value. The buffer's
write
entry blocks the sensors from writing when the
buffer is full. The protected
read procedure
blocks the analyzer from reading while the buffer
is being written to. (We make the read operation
a procedure
rather
than
an entry
because
Ravenscar
forbids protected
objects with more
than one entry. That is why read does not block
on
any
empty
buffer,
but
reads
some
conventional
value.)
RMA
does not apply
because
each
of the periodic
sensor
tasks
contains a protected entry call, at which it can be
blocked.
1.2

Model-checking

real-time

properties
Many existing models for real-time
systems
are based on timed automata
[2] or, more
generally,
hybrid automata
[1]. These models
contain state variables that represent the values
of real-time clocks. Notice that a direct model of
time, by means of a variable
containing
the
current value of the clock, leads to an infinite
state space, since the clock may increase without
bound.
Some form of temporal
abstraction
is
required. The abstraction used to analyze hybrid
automata
is to represent
regions--sets
of
states--symbolically,
via
logical
formulas.
Symbolic manipulation
of such formulas [20] is
the heart of model checking tools such as [4].
In
[10],
Corbett
presents
a two-stage
construction
that models real-time
Ada tasking
programs (together with the supporting runtime)
as hybrid automata. The first stage translates
a
program to a transition system representing
the
possible interleavings
of the tasks'
execution.
The second stage captures the timing constraints
of the program by transforming
the transition

Sensor1

Sensor2

_1
"1 Analyzer

_

]

Buffer

Sensor3
Figure

h A Ravenscar

example

system into a hybrid automaton.
This hybrid
automaton
is then analyzed
by the HyTech
verifier [11], which can be regarded as symbolic
model checker.
In
[16],
we developed
a method
for
constructing
models
of
real-time
tasking
programs
in Promela
[12], a language
for
specifying
commtmicating
sequential processes.
The program's
tasks and the rtmtime system are
represented
as Promela
processes.
The frame
synchronization
requirement
mentioned
above
allows us to eliminate the real-time
clocks from
the system's
model altogether
and thereby to
represent
the system
as a simple
transition
system rather than a hybrid
automaton.
We
introduce state variables to keep track of upper
and lower bounds on the completion time of each
process, and perform a "dynamic abstraction"
of
these time-related
state variables
to make the
state
space
finite.
In essence,
the pair of
completion
times for each process defines the
region of states in which the process is running.
This
representation
is much
simpler
than
representation
by a logical formula.
We then
analyzed
the Promela
program
with the Spin
verifier [12].
Many
other
formal
models
have
been
proposed
for concurrent
real-time
systems [3].
These include Petri nets [14], timed automata
[2], timed process algebras
[17], and real-time
logics [13]. For the most part, these models are
intended
to
represent
specification,
not
implementation.
In [5], general timed automata
are extended
to represent
such implementation
details as the assignment
of tasks to processors,
priorities,
worst-case
execution
times
of
operations,
and scheduling
policies. Our model
compares to [5] much as it does to [10].

to which RMA does not apply

2

Asimple

illustration

This section uses a trivial example to show
how the "dynamic time abstraction"
of [16] can
be combined
with reduction
techniques
from
[10] and illustrate
its effectiveness.
Although
there are enough differences
that a quantitative
comparison
is not strictly scientific, we obtain a
htmdred-fold
advantage over [10] in both speed
and memory usage and a ten-fold advantage over
[161.

2.1

A schedulability

problem

Consider two periodic, non-interacting
tasks,
A and B, run on a single processor
trader
preemptive
scheduling.
Task A has higher
priority than B. Although
this trivial tasking
pattern can be analyzed by RMA, it allows us to
illustrate
essential
features
of our proposed
strategy and to perform
a simple comparison
with Corbett's
analysis via a hybrid automaton
model.
A code skeleton
is given in Figure 2. We
assume that the variable StartTime records the
value of the system clock at some moment after
the tasks have been initialized
but before they
start running.
In effect, this implements
the
frame synchronization
assumption.
StartTime
can be initialized
to satisfy the assumption
by
using a simple Ada coding idiom given in [16].
The
code
fragments
<statements l >
and
<statements2>
implement
periodic
activities
whose functionality
is irrelevant
to the tasks'
timing. Let estimA and estimB be upper bounds
on the amount of CPU time necessary to execute
the bodies of the loops in task A and task B
respectively.
We assume that CPU time is the
tasks'
only shared
resource.
The parameters

task A is

task B is

pragma Priority(20);
end A;

pragma Priority(10);
end B;

task body A is
nextA: Time = Starffime;
begin
loop
<statements 1>

task body B is
nextB: Time = Starffime;
begin
loop
<statements2>

nextA := nextA + periodA;
delay until nextA;
end loop;

nextB := nextB + periodB;
delay until nextB;
end loop;

end A;

end B;

Figure

2 : A two-task

and periodA and periodB define the periods of
task A and task B. Execution of "delay until t"
blocks a task until the system clock has value t.
If task A reaches
its "delay
until nextA"
statement
when the clock time is greater than
nextA, then task A has missed a deadline. We can
characterize
a missed
deadline
for task B

problem

noted, RMA handles the problem easily, but the
point of the example
is to exhibit
simple
optimization
strategies
that can dramatically
improve
the efficiency
of analysis
by model
checking.

runtime are so tightly coupled to the actions of
the tasks. That is, we know a strong im,ariant
that permits a more efficient abstraction
of the
state space.
Because task A has higher priority
than task B, we can partition the system states as
follows: task A can be either running or blocked
by its "delay until" statement;
task B can be
running,
or blocked
by its
"delay
until"
statement,
or preempted
by task A; and the
system as a whole enters an error state if either
task misses a deadline. Thus, we represent
the
status of the program by introducing
a variable
runtime status
that can have the following
symbolic
values:
runningA2reemptedB,
blockedA
runningB,
blockedA
blockedB,
runningA
blockedB, and missed deadline.
We also introduce several variables to model

2.2

timing
1.

similarly.
With this definition of deadline, we analyze
the schedulability
of tasks A and B in terms of
the task periods periodA and periodB,
and the
CPU time estimates
estimA
and estimB.
As

A discrete

model

In the program of Figure 2, the only variables
affecting the timing behavior of the program are
nextA and nextB. They are the only data variables
represented
in our model.
To model the program's
control state, we
completely
abstract
from the code fragments
within
the
task
loops.
We represent
the
fragments
as abstract actions whose executions
take time,
and
whose
executions
can be
preempted
execution
invocations

by higher priority actions. We model
of tasks
A and B as periodic
of these abstract actions.

In [16] we represented
the runtime and each
task as a separate process.
As observed in [10],
this simple-minded
representation
introduces
unnecessary
states because the actions of the

2.

information:
The integer variables
lb and ub specify
lower and upper bounds for the clock
time at which the currently
executing
abstract
action will (if not preempted)
complete.
The values
of these
time
bounds vary dynamically,
according
to
the program's
control flow.
The integer variable delta contains an
upper bound for the CPU time needed to
complete the currently executing abstract
action.
When
a preempted
action
resumes its execution the value of delta

will typically
be revised to reflect the
progress made before preemption.
3. The integer variable preemptB, called the
preemption
bound, stores the value of
delta when task B is preempted by A.
We specify the schedulability
requirement
by

asserting
thatthertmtimestatus
missed

deadline
never occurs:
Invariant "hard deadline"
! runtime status = missed deadline
The states

and transitions

of our model

End

is that the transition may take place when the
boolean guard is true; and, if it does take place,
the effect on the state variables is defined by the
Pascal-like
code in statements.
If several
transitions
may take place, then the choice of
which transition
to fire is non-deterministic.
(Even if the Ada code is deterministic
our model
may
be
a conservative,
non-deterministic,
approximation.)
The simple model shown here
does not represent
the overhead attributable
to
runtime actions such as preempting
a task or
restoring the state of a preempted
task. Those
costs are accounted for explicitly in [16].
Figure
4 provides
definitions
for three
representative
transitions:
1, 2, and 4. Transition
rules 1 and 2 describe the program's
behavior
when A is rmming and B is preempted.
Rule 4
describes
one of the possible behaviors
of the
system when task A is blocked and task B is
running--namely,
the possibility that task A may
preempt task B.
Rule 1: If the upper estimate
of the clock
time for completing
task A is greater than or
equal to the next
nextA+periodA_en
miss its deadline;

deadline
that is, ub _>
it is possible that A may
and therefore
a deadline

violation
will be reported.
Our model
is a
conservative
approximation
of the program.
The
program will satisfy any invariant
satisfied by
the model, but the converse need not be true.
Rule 2: If ub < nextA+periodA,
of task A will meet its deadline.

•

are

shown graphically
in Figure 3. We define the
effect of each transition using the notation of the
Murphi model-checker
[33]. The meaning of
guard = = > Begin <statements>

•

this iteration
Transition
2

represents the successful
completion
of A, after
which A becomes blocked until the beginning of
its next period, and hands off to task B (as
reflected
by
changing
the
value
of
runtime status to blockedA
runningB).
To do
the necessary
bookkeeping,
the other
state
variables are modified as follows:

•

•

nextA, the next clock time at which task
A becomes ready to run, is incremented
by the value of its period,
delta, the estimate of the remaining CPU
time to complete task B, is restored to
the preemption bound of B,
ub, which now represents
an upper
estimate of the clock time at which task
B will complete, is increased by delta,
since the preemption of B has now been
accounted
for, we reset preemptB
to
zero.

Rule 4: The guard for transition 4 represents
the following
possibility:
task B will, if not
preempted, meet its deadline; but task A becomes
ready before the action of task B completes
and
therefore preempts B. Among the actions of rule
4, the interesting
new feature
is a call to
procedure
time wrap,
which is essential
for
making our model finite.
The state variables nextA, nextB, lb, and ub
are regularly incremented.
If we allowed them to
increase without bound our model's
state space
would be infinite. However,
the presence
or
absence of a deadline violation depends only on
the relative values of these variables, not on their
absolute values. Therefore,
the relevant
timing
behavior
of our model does not change if we
recalibrate
by simultaneously
decreasing
nextA,
nextB, lb, and ub by the same amount. Procedure
time wrap does the recalibration,
decrementing
all these variables by the current value of lb. Our
transition
rules
will
invoke
time wrap
immediately
after any increment to lb. This is a
form of rolling, dynamic time abstraction.
This recalibration
strategy will succeed in
bounding
the values of these variables
if the
differences
between the values of nextA, nextB,
lb, and ub are bounded.
It is shown in [16] that,
for all the executions
of the model in which no
deadline
is
missed,
the
absolute
values
InextA-lbl,lnextB-lbl,
and lub-lbl will all be less
than 2*max(periodA,
periodB). Therefore we can
statically restrict the range of the time variables
to MAX .. MAX, where MAx=2*max(periodA,
periodB).
To be more precise,
if there is a
deadline violation
in the infinite model (from
which all occurrences
of time wrap have teen
deleted), then there is a deadline violation in the
recalibrated model, and it will be detected before

blockedA blockedB

+
runningA preemptedB

missed deadline

runningA blockedB

blockedA runningB

Figure 3: The transition system model

Rule"1"
runtime status=

Rule"2"
runtime status

runningA_)reemptedB
& ub >= nextA+ periodA
==>
Begin
runtime status
missed_deadline;
End;

_=

Rule"4"

runningA_)reemptedB
& ub < nextA+ periodA
==>
Begin
nextA := nextA+ periodA;
runtime status

==>

Begin

execution of the model attempts an update that
puts these variables out of range.
A comparison

Our experiment analyzed the example of
section 2.1 in three ways: We applied Murphi to
the transition system defined in section 2.2; we

runtime status:=runningA_)reempte

_=

blockedA_runningB;
delta := preemptB;
ub := ub + preemptB;
preemptB:= 0;
End;

Figure 4: Representative

2.3

runtime_status= blockedA_runningB
& ub < nextB+ periodB
& nextA< ub

dB;
preemptB:= (ub- nextA< delta)?
(ub
nextA) :
delta;
delta := estimA;
Ib := nextA;
ub :=nextA + estimA;
time wrap();
End;

transition rules

applied HyTech to the hybrid automaton
constructed by the methods of [10] alone; we
applied SPIN to the model constructed by the
methods of [16] alone. The comparison with
[10], for various values of the parameters, is
shown in the charts below.
We suspect that that the advantage of these

estimA=5,
periodA
estimB = 10, periodB = 30
Number of statesregions

=

10,

Transition
11

0.24

Memory

1K

0.82M

used

=

59,

of statesregions

Transition

system

Hybrid

1002
0.10

13.73

Memory

25K

4.53M

estimA = 167, periodA
estimB = 313, periodB = 997
Number of statesregions

= 353,

Transition

system

Hybrid

CPU time (see)

0.40

106.95

Memory

163K

20.13M

Figure
optimizations
will
increase
as the
timing
constraints
become
more
complex,
because
manipulating
integers
is more efficient
than
manipulating
linear
formulas
with
integer
coefficients.
We cannot quantify how much of
the difference might be attributable
to the fact
that Murphi is a more mature tool than HyTech.
The advantage
over [16] is not quite so
dramatic
the improvement
is one order of
magnitude, not two.
Other

properties

This section briefly considers problems other
than schedulability.
The model and the size of
the state space depend on the property analyzed.
For example, in the terminology
of Figure 2, it is
easier to analyze the assertion that "Both tasks
always meet their deadlines" than to analyze the
assertion "Task B always meets its deadlines,"
because uncertainty
about the behavior
of A
would add nondeterminism
to the model. Since
tasks

of Figure

2 do not

interact

(except

automaton

2700

5013

used

automaton

480

CPU time (see)
used

automaton

8
0.10

Number

the

Hybrid

CPU time (see)

estimA
= 29, periodA
estimB = 61, periodB = 181

2.4

system

5 : A comparison
implicitly, via preemption)
there is not much to
ask
about
this
example
aside
from
its
schedulability.
When tasks do interact, things become more
interesting.
The Ravenscar rules require that no
more than one task be waiting on the entry of
any protected
call.
The main purpose of this
requirement
is to avoid
the
overhead
of
maintaining
queues. In general, it is undecidable
whether
a program
meets
the requirement,
though
compliance
could be guaranteed
by
making severe static semantic restrictions
on the
code.
The Raven runtime
raises
an error
dynamically
if execution
ever
violates
the
requirement.
Thus, it is important to be able to
check
this
rule
by
static
analysis.
A
schedulability
model of the kind suggested
in
this section already encodes enough information
in its state to answer this question. Analysis of
the length of entry queues is insensitive
to the
recalibration
trick.
Deadlock

freedom

is

another

interesting

questionthat shouldbe amenableto our
techniques.
Thepriorityceilingprotocolitself
sufficesto guarantee
that a certainclassof
taskingprogramscannotdeadlock,but the
general
question
is undecidable.
(Thisproblem
isalsoinsensitive
torecalibration.)
2.5

Limitations

We might hope for a divide-and-conquer
approach
whereby knowing
that the system is
schedulable
for example, in cases where RMA
is applicable--might
permit
us to produce
a
simpler model with which we might verify other
properties.
However,
if the precise
timing
behavior
of the
program
is necessary
to
guarantee
those properties,
we must represent
that behavior in our model and therefore encode
the schedulability
problem within it. In effect,
verifying schedulability
is automatically
part of
verifying any property at all. Unfortunately,
the
intricacies
and timing of task interleavings
are
the principal source of state space explosion.
Our experience
thus far suggests
that the
effectiveness
of our methods will depend more
on the underlying
set of tasking primitives than
on a discipline restricting the patterns in which
they
are
used.
Interrupts
are
especially
interesting,
and present special problems.
In the
model of [16] we found that code with interrupts
typically
resulted
in a state space explosion.
Symbolic model checking may be applicable
to
this case.
On the other hand, several tasking
constructs omitted by the Ravenscar Profile seem
amenable
to model checking
analysis:
absolute
delay statement; rendezvous;
select statements.

3

More

realistic

examples

This section briefly describes the application
of our model-checking
techniques
to more
realistic examples.
We summarize
experiments
using the methods of [16] on a modest work
station, which we have not had the opportunity
to repeat with the optimizations
proposed above.
These examples
employ
the main Ravenscar
tasking
constructs
such
as "delay
until"
statements,
protected
procedures
and entries,
interrupts,
and sporadic
tasks
triggered
by
interrupts.
The modeling of interrupts and sporadic tasks
is the most complicated
part of the model of
[16]. Conceptually,
a sporadic task is triggered
by an interrupt and must complete its response
interrupt within a specified response time. Each

interrupt
is characterized
by
interarrival
time
the minimum

its minimum
time between

two consecutive
occurrences
of the interrupt.
The minimum interarrival time and the response
time for each interrupt
are parameters
of the
model.
To implement sporadic tasks we use an Ada
idiom required by the Ravenscar
programming
discipline:
The response
to an interrupt
I is
performed by a sporadic task T whose body is a
loop.
The head of that loop is a call on a
protected entry E, so that task T is blocked at the
head of the loop so long as entry barrier of E is
false; and the last act of the loop is to reset the
entry barrier of E to true. The text of an Ada
program
binds
interrupt
I to a protected
procedure
P, which will be executed
by the
runtime
whenever
I occurs;
and,
in this
programming
idiom, P must be implemented
so
that its only effect is to change the entry barrier
of E from false to true. Thus, when interrupt I
occurs, the runtime executes P, which sets the
barrier of E to true; that unblocks task T, which
performs the response to the interrupt, resets the
barrier of E to false, and becomes suspended.
We permit
tasks to contain
both "delay
until"
statements
and entry calls.
For our
purposes,
a task containing
a "delay
until"
statement is periodic.
A sporadic task contains a
call on a protected entry whose barrier is set by
an interrupt handler. Since we impose no upper
limit on the interrupt interarrival time, a sporadic
task cannot be guaranteed to satisfy any periodic
deadline. For this reason, sporadic tasks may not
contain
'delay until' statements.
The Promela
code checks that all periodic tasks meet their
deadlines and that the response to every interrupt
completes within the response time.
We have analyzed several systems containing
both periodic
and sporadic
tasks, all on a
SparcServer20
with 64 megabytes of memory.
One is a toy pump control system [29] often
used as a benchmark
example,
which
our
techniques handled in seconds. With some more
complicated
systems, however, the model of [16]
encountered a state space explosion. We describe
two such examples:
1. the Olympus
attitude
and orbital
control
system (AOCS) [30],
2.
a brewery control program [31].
A pump controller
The pump control
components:

system

has the following

1. fourperiodic
tasksgetting
datafromthefour
sensors
andcontrolling
thepump,
2. a sporadic
task,triggered
by the interrupt
froma high/lowwaterleveldetector,
that
controls
thepump,and
3. twoprotected
objects
forthepumpandthe
interrupt
interface.
Verification
ofthisprogram
took20seconds.
TheAOCS
The AOCSdesigncontains17 protected
objects,4 sporadic
tasksdrivenby interrupts
(withshortinterarrival
times),and10periodic
tasks(withrelativelylongperiods).Wewere
ableto verifya reducedversionwith all 10
periodictasksand only one sporadictask
(roughly1.5hoursof computation).
Addinga
secondsporadic
taskresultedin a statespace
explosion
thatSPINcouldnothandle.
A Brewerycontroller
Our techniques
successfully
identified
a
timing error in the brewery control program, but
the
analysis
required
some
abstractions
performed
by hand, not merely the "standard"
abstractions
used
to represent
the
pump
controller.
The brewery control program
contains
no
interrupts. It consists of an alarm task suspended
on a protected entry, several short-period
tasks,
and one long-period
task that calculates
a
"pattern temperature."
One of the short-period
tasks compares
the actual temperature
to the
pattern
and, if the difference
between
the
temperatures
is too great, opens the entry barrier
to trigger the alarm. We model the decision
about
whether
to trigger
the alarm
as a
completely
nondeterministic
event
(a
conservative
approximation).
We may eliminate
the long-period
task
altogether
if we assume
that
the
pattern
temperature
is constant.
Under that assumption
(also conservative)
our methods took 6 minutes
of computation
to find a timing violation.
If we do not assume
that the pattern
temperature
is constant, the combination
of a
long-period
task
with
a short-period
task
nondeterministically
triggering
another
task
results in a state space explosion
(as explained
below).
The size of our model's
state space is
proportional
to S P, where:
1. P is the number of possible patterns of the
periodic tasks' arrival times. (A task arrives

2.

whenever
it begins a new period.).
P is
roughly proportional
to (M/D), where M is
the least common
multiple
of the task
periods and interrupt interarrival
times, and
D is their greatest common divisor.
S is the average number of non-deterministic
choices exercised by the model during the
execution of any one pattern of arrival times.
A common source of non-determinism
is the

runtime process controlling task preemption.
However,
this nondeterminism
is usually
restricted,
since
the
control-delegating
conditions
in the runtime process are often
mutually
exclusive.
Thus,
the
runtime
process does not contribute much to the size
of S. On the other hand, nondeterministic
behavior in a short-period
task will increase
S, since this behavior
is exercised
in the
many patterns where the task is running.
Our problem
with the brewery
control
program
is
that
the
short-period
task
nondeterministically
triggers the alarm, which
increases S. We can still analyze the program if
P is low, but including
the long-period
task
increases
P.
This combination
increases
SP
sufficiently to cause a state explosion.
As for the interrupts, in [16] we model each
interrupt
by a Promela process representing
a
"quasi-task"
that makes calls on the protected
procedure
that is its handler.
The behavior
of
such a task is in many respects similar to the
behavior
of
a
periodic
task
that
nondeterministically
executes the interrupt handler
and has a period
equal
to the interrupt's
minimum interarrival time.

4

Future research

Our primary technical
problem
is how to
optimize the model for efficient model-checking.
The optimizations
described
in section 2 the
rtmtime
status abstractions,
the encoding
of
regions as pairs of integers--are
specific to our
problem domain and to the kinds of properties
being analyzed. There is an extensive literature
on general-purpose
algorithms
for abstractions
and optimizations
of untimed transition systems,
and on the automated
discovery
of invariants.
(See, for example, [21-24]). Future research will
consider the applicability
of that literature to our
problem.
Symbolic
model
checking
is
another
possibility for dealing with state space explosion.
Problems
that do not yield to explicit
search

techniques
cansometimes
besolved
bysymbolic
modelchecking(andvice versa).The statemachine
modelaccepted
by a symbolicmodel
checkeris typically quite low-level and
constrained.
Not all symbolicmodelcheckers
permitvariables
ofintegertype.Butsome,such
as WSMV[9], areableto treatintegersand
certainintegeroperations
symbolically
by using
special
encoding
techniques
thatpermitefficient
representationof addition and integer
comparisons,
and those are preciselythe
arithmetical
operations
our methodsrequire.
Thus, WSMV is a promisingenginefor
extendingour resultswith symbolicmodel
checking.
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Abstract
Linear
hybrid automata
are finite state automata
augmented
with real-valued
variables.
Transitions
between discrete states may be conditional
on the values of these variables
and may assign new values to
variables.
These variables
can be used to model real
time and accumulated
task compute
time as well as
program
variables.
Although
it is possible to encode
preemptive
fixed priority
scheduling
using existing linear hybrid automata
models, we found it more general
and efficient
to extend
the model slightly to include
resource allocation
and scheduling
semantics.
Under
reasonable pragmatic
restrictions
for this problem domain, the reachability
problem is decidable.
The proof
of this establishes
an equivalence
between dense time
and discrete time models given these restrictions.
We
next developed
a new reachability
algorithm
that significantly
increased the size of problem we could analyze, based on benchmarking
exercises we carried out
using randomly
generated real-time uniprocessor
workloads.
Finally,
we assessed
the practical
applicability of these new methods
by generating
and analyzing hybrid automata
models for the core scheduling
modules
of an existing
real-time
executive.
This exercise demonstrated
the applicability
of the technology
to real-world problems,
detecting
several errors in the
executive
code in the process.
We discuss some of the
strengths
and limitations
of these methods
and possible future developments
that might address some of the
limitations.
Introduction

The first goal of the work described
in this paper was to analyze the schedulability
of real-time
systems that cannot be easily modeled
using traditional
scheduling
theory.
Traditional
real-time
task models cannot easily handle variability
and uncertainty
in
clock and computation
and communication
times, synchronizations
(rendezvous)
between tasks, remote procedure calls, anomalous
scheduling
in distributed
systems, dynamic
reconfiguration
and reallocation,
endto-end deadlines,
and timeouts
and other error handling behaviors.
*This work has been supported by the Air Force Office of
Scientific Research under contract F49620-97-C-0008.
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The second goal was to verify software implementations
of systems.
Task schedulers
and communications protocols
are reactive
components
that respond
to events like interrupts,
service calls, task completions, error detections,
etc. We would like to model
important
implementation
details such as control logic
and data variables in the code. We would like the mapping between
model and code to be clear and simple
to better
assure that the model really does describe
the implementation.
Discrete event concurrent
process models are widely
used to model control flow within and interactions
between concurrent
activities.
Classical
discrete
event
concurrent
process models do not deal with resource
allocation
and scheduling
or data variables,
which limits their usefulness
for real-time
systems
and makes
it awkward
to model some implementation
details.
Classical
preemptive
scheduling
models do not deal
well with complex
task sequencing
and interaction,
which limits their usefulness
for describing
distributed
systems
and implementation
details.
Discrete
time
models
have been developed
for real-time
scheduling of concurrent
processes[23,
13, 11, 31], and some
work has been done on dense time real-time
process algebras[10,
14]. This paper describes
the use of
dense time linear hybrid automata
models to perform
schedulability
analysis
and to verify implementation
code.
The first problem
we faced was the modeling
of resource allocation
and scheduling
behaviors
using hybrid automata.
The applicability
in principle
of hybrid automata
to the scheduling
problem
was already
known[4].
We wanted
a model
that
would admit
a variety
of complex
allocation
as well as scheduling algorithms,
e.g. load balancing,
priority
inheritance. We wanted to be able to change the allocation
and scheduling
algorithms
easily without
changing the
models of the real-time
tasks themselves.
We wanted
to minimize the number of states and variables
added
to model allocation
and scheduling.
We found it most
general and efficient to extend the definition
of hybrid
automata
to include resource
allocation
and scheduling semantics
rather than try to model the scheduling
function
as a hybrid automaton.
We use integration
lated compute
time

variables
to record the accumuof tasks in preemptively
sched-

uledsystems.
Allowingintegration
variables
is known
to makethereachability
problemundecidable[22,
17].
Wewerecuriousaboutwhetheranalysisof real-time
allocationandscheduling
in distributedheterogeneous
systems
is itselfa fundamentally
difficultproblem,or
if generallinearhybridautomataaremorepowerful
than is reallynecessary
for this problem.Wewere
ableto showthat the teachabilityproblembecomes
decidable
whensomesimplepragmaticrestrictions
are
placedonthemodel.
The secondproblemwefacedwasthe computationaldifficultyof performing
a teachability
analysis.
Webeganour workusingan existinglinearhybrid
automataanalysistool, HyTech[18],
but foundourselveslimited to very smallmodels.Wedeveloped
andimplemented
a newteachability
methodthatwas
significantly
faster,morenumerically
robust,andused
lessmemory.However,
ourprototypetoolallowsonly
constantrates(notrateranges)
anddoesnot provide
parametric
analysis.
Usingthisnewteachability
procedure
wewereable
to accomplish
oneof ourgoals:themodeling
andvetificationof a pieceof real-timesoftware.Wedevelopeda hybridautomatamodelforthatportionofthe
MetaHreal-timeexecutivethat implements
uniprocessortask scheduling,
time partitioningand error
handling[I].Wesuccessfully
analyzed
thesemodels,
uncovering
severalimplementation
defectsin theprocess.Therearelimitsonthe degree
of assurance
that
canbeprovided,but in ourjudgement
theapproach
maybesignificantly
morethoroughandsignificantly
lessexpensive
that traditionaltestingmethods.This
resultsuggests
thetechnology
hasreached
thethreshold of practicalutility for the verificationof small
amounts
of software
ofa particulartype.
However,we do not believeexistingteachability
methodsareadequate
yetfor schedulability
analysis
of realsystems.
In ourjudgement,
wewouldneedto
beableto analyzesystems
havinga fewdozentasks
ona fewprocessors
in orderforthe technology
to begin findingusein this area.Wediscuss
approaches
that mightleadto suchimprovements.
2

Resourceful Hybrid Automata
A hybridautomatonis a finitestatemachine
augmentedwith a setof real-valued
variables
anda set
of propositions
aboutthe valuesof thosevariables.
Figure1 showsan exampleof a hybridautomaton
whosediscrete
statesarepreempted,executingand
waiting; andwhosereal-valued
variables
arec and t.
Waiting
is marked
as the initial discrete
state, and c
and t are assumed
to be initially
zero.
Each of the discrete
states has an associated
set of
differential
equations,
e.g. _ = 0 and t = 1 for the
discrete
state preempted.
While the automaton
is in
a discrete state, the continuous
variables
change at the
rates specified for that state.
Edges may be labeled with guards involving
continuous
variables,
and a discrete
transition
can only
occur when the values of the continuous
variables
satisfy the guard. When a discrete
transition
does occur,
designated
continuous
variables
can be set to designated values as specified by assignments
labeling
that

edge.
A discrete
state may also be annotated
with an
invariant
constraint
to assure
progress.
Some discrete transition
must be taken from a state before
that state's invariant
becomes false. For example,
the
hybrid automaton
in Figure 1 must transition
out of
state computing
before the value of c exceeds 100.
The hybrid
automata
of interest
to us are called
linear hybrid automata
because the invariants,
guards
and assignments
are all expressed
as sets of linear constraints.
The differential
equations
governing
the continuous dynamics
in a particular
discrete state are restricted
to the form _ C [1,u] where [1, u] is a fixed
constant
interval
(our current
prototype
tool is further restricted
to a singleton
rate, a_ = [1,/]).
We want to verify assertions
about the behavior
of
a hybrid automaton.
Although
it is possible in general
to check temporal
logic assertions[4],
we make do by
annotating
discrete states and edges with sets of linear
constraints
labeled as assertions.
These constraints
must be true whenever the system is in a discrete state
or whenever
a transition
occurs over an edge.
The cross-product
construction
used to compose
concurrent
finite state processes
can be extended
in
a fairly straight-forward
way to systems of hybrid automata.
The invariant
and assertion
associated
with a
discrete system state are the conjunction
of the invariants and assertions
of the individual
discrete
states.
The guards,
assertions
and assignments
of synchronized transitions
are the conjunction
and union of the
guards,
assertions
and assignments
of the individual
discrete co-edges.
If there is a conflict between the rate
assignments
of individual
discrete
states, or a conflict
between
the variable
assignments
of co-edges,
then
the system is considered
ill-formed.
Note that concurrent hybrid automata
may interact
through
shared
real-valued
variables
as well as by synchronizing
their
transitions
over co-edges.
The application
of interest in this paper is the analysis and verification
of real-time
systems.
Figure
1
shows an example of a simple hybrid automata
model
for a preemptively
scheduled,
periodically
dispatched
task. A task is initially
waiting
for dispatch
but may
at various times also be executing
or preempted.
The
variable
t is used as a timer
to control
dispatching
and to measure
deadlines.
The variable
t is set to 0
at each dispatch
(each transition
out of the waiting
state),
and a subsequent
dispatch
will occur when t
reaches 1000. The assertion
t < 750 each time a task
transitions
from executing
to waiting (each time a task
completes)
models a task deadline of 750 time units.
The variable c records accumulated
compute
time, it
is reset at each dispatch
and increases
only when the
task is in the computing
state.
The invariant
c _< 100
in the computing
state means the task must complete
before it receives more than 100 time units of processor
service, the guard c _> 75 on the completion
transition
means the task may complete
after it has received 75
time units of processor
service (i.e. the task compute
time is uncertain
and or variable
but always falls in
the interval
[75,100]). /
In this example
the edge guards
selected
and
unselected
represent
scheduling
decisions
made at

if selected

if c>

_

assert
c.:--O

elected

_

1: A Hybrid

t<750

"_.,,,__

ift=lO00

_

¢=1

/"

_

c := 0
t := 0
Figure

75

Automata

if t = 1000
and unselected
Model

scheduling
events (called scheduling
points in the realtime literature).
These decisions depend on the available resources
(processors,
busses, etc.) being shared
by the tasks.
There are several approaches
to introduce scheduling
semantics
into a model having several
concurrent
tasks.
Scheduling
can be introduced
using concepts
taken
from the theory of discrete
event control[26].
A concurrent scheduler
automaton
can be added to the system of tasks.
The scheduling
points in the task set
become synchronization
events at which the scheduler
automaton
can observe
the system
state and make
control decisions.
Many high-level
concepts
from discrete event control theory carry over into this domain,
such as the importance
of decentralized
control
and
limited observability
in distributed
systems.
Discrete event control theory provides an approach
to synthesize
optimal
controllers,
which in this domain translates
to the automatic
construction
of
application-specific
scheduling
algorithms.
However,
classical
discrete
event control
theory does not deal
with time. The theory has been extended
to synthesize
nonpreemptive
schedulers
for timed automata[9,
2],
but this excludes
preemptively
scheduled
systems.
It
is possible
to develop
scheduling
automata
by hand
using traditional
real-time
scheduling
policies such as
preemptive
fixed priority.
Some examples
have been
given in the literature,
where each distinct ready queue
state is modeled
as a distinct
discrete
state of the
scheduler
automaton[4].
This would allow a very large
class of scheduling
algorithms
to be modeled,
but the
size of the scheduler
automaton
may grow combinatorially with the number of tasks.
It is possible
to model preemptive
fixed priority
scheduling
by encoding
the ready queue in a variable
rather
than in a set of discrete
states.
A queue variable is introduced
that will take on only integer values.
At each transition
where a task i is dispatched,
2 i is
added to this queue variable;
at each transition
where
task i completes,
2 i is subtracted.
The queue variable can be interpreted
as a bit vector whose ith bit is
set whenever
task i is ready to compute.
There is no

of a Preemptively

Scheduled

Task

separate scheduler
automaton,
the scheduling
protocol
is modeled
using additional
guards and states in the
task automata.
This is the approach
we took when
we started
our work using HyTech.
This encodes
a
specific scheduling
protocol
into each task model, and
adds additional
discrete
states,
variables
and guards
to the model.
It is awkward to model any scheduling
policy other than simple preemptive
fixed priority.
In the end, we found it simpler
and more general
to define a slightly extended
linear hybrid automata
model that includes resource scheduling
semantics[28].
The discrete state composition
of the task set is performed before any scheduling
decisions
are made.
A
scheduling
function
is then applied
to the composed
system discrete
state to determine
the variable
rates
to be used for that system state. In essence, the composed system discrete state is the ready queue to which
the scheduling
function
is applied,
very much analogous to the way run-time
scheduling
algorithms
are
applied in an actual real-time
system.
It is not necessary to have different discrete
states for preempted
and computing,
since this information
is now captured
in the variable
rates.
It is not necessary
to model a
scheduling
algorithm
as a finite state control automaton added to the system, it is not necessary
to encode a
specific scheduling
semantics
into the task automata.
One simply
codes up a scheduling
algorithm
in the
usual way and links it with the rest of the reachability analysis code. This approach
significantly
reduces
the number
of discrete
states
in the model (from 3t
for our HyTech models to 2 t for our extended
models,
where t is the number
of tasks).
This also simplifies
the modeling
of the desired scheduling
discipline.
The
details
of this model and its semantics
are recorded
elsewhere[28].
3

Deeideability
Most traditional
real-time
schedulability
problems
are solvable in polynomial
time or are NP-complete.
However, hybrid automata
models that allow multiple
rates and integration
variables
are undecideable[22,
17]. The hybrid
automata
models we are using are
much more powerful
than traditional
allocation
and

scheduling
models,and mostexistingtaskingand
scheduling
modelscanbeviewedasspecialcasesof
themoregeneral
hybridautomatamodel.Thisraises
thequestion
ofwhethertheschedulability
problemfor
complexinteractingtasksthat aredynamicallyallocatedin distributedheterogeneous
systems
is in fact
undecideable,
or whethermodelsofsuchsystems
are
decideable
specialcasesof the morepowerfullinear
hybridautomata
models.
Theundecideability
of hybridautomatareachability analysiswasprovedby reducingthe teachability
problemfortwo-counter
machines,
whichis knownto
beundecideable,
to the reachability
problemfor hybrid automata[22,
17]. Theconstruction
usedin the
proofisfairlystraightforward
in ourslightlyextended
modelandcanbeaccomplished
usinga singleprocessor.However,a pragmaticreal-timesystemdesignerwouldrejectthe theoreticalconstruction
asa
baddesignbecause
it reliesin placesonexactequality comparisons
between
timersandaccumulated
computetimes.In a realsystem,thesewouldberegarded
asraceconditions
or ill-definedbehaviors.
Theproblembecomes
decideable
givena fewsimplepractical
restrictions,
whicharecapturedin thefollowingtheorem.
Theorem1

The reachability
problem
is decideable
for resourceful
linear hybrid automata
if the following
conditions
hold.
•

The set of possible outputs of the scheduling function for each possible system discrete state is finite
and enumerable.

• For every task activity
integrator
variable,
the
rate interval
remains fixed between resets of that
integrator
(i. e. the scheduler does not dynamically
reallocate
any task activity in mid-execution
to a
new resource
having a different
rate for that activity).
• For every task activity integrator
edge guard is a set of rectangular

variable,
every
constraints
of

the form x C [1,u], and either the edgeguard has
a non-singular interval (x • [1,u] with 1 < u)
or else the rate interval for :b is non-singular
(i. e.
system behavior does not depend on exact equality
comparisons
with exact drift-free
clocks or execution rates).
• However,
we allow as a special exception
task activity integrator
variables with singular rate interval and singular rectangular
edge guards, providing the integrator
variable is only reset or stopped
or restarted
at a transition
having at least one
edge guard y • [m, m] with [m, m] and _1 singular (y may but need not be x), and for every such
singular
constraint
on that edge 5c = kf] for some
positive integer k (i. e. some types of noninteractin9 or harmonically
interacting
behaviors may be
modeled exactly).
This result should not be surprising.
The ability
to test for exact equality
is known to add theoretical

power to dense time temporal
logics[3],
and
restrictions
are known to make certain
other
automata
models decideable[25].
The proof
theorem,
which we provide elsewhere[28],
is by
tion to a discrete time finite state automaton.
4

similar
hybrid
of this
reduc-

Reachability
Analysis
A state of a linear hybrid automaton
consists of a
discrete
part, the discrete
state at some time t; and
a continuous
part, the real values of the variables
at
time t. It turns out that,
although
this state space
is uncountably
infinite,
the reachable
state space for
a given linear hybrid
automaton
is a subset of the
cross-product
of the discrete
states with a recursively
enumerable
set of convex polyhedra
in _n (where n is
the number of variables)[4].
A region of a linear hybrid automaton
is a pair consisting
of a discrete
state
and a convex polyhedron,
where convex polyhedra
can
be represented
using a finite set of linear constraints.
Model checking consists of enumerating
the reachable
regions for a given linear hybrid automaton
and checking to see if they satisfy the assertions.
Figure
2 depicts the basic sequence
of operations
that,
given a starting
region (a discrete
state and a
polyhedron
defining
a set of possible
values for the
variables),
computes
the set of values the variables
might take on in that discrete
state as time passes;
and computes
a set of regions reachable
by subsequent
discrete transitions.
The first step is the computation
of the time successor polyhedron
from the starting
polyhedron
(often called the post operation).
For each point in the
starting
polyhedron,
the time successor
of that point
is a line segment
beginning
at that point whose slope
is defined by the variable
rates specified
for the discrete state.
This is the set of variable
values that
can be reached from a starting
point by allowing some
amount
of time to pass.
The time successor
of the
starting
polyhedron
is the union of the time successor
lines for all points in the starting
polyhedron.
A basic result of linear hybrid automata
theory is that the
time successor of any convex polyhedron
is itself a convex polyhedron
(which in general will be unbounded
in certain
directions)[4].
The second step is the intersection
of the time successor polyhedron
with the invariant
constraint
associated with the discrete
state.
Polyhedra
are easily
intersected
by taking
the union of the set of linear
constraints
that define the two polyhedra.
This is the
time successor
region that is feasible given the invariant specified for the discrete state.
The remaining
steps are used to compute
new regions reachable
from this feasible time successor
region by some transition
over an edge. For each edge
out of the current
discrete
state, the associated
guard
is first intersected
with the feasible time successor
region.
This polyhedron,
if nonempty,
defines the set
of all variable
values that might exist whenever
the
discrete
transition
could occur.
Any variable
assignments associated
with the edge must now be applied
to this polyhedron.
This is done in two phases.
First,
a variable to be assigned
a new value x := 1 is unconstrained
(often called the free operation).
This oper-

starting
polyhedron

starting
discrete
state
Step1:TimeSuccessor

Step2:Intersection
withInvariant

Step3:Intersection
withGuard

assign
X2: [4,5]

Step4:Unconstrain
Assigned
Variable
Figure

2: Hybrid

Automata

ation leaves unchanged
the relationships
between
all
other variables,
i.e. the polyhedron
is projected
onto
the subspace
_n 1 of the remaining
variables.
This
result is then intersected
with the constraint
z = 1.
This polyhedron,
together
with the discrete
state to
which the edge goes, is a new region for which the

Step5:Intersect
withAssignment
Constraint
Reach

Forward

Operations

above steps may be repeated.
In general a set of assignments
whose right-hand
sides are linear formula
are allowed, with some restrictions.
The variables
to
be assigned
are unconstrained
and the resulting
polyhedra are then intersected
with the appropriate
linear
constraints
in some order.
With care, fairly complex

sequences
ofassignments
to programvariables
canbe
modeled
ona singleedge[30].
Theoverallmethodbeginsat the initial regionof
a hybridautomaton.Theoperations
described
above
areappliedto enumerate
feasibletime successor
regionsandthe newregionsreachable
fromthesevia
discretetransitions.Asnewregionsareenumerated,
theymustbechecked
to seeif theyhavebeenvisited
before(otherwise
themethodwill not terminateeven
whentherearea finite numberof regions).Thisis
doneby comparing
the discretestatesof regionsfor
equality,andby checking
to seeif thenewpolyhedron
is contained
in the polyhedron
ofa previously
visited
region.
Theearliestreachability
toolofwhichweareaware,
HyTech,represented
polyhedra
asfinitesetsof linear
constraints[4].Operationson polyhedrausedquantifier elimination,a methodto manipulate
andmake
decisions
aboutsystems
oflinearconstraints
in which
someofthevariables
areexistentially
quantified.Subsequenttools,Polkaanda laterversionof HyTech,
useda pairofrepresentations:
thetraditionalsystem
of linearconstraints
togetherwith polyhedrageneratorsconsistingof setsof verticesandrays[16,18].
Differentoperations
requiredduringreachabilityare
moreconvenient
in the differentrepresentations,
and
methodsare usedto convertbetweenthe two as
needed.
Bothof thesemethodsaresubjectto the theoreticalriskthatsomepolyhedra
operations
mayrequirea
combinatorial
amountoftime.Anotherpotentialperformance
problemoccurswhenthereachable
discrete
statespace
is completely
enumerated
firstfollowed
by
an enumeration
of the polyhedra.Thismightresult
in enumerating
discretestatesthat areactuallynot
reachable
dueto edgeguardsinvolvingthecontinuous
variables.
Finally,in ourexperiments
wefoundthata
significant
fractionofa setofbenchmark
schedulability problems
wetriedto solveusingHyTechresulted
in numericoverflow
errors.
Wedeveloped
a newsetofalgorithms
forthepolyhedraoperations
usedduringreachability
analysis
and
implemented
a prototypeon-the-flyreachability
analysislibrary.Ourprototypeoperates
onlistsof linear
constraints
of the form 1 < e < u where 1 and u are
fixed constant
integer bounds
is a linear formula with fixed
cients.
Our current
algorithms
to be fixed scalar constants,
more general 2 C [1, u].
We convert
a polyhedron
time successor
of P given a
±, by applying
the two steps

and e = ClZ 1 _-c2z 2 @...
constant
integer coeffirestrict
variable
rates
_? = i rather
than the
P into Post(P,±),
vector
of variable

the
rates

1. Let each constraint
li _< ei _< ui where di 7_ 0 be
written
so that di > 0, which can be achieved by
multiplying
the constraint
by -1 if needed.
For
each distinct
pair of constraints

constraint
djli - diuj
2. Replace
l<e<oo.

di >

0 and

dj

> 0, add

to the

set

the

each constraint

- diej

< djui

- dilj

1 < e < u where

_ > 0 by

We compute
Free(P, x), the result of unconstraining
variable x in polyhedron
P, using the two steps
1. Let each constraint
1 < e < u in P where e has an
instance of x be written
in the form 1 < cx - et <
u, where # involves the remaining
variables
and
their coefficients
and c > 0. For every distinct
pair of such constraints
in P
li < cix -- ei < ui
lj < cjx -- ej < uj
combine the two in a way that cancels
adding to Free(P, x) the constraint
cjli-

ciuj

<_ ciej - cjei

<_ cjui

the x terms,

- cilj

2. Each constraint
1 < e < at where e has no instances of variable x is added to Free(P, x).
These
algorithms
might
be viewed
as generalizations
of the difference
methods
used for timed
automata[12,
8] and
exhibit
some
similarity
to
the pragmatic
algorithm
used earlier
for quantifier
elimination[4].
Our prototype
invokes a Simplex
algorithm as part of the operations
to test for feasibility
and containment.
We use a bounds tightening
procedure to reduce the size of the constraint
list after
certain operations
and to rapidly detect most infeasible polyhedra.
Simplex-based
reduction
and feasibility testing is only applied when the bounds tightening
procedure
is ineffective.
Details
of our reachability
analysis
methods
and implementation
and proofs of
correctness
are documented
elsewhere[29].
We benchmarked
our
prototype
tool
against
HyTech
and Verus[11]
(a discrete
timed
automata
reachability
analysis
tool that uses BDD techniques)
using randomly
generated
uniprocessor
workloads containing mixtures
of periodic and aperiodic
tasks. Figure 3 shows the percentage
of problems
that
were
solved by each of the tools, together
with the primary
reasons that solution was not achieved.
Figure 4 compares the time required
for solution
for problems
that
were solved by all the tools using a logarithmic
scale (a
point appears for both HyTech and our prototype
only
for problems
that were solved by both).
We further
increased
the size of model we could analyze by applying some results from traditional
scheduling
theory
to simplify the models, and by using a simple partial
order reduction
technique,
these results are reported
elsewhere[29].
5

where

< djei

Verifying
the
MetaH
Executive
MetaH is an emerging
SAE standard
language
for
specifying real-time
fault-tolerant
high assurance
software and hardware
architectures[I,
24, 27].
Users
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Times

specify
how software
and hardware
components
are
combined
to form an overall
system
architecture.
This
specification
includes
information
about
one or more
configurations
of tasks
and message
and event connections;
and
information
about
how these
objects
are
mapped
onto
a specified
hardware
architecture.
The
specification
includes
information
about
timing
behaviors and requirements,
fault
and error
behaviors
and
requirements,
and
and requirements.

can

partitioning

and

safety

Our current
MetaH
toolset,
illustrated
generate
and analyze
formal
models

behaviors

in Figure
5,
for schedula-

for

Problems

That

Were

Solved

bility,
reliability,
and partition
isolation.
The toolset
can also configure
an application-specific
executive
to
perform
the specified
task
dispatching
and scheduling, message
and event passing,
changes
between
alternative
configurations,
etc.
Unlike
many
conventional
systems
that
rely on a large
number
of run-time
service calls to configure
a system
by dynamically
creating
and linking
to tasks,
mailboxes,
event
channels,
timers,
etc.,
our toolset
builds
most
of this information into an application-specific
executive.
There
are
relatively
few run-time
service
calls, and the effects
of
these
are tailored
based
on the specified
application

reengineered
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editor
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image
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architecture

and requirements.

Our MetaH executive
supports
a reasonably
complex tasking
model
using preemptive
fixed priority
scheduling
theory[5,
6, 7]. Among
the features
relevant to this study are period-enforced
aperiodic
tasks,
real-time
semaphores,
mechanisms
for tasks to initialize themselves
and to recover from internal faults, and
the ability to enforce execution time limits on all these
features
(time partitioning).
Slack stealing in support
of aperiodic
and incremental
tasks is also supported,
but as we will mention
later these were not modeled
or verified.
Figure
6 shows
the high-level
structure
of the
MetaH executive.
The core task scheduling
operations
are implemented
by module Threads,
e.g. start, dispatch,
complete.
These operations
implement
transitions
between
the discrete
task scheduling
states,
e.g. dispatch
may transition
a task from the awaiting dispatch
state to the computing
state.
These operations
must take into account
details
such as the
task type, optional
execution
time enforcement,
event
queueing,
etc.
Module
Threads
invokes
operations
in module Time,lice,
which encapsulates
arithmetic
operations
and tests on two execution
time accumulators maintained
by the underlying
RTOS and hardware for each task:
an accumulator
that increases
while a task executes,
and a time slice that decreases
while a task executes.
Time,lice
may set these variables to desired values using services provided
through
the MetaH RTOS interface.
If time slicing is enabled for a task, then a trap will be raised by the
underlying
hardware
and RTOS when the time slice
reaches zero. This trap is handled
by one of the operations in Threads.
Module Clock_Handler
is periodically invoked by the underlying
system (it is the han-

dler for a periodic clock interrupt)
and makes calls to
Threads
to dispatch
periodic tasks and start and stop
threads
at mode changes.
Modules
Events,
Modes
and Semaphores
contain
data tables and operations
to manage user-declared
events, dynamic
reconfiguration, and semaphores.
We produced
hybrid
automata
models
for the
Threads
and Time,Slice
modules,
about
1800 lines
of code. We did not write a separate
model using a
special modeling
language,
instead
we inserted
calls
to build the model into the executive
code itself. For
example,
in the code that implements
the dispatch
operation
there
is logic to decide
if a task can be
dispatched,
assignments
to change program
variables,
and calls to set the time slice and execution
time counters. Into this code we inserted
a call to a modeling
procedure
to create an edge between
the corresponding states of the linear hybrid automata
model.
The
guards for this edge are the conditional
expressions
appearing
in the code, and the assignments
on this
edge are the assignments
appearing
in the code. This
provides a high degree of traceability
between the implementation
and the model.
The generation
of the hybrid automata
models resembled all-paths
unit testing.
We developed
several
simple application
specifications
that included
most
(but not all) of the tasking features.
We wrote a test
driver that exercised
all relevant
paths
in the core
scheduling
modules.
For each application
specification, the test driver thus triggered
the generation
of a
linear hybrid automata
model of the possible
behaviors of the core scheduling
operations
for a particular
combination
of tasks and features.
The
analysis

conditions
were that

we checked
all deadlines

during
reachability
were met whenever

m
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Executive

Structure

the schedulability
analyzer
said an application
was
schedulable;
no accessed variables
were unconstrained
(undefined)
and no invariants
were violated
on entry
to a region; and no two tasks were ever in a semaphore
locking state simultaneously.
Assertion
checks appearing in the code were modeled by edges annotated
with
assert False.

tect by testing
due to the multiple
carefully
timed
events required
to produce
erroneous
behavior.
The
other five may have been detected
by thorough
requirements
testing of fault and recovery features,
providing the tester
thought
about
possible
execution
timelines
and arranged
for tasks to consume carefully
selected amounts
of time between
events.

We also collected
information
about
which edges
were used by some transition
during teachability
analysis and compared
this with all the possible edges that
might be created
(all instances
of calls inserted
into
the code to create edges).
This allowed us to insure
that all modeled portions
of the code were covered by
at least one teachability
analysis.
A total of 14 real-valued
variables
and 15 discrete
states were defined to model each task. No single task
model used all 14 variables
and 15 states,
different
task types with different
specified options used different combinations.
Figure
7 shows the simplest
linear hybrid
automata
model we generated,
a periodic
task with period and deadline of 100000us,
compute
time between
0 and 90000us, recovery
time between
0 and 10000us.
States are also annotated
with processor scheduling
priorities,
which are not shown here.
The variable
rates were derived
from the scheduling
priorities
by the analysis
tool, which used preemptive
fixed priority scheduling
semantics
for this study. Table 1 summarizes
the complete
set of applications
we
analyzed.
A more detailed discussion
of the modeling
methods
and results is provided
elsewhere[30].
We discovered
nine defects in the course of our vetification exercise.
Four of these were tool defects, two
that could cause bad configuration
data to be generated and two that could cause erroneously
optimistic
schedulability
models to be generated.
Six of these
defects could cause errors only during
the handling
of application
faults and recoveries,
three of these six
only in the presence
of multiple
near-coincident
faults
and recoveries.
In our judgement,
of the nine defects
we found, one would almost certainly
have been detected by moderately
thorough
requirements
testing,
while three would have been almost impossible
to de-

There are a number of significant
limitations
on the
degree of assurance
provided.
In our initial exercise,
we chose not to model many behaviors that could have
been modeled
in a fairly straight-forward
way, e.g.
mode changes,
inter-processor
communication
protocol, non-preemptable
executive
critical
sections.
In
some cases different behaviors
and subsystems
can be
modeled and analyzed
almost independently,
but it is
not clear at what point the teachability
analysis
will
become intractable
as the extent of the model grows.
Some behaviors
might be more difficult to model, e.g.
slack scheduling.
The MetaH processor
interface,
underlying
RTOS and hardware
are unlikely to be fully
model-able
for a variety of practical
and technical
teasons. The MetaH tools were not verified,
only a few
specific generated
modules
and reports
for a few example applications.
Although
our approach
provides
good traceability
between
code and model,
there is
still a very real possibility
of modeling
errors.
The
teachability
analysis tool may contain defects; we discovered two in our tool in the course of this work.
The modeled
code does not change from application
to application,
and the analyzed
applications
fully exercised the code model, but to rigorously
assert this
code is correct for all possible applications
would require some sort of induction
argument.
Even if the
source code is correct, defects in the compiler,
linker
or loader software could introduce
defects into the executable
image.
Nevertheless,
we estimate
that the effort required
for this exercise was roughly
comparable
to that required for traditional
unit testing, but the results were
more thorough
than would have been achieved
using
traditional
requirements
testing.
The method
must be
used in conjunction
with traditional
verification
tech-

Initializing

Stopped

0 < C < 90000

0 < T < 100000
if T = 100000
T:=0,C:=0,XT:=0

Un(*)

Un(*)

Starting
0 < C < 90000

Failed

Un(*)

Un(*)

Un(*)

Computing
0 < C < 90000
if T = 100000
T:=0, C:=0

0 -< T -< 100000

R:=0,Un(C)

assert
T <_100000
XT:=0,Un(C)
(.

assert
T _<100000
XT:=0,Un(R)

Figure

7: Generated

Hybrid

Automata

niques such as testing,
but it is at least intuitively
reasonably
easy to distinguish
requirements
that will
be verified using hybrid automata
from requirements
that must be verified using other techniques.

6

Future

Work

Our experience
leads us to believe that linear hybrid automata
are very powerful
and well-suited
for
this domain.
We were able to achieve one of our goals,
the modeling
and verification
of a piece of real-world
real-time
software,
with a number
of limitations.
We
do not believe we have achieved
the other goal yet,
modeling
and schedulability
analysis
for complex distributed
systems of real-world size. However, there are
a number of potential
future developments
that might
reduce the verification
limitations
and provide useful
schedulability
analysis capabilities.
It should be possible
to use the set of reachable
regions produced
by the analysis tool to automatically
generate tests. This could significantly
reduce the cost
and increase the quality of requirements
testing (which
might still be required
by the powers-that-be).
Such
tests could also detect defects that could not be found
by model analysis,
such as defects in the compiler,
linker, loader,
RTOS or hardware.
One of the issues
that must be confronted
is the ease of constructing,
running and observing
the results of tests; for example,
in theory one might encounter
transitions
in the model
that occur only when two values are extremely
close,
which could be practically
impossible
to do in a test.
Another
issue is that such tests would not take into

Model

Recovering

for a Simple

Periodic

Task

account the internal
logic of unmodeled
modules such
as the RTOS; a systematic
method
for testing multiple
points within each reachable
polyhedron
might help
address this.
There are a number
of potentially
useful improvements in analysis
methods
and tools. Approximation
and partial order methods
might significantly
increase
the size of the model that could be analyzed[16,
19,
15, 29]. Preprocessing
models to modify numeric parameters
in certain ways can result in much more easily solved models[29].
It is possible
to apply theorem proving
methods
to linear hybrid automata[21],
and some work has been done on dense-time
process
algebras[10,
14]. Decomposition
and induction
methods currently
being explored
for discrete state models
might be extensible
to linear hybrid automata.
There
are a number of possible ways to visualize and navigate
the reachable
region space that would be of practical
assistance
during model development
and debugging
and during reviews.
Concise APIs and support
for inline modeling
could reduce both the modeling
effort
and the number
of modeling
defects.
Changes
will inevitably
be required
to the design,
implementation
and verification
processes
to make
good use of these methods.
Much of the benefit
of
other formal
methods
has been due to subsequent
changes in development
methods that resulted in more
verifiable
and defect-free
specifications,
designs
and
code in the first place.
An important
and not completely technical
question is how verification
processes
might be changed
to beneficially
use these methods.
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for example,
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a development
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to replace
selected
existing
verification
activities with
modeling
and analysis
activities,
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modeling
and
analysis
to current
verification
activities?
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Orpheus:

A Self-Checking
for Flight
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Abstract
We describe
Orpheus,
our
velopment
and verification

vision for a deenvironment
for

flight critical hardware
devices.
Orpheus
provides an arrangement
of translation
tools that
are self-checking
and that
integrate
synthesis, high-speed
simulation,
and formal analysis.
Implementation
of the Orpheus
architecture
would
allow tight
integration
of
these formerly
distinct
activities
and facilitate
the use of formal
analysis
in flightcritical system certification.
Further,
flexibility in the choice of design representation
provided by Orpheus would support
both current
design practice
and hardware/software
codesign. This paper describes
the notion of selfchecking tools, the Orpheus
tool architecture,
and how commercially-available
tools could be
used to implement
such a system.

1
1.1

Current

Practice

Background

Certification
of flight critical
systems
is today a labor-intensive,
manual
process.
Verification and certification
of flight critical software and application-specific
integrated
circuits (ASICs)
require an almost heroic effort
*Rockwell Collins, Inc. Advanced Technology Center, Cedar Rapids IA
tOdyssey Research Associates, Ithaca NY
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t

David

Guaspari

t

of intense inspections
and process documentation. The complexity
of systems and devices
will increase,
because increases
in cockpit automation
and application
integration
offer important
safety benefits,
and because astonishing improvements
in digital computing
technology can potentially
improve
performance
and decrease
cost.
The current
approach
to
verification
and certification
may not be adequate in the face of this increased
complexity.
In order to reap fully the safety benefits
of
these technological
advances
we must develop
new methods
for verification
and certification
of flight critical devices.
Several recent developments
permit
a superior approach
to verification
and certification.
First,
flight critical
ASICs
can now be developed using standard
hardware
description
languages
(HDLs) because recent advances
in
equivalency-checking
tools provide
an independent
check that synthesis
preserves
functional correctness.
Second, theorem
proving
tools have emerged
that
enable
mechanical
formal analysis
of device properties.
Third,
translation
tools are emerging
that allow the
integration
of mathematical
analysis
into the
conventional
fabrication/simulation-based
development
environment.
1.2

Flight

Critical

HDL

Use

Modern hardware
devices are typically
developed using one of several hardware
description
languages
(HDLs),
such as Verilog or VHDL.

HDL Model

DESIGNER

¢
equiv,

synthesis

check_

nel_sl

¢
place

& route
FABRICATION

LVS

I

HIGH-SPEED

SIMULATION

CIF

Figure 1: Fabrication
toolsets
HDL provide self-checking

for flight critical

In the area of flight critical
hardware,
however, this has been the case only within the last
few years. The delay in adopting
these design
techniques
has been a result of concerns about
the reliability
of the process by which an implementation
expressed
in an HDL is used to
fabricate
the actual device. The complexity
of
HDLs means that tools that manipulate
HDL
designs are complex.
As a result, the move toward using standard
HDLs was hindered
because requirements
could not be traced to the
device without trusting
the synthesis tools and
supporting
libraries.
Fortunately,
tools
now exist
that
allow
highly-dependable
HDL fabrication.
Figure 1
shows how 4 fabrication-oriented
tools can be
used to make the fabrication
process immune
from corruption
by a fault in any single tool.
A synthesis
tool converts
an HDL design into
a netlist,
and a place-and-route
tool converts
the netlist
into CIF data that can be fabricared.
The CIF data is checked against
the
netlist using an LVS (layout-versus-schematic)
tool. The netlist is checked against the VHDL
model using equivalence-checking
tools.
The dependability
of the connection
between the design and physical device afforded
by an independent
tool chain as presented
in
Figure 1 has changed
how flight critical hardware is developed.
Incorporation
of this in-

Figure 2: Designers
models

typically

build

two device

novation
into the development
process
lowed developers
of airborne
hardware
efit from modern design
thesis and optimization.

1.3

Device

practices

has alto ben-

such as syn-

simulators

It is commonly
the case that a high-speed
simulator
is developed
in parallel
with an HDL
model of a device.
There are several reasons
for this.
• Execution

of the VHDL

model

is often too

slow to support
testing activities.
especially
true for large test suites
are typical for regression
testing.

This is
such as

• Software or other parts of the system
rely on the device must be developed
fore the HDL model is complete.

that
be-

High performance
is critical for device simulators, so simulators
of this type are typically
constructed
using a high-level language
(HLL)
such as C or C++ for which there are compilers that generate
efficient code 1.
1Multiple

simulators

are

routinely

built

during

de-

vice
development.
For example,
a microcoded
microprocessor's
simulators
would
typically
include
both
an instruction-level
simulator
and a microarchitecture
simulator.
The device
simulator
we are describing
is a low-level,
cycle-accurate
simulator.

here

The required
functionality
of complex computational
devices is typically
implemented
using a combination
of hardware
and software,
and an early design decision
in the development of these systems
is where to draw the
line between
these two kinds of implementations. The distinction
between
hardware
and
software in implementions
adds complexity
to
these systems,
since it requires
that an interface be defined.
Furthermore,
this interface
between
hardware
and software
can change
during
a design
cycle as implementation
issues make clearer the tradeoffs
between
implementing
in software.

various
functions
in hardware
or
It would therefore
be desirable

to develop
hardware
and software
using the
same languages
and tools, and delay decisions
about the exact form in which they will be implemented.
Designing
could be done, for example, using C. Functions
whose design will
ultimately
appear
in hardware
can be fabricared using the HDL representation.
This has
the potential
to simplify
development
efforts
since no hardware/software
interface
considered
during development.

need

be

Figure 2 shows the artifacts
resulting
from
current practice:
two models that are expected
to be identical
in substance
but that are written in different
languages.
the current
state-of-the-art
airborne
hardware
devices.

2

Formal

This is typical
design practice

of
for

Analysis

Current
certification
processes
provide
some
hard-to-quantify
assurance
that
critical
airborne hardware
devices
meet their requirements. Teams of inspectors
"walk through"
a
design, assessing
whether
the implementation
indeed meets the stated
requirements.
This
process generates
the level of effort
that all relevant

a paper trail that documents
of the inspectors
and ensures
parts of the design have in

fact been examined
against
the requirements.
For complex designs this type of examination
is very labor-intensive,
but there is currently
no viable alternative.
Even so, the quality of
the device is, to a large extent,
measured
indirectly via the inspection
process.
Several aspects of the current process for developing
and certifying
safety-critical
devices
are not ideal.
It would be better
if certification practice
measured
the quality of the device directly, rather than measuring
the effort
applied
to the verification.
Further,
as the
trend is toward using more complex devices for
critical airborne
activities,
current verification
and certification
threaten
to become
increasingly inadequate.
It has long been hoped that
mathematical
reasoning -- rather than careful
documentation
of the efforts of inspectors
-could ferret out design flaws more effectively
than manual
inspections.
The potential
for
establishing
by direct,
formal reasoning
that
a device meets its requirements
has obvious
appeal, and is increasingly
recognized
as a viable verification
methodology
by certification
authorities.
Mathematical
proofs about computing
devices tend
to be very complex
and detailladen, which makes them impractical
to develop or check by hand.
There has been considerable
research applied to the development
of automated
theorem
provers
that
are capable of checking
and/or
generating
mathematical
proofs.
Leading
tools include ACL2,
HOL, and PVS, and each is increasingly
finding application
in industrial
settings
where
safety or wide product
distribution
makes establishing
design correctness
imperative.
Various verification
projects
have used theorem
provers
to analyze
computer
system
models
[1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 13, 14, 17].
A dramatic
recent example
of the possibilities
of applying
formal analysis
to computing
systems
is the
ACL2-checked
verification
of AMD's
Athlon
(formally

"KT")

floating-point

operations

[16].
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Figure 3: Formal analysis
build yet another
model.

FORMAL

requires

formal

increased

industrial

use

Ex_ut
Model

ANALYSIS

designers

of automated

theorem
provers results from improvements
in
the tools themselves
and increased
availability
of reusable
libraries
of results
[7, 9, 16]. AIthough
we expect these tools will be increasingly common,
poor integration
with other aspects of the design environment
remains
an
impediment
to their adoption
[12]. We believe that formal analysis
will become
pervasive only when the tools are properly integrated
with other aspects of the design environment.
Figure
3 identifies
the
from a process
augmented
verification:
three models

artifacts
resulting
to support
formal
of the same device

written
in three different
languages
each supporting its own development
or verification
activity.
In a recent effort Rockwell
Collins developed three separate
device models -- one
each for fabrication,
simulation,
and formal
analysis
-- in order to benefit from each of
these activities
[11]. However, the high cost of
building and maintaining
models alone makes
this approach
unsustainable.
Even more troublesome is that the multiple
models might be
inconsistent
with each other,
so a property
proved about the formal model or the observable behavior
of the simulator
used to develop
other parts
of the system
might not
flected in the actual fabricated
device.

designs

model

FABRICATION

be re-

HIGH-SPEED

Figure 4: Executable
number of models

3
The

device

SIMULATION

formal

able Formal
T_lmiques

FORMAL

models

formal

model

device

designs

ANALYSIS

reduce

the

Orpheus

We propose
a comprehensive
development
and verification
environment
for safety-critical
hardware
devices
called Orpheus.
In Greek
mythology,
Orpheus
subdues
the fearsome,
three-headed,
dog-like
Cerebus.
As we
have seen,
verification
and certification
of
increasingly-complex
safety-critical
devices requires us to overcome
another
three-headed
challenge:
to support
device fabrication,
highspeed simulation,
and formal analysis in an integrated
way. Orpheus does so without requiring the development
of multiple
models that
are expensive
and possibly inconsistent.
The
Orpheus
approach
can be integrated
into current approaches
for flight critical device development.
The Orpheus
tools are self-checking,
so as to guarantee
that no single translation
tool can introduce
an error into the verification process.
The approach
allows flexibility
of design paradigm:
it supports
HDL development,
hardware/software
codesign,
and designs derived from formal specification.

3.1

Reducing
Two

In part

to address

Three

Models

the issue of multiple

to

distinct

models,
Rockwell
Collins recently
developed
techniques
that allow formal models written
in a particular
style in the ACL2 logic to be

compiled
intoC for useasa high-speed
simulator[10,18].This workeffectively
combines
the formalandsimulatormodels,
therebyreducingthe numberof modelsfromthreeto
two. Figure4 shows
the impactofthis innovation. The integrationincreases
confidence
in the validityof theunifiedmodel,sincethe

FABRICATION

same

model

is used

both

as a simulator

• A recent PVS extension
provides a translator from PVS functions
into Common
Rockwell

Collins'

preliminary

HLL

to HDL

able

Model

tr_lslator

HIGH-SPEED

Fot_a]

T_lmiques

SIMULATION

_

FORMAL

formal

model

ANALYSIS

and

as a target
of formal analysis.
This important capability--high
speed execution
of formal logic definitions--has
since been added to
two theorem
proving systems:

Lisp.

DESIGNER
Ex_ut

Figure 5: Formal
gle, unified model

3.2

Reducing
One

models

could

Two

provide

a sin-

Models

to

tests

using a version of the benchmark
from [18]
in PVS 2.3 [15] indicate
that
execution
speeds are within an order of magnitude
of the speed of a model written
conventionally
in C. We expect
that PVS will
ultimately
develop the capability
to integrate models expressed
in the PVS logic
into other tools.

• Single-threaded
objects have been added
to ACL2
2.4 and
provide
for highspeed execution
of certain definitions
[5].
Single-threaded
objects
are an extension
of the notion of ACL2 "state"
that permrs the introduction
of user-defined
state
elements.
ACL2 enforces
syntactic
restrictions
on the use of single-threaded
objects
to guarantee
that the optimizations are legitimate.
Rockwell
Collins'
experiments
suggest
that
complex
device models can be expressed
despite the
syntactic
restrictions
enforced
on singlethreaded
objects,
indicating
that
these
restrictions
do not make the ACL2 language impractical.
Rockwell
Collins has
recently
shown that
ACL2 code can be
integrated
with other tools [18].

An approach
has recently emerged that potentially allows the integration
of high-speed
simulation models and device designs written
in
HDL. Several commercial
tools are now available to translate
models into HDL

high-level
language
(HLL)
models suitable
for fabrica-

tion.
Among
the leading
tools of this type
are CynApps'
C++-to-Verilog
converter
and
C level's C-to-HDL
converter,
which generares either Verilog or VHDL. These tools promote an HLL-based
design methodology
that
integrates
simulation
and fabrication.
The existence of such tools and the emerging
push
for system level design and hardware/soRware
codesign
practices
suggest that the commercial world will continue to develop and improve
these tools.
The ability to compile a formal model into a
simulation
model, as described
above, reduces
the three models to two.
Figure
5 suggests
an obvious way to reduce the two models to
one, by compiling
the simulation
model into
a fabrication
model expressed
in an HDL. We
discuss in Section 3.4 our initial testing of one
of these tools, C level's C-to-HDL
tool, and
this experience
a realistic path

suggests that Orpheus
for some applications.

may

be

other tool, a model-generator,
that converts an
HDL design into a formal model.
Figure
6
shows how the Orpheus
tools are arranged.
The translators
form a circle in which a representation
is converted
in turn into each of

DESIGNER
CHOOSES
FORMAT

HDL equivalency

Ex_ut T_lmiques
able Formal
Model

HLL to HDL trmlslator

HIGH-SPEED
FABRICATION

_
model

SIMULATION
_RMAL

ANALYSIS

generator

Figure 6: The Orpheus translation
circle uses
a single model to combine
fabrication,
highspeed simulation,
and formal analysis

3.3

Closing

the

Loop

with

Or-

pheus
Although
the tools outlined
above allow the
translation
of high-level artifacts
to HDL, and
while such a process
supports
methodology
changes that could reduce design errors, there
are problems
with using these tools for flight
critical applications.
First, the process
outlined above requires
that device development
be accomplished
by constructing
a model or
specification
in formal logic. This is impractical, as hardware
development
is most appropriately
done in an HDL or, in the case of
hardware/software
codesign,
in an HLL.
The second issue is tracibility.
Specifically,
there must be a way to trace the requirements
to the device through
the tools.
This issue is
analogous
to the one discussed
in Section 1.2
that has until recently
bedeviled
those who
wished to use an HDL for flight critical hardware design.
Note that,
unlike the fabrication tools of Figure
1, the compilation
tools
described
in Figure 5 are not arranged
to be
self-checking.
As a result the two compilers
employed
in this process
would have to be
thoroughly
vetted
before they could be used
in a process
for developing
flight critical
devices, which is problematic.
The Orpheus
system
addresses
these
important
issues by adding
to the chain

two
an-

the other representations
and ultimately
back
into its original
representation
language.
For
example, a device model could be developed
in
an HDL that supports fabrication.
The modelgenerator
then creates a formal model that can
be analyzed
using a theorem
prover.
Using
executable
formal models techniques,
the formal model
is translated
into an HLL model
that supports
high-speed
simulation.
Finally,
the HLL model is translated
back into HDL,
and shown to be equivalent
to the initial HDL
model using an equivalency
checker of the kind
used in the HDL fabrication
process.
There
is only a single model,
yet three
distinct
device
representations
are involved
to support
the three different
uses: fabrication, high-speed
sis. These three
both for model

simulation,
and formal analyactivities
support
each other,
validation
and in the fabrica-

tion/verification
process, because they involve
the single model in different ways.
As previously
discussed,
although
the necessary formats can be generated
without
completing the circle of translations,
the question
of translation
correctness
remains open.
The
certification
of flight critical devices must address this issue. If the circle is completed,
and
the initial design and final design are shown
equivalent,
then each representation
of the design is guaranteed
correct so long as at most
one of the tools has erred.
Much as the fabrication tools diagrammed
in Figure 1 are arranged to be self-checking,
so too are the Orpheus translation
tools. Even if more than one
tool errs, the probability
of catching
the error
is still very high since otherwise
the multiple
mistaken
tools would have to fail in ways that
mask each other's
errors.
This

kind of self-checking

tool

arrangement

providesa verystrongargumentfor the ab- expresses the following behavioral
detail:
sence
oftranslator-induced
errors,andmakes SYNC1 is an element of the machine state,
thiskindofdevelopment
practicaljustasmod- a register. It is updated each clock tick with
ernself-checking
fabrication
toolspermitHDL the result of applying a constant bit-mask to
usein safety-critical
devices.Orpheus
there- another state variable, SYNC0.
foreprovides
a framework
fortight andhighly We also wish to simulate this device. We
reliableintegrationofformalanalysis,simula- might choose merely to execute the Common
tion,andfabrication.
Lisp code. However, there would be two dis3.4

Orpheus

Translation

Circle

Example
To assess the technical
feasibility
of the Orpheus approach,
we have done a small experiment with using current
versions of Orpheus
components
in a manner
consistent
with the
tool arrangement
of Figure 6.
As discussed
previously,
one of the advantages of Orpheus
is that it allows a developer
to use any of the representations
for his device. We might expect
VHDL to be the language of choice for hardware
designers,
while C
might be preferred
for hardware/software
codesign. This experiment
begins from a formal
ACL2 model of an interrupt
controller
that
forms part of a proprietary
device developed
by Rockwell
Collins. We will navigate around
the Orpheus
circle to generate
a simulation
model, a VHDL model, and a second formal
model. We have already discussed
the benefits
accruing
from these different
representations.
The point of the experiment
is to observe that
the two formal models have sufficient similarities in structure,
complexity,
and level of detail
to indicate that a proof of their equivalence
-and therefore
a self-check
of all the translations -- is feasible.
The Common
Lisp model
of this device
uses a macro package developed
by Rockwell
Collins to ease modeling
in Common
Lisp.
The line

(ST.

SYNCI

=

(&

(ST.

SYNCO)

(HxFFDF)))

advantages
to that approach.
First, it would
be slow. Our experiments
with running
applicative
Common
Lisp models indicates
that
these models execute roughly 100 times slower
than equivalent
C language
models [18]. Second, it is difficult to integrate
raw, applicative
Common
Lisp into other tools.
Rockwell
Collins has been working on this
challenge
for two years
and,
as described
above, has sped applicative
Common
Lisp execution and integrated
this code into other applications.
This approach,
broadly called "executable
formal models,"
is outlined
in two
recent publications
[10, 18]. Using these optimizations
and a Lisp compiler,
we generate a C program
that executes
at roughly the
same speed as hand-coded
C, and can be integrated with other software.
Rockwell
Collins
in the past has integrated
code of this type
into various simulation
and development
environments
[18].
We apply this technique
to the example
above.
The line of the resulting
C code that
corresponds
to the given line of Common
Lisp
reads as follows:
VI2=

(D.SYNCl

=

((((((Vii)),

Q.SYNCO))

((-(33))))),((V11)));

We also

wish

to fabricate

this

device.

To

do so we have applied a C-to-HDL
tool (developed by C level) to convert the auto-generated
C program produced
into VHDL. Many transformations
are done, such as converting
variables in the C code that maintain
state into
registers

in the

VHDL.

The

line

of C code

shownabovetranslates
intothefollowingline
ofVHDL:
DESIGNER

D_var
and

(SYNCl_2'range)

:=

(Q_var

(SYNC0_2'range)

;

"iiiiiiiiii011111")

Ultimately,
we wish to fabricate
devices
from VHDL using the approach
outlined
in
Figure 1. We applied a Synopsys
VHDL synthesizer to this VHDL code, and the result appears correct.
As described
in Section 1.2, it is
this synthesis
step from VHDL that currentavailable
tools such as the Chrysalis
equivalence checker can verify.
We really want to check much more than
this final step. We want to verify that the synthesized
design implements
the formal model
with which we began, so we complete
the circle with a model-generator
developed
by ORA
[2, 3].
This tool currently
generates
a description
in first-order
logic, rather than ACL2
code, and there
are other modest
problems
related
to differences
between
the VHDL libraries
assumed
by the C level tool and the
libraries
assumed
by the ORA tool.
However, with minor manual changes to the VHDL
needed to overcome the library issue, we were
able to use the model-generator
to construct
a
specification
in first-order
logic. In this noration, the value assigned to SYNC1 is:
(slice(s.q,

79,

64)

and

flip(shift(vector("llllllllll011111"),
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Figure
7: Orpheus
Supports
Each Design Activity

and

Integrates

analysis, each individually
pose technical
challenges that are not solved by using the Orpheus approach.
However,
Orpheus
provides
a framework
for integrating
these separate
domains, and we believe that the simple experiment reported
here indicates
that this novel
technical
approach
can succeed.

4
Current

Summary
verification

and

certification

of de-

78))))

vices appears
increasingly
inadequate
in the
The "slice" expressiondenotes the 16-bit face of increasing
complexity
of flight critical
sliceof vector q that, by definition,
represents systems.
Figure
7 summarizes
the Orpheus
SYNC0. The "flip" expressionisof course the approach.
Orpheus
supports
hardware
demask. (Itis "flipped"because q has been de- velopment
and hardware/software
codevelopfinedto run down from 79 to 64 rather than ment in a way that allows for formal analysis,
up from 64 to 79.) Although it is expressed fabrication,
and high-speed
simulation.
The
in a different syntax (i.e. Larch/VHDL
rather
Orpheus
tools are self-checking,
just as modern HDL fabrication
tools are, to insure their
than ACL2) the generated
formal model corresponds term-by-term
to the original Common
reliability.
Orpheus supports
a verification
approach that forms the basis of a superior certiLisp (ACL2) model.
Sophisticated
test-generation,

digital design, simulation
and
and machine-checked
formal

fication approach
that
this looming challenge.

provides

a way to meet
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Abstract

This paper describes an integrated
design methodology
for the use of formal methods with existing tools in the
context of developing
FormalCORE
PCI/32.
The primary goal is to develop technology
for the design and
verification
of formally verified IP cores that includes all the features, documentation,
and support necessary to
insure integration
into designs
with the high degree of reliability
provided
by the application
of formal
methods.
Validation
techniques
used in developing
these cores include formal specification,
formal synthesis,
simulation,

hardware

emulation,

theorem

proving,

and model

checking.

1 Introduction
The PCI[6,7]
Local Bus is a high performance,
The bus is designed
for use as a high-speed
processor/memory
subsystems.

32-bit or 64-bit bus with multiplexed
address and data lines.
interconnect
mechanism
between
peripheral
components
and

FormalCORE
TM
PCI/32
is a synthesizable
VHDL[4]
32-bit,
33MHz
PCI interface
core targeted
to
programmable
hardware.
The VHDL description
is formally synthesized
using our DRS [1,2] formal synthesis
system and formally verified using the Verysys PropertyProver
model checker to be compliant
with the v2.1
PCI specification.
The overall goal of the project is increased
assurance
by using a variety of formal methods technologies
in
concert to attack a practical
problem.
We have developed
the methodology
for the design and validation
of
VHDL cores with a variety of tools that can serve as documentation,
and increase assurance.
In meeting the
primary goal of the project we achieve a reduction
in the development
time as well. Once the design flow was
in place, correcting
specification
bugs and rechecking
the properties
was a routine task rather than a challenge.
A key benefit to this approach
is that it allows for the deployment
of formal methods into current engineering
practice via pre-designed,
pre-verified
components
that meet the stringent reliability
and safety requirements
that are necessary
in avionics
and space applications.
These components
can then be integrated
into larger
designs providing the building blocks for complex designs and the foundation
for design reuse.
In developing
the
verification
tools.

FormalCORE
We recognize

integration
of formal verification
technology.
A well implemented
points in the design flow minimizes
2 The PCI

Bus Protocol

Standard

technology
we rely
at the early stages

heavily
on
of planning

techniques
to an existing
design
design and verification
strategy,
the likelihood
of design errors.
Revision

both formal and traditional
design
and
that a comprehensive
approach
to the
flow is critical to the success
incorporating
formal techniques

of the
at key

2.1

The PCI bus specification
was first developed
by Intel Corporation
and was released
in June 1992.
It was
intended
to define an industry standard
for local bus architectures.
Revision
2.1 became available
in early
1995 and is managed
by a consortium
of industry partners
known as the PCI Special Interest Group.
The
specification
is a 282-page
English
language
document
describing
the protocol,
electrical,
mechanical,
and
configuration
specification
for PCI components
and expansion boards.

ThePCIspecification
definestwopossible
PCIagents,
a master

and a target.
The master is the device that
initiates a transfer.
The target is the device currently
addressed
by the master for the purpose of performing
a
data transfer.
The master and target state machines
are independent.
However,
a master
device must
incorporate
a target device for the purpose of responding
to system configuration
requests.
The minimum

PCI compliant

device

satisfies

the requirements

of a target-only

device.

This device

requires

47

pins and can only respond to a master initiated transaction.
A master device requires two additional
signals,
(REQ# and GNT#), for it to handle data and addressing,
interface
control, arbitration,
and system functions.
Figure 1 illustrates
the required
and optional signals for a PCI compliant
device.
The signals on the left are
required pins for target and master devices.
The signals on the right are optional pins and are used to support
the 64-bit extension
to the specification,
exclusive
access (LOCK#),
interrupts,
cache support, and the JTAG
(IEEE 1149.1) boundary scan interface.
Required
Pins

Address

& Data

Optional
Pins
AD[63::32]'[

64 Bit

_--_

C/BE[7::4]_]

Extension

_--_
_--_
_--_

REQ64#
PAR64
AC K64-# }

Interface
Control

_--_

LOCK#

---_
--_
---_
---_

INTB#
INTC#
INTA#
INTD#

_--_

_--_
_--_

SBO#
SDONE

GNT#REQ#
---_

---_

TDO

_--

TCK

C/BE{3::0]
AD[31::0]
PAR _--_

FRAME#
TRDY#
IR DY#
STO P#
3EVSEL#
IDSEL

Interfac6
Control

Error
Reporting

Arbitration{

_ PERR#
[ SERR#

PCI
COMPLIANT
DEVICE

}

Interrupts

_ Cache
] Support

JTAG

System

CLK
RST#

Figure

---_
---_

1: PCI Compliant

Device

TMS
TDI
TRST#

(IEEE

1149

1)

}

Signals

The heart of the PCI Bus Protocol is the burst transfer mechanism.
A burst transfer consists of a single address
phase followed
by two or more data phases.
The start address
and transaction
type are issued during the
address
phase.
The target device
latches the start address
into an address
counter
and is responsible
for
incrementing
the address from data phase to data phase. Figure 2 illustrates a sample read transaction.
A basic bus cycle involves the FRAME#,
IRDY#,
TRDY#,
C/BE# control signals as well as the multiplexed
address/data
AD[31:0]
lines and the parity
signal PAR and DEVSEL#.
The bus cycle starts with an address
phase. This is the first clock after FRAME#
is asserted
by the master.
During this cycle, the address lines
carry the desired address and the C/BE# signals the bus command.
Bus commands
encode the address space
and direction
of transfer.
There are also some special bus cycles, like interrupt
acknowledge
and various
memory transfer modes. After the address phase, the master goes into the data phase.
The addressed
target, will then decode the address to determine
if it needs to take the bus cycle. It can decode
either as a fast/medium/slow
decoder, which are 1,2,3 cycles after the address phase.
Once it has decoded and
accepted the bus cycle, it asserts the DEVSEL#
signal to signal that it will take the bus cycle. When the master
has sent data via the AD[31:0]
or when it is ready to receive data, it will assert the IRDY# signal. The target
indicates
its readiness
with the TRDY#
signal. Only when the TRDY#
and IRDY# signals are both asserted,
will a data transfer
take place. Otherwise
wait states are inserted.
The master controls
how much data is

FRAME#
AD

Data3

C/BE#

__

BE#s

IR DY#

\\

TRDY#

\_/_

DEVSEL#

\\

Address
Phase

_

_<

_</

_

Data
Phase

Data
Phase

Data
Phase

Figure 2: PCI Timing Diagram
transferred. When it is done transferring data, it will de-assert
target sees neither FRAME# or IRDY#, the master has finished.

FRAME#

on the last data phase.

When the

The target uses the STOP# signal to signal the master that it has to terminate the current transaction. The PCI
Target asserts combinations of TRDY#, DEVSEL#, and STOP# to signal different termination conditions.
The PCI protocol is specified in plain English. The specification contains rules such as:
"Data is transferred

when IRDY# and TRDY# are asserted."

"When either TRDY# or IRDY# is deasserted,
3 FormalCORE

=

PCI/32 -- A Formally

par
perr#
serr#

a wait cycle is inserted and no data is transferred."

Verified PCI Interface

._
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Checker
Generator

application status

8
£3
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Figure 3: FormalCORE

PCI/32 System Architecture

FormalCORE
PCI/32
is a synthesizable
hardware,
formally verified to be compliant
FormalCORE
PCI/32 system architecture.

VHDL 32-bit, 33 MHz PCI interface
with the v2.1 PCI specification.
Figure

targeted
to programmable
3 is a block diagram of the

The design is composed
of three primary modules.
A PCI Interface Module,
Decoder/Device
Configuration
Module, and PCI Application
Module.
The PCI Interface Module is the primary interface
to the PCI bus and
user application.
It contains
the Target and Master state machines,
parity circuit, and implements
the bus
protocol.
The Decoder/Device
Configuration
Module
contains
the PCI configuration
registers
and address
decode circuitry.
The PCI Application
Module is a stub module defining a backend interface.
This module is
used to integrate the user's application
into the PCI core. It is not specified
in v2.1 since it is dependent
on the
specific
device.
For example,
the Application
Interface
would vary widely between
a video device and a
modem.
This partitioning
allows us to swap different
application
backends
to the existing
core with minor
modifications.

4 Design

and Verification

The software

tools

Tools

comprising

our design

and verification

suite included:

DRS (Derivational
Reasoning
System), formal synthesis
system from Derivation
Systems, Inc. to develop
high-level
formal
behavioral
specification,
high-level
simulation,
hardware
emulation,
and formal
synthesis to VHDL and gate-level
netlist.
We use DRS to derive a structural
specification
from the toplevel behavioral
description,
synthesize
VHDL code and PVS theories.
The system was also used for
functional
simulation
of the top-level
specification,
and as the interface
to hardware
emulation
of the
synthesized
•

PVS[5]

(Prototype

level behavior
Verysys

design.
Verification

System)

from

SRI for validating

safety

and liveness

properties

of the top-

specification.

PropertyProver[8]

and StructureProver[8].

PropertyProver

is a state-of-the-art

model

checker

that

can verify model properties
at the Behavior,
RTL and Gate levels.
StructureProver
is a high-performance,
high capacity equivalence
checking
tool that can be used at the RTL and Gate levels.
The Verysys tool
suite was chosen for its support
of the IEEE 1076 VHDL standard
and hierarchical
verification.
In
addition, PropertyProver
generates
an input sequence
and a VHDL testbench
for counter-examples.
The
built in VHDL simulator can be used to simulate the counter example.
Verysys
Circuit Interface
Language[3,8]
to formally
describe
circuit properties.
These properties
are
described
using temporal
relationships
between
the various input and output ports of the circuit.
CIL is
used to describe
the PCI Compliance
Model to validate
the VHDL core.
Properties
are written in an
assumption-commitment
style. Predicates
in the logic are written using VHDL syntax.
•

ModelSim
from Model
Technologies
for VHDL simulation.
ModelSim
is chosen because
it is a full
featured VHDL simulator providing
accurate modeling of the language.
It provides a rich set of features.
Xilinx Foundation
Express[9]
for VHDL synthesis,
gate-level
timing analysis,
gate-level
simulation,
and
FPGA programming.
Foundation
Express incorporates
the Synopsys Express VHDL compiler
and Aldec
gate-level
timing
analyzer
and simulator.
Foundation
Express
provides
a low-cost,
comprehensive
solution for FPGA programming.
The entry to the tool can be VHDL, Verilog, Schematic
entry, or gatelevel netlist.
Xilinx offers a variety of chips that are PCI compatible
and is an industry
leader in
programmable
hardware.

5 Design

and Verification

The primary design criteria for FormalCORE
PCI/32 was to synthesize
a VHDL model
run at 33Mhz, optimized
for size, and compatible
with the various VHDL level tools.
had to be compatible
with the Verysys
model checker,
Synopsys
FPGA Express
Technologies
VHDL simulator.

from DRS that would
The generated
VHDL
compiler,
and Model

From the PCI Specification
document,
we developed
a formal PCI compliance
model in CIL, Verysys circuit
interface
language.
These properties
are described
using temporal
relationships
between
the various input and
output ports of the circuit. They are extracted from the PCI rules in the specification
document.
Formal design and verification
is a theme that runs throughout
the lifecycle
of the FormalCORE
PCI/32
development.
Verification
tools were used continuously
once the design reached a state where the tools were
applicable.
DRS synthesis
served as a backplane
for the design flow. Changes in the design were reflected in
the DRS top-level specification
and the VHDL was re-synthesized.
The need for verification
in this project was two fold. First the specification
had to be proven to meet the PCI
specification
properties.
The correctness
of the specification
in derivation
is assumed, not proven.
Secondly,
even though
DRS guarantees
correctness
of its transformations
in the original
specification,
the state
representation
and the VHDL translation
are not reasoned
about.
shown to satisfy the same properties
as the initial DRS specification.

Therefore,

the generated

VHDL

had to be

Once a stable DRS specification
was established,
PVS was employed
to validate
the DRS top-level
description.
DRS was then used to derive a structural description
from the top-level specification
and generate
VHDL.
Verysys model checker,
Model Technologies
VHDL simulator,
and Synopsis
VHDL compiler were
used for VHDL
property
verification,
simulation
and synthesis.
The synthesized
gate-level
design was
simulated with the Xilinx simulator.
Several modes of validation
were always running in parallel.
We
level and structural
DRS descriptions.
We simulated
the design
verification
at the high-level,
and formal verification
at the VHDL
design.
The design
flow (Figure
4), from high-level
formal
characterized
as five stages of design.

Specification

(

performed
functional
simulation
of the topboth at the VHDL and gate-level.
Formal
level were used to validate properties
of the
specification
to running
hardware
can be

Development

Formal Synthesis

)

)

(VH D L Validation & Synthesis)

(Netlist

(

Validation & Mapping)

Post-designValidation
Figure

4: Design

)

Flow

The design flow reflects
a top-down
design methodology.
It provides
for the formal
specification
and
verification
at an abstract behavioral
level, and a systematic
process to refine the design to a concrete VHDL
implementation.
The design flow incorporates
formal and traditional
validation
techniques.
The use of DRS

andformalmethods
contributes
tothesoundness
ofthespecification
andimplementation,
andVHDLprovides
anindustrystandard
language
tointerface
to othertools.Figure5 detailsthedesignandverificationflowand
thetoolsused.Shaded
boxesdenoteformaltools. Shaded
ovalsdenoteformalspecifications.
Clearboxes
denote
traditional
designtools.
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Specification

5: Design

1
PF2OOOJ

and Verification

Flow

Development

In the first stage the top-level
behavior
specification
is developed
and validated
using simulation
and formal
verification.
Verification
begins early using the DRS functional
simulator.
A high-level
behavioral
model is
written
in DRS and run against test vectors.
This behavior
model becomes
the reference
model for all
subsequent
verification
and synthesis.
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Specification
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Hierarchy

is shown

below.

The

module

instantiations

are

show

bold.

(define
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(lambda
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The derivation
was limited to obtaining
a structural
specification
DRS libraries.
We added four valued
logic libraries
to DRS.
input/ontpnt
signals which are essential in a bus implementation.
The following
table
each of the modules,

summaries
the number
along with the top-level

DervSteps
Spec Size
Imp. Size
VHDL Size

Add4
14
899
3194
2669

Dec4
14
899
3434
2849

VHDL Comp

2669

2849

DRS and VHDL sizes include
only the size of that component.

5.3
5.3.1

VHDL
VHDL

Generation,

of derivation
steps, the specification
mchip module.

Backend
15
4440
14286
11909
5493

and

the support modules
from
DRS to generate
tristated

and implementation

size for

Txface
128
12800
12554
11832

Mxface
77
13906
7471
8425

Tconf
30
5507
10632
8792

Tlock
19
732
563
1002

Lock
9
347
416
858

mchip_
55
6209
55790
48973

9163

8425

8792

1002

858

9722

all the modules that make
All sizes in bytes.

Validation

and generating
This enabled

up the component.

The component

VHDL

size lists

Synthesis

Generation

Once the design is refined to a concrete architecture
VHDL Validation
and Synthesis
process
begins.
VHDL.
To streamline
our simulation
environment,

in DRS, VHDL files are automatically
generated
and the
Model Technologies
ModelSIM
is used to simulate
the
we created
interfaces
from the DRS simulator
to the

VHDL and netlist simulator.
This provided us the ability to localize our test vector
framework,
and then automatically
generate
test vectors
to validate
the netlist
compiler, and VHDL simulator.

generation
generated

within the DRS
by the VHDL

The tools we used understood
only a restricted
subset of the VHDL language.
We had to tune the VHDL
generation
toward the common
syntax used among these tools. For example, the Verysys VHDL type checker
could not resolve predicates
of the form: ad ( 1 : 0 ) = "0 0".
The DRS VHDL generation
had to produce
expressions
ofthe form: ad (1)
= '0'
and
ad(0)
= '0'
The VHDL compiler
infers registers
in a design depending
on the way the code is written.
Rather than an
implicit mechanism
to infer registers,
we controlled
the introduction
of registers
in the design by an explicit
register
entity, that served as a state holding
abstraction
and directly corresponded
to DRS registers.
The
combinational
logic is expressed
as simple equations
of assignments
and entity instantiation.
The resulting
VHDL follows the intended implementation
architecture
closely.
To improve
performance
we experimented
with several
hierarchical
design
layouts.
hierarchies
the circuits were logically
equivalent.
However the circuit speed varied widely.

When

flattening

In generating
VHDL,
DRS constructs
had to be mapped carefully
over to VHDL constructs
to ensure the
semantics
of the DRS expression
is maintained.
One problem
we ran into was generating
VHDL code for
nested DRS if-then-else
expressions.
These expressions
cannot be converted
to selected
signal assignments
(WITH
statement)
conditional
signal
WITH statement.

unless the else branch
guard is ANDed
with the negated
test expression.
However,
assignment
behaves just like a nested DRS if-then-else
expression
and is used instead of the
In fact, the Verysys model checker uncovered
this bug in the DRS VHDL generation.

5.3.2VHDLValidation
TheVerysysmodelchecker
is usedto validatetheVHDLagainstthePCIcompliance
modelwrittenin CIL.
Theunderlyingmodelcheckingtechnology
usedby theVerysystoolsis the Siemens
CircuitVerification
Environment
(CVE)[3]. Thesystem
is aBDDbasedsymbolicmodelchecker.It supports
EDIFandVHDL,
andgenerates
VHDLtestbenches
forcounter
examples.
Circuitproperties
arewrittenin CIL (CircuitIntervalLanguage).CIL formulaearebuilt up fromtimed
predicates
thatconsistof a statepredicate
anda temporalspecification.
Thetemporalspecification
describes
whenthemachineshouldbein a statethatsatisfies
the statepredicate.Thestatepredicate
is givenin the
subset
of Boolean
expressions
in VHDL. Thetemporalspecifications
refereitherto aparticular
pointoftime,
orto a wholeperiod.A pointoftimeis specified
afterthekeywordat. A periodis specified
byaninterval,
whichis a uniformrepresentation
ofthreedifferenttypes:[t 1, t 2], referstothetimebetween
t 1 andt 2
inclusively,[t 1, infinite]
, refersto t andeverypointaftert, [t, p], refersto thetimebetween
t
andthelastpointof timebeforethestatepredicate
lvis satisfied
forthenexttime.
An intervalis preceded
by during

or within
to specify whether the state predicate
period or at least once in the interval.
Times are either integer constants
or defined
which is universally
or existentially
quantified
by alway
s and f in ally.
As an example,

we express

the property

that the "Target

Sequencer

will never

theorem
target_deadlock;
assume:
(set = '0' during
[0, infinite]);
prove:
always(possibly
state
= idle within
end theorem;
The assumption
eliminates
Sequencer
is in, there exists
We prove
theorem:

that the Target

the reset state, and the
a path to the idle state.

Sequencer

that

implements

proof

[t,

guarantees

the sustained

In order for a signal to adhere
before tristating the signal.

to the sustained

Most

was spent

of the effort

at this stage

ask the "right" question.
protocol was understood,
the actual running
of the
were validated
with the
capability
allowed
VHDL code.

tristate

developing

property,

deadlock"

as:

infinite]);

that

tristate

theorem
target_sustained_tristate_trdy;
assume:
(set = '0' during
[0, infinite])
;
prove:
always((trdy
lo oe = 'i' at t-l)
and
(trdy lo oe = '0' at t)
implies
(trdy lo o = 'i' at
end theorem;

holds during the whole
relative
to a variable
t

no

signals

t-l))

it must

the PCI compliance

matter

what

correctly

state

the

Target

with the following

;

drive the signal

model.

high one clock

Itwas critical

cycle

to be able to

This was difficult since we had no prior understanding
of the PCI protocol.
Once the
writing the CIL properties
from the PCI specification
was fairly straight forward and
model checker
was automatic.
Counter
examples
generated
by the model checker
ModelSIM
simulator
at the VHDL level as well as in the DRS simulator.
This

us to pinpoint

if the problem

was in the top-level

DRS

specification,

VHDL

generation,

or

The design environment
of this project consisted
of two dynamic
aspects:
on the one hand the engineering
process and on the other the formal process.
From initial specification
to working hardware
the model checker
did not find any errors that our hardware
engineer
did not find using traditional
techniques.
The model

checking
waslaggingbehindin thisprocess.Errorsuncovered
by theengineering
process
ledtorevisions
in
theDRSspecification.
Afterworkinghardware
wasachieved
themodelchecker
startedfindingerrorsin thedesignthatthesimulator
did not uncover.This wasdueto threefacts. First,the simulationtestswerenot exhaustive.Second,
hardware
andspecification
reacheda levelof maturitywherethe coreappeared
to workfor mostcases.
Thirdly,wedeveloped
abetterunderstanding
ofthePCIprotocol.
Thecompliance
modelprovides
acomprehensive
formalvalidationofPCIcompliance
andbecomes
extremely
valuable
in providingexhaustive
analysis
of theVHDLmodel.Inconsistencies
foundinthePCIspecification
weredocumented,
anddesigndecisions
weremadetoresolvethem.
5.3.3VHDLSynthesis
TheVHDLfilesareinputtoSynopsys
FPGAExpress
compilerfornetlistsynthesis.
Theissuein thisprocess
isthatminorchanges
totheVHDLwouldresultin significant
performance
changes
in thesynthesized
netlist.
5.4

Netlist

Validation

and Mapping

The next stage involves
simulating
the netlist,
and using the model checker
to validate
that the VHDL
synthesis has not introduced
any errors.
Timing analysis is also done at this time. The netlist is then mapped
to the appropriate
target technology
using the Aldec netlist simulator.
VHDL and netlist level.

for hardware
programming.
At this stage, the logic netlist is validated
Test vectors written for the DRS architectural
simulation
are used at the

The logic netlist is formally verified using Verysys StructureProver.
This ensures that the synthesized
netlist
behaves
identical
to the VHDL model in order to eliminate
the possibility
that logic bugs that would be
introduced
during VHDL synthesis.
The equivalence
checker compares
the finite state machine models of the
VHDL source and EDIF files of the synthesized
netlist.
There were no errors in the VHDL synthesis.
The Xilinx

5.5

mapper

Post-design

Traditional

then synthesized

the appropriate

configuration

files for the target

device.

Validation

hardware

techniques

were used for post-design

validation.

The DRS Functional
Test Environment
(FTE) was used for hardware
emulation
of the synthesized
PCI core.
The FTE consists of the DRS simulation
environment
communicating
with a Ampro EBX form factor Pentium
based single board computer
(SBC)
and the PF2000
PC/104
FPGA
module.
The synthesized
core is
downloaded
on to the PF2000 FPGA module.
Then the DRS simulator
drives the inputs of the circuit, single
steps the clock, and samples the outputs, displaying
them in the DRS simulator.
In contrast to the functional
simulation
of the model in DRS, the FFE was used to compare the functional
behavior
of the model to that of
a design that has been processed by implementation
specific back end tools.
The core has been targeted to Xilinx XC4000
and Virtex family of FPGA devices.
A working
prototype
is
running in two different
environments.
The first system is a standard PCI/ISAbus
AT motherboard
with a
AMD-K5 processor
clocked at 133MHz.
It includes an NE2000 compatible
ISAbus based Ethernet card and a
PCI VGA card.. The second system is an AMPRO
PC/104+
system consisting
of a Ampro EBX form factor
Pentium based single board computer
(SBC).
Both systems are configured
with 32Mb of memory
and runs
Linux RedHat 6.0, which is based on a 2.2.5 Linux kernel.

6 Conclusions
The methodology
developed
to build the FormalCORE
PCI/32
is an example
of how formal tools and
traditional
simulation
and synthesis tools are integrated
for the design and validation
of VHDL IP cores. These
cores can then be integrated
into larger designs providing the building blocks for complex designs.
The FormalCORE
PCI/32 and associated
PCI
components
that can be integrated
into larger
the VHDL models using a commercial
model
adapted to a variety of designs with little or no

compliance
model consists of pre-designed,
pre-verified
VHDL
designs and a validation
suite providing
exhaustive
analysis of
checker.
The core has been designed to be flexible and can be
modification
to the VHDL or compliance
model.

One observation
is in the early stages of this project,
traditional
techniques
led the design process.
The
ModelSIM
VHDL simulator,
Aldec netlist simulator,
and hardware
Logic Analyzer
were used to debug the
design.
The model checker did not find any errors that either simulation
or hardware
debugging
did not catch.
The traditional
techniques
were satisfactory
in achieving
a working
prototype.
In the later stages of the
project, the formal techniques
led the design process.
The model checker was able to find errors in the design
that were not tested for in simulation.
Using the DRS system, we were able to routinely
make changes to the
top-level specification,
manipulate
the design hierarchy,
and re-synthesize
the VHDL core. We could then revalidate the core against the compliance
model automatically.
Both PVS and the Verysys model checker were useful in developing
the PCI core.
functional
properties
of the DRS top-level
specification.
Verysys was used to verify
properties
of the DRS generated
VHDL.
The Verysys verification
effort was more
goal was to develop a verified VHDL PCI core and compliance
model.

PVS was used to verify
functional
and temporal
extensive
since the end

This work has significantly
enhanced
our capability
to design and validate VHDL cores.
added to the DRS system are general and can be used to synthesize
a wide array of designs.

The enhancements

The future work on this topic is to extend the PCI core and Compliance
model to the 64-bit PCI standard,
retarget the core to operate at 66Mhz, and update the design to Revision 2.2 of
the PCI specification.
In addition,
we would like to perform
an independent
validation
of the compliance
properties.
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stages

structuring
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of

a
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require-

of a product
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with

components.

The

approach

variis

demonstrated
via a case study in the mobile robotics
domain where the desired robot behavior is reused on
two diverse platforms---one
commercial mobile robot
and one built in-house. We use our language RSML-e
to capture the desired control behavior for reuse and
our tool NIMBUS to demonstrate how the formal specification can be validated and used as a prototype on
both platforms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related work on requirements
reuse
and product families.
Then, Section 3 describes our
approach to structuring the high-level system requirement and the software specification.
Section 4 describes the mobile robotics platforms that we are using
as the case study in the paper and presents a simple
analysis of their commonalities
and variabilities.
The
requirements
of the mobile platforms in the family are
presented in Section 5. The refinement of these system
requirements to a software specification is presented in
Section 6. In this section we also show how the system requirements are reused across the members of the
product family. Finally, Section 7 presents a summary
and conclusion.

2

Related

Work

The fotmdations
the early
pioneered
This work
of a self

for reuse of can be traced

back to

work on program structure and modularity
by David Parnas and others [3, 20, 21, 22].
establishes the basis for reuse: the concept
contained module with well-defined
inter-

faces. Nevertheless,
the guidelines for how to encapsulate and structure a model (in this case implementations) for reuse is not sufficiently addressed in this
early work. Thus, subsequent research in the field of
software reuse seeks to further define and provide additional tools and techniques for reuse.
In the area of requirements
reuse, Lam et al. provides some guidance on specific teclmiques which can
be used by organizations
to introduce requirements
reuse into their software process [15]. In addition,
Lam addressed requirements
reuse in the context of
component-based
software engineering
[ 14]. Our area
of interest is more in structuring
of specifications
to
achieve reuse; nevertheless,
this work presents some
ideas about how to package and specify generic requirements and how to factor requirements
into pluggable requirements
parts [15]. Of particular interest is
the relationship
of their work to the product families
work being done at Lucent Technologies
[2, 24].
Product family engineering
is related to the work
presented in this paper; in particular, the FAST (Family Oriented Abstraction,
Specification
and Transla-

tion) approach is of interest.
FAST provides a process for how to identify commonalities
and variabilities across a product family. This commonality
analysis can then be used to provide domain specific development tools that will greatly reduce the development
costs for later generations of the product family. FAST
does not explicitly address the structuring
of product
requirements.
The FAST concepts of the domain analysis and the commonality analysis can, however, be directly applied to our work with formal specifications;
FAST provided some of the inspiration for the work
presented here.
Little work has been done on how to structure and
develop a formal specification
in a language such as
RSML -e. One notable exception is the CoRE methodology [5, 6, 7] developed by the Software Productivity
Consortium.
CoRE includes much useful information
on how to perform requirements
modeling in a semiformal specification
language (similar to the formal
SCR defined at the Naval Research Laboratory
[12]).
Even so, the structuring mechanism
proposed in the
CoRE guidebook is based on the physical structure of
the system as well as which pieces of the system that
are likely to change together--these
two (often conflicting) structuring mechanisms
may or may not be
beneficial to reuse.
Furthermore,
the way in which
the structuring techniques achieve reuse is not specified in the guidebook--reuse
is not specifically
addressed. Our work is based on many ideas similar to
those fotmd in CORE, but we have extended and refined these ideas to address structuring of state-based
requirements
models to achieve (1) conceptual
clarity, (2) robustness in the face of the inevitable requirements changes to which every project is subjected, (3)
robustness of the requirements
as hardware evolves,
and (4) reuse of models as well as V&V results.

3

Structuring

In our work we are primary interested in safety critical applications;
that is, applications
where malfunction of the software may lead to death, injury, or environmental
damage.
Most, if not all, such systems
are some form of a process control system where the
software is participating
in the control of a physical
system.
3.1

Control

Systems

A general view of a software controlled system can
be seen in the center of Figure 1. This model consists of a process, sensors, actuators,
and a software
controller. The process is the physical process we are

REQ
MON

CON
Monitored
Variables

Con_oHed

IN

\

OUT

s_

Gontioeit--

Input

The requirements
on the control system are expressed with the REQ relation;
the system requirements shall always be expressed in terms of quantities in the physical world. To develop the control software, however, we are interested in the SOFT relation.
Thus, we must somehow refine the system requirements (the REQ relation) into the software specification (the SOFT relation).

Software
Output

INPUT

function OUT maps OUTPUT to CON. The behavior
of the software controller is defined by the SOFT relation that maps INPUT to OUTPUT.

OUTPUT
SOFT

Figure 1. A traditional
process
control
model (center) and how it is captured
with the four variable model

attempting to control. The sensors measure physical
quantities in the process. These measurements
are provided as input to the software controller.
The controller makes decisions on what actions are needed
and commands
the actuators to manipulate
the process. The goal of the software control is to maintain
some properties
in the physical process.
Thus, understanding
how the sensors, actuators,
and process
behave is essential for the development
and evaluation of correct software.
The importance
of tlfis systems view has been repeatedly pointed out in the literature [19, 17, 12].
To reason about tlfis type of software controlled
systems, David Paruas and Jan Madey defined what
they call the four-variable
model (outside square of
Figure 1) [19]. In tlfis model, the monitored
variables (MON) are physical quantities we measure in
the system and controlled variables (CON) are physical quantities we will control. The requirements
on
the control system are expressed as a mapping (REQ)
from monitored to controlled variables.
For instance,
a requirement
may be that "in case of a collision, the
robot must back up and turn 90 degrees left." Naturally, to implement the control software we must have
sensors providing the software with measured values
of the monitored variables (INPUT), for example, an
indication if the robot has collided with an obstacle.
The sensors transform MON to INPUT through the IN
relation; thus, the IN relation defines the sensor functions. To adjust the controlled variables, the software
generates output that activates various actuators that
can manipulate
the physical process, for instance, a
means to vary the speed of the robot.
The actuator

3.2

Structuring

SOFT

The IN and OUT relations are determined
by the
sensors and actuators used in the system. For example,
to determine if the robot has collided with an obstacle
we may use a bumper with micro-switches
connected
to a digital input card. Similarly, to control the speed
of a robot we may use a digital to analog converter
and DC motors. Armed with the REQ relation, the 1N
relation, and the OUT relation we can derive the S OFT
relation. The question is, how shall we do this and how
shall we structure the description of the SOFT relation
in a language such as RSML-e?
As mentioned
above, the system requirements
should always be expressed in terms of the physical
process. These requirements
will most likely change
over the lifetime of the controller (or family of similar controllers).
The sensors and actuators are likely to
change independently
of the requirements
as the controller is reused in different members of a family or
new hardware becomes available; thus, all three relations, REQ, IN, and OUT, are likely to change over
time.
If either one of the REQ, IN, or OUT relations change, the SOFT relation must be modified.
To provide a smooth transition from system requirements (REQ) to software specification
(SOFT) and to
isolate the impact of requirements,
sensor, and actuator changes to a minimum, the structure of the software specification
SOFT should be based heavily on
the structure of the REQ relation [18, 23].
We achieve this by splitting the SOFT relation into
three pieces, IN -1, OUT -1, and SOFTnEQ (Figure 2).
IN -1 takes the measured input and reconstructs
an estimate of the physical quantities in MON. The OUT -1
relation maps the internal representation
of the controlled variables to the output needed for the actuators
to manipulate
the actual controlled variables.
Given
the IN -1 and OUT -1 relations, the SOFTREQ relation will now be essentially
isomorphic to the system
requirements
(the REQ relation) and, thus, be robust if
it is reused on a new platform (manifested as changes

IN
MOB _

SOFT
INPUT

OUT
_' OUTPUT _
CON

>
IN-1

SOFTRE

a

>
OUT

"1

Figure 2. The SOFT relation can be split
into three composed
relations.

in the IN and OUT relations).
Such changes would
only effect the IN -1 and OUT -1 portions of the software specification.
Thus, the structuring approach outlined in this section will makes the SOFTnEQ portion
of the software specification reusable over members of
a product family exhibiting the same high-level behavior.

4

Mobile

Robotics

Platforms

When evaluating our work, we wanted to find a domain were a variety of similar platforms could be constructed on a university budget in a timely and cost
effective manner.
Furthermore,
we wanted this domain to be realistic--with
the inclusion of noisy sensors and actuators and the possibility of complex sensor fusion and error detection.
The mobile robotics
domain seemed

ideally

suited for these needs.

The mobile robotics platforms that we are using in
our research range in size from about the size of the
Mars Pathfinder to a small lego-bot. The robots have
a limited speed, and can operate either autonomously
(via a radio modem or radio Ethernet) or via a tether
cable going to a personal computer. The robotics platforms come from various vendors and have a wide variety of sensors and actuators available.
The platforms that are discussed in this paper are
shown in Figure 31. One platform, the Pioneer [1],
is built and sold by ActivMedia,
Inc. The Pioneer includes an array of sonar sensors in the front and sides
that allow it to detect obstacles.
To detect collisions,
the Pioneer monitors its wheels and signals a collision
when the wheels stall. The Pioneer includes an extensive control library called Saplfira. The Pioneer is controlled by a radio modem that plugs in to the personal
computer's
serial port. Saphira manages the communication over the radio modem. Saphira is capable of
implementing
complex rule-based control functions;
however, in our work we are using only the simplest
1Photograph by Thnothy F. Yoon

Figure 3. A picture of the
forms used in this paper

robotic

plat-

of Saphira functions that allow us nearly direct access
to the sensors and actuators. Nevertheless,
the level of
abstraction presented by the Saphira library is significantly higher than on the other platform in this case
study: the lego-bot.
The lego-bot is a smaller platform built from Lego
building blocks and small motors and sensors.
The
lego-bot uses a tank-like track locomotion system and
has infrared sensors for range detection. The lego-bot
is controlled via a tether to the robot from the personal computer.
This tether is connected to a dataacquisition card and the software specification
for the
lego-bot behavior must directly manage the low-level
voltages and signal necessary to control the robot;
there is very little support for the actuators and sensors.
Despite the significant difference between the platforms, we wanted them to exhibit nearly identical visible behaviors;
the only difference would be in the
hardware determined speed of the robot's movements.
Therefore, the visible behavior (the REQ relation) for
each robot is the same. Note that we are not addressing
non-behavioral
requirements
such as power consumption and wear and tear of hardware components
in our
discussions
of reuse. We have focused solely on the
behavior captured in the requirements.
5

The

REQ

relation

The first step in a requirements
modeling project is
to define the system boundaries and identify the monitored and controlled variables in the environment.
In
this paper

we will not go into the details

of how to

scope
thesystem
requirements
andidentifythemonitoredandcontrolled
variables--guidelines
to help
identifymonitored
andcontrolled
variables
havebeen
discussed
innumerous
otherplaces
[6,13,18].Hereit
suffices
tosaythatthemonitored
andcontrolled
variablesexistin thephysical
system
andactastheinterface
between
theproposed
controller
(software
and
hardware)
andthesystem
tobecontrolled.
Forthemobilerobots,thegoalwastoconstruct
a
simplereactive
controlbehavior
thatwouldcause
the
robottoexplore
itsenvironment.
Toaccomplish
this
objective,
therobotmustbeabletoperformseveral
tasks:
• If therobotdetects
anobstacle,
it shallattempt
to
avoidit.
• If therobotcollides
withanobstacle,
it shallattempttorecover
fromthecollisionandcontinue
exploration.
• Intheabsence
ofacollisionorobstacle,
therobot
shallproceed
tomoveforward
atfull speed.
Inthiscase
study,
wewanted
allrobots
oftheproductfamilytoexhibitthesame
exploratory
behavior.
To
capture
thisbehavior
wemustdiscover
monitored
and
controlled
variables
intheenvironment
thatwill allow
ustobuildtheformalmodel.Inaddition,
whileevaluatingcandidates
formonitored
andcontrolled
variableswemustkeepinmindthattheREQmodelshall
applytoallmembers
oftheproduct
family.
Weidentified
arobot'sspeed and heading as controlled variables. Speed ranges from 0 to 100 and can
be mapped into a speed for each family member using
the maximum speed of the particular robot. Heading
ranges from -180 to 180 and indicates the number of
degrees that the robot may have to turn to avoid an obstacle.
We identified
stacleOrientation

CollisionDetected,
Range, and Obas monitored variables.
The Colli-

sionDetected
variable is simply a Boolean value which
is true when there is a collision and false otherwise.
The Range
the nearest

variable
obstacle

is the distance from the robot to
and the ObstacleOrientation
de-

notes whether the obstacle is straight ahead, or on the
right or left of the robot. These variables clearly reside
in the system domain and are sufficient to model the
desired behavior. If the monitored and controlled variables are chosen appropriately,
the specification
of the
REQ relation will be focused on the issues which are
central to the requirements
on the system.
Since our work is based around a modeling language called RSML -e (Requirements
State Machine
Language without events), a state-based language suitable for modeling of reactive control systems, we pro-

vide a short introduction

to the notation before we con-

tinue with a discussion
bile robots.

of the REQ relation for the mo-

5.1

Introduction

to

RSML -¢

RSML -¢ is based on the language Requirements
State Machine Language
(RSML) developed by the
Irvine Safety Research group under the leadership of
Nancy Leveson [17].
RSML -e is a refinement
of
RSML and is based on hierarchical
finite state machines and dataflow languages.
Visually, it is somewhat similar to David Harel's Statecharts
[10, 8, 9].
For example, RSML -e supports parallelism,
hierarchies, and guarded transitions.
The main differences
between RSML -e and RSML are the addition in
RSML -e of rigorous specifications
of the interfaces
between the environment
and the control software,
and the removal of internal broadcast events. The removal of events was prompted by Nancy Leveson's
experiences
with RSML and a new language called
SpecTRM-RL
that she has evolved from RSML. These
experiences have been chronicled in [16].
An RSML -¢ specification
consists of a collection
of state variables, I/0 variables, interfaces, flmctions,
macros, and constants, which will be briefly discussed
below.
In RSML -e, the state of the model is the values
of a set of state variables, similar to mode classes in
SCR [12]. These state variables can be organized in
parallel or hierarchically
to describe the current state
of the system. Parallel state variables are used to represent the inherently parallel or concurrent concepts in
the system being modeled.
Hierarchical
relationships
allow child state variables to present an elaboration of
a particular parent state value. Hierarchical
state variables allow a specification
designer to work at multiple
levels of abstraction, and make models simpler to understand.
For example, consider the behavioral requirements
for our mobile robots outlined in the introduction
to
this section. The state variable hierarchy used to model
the requirements
on this system can be represented as
in Figure 4. This representation
includes both parallel
and hierarchical
relationships
of state variables: Fail14re and Normal are two parallel state variables and
RobotJ_ecoverAction
is a child of Normal.
Next state fimctions
in RSML -e determine
the
value of state variables. These functions can be organized as transitions or conditional assignments.
Conditional assignments
describe under which conditions
a state variable ass14mes each of its possible values.
Transitions describe the condition under which a state

Figure

4. The REQ relation

state

hierarchy

variable is to change value.
A transition
consists
of a source value, a destination
value, and a guarding condition.
The two state function types are logically equivalent; mechanized procedures exist to ensure that both types of functions are complete and consistent [11].

of its elements

The next state functions are placed into a partial
order based on data dependencies
and the hierarchical structure of the state machine. State variables are

reported by various external sensors (INPUT) (in the
case of input variables) and provide a place to capture the controlled variables (CON) or the values of
the outputs (OUTPUT) of the system prior to sending
them out in a message (in the case of output variables).
To further increase the readability
of the specification, RSML -e contains many other syntactic conventions. For example, RSML -e allows expressions
used in the predicates to be defined as functions and
familiar and frequently used conditions to be defined
as macros. Finally, RSML -e requires rigorous specification of interfaces between the environment and the
model.

data-dependent
on any other state variables, macros,
or I/O variables that are named in their transitions or
condition tables.
If a variable is a child variable of
another state variable, then it is also dependent on its
parent variable. The value of the state variable can be
computed after the items on which it is data-dependent
have been computed.
For example, the value of the
Robot_void_ction
state variable would be computed
after the Obstacle3)istance
state variable because the
action to take is dependent
stacle.

upon the range of the ob-

Conditions
are simply predicate logic statement
over the various states and variables in the specification. The conditions are expressed in disjunctive normal form using a notation called AND/OR
tables [17]
The far-left column of the AND/OR
table lists the logical phrases. Each oftfie other columns is a conjunction
of those phrases and contains the logical values of the
expressions.
If one of the columns is true, then the table evaluates to true. A column evaluates to true if all

match the truth values of the associated

columns. An asterisk denotes "don't care." Examples
of AND/OR
tables can be found later in this section and
in the next section.
I/O Variables in the specification
to record the monitored
variables

5.2

REQ

Relation

allow the analyst
(MON) or values

Overview

Due to space constraints,
the entire model of the
REQ relation cannot be given in this paper and we will
focus on an illustrative subset. Figure 4 shows that the
REQ relation definition at the top level is split between
two state variables: Failure and Normal.
The Failure
state variable encapsulates the failure conditions of the
REQ relation, whereas the Normal state variable de-

scribes
thehowtherobottransitions
between
thevarioushigh-level
behaviors
discussed
attheintroduction
tothissection
(obstacle
avoidance,
collisionrecovery,
etc.).Forthereminder
ofourdiscussion
ofREQ,we
will focusontheNormal state variable where this aspect of the requirements
is captured (Figure 5).
The Normal variable defaults to the startup value.
This allows the specification
to perform various initialization tasks and checks before the main behavior takes over. The first transition in Figure 5 states
that after two seconds, the specification
will enter the
Cruise Forward state.
The next two transitions
govern the way that
the Normal
state variable
can change
from the
CruiseForward
value. If a collision is detected, then
the state variable changes to the CollisionJ_ecover
state. If an obstacle is detected, then the specification will enter the Avoid_Obstacle
state.
Otherwise,
the value of the Normal state variable will remain unchanged.
If a collision or obstacle is detected, the machine
needs to begin the Cruise_orward
behavior when the
avoidance/recovery
action has been completed. We accomplished this in the mobile robotics specification by
providing a "done" state in each of the sub-behaviors.
This is illustrated by the fifth and sixth transitions in
Figure 5.
Finally,
it is also possible
to transition
from
Avoid_Obstacle
directly to CollisionJ_ecover
if, for
example, the robot hits an tmdetected obstacle; this
case is covered by the final transition in Figure 5.
Given this definition of the REQ relation highlevel behaviors, the definitions of the sub-behaviors
can be constructed
in a similar and straightforward
manner.
For example,
if the robot hits an obstacle, it will attempt to back up, turn, and then proceed forward again.
This behavior
is specified
in
the RobotJ_ecover_ction
state variable by having the
variable cycle though the values Backward, Turn, and
finally Done.
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relation

When refining the specification
from
SOFT, we select the sensors and actuators

REQ to
that will

supply the software with information
about the environment, that is, we must select the hardware and define the IN and OUT relations for each platform. Consequently, we will also need to define the IN -1 and
OUT-1 for each platform.
We do not have the space
to discuss the IN, OUT, IN -1, and OUT -1 for every
monitored and controlled variable.
Instead, we will
focus our discussion on two areas where the Pioneer

Figure 5. The
state variable

definition

of the

Normal

and the lego-bot
differences.
6.1

presented

illustrative

and challenging

LTransformRange

Obstacle
Detection-Sonar
versus
Infrared
Type:

As members of the mobile robot product family that
we specified in Section 5, both the Pioneer and the
lego-bot have the ability to sense the distance to objects in their surroundings.
Distance sensors typically
function by emitting some sort of signal (for example,
a sound in the case of sonar) and then measuring the
amount of time between the emission of the signal and
its being received back at the sensor. Given how fast
the signal can travel, the distance to the closest object
can be determined.
Although the distance sensors may
be somewhat similar in their operation, different sensors provide very different accuracies and ranges. For
example, a laser range finder is far more accurate and
has much less noise than the sonar sensors.
The Pioneer uses sonar sensors and the Saphira
software package to accomplish
obstacle detection
whereas the lego-bot uses a set of simple infrared
range finders. This significant difference in the type
of sensors as well as differences in the number and
placement
relations.

of the sensors leads to two quite different IN
The differences of the IN relations necessi-

tate different IN -1 in the computation
of the estimated
value of the Range monitored quantity.

PTransformRange

Type:
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Figure

8. IN -1 Range for the lego-bot

IN -1 for the Pioneer is pictured in Figure 7 and for
the lego-bot is in Figure 8. For the Pioneer, the sonar
inputs range from 0 to 700 and must be scaled appropriately to a number between zero and 100.
For the lego-bot, the transformation
is more complex. Both the sonar and the infrared distance sensors
have a certain range close to the sensor where the signals cannot be used for range detection (in the case of
the sonars, the signals that are emitted bounce back to
the sensor too fast for the sensor to detect). Thus, the
sensor will report that no obstacle is present when, in
fact, an obstacle is very close. In the case of the Pioneer, this problem is handled by the Saplfira library.
For the lego-bot, however, the RSML -e specification
must include a minimum threshold as well as a scaling
factor for the maximum values. In our case, readings
below 200 from the infrared sensor cannot be trusted
and we simply treat any reading below 200 as if the
distance is 0, indicating that no obstacle has been (or
can be) detected (Figure 8).
Thus, we have shown that even though the sensors
and the way in which we have access to the sensors
differs widely between the Pioneer and the lego-bot,

Parameters:
iInRange

1NTEGER

Parameters:

INTEGER

:=iInRange/7/F

we can still use the same SOFTnEQ
model for both
robot platforms.
In this way, we make the high-level
behavior robust and reusable in the face of changes in
the range finder.
Figure

7. IN -1 Range

for the Pioneer
6.2

The difference

between

the SOFT relations

for the

two platforms (with respect to the range to obstacles)
can be encapsulated in a function which transforms the
input variables from the range sensors to estimates of
the monitored
quantity Range.
The computation
of

Speed-Saphira

The previous
dent variabilities
Pioneer

versus

Pulse

Modulation

section focused on platform depenin the IN and IN -1 relations.
The

and the lego-bot

have more significant

differ-

Figure 6. The state machine

for the lego-bot

ences in the way that they control their propulsion and
in their steering systems (the OUT and OUT -1 relations).
The Pioneer's Saplfira library provides a lfigh-level
control of the Pioneer's
motors so that the specification for SOFT on the Pioneer platform is very similar to REQ. The transformation
of the desired speed
performed in OUT -1 for the Pioneer (Figure 9) only
requires some minor scaling with respect to the Pioneer's maximum speed. The result of this transformation can then be directly sent to the Pioneer platform
and Saphira will control the hardware to achieve the
desired speed.
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9. OUT -1 Speed for the Pioneer

On the other hand, the OUT -1 specification
speed of the lego-bot

10. The

Lego-bot
that
the motors

is significantly

for the

more complex.

part

of

performs

OUT -1
the

for

the

pulsing

on

This is because the SOFT relation for the lego-bot
must control the motors directly with low-level hardware signals. The speed of the lego-bot is controlled
by a teclmique called pulse-width
modulation
of the
DC motors: the speed of the motors is determined by
the length of time which passes between pulses of current applied to the motor. Therefore, the SOFT specification cannot simply output the speed value with some
transformation
applied; instead, we must use the computed value for the controlled variable Speed to determine the pulse width for the motors and then output
the pulses accordingly;
the motors will then provide
enough propulsion to move the lego-bot at the desired
speed.
This control strategy necessitates
a more complex
OUT -1 relation for the desired speed; the OUT -1 relation can no longer be a simple function--in
this case
we need to add an additional state machine. To model

LMotorPWMTimeOut

Type:

the pulse modulation
we add a state variables to the
SOFT specification
so that the machine can output the
required pulses.
These additions are shown in Figure 6. The MotorPulseStatus
state variable is the part
of the OUT -1 specification
that determines the pulse

TIME
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10 shows the definition
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T

F

F

F

T

F

F

F

T

of tlfis state vari-

A key component of the pulse-width
modulation is
the LMotorPWMTimeOut
function which determines
the length of time to pulse the motors (Figure 11). Notice that because of the lego-bot's tank-track propulsion system, the motors must be pulsed both in the case
of a turn and in the case that the robot is moving forward. Thus, the LMotorPWMTimeOut
function takes
as parameters the controlled variables for speed and
heading and produces the correct timeout values.
The values for the pulse intervals were were chosen by rtmning experiments to determine which pulse
interval would achieve which speed. We have, therefore, encapsulated these constants so that if we were to
change motors on the lego-bot in the future we could
simply change the constants rather than having to revisit the pulse-width modulation process.
Thus, despite the fact that the Pioneer and the legobot differ significantly
in the way that the motors are
controlled, the SOFTnEQ relation can again be reused
across the platforms.
Furthermore,
changes in the
REQ relation (and analogous changes to SOFTnEQ)
will be independent
of changes
in the OUT and
OUT -1 relations.
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Conclusions

This paper describes how structuring
the requirements based on the relationship
between the system
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Figure 11. The timeout
function for
pulse-width modulation on the Lego-bot.
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Abstract
This paper describes the intermediate
results of a
project to develop automated,
high integrity, software
verification and validation techniques for aerospace applications.
Automated specification
validation and test
case generation are made possible by the targeted use
of formal methods. Specifically, the restricted domain of
use is exploited to reduce the set of mathematical
problems to those that can be solved using constraint solvers,
model checkers and automated proof tactics. The practicality of the techniques is enhanced by the tight integration of the formal methods to intuitive specification
notations, existing specification
modelling
tools and a
traditional software development process.
This paper presents evidence to support an emerging
appreciation
amongst the software engineering community that, for the benefits of formal methods to be widely
exploited in industry, an approach must be taken that integrates formal analysis with intuitive engineering notations, traditional engineering approaches and powerfid
tool support.

1. Introduction
It is widely accepted that verification
and validation
(V&V) activities for high integrity systems are expensive (typically over 50% of total software development
costs [2]). The requirements
for such systems are often subject to change throughout the project so the high
V&V costs are normally
incurred not only once, but
many times. Also, the cost of fixing errors later in the
development
life-cycle can be many times more than
if they were identified during the phase in which they
were introduced. Additionally,
commercial pressures to
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reduce time to market, technological
the need to meet standard test metrics
V&V process a highly
system development.

fragile

conservatism
and
make the software

and risky component

of

The use of formal methods has long been advocated as a means of improving the development
of high
integrity systems.
Despite evidence to support this
claim, e.g. [14, 17], formal methods have still to gain
widespread use in the software industry. Industrial acceptance of formal methods requires the development of
powerful tools to support formal analysis, pragmatic approaches to using these tools within a software process
and more industrially
applicable
examples of the successful use of formal methods [6, 15]. Also, for the engineers with the system domain knowledge to be able
to perform V&V there is a need, as Ould [22] put it, to
"disguise" the formality so that an impractical
amount
of formal methods skill is not a pre-requisite to effective
V&V.
This paper describes
the results of a project that
has achieved practical integration of automated formal
methods for V&V into an industrially
applicable
software development
process.
The paper is structured as
follows: Section 2 introduces the backgrotmd and objectives of the work reported here. Section 3 describes
the translation
of domain specific, intuitive engineering notations into formal specifications.
Section 4 describes how these intermediate formal specifications
can
be used to automatically
analyse certain properties of
the requirements
specification.
Section 5 describes a
method of automated test case design and test data generation, based again on the intermediate
formal specification.
Section 6 presents some results of applying
the techniques in practice and gives an evaluation of the
work so far. Section 7 presents some conclusions
and
suggests directions for future work.

2. Background

and

objectives

The work reported here is being undertaken as part
of a process improvement
programme
to demonstrate
a
"better, faster, cheaper" software process for developing Electronic Engine Controllers (EECs) for aircraft engines. These are real-time, safety critical, fault-tolerant
computer systems embedded
in complex engineering
products.
The contribution
of the V&V strand of the
process improvement
work (the subject of this paper) is
to develop efficient and effective V&V techniques that
can be smoothly integrated into a practical engineering
process.
The use of formal methods is intended to increase
the integrity of engineering activities already performed
such as specification
and testing. These improvements
must be implemented
within a process that engineers
can use with the minimum amount of re-training.
Therefore intuitive engineering
notations have been retained
as a means of software specification
and teclmiques have
been developed to increase the integrity of these specifications through the use of automated formal analysis.
Although this research is targeted towards specification validation and software testing, it is acknowledged
that significant
benefits in these areas can not be attained without improving the rigour and consistency of
the requirements
specifications.
Specification notations
are therefore used that are both "engineer friendly" and
amenable to formal analysis. The savings demonstrated
in the validation and testing phases serve as drivers to
encourage
investment in these improved specification
activities.
It is expected that the most significant costbenefits can be achieved by capturing more requirements
and software specification errors at the specification validation phase (therefore reducing the number of iterations of the software design, coding and testing phases)
and by automating test case generation (one of the most
time consuming parts of the present process).

3.

Translating
formal

engineering

notations

into

specifications

Domain specific graphical engineering
notations are
popular with engineers, but their semantics are often unclear from inspection of the diagrams alone. In reality,
it is also unlikely that only one notation will be used to
specify a system, or indeed that notations will be used
consistently between projects. The resulting loose specification and inconsistency
complicates
the task of automating specification
validation
and test case generation based on these notations.
Indeed as the notations
change so frequently (as a result of commercial trends,
new or outdated tool-support etc.) it may not even be

cost effective to invest in automated V&V tool support
which may in practice only have a limited life-span and
audience.
Translation of the graphical requirements
into a core
formal notation removes the vagueness of the original
notations and makes the behaviour implied by the specification explicit for the purposes of V&V. Validation
may thus be supported by rigorous (or formal) reasoning using the formal representation.
Also, by explicitly
rendering all specified behaviour, the intermediate
representation is a strong basis for automated test case design.
The use of a common formal notation to model several
engineering
notations facilitates re-use of the analysis
and test techniques.
The introduction of a new notation
requires only a translation
to the formal notation, after
which the previously developed tools and heuristics can
be re-used.
A strict translation
process allows a fixed
structure to be enforced on the resulting formal specification that can be exploited in the development
of automated heuristics, e.g. test data generation procedures
and proof tactics.
The work reported here focuses on the specification,
validation and verification of the discrete aspects of engine controllers (well-established
mathematically
based
processes were already in place for modelling and validating the continuous aspects of the control software e.g. the control laws). The Practical Formal Specification (PFS) notation [7, 19] is used to specify the functional software requirements.
The PFS notation consists
of hierarchical state machines (in particular, a dialect of
statecharts I [9]) and tabular forms, such as those employed in SCR (Software Cost Reduction) e.g.[12]. The
notation has so far proven popular with the engineers
introduced to PFS 2. PFS also provides a theory for combining components
specified in the notationbased on
weakest precondition reasoningand a set of suggested
"healthiness
properties"
that specifications
should display to be considered valid.
One of the cornerstones
of the PFS approach is that
engineers are not only required to specify the intended
behaviour of components
of the system, they are also
obliged to state explicitly the assumptions
on which
each component relies, i.e. its domain of applicability.
Healthiness conditions can then be stated and discharged
to demonstrate that, for instance, within the assumptions
of each component the behaviour is completely and unambiguously
defined.
Additionally,
healthiness
conditions are stated to demonstrate
that where behaviour is
scoped by assumptions,
it is only ever used when the
required assumptions
hold.
tThe state based notation employed in this paper, a sub set of Stat
echarts, differs slightly from that usually employed in PFS.
2Who have stated that they find the notation vahiable e_en without
the added rigour provided by a formal undelpinning.
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Operations:
The dynamic behaviour of the system
is specified as a set of operations.
Each operation
defines a transformation
of the global state (for statechart operations only) and inputs to the component in terms of a pre-condition.
A post-condition
constrains the next value of the global state (for
Statecharts operations only) and a definition of the
outputs of the component.
One operation is specified for each reactive definition and for each statechart transition. These operations form the basis of
the specification validation and test case generation
activities described in the following sections.
The Statemate
[10] tool provides an "Application
Programming Interface" (API), that allows direct access
to the internal form of the specification.
An interfacing
tool, called StateZ, was written by the authors, that takes
this internal form and, based on an understanding
of the
formal semantics of the Statecharts, directly generates
a formal specification
of the statechart in Z. Included
in this specification are the accompanying
proof conjec-

not (PilotCoimnand Deploy) and
DoorStowed False/
DoorActuatol_ Stow
for controlling

door deployment

tures required to discharge particular healthiness checks
of the specifications
(see section 4) and automatically
generated English language annotations.
This informal
text provides the traceability between the formal operations and their corresponding
part in the original requirements or a description of the property which the conjectures are used to prove. These annotations not only allow
the generated Z document to be reviewed for correctness
with respect to the original requirements
(verifying the
automated translation) but also form the basis of the test
descriptions
which are used to associate each test with
the property in the requirements
being checked. The addition of the informal text generation to the translation
tool was fotmd to greatly increase the readability and usability of the formal specification
and associated tests.
The Statemate and StateZ tools can be run in parallel,
allowing the Z to be re-generated
whenever a change is
made to the Statecharts.
Coupled with the automated
theorem proving described below, this allows the formal
analysis to be used as a development
aid rather than a
separate post development activity.
At present, no tool support exists for translating
the
PFS reactive notation into Z (this step is done by hand)

andtherefore
thechecking
of thereactive
components
wasnotastightlyintegrated
intothespecification
processasfortheStatecharts,
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wepredict
thatthis
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notpresent
anytechnical
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givenasuitablemethod
of electronically
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Completeness
and determinism
conjectures
for the
example reactive definition and state-based
component
are shown in figures 4 and 5 respectively.

the reactive

F VRamPosition
: 1N; Hinge : IN;
DeployLock
: Activated [ Deactivated
•
(FullyRetracted
<_RamPosition
<_FullyExtended
A 0 <_Hinge <_ 90) =_
(RamPosition > DeployedPosition
A
Hinge > 80 A DeployLock
= Activated)
V
(RamPosition < DeployedPosition
V
Hinge < 80 V DeployLock
= Deactivated)

tables.

4. Specification

validation

In current industrial practice, many requirements
errors are only found once the system has been implemented.
Detecting them at an earlier stage in the development would greatly reduce the cost of (both implementation and V&V) re-work. This can best be achieved
by applying a variety of diverse methods to validate the
requirements
specifications.
These can include peer review, model animation
(as supported by tools such as
Statemate) and automated formal analysis.
The use of
intuitive engineering
notations would normally exclude
the possibility of applying formal analysis.
However,
based on the same mapping used to generate the formal
specification, specification
healthiness conditions can be
couched as formal constraints. Formal analysis can then
be used to show the truth (or otherwise) of these constraints.
Completeness

5 and determinism

6 are

two

of the

healthiness conditions suggested by the PFS approach.
If the behaviour of a component
is defined as a set of
operations {Opa, Op2,...Op,
} over the inputs and state,
then a conjecture on the completeness
of the specification of that component can be formulated as follows:

Figure 4. Completeness
orDeployed
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_PilotCommand
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_(DoorStowed
PilotCommand
_(_PilotCommand
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A similar conjecture can be defined to show the determinism of the operations. Each combination of global
state and inputs that satisfies the component validity assumption must satisfy at most one operation.
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Figure 5. Determinism
ing

Informally, for each possible value of the global state
(if there is one) and each combination
of inputs that satisfy the validity assumptions of the component, the precondition of at least one operation is satisfied.

defined

for

each

for Do-

F VState : Idle [ Deploying
[ Stowing;
PilotCommand
: Off [ Deploy [ Stow;
DoorDeployed
: Boolean;
DoorStowed
: Boolean •

PilotCommand
F V GlobaIState, Inputs • Assumptions
pre Opl V pre Op2 V ... pre Op,

conjecture

conjecture

for Stow-

Closer inspection of these two conjectures show that
they are invalid. For the reactive component,
no outcome is specified if the hydraulic ram is exactly at the
deployed position or the hinge is at exactly 80 degrees.
For the state-based
component, it is not clear to which
state the machine should move while in the Stowing
state if the pilot requests deployment
at the same moment as the doors become stowed.
Depending on the
behaviour specified within the Idle and Deploying states
(these could be super-states encapsulating
more detailed
behaviour) taking one transition over another may have
a serious impact on the behaviour of the system.
The conjectures that arose from the case studies were
proven using CADIZ [26, 28]. CADIZ is a general purpose Z type checker and theorem prover that allows a
user to interactively
browse, type check and perform

_DoorDeployedOperation
RamPosition?
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DeployLock?
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DoorDeployed!
: Boolean
(FullyRetracted
<_RamPosition?
<_ FullyExtended
A 0 <_Hinge? <_ 90)
( (RamPosition?
> DeployedPosition
A Hinge? > 80 A DeployLock?
= Activated)
A
DoorDeployed!
= True) V
( (RamPosition?
< DeployedPosition
V Hinge? < 80 V DeployLock?
= Deactivated)
A
DoorDeployed!
= False)

Figure

6. Z operation

proofs upon a Z specification.
CADIZ allows general purpose proof tactics to be written in a lazy functional notation [27], these can be invoked from within
a CADIZ window and applied to any proof obligation
on the screen. This level of proof tactic re-nse is possible because of the consistent structure of the completeness and determinism
conjectures.
A proof tactic has
been written to prove the determinism and completeness
conjectures. The tactic first simplifies the constraint and
then calls either the SMV [3] model checker (most suitable for predicates involving finite types) or a simulated
annealing based constraint solver [4] (used for counterexample generation for predicates involving mixed numeric types including integers and reals). If the check
fails, a counter-example
is given. This information
has
been found to be extremely valuable when tracking the
error in the specification.
Conjectures that can not be automatically discharged in this way involve a mixture of
enumerated and infinite numeric types. This combination is not currently supported by the constraint solvers.
Restricting the numeric types to sensible finite ranges
allows these constraints to be checked automatically.
The healthiness checks that failed have been found to
be due to areas of omission or ambiguity in the original
system requirements
that were not detected through review or animation.
This illustrates that there is much
benefit to be obtained by verifying relatively simple
properties of the specifications
and the high level of automation ensures that the only additional work required
is that of locating the errors in the specification
based
on the counter-examples.
This work would otherwise be
done at a later stage with perhaps less illuminating data
to work from.
The lfigh level of automation allows the analysis to be
re-run each time the specification
is changed, further reducing the cost of rework. Although the interactive version of CADIZ allows the proof effort to be automated

schema

for DoorDeployed

it still requires some repetitive work from the user to
load the generated Z file and select each proof obligation in turn to apply the proof tactics. Work is underway to encapsulate
the functionality
of CADIZ within
an API. This will provide the opportunity to fully integrate the formal analysis into specification
modelling
tools. Instant feedback on the properties being analysed
can then be presented to the user using the same format
as the original specification.
The details of the analysis
would be recorded (as the intermediate
specification and
proofs in Z) for review by engineers with the relevant
formal methods skills.

5. Automatic

test case generation

The formal specification describes each atomic action
defined by the requirements
specification.
These operations can be used as basic test specifications.
If data can
be found to satisfy these constraints, the results of applying the data to the implementation
can be used to gain
confidence in its correctness
with respect to the specification. The success of testing depends on the ability to
select data that demonstrates
the presence of a fault in
the program. Category-partitioning
[21] is a method of
deriving tests based on a formal specification and testing
heuristics based on common error types. Test data generated for the partitioned
specification
is then assumed
to have a greater chance of detecting errors in the implementation (at least errors of the type used to formulate
the testing heuristic).
This approach was first applied
to formal specifications
by Ostrand and Balcer [21] and
has been developed and applied to the formal specification notation Z by Stocks and Carrington [25].
The category-partition
method is based on the theory
of equivalence classes [8]. The input domain of the test
specification
is partitioned into sets of data that exhibit
the same behaviour in the specification.
If the equiva-
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7. Test partitions

lence class hypothesis is assumed to hold in the implementation, only a selection of data from each equivalence class is needed to show that the implementation
satisfies the specification
for all data in that class.
As an example,
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for DoorDeployed

ployed function (from figure 2, but corrected based on
the completeness
analysis described above) will now be
partitioned
to verify that the boundary used to define
when the hydraulic ram is in the deployed position is
correctly implemented
in the code. The Z specification
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of the operation is given in figure 6. The ? and / decorations are used to distinguish between the input and
output parameters to the schema. Based on the assumption that errors often occur on or around boundaries, applying a botmdary value analysis partitioning
strategy
would result in the partitions shown in figure 7. The additional constraints added by the partitioning are shown
in bold. These partitions together with those generated
for the condition where the hydraulic ram is not in the
deployed position, from the second guard in figure 2,
fully test the boundary.
The category-partition
method has been automated as
extensions to the CADIZ theorem prover. Partitioning
heuristics are specified as lemmas and general-purpose
proof tactics are used to apply the heuristics
via the
graphical user interface. The predicate to be partitioned
is highlighted
and a proof tactic invoked via a menu
option which automatically
introduces the partitioning
heuristic into the operation conjecture, instantiates
the
generic heuristic with the operands of the predicate and
simplifies the whole conjecture to reveal a disjtmction
of partitions. Each partition is then converted into a separate schema operation.
The lemma used to create the
partitions shown in figure 7 is given in figure 8. The
user is also given the opportunity to amend the supporting English language description of the operation being
partitioned, to include for example the rationale behind
using the particular partitioning strategy.
The method of specifying the heuristics as lemmas,
stored in a separate Z library file, which are then 'cut'
into the operation has several important advantages.
Properties of the heuristics
themselves
can be proven
(e.g. that the partitions together maintain the state-space
of the operation).
If more heuristics are required (e.g.
based on common errors specific to the system under development), they can be added without making a change
to the software itself. The test specifications
can be instantiated with test data via a similar mechanism to the
test partitioning.
The test specification
is highlighted
and an option called from within a CADIZ menu.
A
proof tactic is then automatically
applied that simplifies
the constraint and applies either the SMV model checker
or simulated annealing constraint solver to generate a set
of data satisfying the test specification.
Once the test data has been generated, CADIZ pro-

duces a corresponding
AdaTEST [16] test script. AdaTEST provides a harness for automating
the execution,
checking and documentation
of tests for software written in the Ada language.
AdaTEST can also record the
structural code coverage achieved by running the tests.
Manually producing these test scripts, consumes a large
proportion
of the test engineers time. By automating
this step, effort that was previously required for test implementation
can now be redirected towards more rigorous test design. The generated test scripts also include
the informal text derived from the original requirements
and annotated with the test rationale during partitioning. This text is automatically
included in the AdaTEST
test results file and provides the traceability between any
suspected fault in the program, the requirement
under
test and the heuristic used in designing the test.
The test specifications
for the case study were first
partitioned to give Modified Condition/Decision
Coverage 7 (MC/DC)
of each operation. Additional tests were
then generated based on other heuristics, such as boundary value analysis.
If full MC/DC (as mandated by
certification
standards such as D0-178B [23]) was not
achieved by running these tests, it was assumed that the
untested code represented
refinements in the design or
potential errors. Additional manual test effort then concentrated on writing tests for and reviewing these potentially problematic
areas of code.
The targeting of
testing resources in this way was made possible by the
high amount of automation
achieved in generating the
requirements
covering tests.
6. Results

and

Evaluation

A summary of the specification
validation and testing work performed
for the thrust reverser case study
is shown in figure 9. The numbers include only automatically generated proof obligations
and tests and the
requirements
errors fonnd by discharging the proofs. An
activity is said to be automated if it requires at most
a single interaction from the user to perform (e.g. a
proof is discharged by selecting a completeness
conjecture and choosing "Completeness
Check" from the onscreen menu). Consequently
these activities take very
little time to perform.
Many of the proof obligations
stretched over 4 pages of formal text.
Each of these
would have taken an engineer a significant amount of
time to prove or disprove.
On a Pentium II 400 MHz
computer running the linux operating system, the largest
of these proofs took no more than a second to discharge.
The activities in the process described in this paper
that have so far been automated are: automatic generation of a formal specification and associated healthiness
7MC/DC is achieved by showing that each condition within a de
cision can independently affect that decision's outcome[23].

State-based
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States
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Z operations
Specification validation proofs
Automatically
discharged proofs
Requirements
errors found
Automatically
generated tests
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Tables
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74
18
262

Definition/Guard
pairings
Z operations
Specification validation proofs
Automatically
discharged proofs
Requirements
errors found
Automatically
generated tests

84
34
62
52
18
237
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of results

property proof obligations
from a Statechart modelled
using STATEMATE, automatic proof or generation of a
counter-example
for PFS (Statechart and tabular) completeness and determinism
healthiness properties, automatic partitioning of formally specified operations (derived from Statecharts of tabular requirements)
into test
cases based on pre-defined heuristics and the automatic
generation of test data for the partitions and associated
AdaTEST test script. Activities that we believe can be
automated or are already in the process of being automated are; automatic generation of a formal specification and associated healthiness
proof obligations from
PFS tabular requirements
(given a consistent
form of
recording and managing these requirements),
automatic
identification
of the healthiness
property proof obligations within the Z specification
and application
of the
appropriate proof tactics and the automatic selection of
partitioning strategies to generate test sets to satisfy particular structural specification
coverage criteria.
The results show that a significant number of requirements errors were detected for little additional effort.
All the requirements
errors detected using this method
manifested themselves as either non-determinism
or incompleteness
of the specification
(as would be expected
based on the nature of the checks).
On analysis of
these errors we discovered two distinct causes. The first
type of error was the result of a mis-interpretation
of
some higher level requirements
that resulted in an incorrect specification
with respect to these requirements.
These errors accounted for the greater proportion of total requirements
errors found. The second type of error
was non-determinism
or incompleteness
as the result of
some omission or ambiguity in the higher level require-

ments. Although these errors were less frequent (potentially because the analysis was not specifically targeted
at validating the higher level requirements)
they were
deemed to be very valuable.
A far greater number of tests were generated than
would have been written for a specification
of this size
using the traditional process.
The number of tests that
can be written are typically restricted
by the time it
takes to design, implement
and evaluate each test, in
the process described here much of this effort has been
automated,
greatly reducing the amount of effort per
test case.
When the analysis or test revealed an error, the time taken to review and rework the error varied according to the nature of the problem.
However,
the impression
amongst those involved was that the
counter-example
information
and supporting
informal
text greatly contributed to the process of tracking down
the errors in the requirements.
It was also noted that as
the case study progressed
the number of requirements
errors being detected decreased significantly.
The feedback from the formal analysis was thought to have influenced the style of requirements
specification,
i.e. the author of the requirements
was consciously
writing specifications to meet the healthiness conditions specified by
the PFS methodology, s
In [18], Knight presented the following criteria for
industrial acceptance of formal methods. Based on the
evidence from the case study and experience of working with our industrial partners we can now assess the
industrial suitability of our work along similar lines.
1. Formal methods
plishrnents

must not detract from the accom-

achieved

by current methods

2. Formal methods must augment current methods
as to permit industry to build "better" software
3. Formal methods
rent methods

must be consistent

so

with those cur-

with which they must be integrated

4. They must be compatible
with the tools and techniques that are currently in use
These criteria emphasise the need to develop formal
methods for the types of practical tools and notations
used in industry and also for formal methods to complement and not preclude existing practices.
It is the
authors' opinion that the work described in this paper
has gone some way to satisfying these criteria, although
admittedly for a particular domain and set of V&V activities.
This was accomplished
by basing the formal
8The final validation of the system will tell whether the lequh'e
merits indeed hnproved o1"whether en'ors were instead being intro
duced into aleas not coveled by the healthiness conditions.

analysis
andtestcasegeneration
activities
onanautomaticallygenerated
formalrepresentation
of theintuitiverequirements
specifications,
writtenusingexisting
modelling
tools.In addition,
theactivities
performed
herecomplement
methods
already
inusesuchasreview
andanimation.
Assuchtheycanbeseenasnaturalextensions
totheexisting
modelling
process.
Formalspecifications
aretypicallyverysensitive
to
change.
However,
duetoautomation,
theformalspecificationscanbere-generated
andverifiedwhenever
a change
in therequirements
occurred,
atlittle extra
cost.Theintuitiveengineering
requirements
remained
thefirstclasscitizensoftheprocess
andthestandard
interface
totheengineers.
Theongoing
extensions
to
CADIZto providea 'silent'interface
viaanAPIwill
allowmodelling
environments
suchasStatemate
toexploitanintermediate
formalrepresentation
of therequirements
toperform
checks
andgenerate
testswhile
hidingthedetails
oftheanalysis
fromtheengineer.
This
wouldfurtherencourage
aniterative
development
ofthe
requirements
(i.e.donotpassontothecoding
phase
until therequirements
havebeenproperly
validated)
and
increase
theefficiency
ofthetestgeneration
process.

specifications
in notations most suitable for the domain and whose semantics can be formally specified.
2.

and Future

Work

In this paper we described our experiences
in integrating formal methods into an industrial software development process. Intuitive engineering notations were
translated into intermediate
formal specifications
which
formed the basis of automated proof and test case generation activities. The high level of automation was made
possible by restricting the work to a particular domain
(discrete engine control requirements)
and a tight subset of an otherwise highly expressive formal notation
(Z). The automated analysis and tests allowed a significant amount of errors to be detected earlier than would
have been possible had a manual,
taken.

ad-hoc

approach

been

The findings support other work [5, 13, 1] that has
similarly used formal semantics
of engineering
notations to facilitate an effective approach to verification.
The work presented
here contributes
to this field by
showing that general purpose formal analysis tools such
as CADIZ and SMV can be used to support automated
analysis and test generation based on different engineering notations given a suitable translation from the notations to a formal specification.
In developing these teclmiques we have identified the
following generic process for applying formal methods
to engineering notations for automated V&V.
1. Use intuitive Engineering
notations
with fixed
semantics:
Record and maintain the requirements

healthiness

conditions

as mathematical

constraints:
Identify "healthiness
properties" that
should be common to all specifications
e.g. completeness and determinism.
Based on the formal
semantics of the notations, couch these properties
as mathematical constraints. Automate the translation if possible.
3.

Formally specify the behaviour
under test: Define a translation between the original notation and
a formal specification
of the properties under test
based on the formal semantics. Automate the translation if possible.

4.

5.

7. Conclusions

Couch

Exploit existing tool-support:
Apply a combination of automated proof, model checking and constraint solving to analyse the healthiness properties,
to generate test specifications
and to generate test
data.
Complement
the formal specification
with informal text: To aid the review

and tests
and docu-

mentation of the analysis and test results, informal
text descriptions should be generated and maintained to describe the formal specification
of the
healthiness properties and tests.
Ongoing work aims to increase the level of automation and integration of the formal techniques into existing specification
modelling environments
with the development of a CADIZ API. In addition to this, we also
hope to expand the generic process and the toolset to
cover more areas of the verification
process.
In particular, the refinement of the intermediate
formal specification into program annotations
that can be used to
discharge correctness
proofs on the code and the automatic efficient sequencing
of test cases to reduce the
amount of effort required to physically run the generated
tests. Other work will concentrate on developing further
the constraint solving abilities of the CADIZ theorem
prover. This will allow a wider range of specifications
and properties to be automatically
verified than the current system.
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Abstract
We describe an approach to integrating the Z specification notation into Cleanroom-style
specification
and
verification. In a previous attempt, a group at IBM used
formal refinement of the Z in their development.
They
concluded that this was not cost-effective
in a commercial environment,
and the attempt was not judged successful. The current approach avoids formal refinement,
and instead begins by converting the Z to a fully constructive form, expressing all state changes using an
assignment
notation.
The development
then proceeds
in Cleanroom
style, with sections of the Z specification simply distributed among the program components
to serve as their specifications.
In a pilot project, this
approach was found to work quite well, with development proceeding
smoothly and predictably
as normally
expected with Cleanroom methods.

1

History

of the

problem

In the early 1990s, a group of technical staff at the
IBM laboratory at Hursley Park (near Winchester, England) attempted to integrate two software engineering
technologies which IBM had previously used separately
with considerable
success: the Z specification
notation
and the Cleanroom method.
The Z notation

[15] [6] [13] [17] [18] is based on set

theory and other basic elements of discrete mathematics,
and incorporates
novel structuring constructs (schemas
and the schema calculus).
Z technology also includes
methods for the formal refinement of specifications
into
designs and code.
The core of the Cleanroom
method [10] [8] [16]
is formal or semiformal
specification,
and corresponding verification done by a development group in review
meetings.
Other elements of the method include notations and techniques for stepwise refinement, testing
based on expected usage patterns, statistical analysis of
test results to predict product quality, and incremental

Cleanroom

Department
Tech

development.
IBM had had considerable experience with both technologies. The Cleanroom method was developed largely
at IBM, by Harlan Mills and his colleagues in the Federal Systems Division.
By the time of the Hursley experiment,
it had been used successfully
on a number
of industrial-sized
projects at IBM and elsewhere.
The
results were striking: very low levels of defects in the
products, with no net loss and often a net gain in productivity [8] [3].
IBM had just finished a substantial
development
project at Hursley using Z, in collaboration with its developers at Oxford University
[5]. The project was a
major new release of the CICS transaction
processing
system:
268,000 lines of new and modified code, of
which 37,000 lines were specified and designed using
Z and another 11,000 lines were partially specified in Z.
For the parts produced using Z, IBM reported a higher
percentage
of defects eliminated early in the development, a lower level of defects in the final product, and
an estimated 9% reduction in development
costs. IBM
and Oxford were jointly given the Queen's Award for
Technological
Achievement for 1992 on the basis of this
work.
The CICS group at Hursley hoped that Z and Cleanroom methods could be used together, and would complement each other to produce products of even higher
quality than with either separately.
The approach that
they took was to write specifications
in Z initially; to
proceed with formal refinement steps as normally done
in Z; to write the correctness
criteria for these refinements as mathematical theorems; and to prove these theorems in review meetings, as normally done in Cleanroom.
The experiment was not judged a success. In particular, the group found it too hard to do the formal refinement from Z into code. The postmortem
[12] concluded
that "it is not cost-effective
in a commercial
software
environment to do even semi-formal refinement without
machine

assistance"

Despite

(which was not available).

this discouraging

result,

we felt that there

was much to be gained if Z and Cleanroom methods
could be integrated successfully.
In the following, we
describe a quite different approach.
We avoid formal
refinement in Z altogether, and instead begin by translating Z specifications
into a form that more closely resembles Cleanroom-style
specifications.
From there, the
development proceeds in Cleanroom style, but retaining
fragments of Z notation where appropriate.
We fotmd
that, using this approach, the Z notation can complement
Cleanroom methods quite effectively.

2

Z and Cleanroom

specification

styles

The Z notation is well suited to expressing the specification of a system as a whole, or of major parts of
a system. It provides a great deal of useful mathematical vocabulary,
and the vocabulary of discrete mathematics in particular, which can be used very effectively
to specify aspects of an information-processing
system
at a high level.
Furthermore,
it provides the schema
notation and the schema calculus, by means of which
many different aspects of a specification,
each perhaps
derived from a different requirement
of the system, can
be expressed separately and then combined into a single
specification.
The Cleanroom method, on the other hand, provides
relatively little built-in notation.
Indeed, one of its
strengths is that many kinds of notation, from a wide
variety of domains and at many levels of formality, can
be imported into it and used in its specifications.
What it
does provide is, in particular, a straightforward
method
of placing specifications
on the lower-level components
of a program, down to the level of the control construct
or statement, and verifying that these components
satisfy their specifications.
It would seem to be a natural idea, then, to begin
by writing the top-level specification
of a system using
Z, and then to proceed with the development
in Cleanroom fashion, distributing
the Z specification
among
the program components
and verifying those components against the specification
fragments using Cleanroom protocols in review meetings.
However, there is a gap that must be bridged before
the Z notation can be incorporated into Cleanroom-style
specifications.
This is because there are fundamental
differences in the styles of the specifications
of Z and
Cleanroom.
The Z notation is based on predicates, which express
preconditions
and postconditions
on operations, invariants on data, and other assertions and constraints on the
data objects and inputs and outputs of a system. In particular, the specification
of an operation defines a relation among inputs, outputs, previous values of state vari-

ables, and new values of those variables.
A fundamental
property of Z is that such specifications may be nonconstructive:
they may express properties that outputs and new values of variables must satisfy, without giving any clue as to how these values can
be calculated from inputs and previous values of variables. In fact, specifications
may even be nondeterministic: they may not constrain each output and updated
variable to a unique value.
Here is an example which is both nonconstructive
and nondeterministic,
from the specification
of a textprocessing system: [6, p. 172]:
[CHAR]
TEXT == seq CHAR
__Format
t, tt : TEXT
words tt = words t
Vl : ran (lines t') * #l <_ width
In the specification
of an operation in Z, the name of
a state variable is "decorated"
with a ' symbol to refer
to its new value; the undecorated variable name refers
to its previous value. (Input variables are decorated with
? and output variables with I.) Thus, this schema says
that a Format operation leaves the sequence of words
in t unchanged and that each line of t after the operation must be no longer than width (the functions words
and lines and the constant width are defined elsewhere).
The specification
says nothing about how to aclfieve this
result and, in fact, there will usually be many ways of
dividing t into lines that will satisfy tlfis specification.
Z practitioners
see the ability to write nonconstructive and nondeterministic specifications
as an advantage:
Non-deterministic
operations are important
because they sometimes
allow specifications
to be made simpler and more abstract [15,
p. 131].
Nonconstructive
specifications
aclfieve expressivity and brevity at the expense of executability ... they leave the programmer
free
to choose among different implementation
strategies [6, p. 38].
In the Cleanroom method, on the other hand, the general rule is that specifications
are both deterministic and
constructive.
Specifications
are written in the "functional" style [9], in which each operation, control construct and statement in a program is viewed as computing a function on the program's state:
X :=f(X)

HereX isa statevectorthatencompasses
allofthe
program's
statevariables,
including
itsinputandoutput
streams.
Specifications
arewrittenin theformof intended functions which explicitly give values for every
state variable which changes value. The usual notation
is the concurrent assignment,
such as the following:

or

P A

+ 1) ]

A variant is the conditional concurrent assignment,
which specifies a state change by cases, such as the following:
[ i > 0 --+ trend := surn/i
I i = 0 --+ sum, trend := O, trendo ]
Each case has a precondition and a concurrent assignment which is the state change to be performed when the
precondition
is satisfied; the computation
is undefined
whenever no precondition
is satisfied.
The usual situation is that the preconditions
of a conditional concurrent assignments are mutually exclusive
(there is no state in which any two are both true) and
that the right-hand side of each concurrent assignment
contains only single-valued expressions which are obviously computable.
In this case, the specification
is deterministic and constructive.
Exceptions
are occasionally
made, and occasionally
a specifier will depart from this
notation entirely. However, the rest of the Cleanroom
method, and the verification
in particular, will usually
proceed more smoothly if the above conventions are followed. One reason for this is that a common manipulation in verification is to substitute the result of a computation into the specification
of a following computation
and then simplify.

3

The transition

from Z to Cleanroom

The first step in our adaption of a Z specification
to
Cleanroom-style
development
and verification,
then, is
to transform the Z into a deterministic
and constructive
specification,
so that it can be expressed using the intended functions required by the Cleauroom method. It
might seem that this would be a nontrivial task, requiring a great deal of effort and introducing many opportunities to make mistakes that will jeopardize the success
of the project.
However, in our experience rims far, we find that the
job is usually not as hard as one might think. Tiffs is
largely because many parts of typical Z specifications
are already deterministic
and constructive. In particular,
we find that many Z predicates are of the form
1' 1

:

e I

A

1,2

:

e 2 A

. . .

el

A

v2

:

e2

A

...

or

(P1A
(P2

[ sum, i, trend :=
sum + a[i], i + 1, (sum + a[i])/(i

1' 1 :

A

1'11

---ell

v21

:e21A

A

1'12

---e12

A

...)

V

v22

:e22

A

...)

V

...

where each v is a changed state variable or an output
variable (i.e., an variable decorated with ' or I) and such
variables do not occur in any P or e, and where (in the
third form) the Pi are mutually exclusive.
Such predicates define computations
that are clearly both deterministic and constructive, assuming that each P and e is
single-valued
and there is an obvious way to compute
it. Furthermore,
it is trivially easy to rewrite any such
predicate in conditional-concurrent-assignment
form. In
fact, they are essentially in that form already, except for
the symbols used.
Fortunately,
such forms are natural to use in many
situations in Z specifications,
and Z users seem to use
them rather commonly. In 28 case studies presented in
six prominent
Z books [15, ch. 1] [4, parts B-D] [6,
ch. 16-25] [13, ch. 8] [17, ch. 15 and 20-23] [18, appendix A], over 67% of the 353 schemas which imply
state changes or output are already in one of the above
forms, once the schemas that are defined by including
or combining other schemas are expanded out into their
full forms. Another 6% contain instances of (for example) the new value of one variable being defined
of the new value of another, in contexts like

d:f(a)
b'=g(a')

in terms

A

in which the departure from the above forms can easily be eliminated by an obvious substitution.
Again, the
translation to conditional-concurrent-assignment
form is
straightforward.
We could proceed, then, by translating
all of the
specifications
of operations directly from Z predicates
to conditional
concurrent assignments,
routinely in the
easy cases and using more complex transformations
in the other cases.
However, to make the transition
smoother, we devised an intermediate
form which combines characteristics
like standard Z -standard
specified
Here
tion and

of both notations.
It is very much
in fact, it can be considered a non-

dialect of Z -- except that all state changes are
explicitly and constructively.
are the principal differences between this notastandard Z.

* State changes
X ::

E

are written

in the form

This is equivalent

to the standard

Z

f ab:=E

x_=E
which (if no other changes tof are specified in the
schema in which this appears) is equivalent to

but the change in notation emphasizes the explicit,
constructive
definition of the state change.
The
same assignment
notation is used to specify the
computation of outputs.

f' =fO

{ a _--_((fa)

and so on for functions
• Every change to a state component is specified in
tlfis way; it is implied that no other state component changes its value. With this convention, all
assertions of the form

f

of more arguments.

which means
f' =fO

{x:

T [x_S,x_a}

* The symbols A and E are now superfluous
places and may be omitted.

* In the same spirit, where it is asserted that part of a
structured state component is changed, it is implicit
that the rest of the component remains unchanged.
In particular, where the state component is a mapping (in Z represented as a function), a change to its
value on one element of its domain can be written
in the form

If this is the only change to f that is specified in
the schema in which this appears, it is implied that
f remains unchanged
otherwise, and the above is
equivalent to the standard Z
f'=fO{a_--_E}
where @ is the "override"
More than one change
specified:

operator.

to the same function

can be

* All computations
of new states and outputs appear
only in contexts which are unconditional,
or in conditional structures (using V and A) with mutually
exclusive conditions.

ways.
Since state changes are specified in the form of assignments, we tentatively call this variant of the Z notation "Assignment
Z", or AZ. (We considered the name
"Constructive
Z", but this name is already in use with a
somewhat different meaning [11].) We present AZ not
as another formal specification
notation, but merely as
an informally-defined
intermediate
form between Z and
conditional concurrent assignments.
Where the Z specifications
are not already constructive, we transform them into a constructive form as we

A f a2 := E2

:---- E1

rewrite
rewrite

them

in AZ notation.

means

Pop
f'----fO

in most

Many of these notation conventions
are similar to
constructs in the notation of the B method [ 19], although
that notation is more restrictive than AZ in a number of

f a:=E

al

x:zc!

from schemas that specify

There are no implicit changes to one state component induced by changes to another state component and constraints
between them.
All state
changes are written out explicitly.

function)

}

Vx:T[xES*

are omitted as redundant
state changes.

which,

{b _--_E})

* Since the syntax x := E is really a predicate, it can
appear anywhere a predicate can appear, such as
within the scope of a quantifier. An example is

XtzX

f

•

{al

of course,

_El,a2

_E2}

is well-defined

stack, stack t : seqltem
(i.e., f'

If:Item

is still a

[stack

only if al _ a2 or E1 --- E2.

A change to a (curried)
can be written as

function

of two arguments
as

....

= (x!) A stack'

For example,

we would

_Pop
stack : seq Item
x! : Item

are true development
steps, and may involve
and significant design decisions.

It is probably not necessary to be too dogmatic about
removing all nonconstructive
and nondeterministic
aspects of the specification
at this stage. Consider this example:

x! := head stack
stack := tail stack

Often, as here, making a state change constructive
is
rather easy, but it can require considerable manipulation.
There is sometimes
more than one way to express
the constructive
version, and whatever choice is made
will usually suggest a design or implementation
possibility more strongly than the nonconstructive
version
did. Similarly, where the specification
is nondeterministic, making it deterministic
typically involves either
making arbitrary choices as to the result that is specified, or making choices influenced by design or implementation considerations.
An example is an allocation
of a resource from a set of numbered resources:

__DisplayPeople
knownPeople
: IFPERSON
people!: IF PERSON
people!

__DisplayPeople
knownPeople
: IFPERSON
peoplel : seqPERSON
people!

free : IFiN
allocated' : 1N

free'

= knownPeople

This is reasonable Z, but of course if a set is displayed
as an output, it must be displayed in some order. A possible conversion to AZ might be:

_Allocate

allocated'

nontrivial

= alphabeticaISort

knownPeople

where alphabeticalSort
denotes sorting by name in
phone-book order. One might object that tlfis is still both
nonconstructive
and nondeterministic,
since it does not

E free

= free \ allocated'

free : IFiN
allocated : IN

suggest how the sorting is to be done, and it may allow more than one outcome if more than one person can
have the same name. But any other way of writing this
specification
is likely to be more complicated and less
satisfactory. Furthermore,
it is obvious that any competent programmer can create an implementation
that will
satisfy it. In such situations the pragmatic thing to do
may be to allow specifications
such as this one, although
we should do so only after careful consideration.

allocated := rain free
free := free \ {rain free}
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(Here IF means

"finite set of" and IN denotes

the natu-

ral numbers.) As we convert this to AZ form, we might
make it deterministic
by arbitrarily choosing the free resource with the minimum number:
_Allocate

Another way of resolving the nondeterminism
would
be to define free to be a sequence rather than a set, and
choosing the first element of the sequence every time:
_Allocate
free : seqiN
allocated : IN
allocated := head free
free := tail free

Clearly, this version encourages a different implementation. It is important to realize that the transformations
that we perform to make the specification
constructive
and deterministic
are not just changes in notation, but

A pilot

project

To try out the techniques presented
above, we attempted use them on a development project of modest
size. As it happened, we had a project that we were already planning to undertake.
The project was to develop a "rehearsal scheduler's
assistant":
a program to help with the planning
and
scheduling of the rehearsals
and other preparation
for
a theatrical production.
The central job to be done is to
manage the interacting schedules of many activities and
many people. We had a real client, Doug Dunston, the
faculty member in charge of the music program in our
college. (The project is described in somewhat fictionalized form in section 11.3 of [16].)
The first step of the development,
after discussing requirements with the client, was to prepare a specification

instandard
Z.Asiscommon
practice
withZ, thespecification
tooktheformof a document, with sections of Z
interspersed with explanatory text in English. The specification contained 43 schemas, and 16 other Z sections
containing definitions of various kinds.
The specification
document contained one other important specification
notation:
color pictures of the
screens and other components
of the graphical user interface (GUI). Here is an example:

in the Z specification.
If there might be any doubt as to
what part of the display is being referred to, a box of the
same color is drawn around the relevant part; again, this
will not actually appear in the GUI.
Here is the Z schema that corresponds
to the above
picture:
__PersonScreen
PersonData
ScheduleSelector
PersonScheduleDisplay
Menu [SCREEN]
screen

= personScreen

preselected!
:= normal
date = today
rnenuChoices!

:=

{ editPersonScreen
"view or change activities",
personScheduleScreen
"change schedule",
showConflictsScreen
"view conflicts",
deletePersonScreen
screen

We used pictures like these to include in the specification a general idea of what the GUI would look like.
However, we adopted the convention that the pictures
would represent only an approximation
to the appearance of the interface, which might vary somewhat according to the eventual implementation.
Colors and dimensions (for example) might be slightly different from
the way they appear in the pictures, and there might
be implementation-dependent
features not shown in the
pictures, such as additional
ways to move from one
screen to another.
On the other hand, some aspects of the pictures are
quite specific.
In particular, some of the elements of
each picture are tied to the Z specifications
through labeling conventions.
In the picture, an annotation
of
the form s_nne/V_m_e: (which appears in a distinguished
color, magenta, when the specification
is printed or displayed in color) is not to appear in the actual GUI as
displayed, but indicates that the corresponding
part of
the GUI corresponds
to the construct of the same name

"delete this person"
:= chosenltem?

}

The annotation _creen ==overscmScreen in the picture
indicates that screen has the value personScreen
when
what the user sees is the screen shown in the picture.
The variables date and preselectedI
are defined in the
schema ScheduleSelector;
preselectedI
defines which of
the two selector buttons is initially shown as selected.
Whenever a schema defines a GUI component, we define informally in the accompanying
text how the Z components relate to what the user sees and can manipulate.
We adopted several other conventions
to reduce the
amount of repetitive detail in the specification.
For example, in many places in the GUI there is a box in which
the user can fill in or edit a value. Wherever a picture
contains such a box labeled with the name (for example)
x, and x is a variable of type T, we treat that annotation
as implicitly introducing a Z schema of the form
_ Edit_x
displayed_x!
: TEXT
entered_x? : TEXT
:c: T
displayed_x!
x := TEXTtoT

where TtoTEXT
sion functions.

:= TtoTEXT

x

entered_x?

and TEXTtoT are appropriate
converThe box labeled da_e: is an example

ofthis;theschema
personScreen

also specifies that the
value initially displayed for date is today's date.
The specification
document, then, contains English
text, Z notation, and pictures, all interrelated.
It should
be apparent that some parts of the specification
are formal and other parts are quite informal. In all, the document is 42 pages long.
The next step, after meeting again with the client to
discuss that specification
and obtain his approval, was
to prepare another version of the document in which the
parts of the Z sections were rewritten in AZ form. This
turned out to be quite easy in most places, especially
since most of the state changes were specified in such a
way that the translation was trivial, as discussed in the
previous section. In many cases, the resulting specifications turned out to be considerably
simpler than the original, largely because of the AZ convention for expressing changes to components of structured objects. For example, the specification
used curried functions like the
following in many key places:
SCHEDULESTATUS

::=

free I bookedlotherObligations
DAYSCHEDULE
-TIME --_ SCHEDULESTATUS
WEEKSCHEDULE
-DAYOFWEEK
--+ DAYSCHEDULE

I conflict

_NormaISchedules
,,

,

People
normaISchedule
:
PERSON --_ WEEKSCHEDULE

This
was
a
natural
way
of
constructing
normaISchedule,
especially
since
we
sometimes
wanted to refer to the whole weekly schedule
of a
person, sometimes for that schedule on a particular day,
and sometimes to that schedule at a particular time. But
then specifications
of state changes like the following
became complex and tedious:
normalSchedule'

= normalSchedule

@

{ currentPerson
_-+
(normalSchedule
currentPerson)
@
{ day _+
(normaISchedule
currentPerson
day) @
{ t 6 possibleTimes
day I
from <_ t < to *
t _-+ selected? } } }
The AZ form of this is much more straightforward:

V t E possibleTimes
day [from <_ t < to *
normaISchedule
currentPerson
day t
:= selected?
In determining
it constructive, we
tions. For example,
a number of state
hensions, in forms

what needed to be rewritten to make
were guided by pragmatic considerathe original specification
contained
changes specified using set compresuch as

result := {a 6 SIP(a)

}

But in each such case, S was a finite set and so, in
principle at least, the set of its elements satisfying P
could be constructed
by a simple-minded
enumeration
of the set, testing each element. Indeed, for this reason a
mathematician
would probably consider such an expression quite constructive,
and we judged all such specifications to be "constructive enough" for our purposes. In
fact, in the implementation,
each such set turned out to
be reasonably small, and so this is exactly how almost
every such state change was actually implemented.
For a number of reasons, including portability
(the
program was to be developed on our Linux machines
but would eventually run on Dr. Dunston's Macintosh),
we chose the Python programming
language and the Tkinter GUI library for the implementation.
We found it easy to implement many parts of the
AZ specification
using Python constructs, in ways that
so obviously
matched the specification
that verification was hardly necessary.
This was especially true of
state changes that called for modifying values of functions.
We implemented
the ftmction normalSchedule,
for example, as a dictionary
indexed by Person and
Activity objects, containing
lists indexed by numbers
representing
days of the week, where those lists contained dictionaries indexed by Time objects and containing ScheduleStatus
objects. Thus, for example, the implementation
of the state change specified by
V t E possibleTimes
day [from <_ t < to *
normaISchedule
currentPerson
day t
:= selected?
turned out to be simply
for

t
if

in

possibleTimes(day)

fromTime

<=

t

:

<

toTime:

normalSchedule[currentPerson]
[day]
=

[t]

\

\

selected

which is essentially identical to the specification.
We used one other significant piece of software engineering technology in the project: a form of "literate

programming"
[7].Thismeans
thattheprogram
isprestatus of each fragment directly in the program docuparedandpresented
in theformof a document,
with
ment during the development,
and we found tiffs very
explanatory
textaccompanying
eachsection
ofprogram helpful.
code.Thustheprogram
anditsdocumentation
areinWe did not follow Z protocols for formal refinement
tegrated,
andstored
in a singlefile. Therearesoftware at all. The implementation was constructed using orditoolsthatprocess
thatfileeitherto stripoutandorder nary programming skills, as well as Cleauroom-based
thecodesections
forcompilation
andexecution,
or to
methods in which intended functions are implemented
format
thedocument
forviewingorprinting.
in a stepwise manner in terms of code and lower-level
Intheusualkindof literate
programming,
thecode intended functions [16, ch. 5]. We constantly used the
fragments
mayappear
inthedocument
inanyorder,
but
structure of the Z specification as a guide, and tiffs made
theauthormustusemarkup
commands
todefinetheir many parts of file implementation almost trivial to conordering
andnested
structure
in thefinalprogram.
We
struct.
adopted
amuchmore"lightweight"
approach,
in which
We verified both the translation
of the Z to AZ,
thecodefragments
appear
intheprogram
inthesame
orand the program code developed from the AZ. Unforderinwhichtheyarepresented
inthedocument.
Thisis
tunately, we were unable to adhere strictly to Cleanreasonable
withPython,
inwhichtheorderofelements room methods in doing tiffs. Cleauroom is inherently
in aprogram
is relatively
unconstrained.
Andit means a group process; in particular, verification is done in
thattheprogram
thatstripsoutthecodefragments
for
review meetings,
with the author and colleagues
disexecution
doesnotneedto doanyreordering,
which
cussing each correctness
criterion and examining
the
made
it a verysimpleprogram.
Evenmoreimportant, program for other aspects of quality. The goal is to disit means
thattheprogrammer
doesnotneedtoinclude cover and eliminate as many defects as possible while
markup
tostructure
theprogram
fragments.
In fact,the
attempting the verification.
Normally this requires a
onlyextramarkup
necessary
isapairofcommands
degroup of at least three people, since each person often
finedinthemarkup
language
(DTE
X inourcase)
tomark notices defects that the others miss.
thebeginning
andendofacodefragment.
But only one other person trained in Cleanroom
Withverylittleextraeffort,then,wewereableto
methods was available at the time, and the amount of
maintain
thecodeanda description
ofit asareadable time that he had available was quite limited. Theredocument.
Inmanyplaces
wealsoincluded
sections
of
fore, parts of the program were verified in a two-person
Zandpictures
oftheGUI,cut-and-pasted
fromthespec- group, and some parts were done strictly as a solo effort.
ificationdocuments.
Theresultisadocument
verysimi- We found that verification under these circumstances
lartothose
documents
instyleandappearance,
butwith
was far less reliable than normally expected with Cleancodesections
added.
Eachcodesection
isaccompanied room methods, which typically achieve a level of defects
bycommentary
and,inmanycases,
theZ andpictorial of three per thousand lines of code or better before first
specifications
fromwhichthecodewasderived.
execution [8] [3].
Inmany
places
wealsoextracted
fragments
ofZfrom
To add to our difficulties, we were somewhat unfathespecification
andincorporated
themintointended miliar with the Python language and the Tkinter library,
functions
inthecodefragments.
Hereisanexample:
and made a number of minor mistakes in usage, espeI

cially early in the project. Since Python is an interpreted
language, the mistakes that escaped our notice during
verification
were not caught in compilation,
but in first
execution.

vl

def emptyDaySchedule
(d):
[returned
value: a dictionaly
{ t • possibleTimes(d)
• t _ free)}]
result = { }
for t in possibleTimes(d)
:
result [t] = free
return result
I

To attempt to compensate,
we eventually developed
an alternate protocol. The project plan called for the program to be developed in rather substantial increments, as
is normal with the Cleanroom method. We divided each

I

By the way, the annotation
"v" in the corner of the
box indicates that tiffs section of code has been verified.
An annotation "VT" would indicate that it had also been
tested.

We used such annotations

to keep track of the

of these into a number of very small increments,
each
adding perhaps only one simple new feature to the program; these increments ranged in size from about tlfirty
to two hundred new and changed lines.
After each of these increments
was coded, we inspected it several times, using a checklist and checking
different aspects each time. We checked such things as
points of syntax and usage which had caused us prob-

lemsbefore,
matching
ofeachfunction
andmethod
call
against
itsdefinition
(comparing
bothintended
functions
andnumber
andtypesof parameters), and correspondence of intended functions with the Z in the specification document.
Finally we inspected for correctness
of each section of code with its intended functions.
In
some cases, as in the normalSchedule
example above,
we judged the code obviously correct "by inspection";
in other cases we carried through more detailed correctness arguments, mentally or on paper [16]. We caught
and eliminated many defects by means of these inspections, about four defects per hundred lines on average.
Each increment was then integrated into the program;
thus we were, in effect, "growing" the program gradually, as advocated by Brooks [1, p. 18]. At each integration step we ran a few cursory tests to execute each new
piece of code for the first time, and many more defects
showed up immediately.
The defect density on first execution was about five per hundred lines on average, not
nearly as good as normally expected with Cleanroom
methods. Thus, our one-person inspection protocol does
not come close to competing with a full Cleanroom-style
verification review by this measure.
Fortunately, this had little effect on the effectiveness
of the development!
Almost all of the defects that survived the inspections were caught on first execution and
were simple oversights:
typographical
errors, mistakes
in punctuation,
mistakes in names of variables, omitted
initialization, and the like. Each took only a few minutes
to track down and fix. There were no deep algoritlma
flaws, no subtle bugs which would cause malfunctions
only rarely, and no places in which we had implemented
algorithms that would do something quite different from
what was specified.
This is typical of what normally
happens in a Cleanroom-style
development:
the really
nasty bugs are the ones that specification and verification
seem to be most effective at preventing or eliminating.
Most important for the subject of this paper, the entire
development went very smoothly. At no time did we feel
that the mixture of notation was a hindrance or added excessive complexity to the process.
On the contrary, we
felt that it was definitely helpful to have a Z specification
to use a a basis for the development,
and that specifying
the program using the vocabulary of discrete mathematics right from the beginning probably made the design
cleaner than it would otherwise have been. We also felt
that using Cleanroom-style
intended functions and stepwise refinement definitely contributed to the quality of
the product, as did inspections,
imperfect as the latter
were. These are subjective judgments for the most part,
of course, but we think they are justified.
At the time of writing, the third of the five major increments called for in the project plan has been com-

pleted, resulting in 1409 nonblank, non-comment
lines
of code in the Python language.
(We estimate that several times as many lines would have been needed in a
lower-level language such as C or Java.) We found only
five defects in further testing; this means that the defect
density that we obtained after inspection and first test
during integration
is comparable
to the defect density
normally obtained after verification in Cleanroom.
Dr. Dunston has begun to use the program experimentally, and intends to put it into full production use
for his next musical comedy. By that time the remaining increments will be constructed and installed. Meanwhile, we have begun to use the program in our own
work, to help schedule the activities of the staff of an introductory computer science course (lecturers, teaching
assistants, tutors and graders) around all of their other
obligations.
The program has been quite helpful with
this. As of the time of writing, no further defects have
been found in the program.
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Conclusions

We consider that the integration of Z and Cleanroom,
as described above, was successful.
We believe that the
use of specification
via pictures and of "lightweight"
literate programming
contributed to the success of the
project as well. Results obtained from one project of
this size are not conclusive, of course, but all indications
are positive rims far.
We definitely intend to use similar combinations
of
technologies
in future projects, and are eager to try them
on substantially
larger projects. Since Z and Cleanroom
have been used separately on projects of substantial size
with considerable
success, we see no reason why the
same should not be true when they are used together,
but only actual experience will tell us with certainty.
Beyond this, we believe that our results confirm and
support several ideas already noted by other writers and
researchers
regarding the way to use formal methods
most effectively.
First, formal methods are not monolitlfic: it is quite possible to use some parts or aspects
of a method without using all of the method. For example, it makes perfect sense to write specifications
in Z
even if one has no intention of using the accompanying
methods for formal refinement, and doing this seems to
be rather common among Z users.
Similarly, it is perfectly reasonable to use more than
one formal method or notation in a project, according to
which is most suitable for each part of the project.
A
notable example of this was the development project for
the CDIS air traffic control display system [2], which
successfully used a variety of formal notations:
VDM,
VVSL, CSP and CCS, as well as data-flow diagrams and

finite-state
machines.
Finally,
fullformality
isnotonlynotnecessary
toobtainthebenefits
offormalmethods,
butisfrequently
not
evenproductive
orcost-effective.
Inthepostmortem
to
theHursleyexperiment
[12,p. 293],MarkPleszkoch
oftheIBM Cleanroom
Software
Technology
Center
is
quoted
assaying:
I believe
thatthekeytoapplying
Cleanroom
in acost-effective,
highlyproductive
manner
is tonotforcedevelopers
togoto a levelof
formalitybeyond
theirneeds(andabilities),
whileatthesametimenotlosingthebenefitsofprecise
documentation
thatmakes
clear
whateachpieceofcodeisdesigned
todo.
A number of other writers have been expressing similar opinions in recent years (see, e.g., [14] and [2,
pp. 74-75]). The general principle is that there is an appropriate level of formality for every situation, and more
rigor is not always better. If this is not yet the consensus
of the formal methods community, perhaps it eventually
will be.
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Abstract.
Over the last few years, several alternatives
for adding mobility to Asynchronous
Transfer Mode (ATM)
signaling protocols
have been presented in the literature.
However, most of the current approaches
for wireless
mobile ATM (WmATM)
network development
include basically text and information
flows. As a result of the
complexity involved in handling mobility, communication
and handoff procedures for WmATM networks, current
approaches
can lead to ambiguities,
gaps, inconsistencies
and undesirable
interactions
at the later stages of the
development
process where changes can be costly and provoke backward incompatibility.
With these problems in
mind, this work proposes a development
approach that includes a technique called Use Case Maps (UCMs), and the
following formal methods: Language of Temporal Ordering Specifications
(LoTOS) and Message Sequence Charts
(MSCs). UCMs are applied at the requirements
capture and analysis stages, followed by LoTOS and MSCs at the
design stage. Besides providing a better and precise description of the system at the early stages, our main goal is to
combine these teclmiques
and help to solve design problems
like the ones mentioned
above. As a case study,
WmATM network procedures are specified using the proposed approach.
Keywords.
Causal Scenarios, Use Case Maps, Formal Techniques,
Message Sequence Charts, Wireless Mobile ATM Networks.
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During the development
of the WmATM network environment,
each component of the reference
architecture is specified with its corresponding
protocols related to mobility, communication
and handoff.
Informally, mobility management
functions
provides a secure environment
for mobile users, updates
location information
and perform the user de-registration
in an old location area when a mobile user
roams and registers in a new location area. Communication
management functions are used to establish,
release and maintain calls between two mobile users, from mobile to fixed users, and from fixed to
mobile users at their request. Meanwhile,
handofffunctions
give to the mobile user freedom of motion
beyond a wireless coverage area by maintaining
the quality of a link whenever a user moves from one
location to another.
2.2.

Current

Development

Approaches

Several signaling protocols alternatives
for wireless mobile ATM networks have been presented in the
literature and their development
approaches
involve informal descriptions
as text at the early stages
followed by flow charts [7] [31 ], state models [10], or information flows [5] [6] [24] as shown in Figure 2.
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When signaling protocol requirements
are described only with text, they can lead to redundancies
and
become cumbersome
to read, understand
and manage at the later stages. An attempt to solve these
problems is usually done following informal description
by information flows (also known as sequence
diagrams or message sequence charts). However, they are only necessary for detailed design, when design
decisions about messages, parameters, data, and system components
need to be taken. State models are
also suitable for later stages, since they demand full precision during the definition of each state and
underlying architecture. As a result, from the informality of the text to these formal models, a description
gap can be identified that leads to protocol inconsistencies
and undesirable interactions at the later stages.
Even though flow charts are more adequate after informal descriptions
to reduce this gap, they quickly
become difficult to manage due to the increasingly complexity involved in the description of architecture
and protocols of large systems such as WmATM networks. Besides this, information flows and flow
charts produce disjoint scenarios that can not be validated. Thus, completeness
and consistency can only
be checked at the implementation
stage.

3.

THE PROPOSED

DEVELOPMENT

APPROACH

In order to overcome the problems mentioned earlier, this work proposes the combination
of techniques
such as UCMs, LoTOS and MSCs in the system development
process. The proposed approach splits this
process into a number of steps, called stages, each of which produces a more detailed view of the system.
By decomposing
a system into manageable units, we are applying a strategy used by object- and functionoriented software community when dealing with the complexity
of large systems [11]. Besides this, we
are adding rigor to the approach by using formal techniques. Figure 3 depicts the proposed development
approach with requirements
capture, analysis and design stages. Arrows show how these stages interact
and represent the relation dependency
on. Several development
cycles represent the gradual and iterative

characteristics
of the approach.
Sinceimplementation
andtestingarenot consideredfor our work,we
omitthesestagesin thefigure.
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The requirements
capture stage is the first input for the development
of a system. The elicitation of
meaningful requirements
identifies and documents what the system is supposed to do and which are the
main functions to be described. Use cases are used for most software community to describe the sequence
of events of an actor (an external agent) using a system to complete a process [19]. To avoid ambiguities
caused by narrative documents such as simple text or even textual use cases, these informal descriptions
are replaced by a requirements
model developed with UCMs. Since the notation is informal and intuitive,
it is suitable for the early stages when the user needs are described in a high-level of abstraction and
designers are discussing about, visualizing and explaining the overall behavior of a system. For example,
at the beginning, when organizational
structure details are not available, this visual technique describes
high-level scenarios in terms of causal relationships
between responsibilities
(called unbound UCMs).
The stub notation is used to hide functions that are detailed at the later stages.
Design decisions regarding which system component is responsible
for a specific action, event or
transaction
are taken during the analysis stage. The functional
behavior
is further investigated
and
mapped to system components
(part of the reference architecture).
The analysis model is generated with
bound UCMs. Detailed descriptions
about what the system does are represented
in terms of UCM
notation: plug-ins, detailed responsibilities,
detailed pre- and post-conditions.
Even though UCMs are supported by a drawing tool (the UCM Navigator) [20] and by a user group
[29], due to its informality, validation and verification techniques are not possible. Two formal methods
are included at the design stage, LoTOS [21] and MSCs [18], to describe how system components
communicate
or interact in order to fulfill the analysis model. Details regarding data types, parameters
and exchange messages are introduced
in a design model (behavior
and reference
architecture
are
described with LoTOS) and successful and unsuccessful outcomes are shown in several MSCs (scenario
models).
LoTOS specifications
represent a system prototype by describing temporal relations with externally
observable behavior. Abstract data types are also included in this formal technique. Details about LoTOS,
standardized
by ISO, can be found in [21]. This FDT is supported by tools that offer ways of checking
completeness
and consistency. For instance, LOtos LAboratory
(LOLA) is a set of tools developed by the
Department of Telecommunication
Engineering (ETSIT) of the University of Madrid [22] that includes: a
step-by-step executor, a tool for obtaining the labeled transition system, and a tool for testing.
MSCs [18], standardized
by ITU-T, describe interactions
between system components.
Each MSC
represent exactly one scenario by focusing on the communication
behavior of system components
and
their environment
through message exchanges.
We use MSCs to represent the results of the LoTOS
validation and these scenarios are used as input to the implementation
and testing stages. Recently, a

Lotos2MSCConverteris beingdevelopedby BernardStepien[25] in orderto generate
MSCsdirectly
fromLoTOStraces.Thefirstversionis alreadyavailableandappliedtoourwork.
As a casestudy,we iterativeandgraduallyspecifyandvalidatea simplifiedWmATM network
environment.
The systembehaviorincreaseswith designeranduserneeds.Eachdevelopment
cycle
bringsmoredetailsregardingnewfunctionalrequirements
as well asnewsystemcomponents.
At the
beginning,mobilitymanagement
aredescribed
(development
cycle1),followedby communication
and
handofffunctions(development
cycle2 and3). Next sectionspresentthe descriptionof the system
functionalbehaviorandreference
architecture
usingourapproach.
4.

WmATM

DESCRIPTION

WITH

USE CASE

MAPS

This section presents the requirements
capture and analysis stages of the proposed development approach
depicted in Figure 3. These models are based on the description
of WmATM
signaling protocols
presented in [5][6] as well as on our experience with wireless network standards [3][4]. By focusing on
the functional requirements
with the UCM notation, firstly, it is possible to describe the whole scenario of
how the simplified WmATM network environment
works. The system is decomposed
in the following
functions:
mobility
(authentication,
registration
and de-registration),
communication
(connection
establishment
and disconnection)
and handoff functions. These functions are gradually described in terms
of sequential actions with unbound UCMs (the requirements
model) followed by more details about the
system behavior and the addition of the reference architecture
with bound UCMs (the analysis model).
We present the first development
cycle related to mobility management
functions. Scenarios related to the
other functions as well as exceptions (such as network failure, lack of network resources, database failure
and so on) are left to the next development cycles.
4.1.

Requirements

Model:

Unbound

UCMs

The whole behavior of the system and, consequently,
the relationship
among the functions mentioned
earlier are better understood by following the UCM flows shown in Figure 4. Based on the root map,
users and designers can discuss about early decisions regarding the sequence in which these functions are
performed.
This map describes the system behavior that starts when a pre-condition
is triggered, for
example, the user powers on a mobile station (filled circle labeled S). A stub (such as MM, HP and CM in
the figure) identifies places where details are delayed to a sub-UCM, called plug-in. The stub notation is
applied to our work not only to hide details, but also to decompose the system into small manageable
units. In this paper, we focus on the MM Stub to show the development
approach
step-by-step.
Communication
management and handoff functions are not described for space limitation.
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Besides describing detailed scenarios as causal paths with new plug-ins bound to the stubs
organizational
structures of system components (represented
by rectangular boxes as shown
are added. For instance, WmATM components
involved in the authentication
and update
functions, Mobile Stations, WmATM switch and Home and Visitor Databases are mapped to
UCMs described at the requirements model.
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Related and Future Work. With the increasing popularity of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) for
modeling systems using object-oriented
concepts, UCMs are currently being investigated as another UML
artifact to help the system development
process. According to [2], UCMs can help to bridge the gap
between the use case model and the analysis and design models represented
by behavioral
diagrams
(sequence, state charts, and activity diagrams) in the UML. We intend to apply UCMs as an alternative
for the early stages of the function-oriented
development
process combined with a strong formal method
such as LoTOS and MSCs. In short, our approach brings more powerful tools to tackle the verification
problem (how can a designer solve a given problem systematically
so that requirements
are realized) in
large systems. Object-oriented
analysis and design that are the subject of UML is one step further and it is
considered as future work.
Besides the comparison
with UML, as a graphical notation, UCMs resembles petri nets at a first
sight, but many differences can be quickly perceived. For instance, use case maps are based on causality
events while petri nets are based on states or events. Also, semantics are not defined for UCMs, they are
often applied to the early stages of the development
process to give a global picture of the system, they
are light-weight, easy to learn, and the underlying architecture
can be also expressed using this notation.
On the other hand, petri nets have strict semantics, are rich in analysis methods, have automated tools that
are rigorous and soundness. Besides this, the latter is more appropriate
to the design stage and more

feasible
(SDL).

5.
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of the LoTOS Specification

The behavior of each process is first generated based on the sequence of UCM responsibilities
(for
instance, from Figure 4, Figure 5, and Figure 7 to Figure 10). After that, both informal descriptions
and
information flows presented in [5] and [6] are considered to add more details to the specification
such as
data types and specific messages. During this stage, duplicate behavior and incomplete scenarios related
to the signaling protocols are detected and corrected using the simulation and testing Lola tools. For
example, in our specification
the same procedure is used for connection
establishment
between two
mobile users as well as between mobile and fixed users minimizing duplicated behaviors. Also, more
unsuccessful
scenarios are described, such as power off, handoff failure and disconnection
(represented
by the [> disable operator). These scenarios happen at any time after the user powers on or the connection
establishment.
Figure 10 depicts part of the behavior of the MobileStation
process when a mobile user
powers on and authentication
and update information plug-ins are triggered as shown in Figure 7.
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10 Partial Behavior

of the Mobi leStation

Process

LOLA is a transformational
and state exploration
tool that supports execution and testing of LoTOS
specification.
To do this, LOLA provides a set of tools that help designers to analyze the behavior of a
system before the implementation
stage. The following tools are applied to our specification:
simulation
or debugging that simulates the behavior step by step and evaluates data value expressions;
and testing
that calculates the response of a system specification to a test according to testing equivalence.
The one

expansion
transformation
tool is alsousedto generate
a file with a trace(onepossiblescenario).
Next
sub-section
presentsMSC scenariosthat are automaticallygeneratedfrom LoTOSvalidationtraces
contained
in thesefiles.
6.

SCENARIOS

WITH

MESSAGE

SEQUENCE

CHARTS

MSC is the favorite notation to describe scenarios of current systems and many basic sequence diagrams
are used at the early phases of the development of large systems, standards and to represent early behavior
model in object-oriented
approaches.
Nevertheless,
these diagrams are static and disjoint, only one
sequence of events can be observed at once. Due to these characteristics,
validation and verification
techniques are not possible and in [4], we propose their use as a complement
of formal methods such as
LoTOS and SDL [16]. Recently, High-Level MSCs include control structures that can combine several
MSCs representing
more than one scenario, however, they are not considered in our work. By adding
these scenarios to the proposed approach,
we aim to represent the results of the LOLA validation
activities. Successful and unsuccessful
MSC scenarios can be more readable and attractive than LoTOS
traces and they can be used for implementers
to generate the protocols.
The generation of MSCs is done automatically
with the Lotos2MSC
converter tool. This tool uses a
configuration
file that interprets the LoTOS traces and generates proper MSC scenarios. To make this
possible, the converter uses conventions
and additional configuration
information
to decode a LoTOS
action and its elements (the sequence of values) to derive MSCs components, messages and parameters.
The converter restricts LoTOS capability of full-duplex communication
through gates (no direction is
associated to the execution of LoTOS actions among processes)
by demanding
that gates represent
directions and components.
Since LoTOS generic concept of action defines messages and parameters
implicitly in terms of abstract data types, as mentioned above, the tool can only recognize messages and
parameters when they are described in the LoTOS action. A direct mapping of LoTOS to MSC concepts
is not done due to LoTOS synchronization
of many simultaneous actions in contrast to MSCs exchange of
messages between components.
This converter also allows filtering specific LoTOS actions that the
designer wants to be displayed on the MSC graph using gate names as filtering criteria. More details
about this converter can be found in [25].
Figure 11 illustrates
two disjoint scenarios that represent
specific behaviors
of the system in
conformance not only with the LoTOS specification (Figure 10) but also the bound UCMs (Figure 7(a)).
For sake of clarity, we represent WmATM switch process as current WmATM switch.
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By comparing these MSCs with some of the protocols presented in the literature, decisions such as the
authentication
result initially being done at the MS side and also network side is clearer and guarantee
security through the air interface (more complete design). Also, details about parameters
make the
implementation
easier.
Due the popularity of sequence diagrams, most tools for formal methods bring options in how to
generate MSCs from the validation results. For instance, the SDL Development
Tool set (SDT) and the
SPIN tool support the process of going from the formal design to MSCs. Work on providing the
requirements
first in terms of sequence diagrams and then applying more formal verification techniques
such as the ones supported by the SPIN model checker [15] to these diagrams is presented in [14]. This
process is also a recent research interest for the SDL and LoTOS communities.
We believe that these

solutionsaswell asourapproach
arevaluableandleadto amoreeffectiveandattractivewayto designa
systemandpresent
thevalidationandverificationresultsto usersanddevelopers.
7.

CONCLUSION

Current development
approaches
for wireless mobile ATM (WmATM)
networks describe all specific
information
related to the signaling protocols at once. However, a good approach should iterative and
gradually add details during different development
stages and life cycles, while checking for ambiguities,
inconsistencies,
and undesirable
interactions.
In this context, the main contribution
of this work is to
introduce the combination
of different techniques
at appropriate
stages of the system development
process. As a case study, mobility, communication
and handoff procedures for WmATM networks are
developed using the proposed approach.
In short, at the requirements
capture stage, unbound Use Case Maps (UCMs) are used as first
scenarios by focusing on the causality relationship
between responsibilities,
without any concern about
components.
At the analysis stages, system components
and more behavior details are added to these
maps, generating bound UCMs. This notation provides a better human understanding
of the system and it
helps network designers to produce descriptions of the requirements
more legible as well as facilitates the
system development
and maintenance.
At the design stage, a formal specification
is developed with
LoTOS adding rigor to the approach and many possible behaviors are described concurrently
with details
such as data types, parameters and specific events. A set of LoTOS tools assures the completeness
of the
system and verifies correctness
and consistency properties. MSCs scenarios are automatically
generated
from the results of the LoTOS validation in order to facilitate future protocol implementation.
The proposed approach improves the existing current development process for wireless mobile ATM
networks in different ways as follows: by achieving a better model, by helping human understanding
and
by reaching technical quality with the formal specification
for future maintenance.
Using our approach,
inconsistencies
of parameters and incompleteness
of the informal description are detected and corrected.
In addition, the UCM technique can reduce the gap between early and later stages. Our results also intend
to show how the combination
of informal and formal techniques at the appropriate development
stages
can really aid designers on generating good systems, ready to be reused and easy to maintain and add new
features.
The motivation for choosing WmATM networks resides in their under development
status and also
the amount of information
available about the signaling protocol alternatives.
This makes feasible to
produce the design prototype with the proposed approach. Our approach can also be applied to other
wireless mobile communication
systems. The Ottawa University LoTOS Group has successfully
applied
LoTOS to the specification
and validation of mobile network standards, such as Global System for
Mobile Communication
(GSM) [27], and UCMs to the description
of Wireless Intelligent Network
standards [26] as presented in [3]. Currently, the combination of these techniques is being one of the main
research topics of our group.
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Abstract

1

This paper describes two separate efforts that used the
SPIN model checker to verify deep space autonomy flight
software.
The first effort occurred at the beginning of a
spiral development
process and found five concurrency
errors early in the design cycle that the developers acknowledge would not have been found through testing.
This effort required a substantial manual modeling effort
involving both abstraction and translation from the prototype LISP code to the PROMELA
language used by
SPIN. This experience
and others led to research to address the gap between formal method tools and the development cycle used by software developers.
The Java
PathFinder
tool which directly translates from Java to
PROMELA was developed as part of this research, as well
as automatic abstraction tools. In 1999 the flight software
flew on a space mission, and a deadlock occurred in a
sibling subsystem to the one which was the focus of the
first verification effort. A second quick-response
"cleanroom" verification effort found the concurrency
error in a
short amount of time. The error was isomorphic
to one
of the concurrency errors found during the first verification effort. The paper demonstrates
that formal methods
tools can find concurrency errors that indeed lead to loss
of spacecraft
functions,
even for the complex software
required for autonomy.
Second, it describes progress in
automatic translation and abstraction that eventually will
enable formal methods tools to be inserted directly into
the aerospace software development cycle.

Complex concurrent software is difficult to debug and
even more difficult to test with adequate coverage.
With
the increasing power of flight-qualified
microprocessors,
NASA space enterprises
are experimenting
with a new
generation of non-deterministic
flight software that provides enhanced mission capabilities.
A prime example is
the Remote Agent (RA) autonomous spacecraft controller
developed at NASA. In May 1999, the RA was successfully demonstrated
in flight on Deep Space 1 (DS-1), the
first flight of NASA's experimental
New Millennium program. The RA is a complex, concurrent software system
employing several automated reasoning engines using artificial intelligence
technology.
The verification
of such
complex software is critical to its acceptance by science
mission managers.

Introduction

This paper describes formal methods verification
efforts for one of the three subsystems of the RA - specifically, the RA Executive, which provides operating-system
level capabilities
for goal-directed
software. Two different verification activities were conducted,
before and after flight, using different technologies
and in very different contexts.
As such, this paper provides two successive snapshots of progress towards making formal methods verification cost-effective.
In 1997, while the RA was still in the development
stage, we modeled and verified a subset of the core services of the RA Executive using the SPIN [10] model
checker.
That verification unveiled several concurrency

bugsthatwereacknowledged
byRAExecutive
develop-2 The Remote
Agent
Experiment
ers[7].
Asa resultof thiseffort,it wasdecided
to developTo prepare for space exploration programs of the next
modelchecking
technology
fora mainstream
program-decades within a reduced budget, NASA has set up the
minglanguage
inorder
toreduce
theamount
oftimespent New Millennium program: a series of technology valionmodeling
thebehavior
ofprograms
inSPIN.Theresult dation flights whose objective is to accelerate the qualiwasatranslator,
calledJavaPathFinder,
fromJavatothe fication for flight of new spacecraft technology. One of
modeling
language
PROMELA
of SPIN.In addition,
a the objectives of the New Millennium program is to intoolwasdeveloped
forabstracting
Javaprograms
tore- crease spacecraft autonomy, moving from the low-level
ducetheirstatespace,
makingmodelchecking
tractable. control sequences currently in use towards mission-level
planning and autonomous
health monitoring
and recovThen,during
theactual
RAexperiment
in1999,
adead- ery.
lockoccurred
withinlessthan24hoursofoperation.
AlDeep Space 1 (DS-1), the first New Millennium
Misthough
theproblem
waspromptly
identified
andcircum- sion, was launched from Cape Canaveral on October 24,
vented
bytheDS-1team,wetookthechallenge
of try- 1998 and ended its primary mission in September 1999
ingtodiagnose
theerrorin afast-response
"cleanroom" (it is still operating and is on its way for a comet enexperiment
1.Afterisolating
asuspicious
partofthepro- counter in 2001). During that mission, it successfully
grambyvisualinspection,
wemodeled
it inJava,
andthen tested 12 cutting-edge technologies such as ion propulusedJavaPathFinder
toexhibita concurrency
errorthat sion, on-board optical navigation, and the AI-based Reindeed
turned
outtobetheonethathadoccurred
inflight. mote Agent, marking the first operational use of artificial
Onekeyobservation
of thesetwosuccessive
experi- intelligence during space flight.
mentsis thattheerrorthatcaused
thedeadlock
is ex- In its initial design, the RA Experiment (RAX) on DSactlyisomorphic
tooneofthosefoundusingSPINtwo 1 consisted of a short, limited 12-hour scenario designed
yearsbeforein another
partofthecode.It is a concur- to gain confidence in the RA, followed by a complete
rencyerror,whose
activation
depends
onaprioriunlikely 6-day scenario that was the full RA test. Later, the exscheduling
conditions
between
concurrent
tasks.Infact, periment had to be compressed into a single 2-day scethiserrordidnotappear
inover300hoursofsystem-levelnario, to accommodate external mission constraints. The
testingonJPL'sflightsystem
testbed.
Theconditions
un- original scenarios were designed to cover a formal list
derwhichit occurred
inflightwerenotanticipated
during of validation objectives. To protect the main DS-1 mistesting.A principalbenefit
ofmodelchecking
technolo-sion from possible misbehaviors of RA, the design ingiesis tobeabletoexhaustively
coverscheduling
alter- cluded a "safety net" that allowed the RA experiment to
natives.
Thispapergivesacompelling
illustration
ofhow be completely disabled with a single command, issued eimodelchecking
foundanerrorthatwasa prioriunlikely ther from the ground or by on-board fault protection.
butdidactually
occur.It alsodiscusses
gaps
between
pre- The RA went through a thorough qualification process
viousformalmethod
toolsandrequirements
formaking before being allowed to run on DS-1. Though some forthemeasilyaccessible
to system
developers
for 'in the mal verification tasks, such as the one reported here, were
loop'verification.
Technological
advances
towards
nar- performed as feasibility studies, the formal qualification
rowingthisgaparedescribed
in thecontextoftheRA process relied on more conventional testing approaches.
verification.
However, since the RA was a flight experiment,
and not
Section
2 describes
theRAexperiment.
Section
3 de- flight software, it was not subjected to the testing stanscribes
theverification
effortbefore
flight,whileSectiondards of the latter.
4 describes
theverification
effortafterflight. Thesec- This section is a short summary of the flight qualificationalsopresents
JavaPathFinder.
Section
5 describestion and experience of the RA [2, 13].
theJavaabstraction
tool,andfinally,Section
6contains
a
conclusion.
2.1 Remote Agent
1By "dean

room"

tion was post facto,
ging team.

we ale l_ferring
the team

to the fact that,

had no interaction

with

while the vefifica
the actual

debug

The RA is an autonomous spacecraft controller developed
by NASA Ames conjointly with the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) [12]. It comprises three components:

• ThePlanner
andScheduler
(PS)[11]generates
flexibleplans,specifying
thebasicactivities
thatmust
takeplace.Givena missiongoal,it produces
sequences
oftasksforachieving
thisgoalusingavailablesystem
resources.

mostlikelyoff-nominal
variants
wererunonmediumfidelitytestbeds,
whileonlynominalscenarios
andcertainperformance
andtimingrelated
testswereperformed
onhigh-fidelity
testbeds.
Thefinalstagewasa pairof
"dress
rehearsal"
operational readiness tests (ORTs), involving

actual communication
with the mission control
of the problems identified during testing
the low-fidelity testbeds. The ORTs only
shortcomings
that were resolved prior to

• TheSmart
Executive
(EXEC)[14]receives
theplan center. The bulk
fromthePlanner/Scheduler
andthencommandswere fotmd with
spacecraft
systems
totakethenecessary
actions
to identified minor
achieve
andmaintain
thespecified
spacecraft
states. flight.
• The Mode Identification
and Recovery component
(MIR), called Livingstone
[16], monitors the state
of the spacecraft, detects and diagnoses failures and
suggests recovery actions to the Executive.
The Executive subsystem is the focal point of the verification work discussed in this article. It combines features
of multi-threaded
operating systems with aspects of AI
languages based on sub-goaling,
such as Prolog. It is conceptually composed of three layers: a set of core services
that implement
a robust operating system for executing
concurrent tasks, a set of engine modules including a plan
runner, and a set of mission-specific
task programs.
The
Executive schedules the execution of concurrent tasks. It
also monitors a set of properties
associated with system
resources, and takes recovery actions on property violations. The Executive is written in a multi-threaded
LISP,
using a set of LISP macros called the Executive Sequencing Language (ESL) developed at JPL.

2.2

Testing

the

Remote

Agent

Because autonomous systems such as the RA need to respond robustly in a wide range of situations, verifying that
they respond correctly in all situations
would require a
huge number of test cases. Furthermore,
these tests ideally have to be run on high-fidelity
testbeds that are highly
oversubscribed,
hard to configure,
and, running at real
time speeds, take hours or days for a single run.
To address these problems, the RAX team followed a
"baseline testing" approach, starting from nominal scenarios and testing a number of nominal and off-nominal
variations around these scenarios. A wide range of variations were run on more available and faster low-fidelity
testbeds, leading to the identification
and resolution
of
100-200 bugs during 18 months.
An automated
testing tool was designed for this purpose.
Some of the

2.3

Remote

Agent

in Flight

On Monday, May 17th, 1999, 11:04 am PDT, a telemetry
packet confirmed that the RA had taken control of DS1. The scenario went on smoothly, achieving 70% of the
objectives, until Tuesday 7:00 am, when it became apparent that a command had not been executed as expected
by the RA. The RA Executive was blocked, although the
rest of the RA and the spacecraft were otherwise healthy.
The Executive's low-level commands were used to gather
a maximum of information,
and then the experiment was
interrupted.
By late Tuesday afternoon, the RAX team had found
the source of the problem in the Executive code. They
designed a 6-hour scenario that was run on Friday morning and went successfully through the remaining 30% of
the objectives. A patch was also generated, but the DS-1
mission decided not to uplink it, considering the insufficient testing of the patch and the very low probability of
the problem recurring.
The blocking
was due to a missing critical section
that had lead to a race condition between two concurrent
threads. Under some very precise and unlikely timing circumstances, both threads could end up in a deadlock condition in which each one was waiting for an event that
only the other one could provide, which is exactly what
happened in flight.

3

Formal

Analysis

Before

Flight

In April-May 1997 we analyzed part of the RA Executive
using the SPIN model checker [7]. This effort lead to the
discovery of five errors in the LISP code which are described below. As discussed in Section 4.3, one of these
errors is isomorphic
to the error that actually occurred
during flight, causing a deadlock. First we give a short description of SPIN and its modeling language PROMELA.

Thenweexplain
howaPROMELA
modelwasextractedis used to prune
fromtheLISPcode,andhowproperties
werestated
and
verifiedinthemodel,leading
tothediscovery
ofthefive
errors.
Weconclude
withadiscussion
ofthemethodology3.2 Creating
thathasbeenfollowed.
3.1

The

SPIN

Model

Checker

SPIN [10] is a tool for analyzing the correctness
of finite state concurrent
systems with respect to formally
stated properties.
A concurrent system is modeled in
the PROMELA modeling language, and properties to be
verified are formalized
as assertions
in the program or
as formulae in the temporal logic LTL (Linear Temporal
Logic). SPIN provides a model checker, which automatically examines all program behaviors in order to decide
whether the PROMELA program satisfies the stated properties. In case a property is not satisfied, an error trace
is generated, which illustrates the sequence of executed
statements from the initial state to the state that violates
the property.
a simulator.

These error traces can then be executed in
The set of states reachable from the initial

state must be finite in case a property
correct for the whole state space.

needs to be proven

A PROMELA
program consists of a set of sequential
processes that communicate
via message passing through
bounded buffered channels and via shared variables. Processes can be created dynamically.
The behavior of an
individual process is described using the statement language which provides many standard constructs such as
variable assignments,
channel commtmications,
loops,
conditionals,
and sequential composition.
Variables are
typed, where a type can either be primitive, such as integer, or composite
in the form of arrays and records.
PROMELA
provides inline procedures,
which is a limited notion of procedural abstraction that is implemented
via macro expansion.
Each process represents
a finite automaton,
and the
global behavior of the system is then obtained by computing on-the-fly an asynchronous
interleaving product of all
these automata, creating the global state space. To perform model checking, SPIN translates (the negation of)
any LTL formula into a Btichi automaton,
and computes
the synchronous product of this and the global state space.
The result is again a Btichi automaton.
If the language of
this automaton is empty it means that the formula is satisfied. SPIN searches the state space depth-first, creating
the states on-the-fly.
A partial-order
reduction technique

the set of transitions

a PROMELA

to be explored.

Model

The modeling activity focused on the core services of the
plan execution module.
The RA Executive core is designed to support execution of software-controlled
tasks
on board the spacecraft.
A task often requires specific
properties
to hold during its execution.
When a task is
started, it first tries to achieve the properties on which it
depends, after which it starts performing
its main function. Several tasks may try to achieve conflicting properties; for example, one task may try to turn on a camera
while another task tries to turn it off. To prevent such
conflicts, a task has to lock in a lock table any property
it wants to achieve. Once, a property is locked, it can be
achieved by the task locking the property.
Properties
may, however,
be unexpectedly
broken
while tasks depending on them are executing. A property
is defined as broken when it is locked in the lock table by
some task, has been achieved (an extra boolean field in
the lock table), but for some reason falls to hold on board
the spacecraft.
For the purpose of detecting which properties hold on board, a database is maintained of all properties being true at any time. Hence, an inconsistency
can
be detected by relating the lock table with the database.
Tasks depending on a broken property must be interrupted
and informed about the anomaly. For this purpose, a daemon monitors the changes on board the spacecraft, and in
particular the consistency between the lock table and the
database.
The daemon is normally asleep, but is awakened whenever there is a change in the lock table or the
database, where upon it checks their consistency.
The PROMELA
model focuses on operations on the
lock table. Hence, it is an abstraction
of the LISP program, omitting details irrelevant for the lock table operations. The LISP program is approximately
3000 lines of
code while the PROMELA
model is 500 lines of code.
Furthermore,
the model only deals with a limited number
of tasks and properties in order to limit the search space
the SPIN model checker has to explore.
Most abstractions were made in an informal manner without any formal proofs showing that bugs are maintained.
Hence, in
the abstraction phase we may have left out errors in the
LISP code. However, all the errors we found in the model
were also errors in the LISP code.
To give an idea of the modeling, we show how the daemon was translated, since it was the daemon that con-

(defun

daemon

()

proctype

(loop

daemon(Taskld

byte

(if

(check-locks)

event

count

this)
=

{

0;

do

(do-automatic-recovery))

::

(unless

check_locks_and_recover;
if

(changed?
(+

::

(Ev[DATABASE_EVENT]

(event-count

*database-event*)

Ev[LOCK_EVENT]

(event-count

*lock-event*)))

==

event

(wait-for-events
(list

+

count

)

->
*database-event*

wait

*lock-event*)))))

for

else

->

event

1: Daemon

events(this,

DATABASE_EVENT,LOCK_EVENT)
::

Figure

.count
.count

count

=

Ev[DATABASE_EVENT].count

in LISP

Ev[LOCK_EVENT]

+
.count

fi
od

tained the error pattern which also occurred during flight,
and which was found using the model checker. The actual
LISP code describing the behavior of the daemon is given
in Figure 1.
The daemon goes through a loop, where in each iteration it checks the lock table, comparing it to the database,
and recovers any inconsistencies
that may be detected (if
the check-locks
function returns true).
After that, it
goes to sleep by calling the wait-for-events
function, which as parameters takes a list of events to walt
for. Whenever one of these events is signaled, i.e. the
database or the lock table is modified, the daemon will
wake up and continue.
In order to catch events that occur while the daemon

is

executing, each event has an associated event counter that
is increased whenever the event is signaled. The daemon
only calls wait- for-event
s in case these counters have
not changed, hence, there have been no new events since
it was last restarted from a call of wait-for-events.

};

Figure

3.3

Stating

curred since the daemon was restarted last time; that is, in
case the event counter event_count
differs from the sum
of the event counters for the database and lock events.
If there is a difference, it means that there has been an
event since the last time event_count
was updated, and
the daemon must perform another iteration before calling
wait_for_events,
first updating event_count
to hold
the new event counter sum.

in PROMELA

and Verifying

Properties

The model was analyzed with respect to the following
two properties,
here expressed informally.
The release
property reads: "A task releases all of its locks before it
terminates".
The abort property reads: "If an inconsistency occurs between the database and an entry in the
lock table, then all tasks that rely on the lock will be terminated, either by themseh,es or by the daemon in terms
of an abort". The release property was formulated by inserting an assertion in the code at the end of each task.
This assertion stated that all locks should be released at
this point. The second property was stated as a linear temporal logic property of the form:
[] (propertyJoroken

The PROMELA model of this LISP code is presented
in Figure 2. The if-construct decides whether the daemon
should stop and wait for a new database event or lock
event to occur (call of wait_for_events),
or
whether
it should continue for another iteration.
Another iteration is needed if a database event or a lock event has oc-

2: Daemon

->

<>tasks_informed)

This property says:
whenever
a property is broken,
then eventually all tasks depending on this property will
be informed about it (in fact terminated).
The names
propertyJoroken
and tasks_informed
are macro
names standing for predicates on the state space.
The attempted verification of the two properties led to
the direct discovery of five programming
errors - one
breaking the release property, three breaking the abort
property, and one being a non-serious efficiency problem
where code was executed twice instead of once. The first
four of these errors are classical concurrency errors in the
sense that they arise due to processes interleaving
in unexpected ways.

Theerrorwewanttofocusoninthispresentation
isthe lation activity. Abstraction was needed to cut down the
oneisomorphic
to theRAXanomaly.
Theerrorcausedprogram to one with a reasonably small finite state space,
theabortproperty
tobeviolated.Theerrortracegener- making model checking tractable. Translation, from LISP
atedby SPINdemonstrated
thefollowingsituation.
The to PROMELA, was needed to obtain a PROMELA model
daemon
isprompted
toperform
acheckofthelocktable. that the SPIN model checker could analyze.
It findseverything
consistent
andchecks
theeventcoun- The abstraction was done without any knowledge about
terstoseewhether
therehavebeenanynewevents
while the properties to be verified, since these were stated later.
it hasbeenrunning.
Thisis notthecase,
andthedaemonThe abstraction maintained important operations on the
therefore
decides
tocallwait-for-events. However,lock table and ignored most other details of the origatthispointaninconsistency
is introduced,
anda signal inal LISP program, hence, a kind of program slicing.
issentbytheenvironment,
causing
theeventcounter
for No formal attempt was made to show that the abstracthedatabase
eventto beincreased.
Thisis notdetectedtions preserved errors. It is interesting that such an ad
bythedaemon
sinceit hasalready
madethedecision
to hoc approach still was extremely effective. The translawait,whichit thendoes,
andtheinconsistency
nowisnot tion phase was non-trivial and time consuming due to the
discovered
bythedaemon.
Oursuggested
solution
atthe relative expressive power of LISP when compared with
timewastoenclose
thetestandthewaitwithinacritical PROMELA.
section,
whichdoesnotallowscheduling
interrupts
tooc- Based on these observations, two research efforts were
curbetween
thetestandthewait.Furthermore,
twoother initiated that should make application of model checking
flawedcodefragments
violated
theabortproperty.
within the software development
cycle less resource deTherelease
propertywasviolatedin thesensethat manding. In one effort a translator from the Java prolocksdidnotalways
getreleased
byatask.Theerrortrace gramming language to PROMELA has been developed;
generated
by SPINdemonstrated
thatduring a task's re- see Section 4.2. In another effort, an abstraction tool
lease of a lock, but before its actual release, the task may
get interrupted by the daemon if the property gets broken.
This means that the task terminates without releasing the
lock. The error is particularly
nasty in the sense that all
code, except the lock releasing itself, had been protected
against this situation:
in case of an interrupt the lock releasing would be executed.
The model was verified exhaustively
using SPIN's
partial order reduction algorithm and state compression.
Typically between 3,000 - 200,000 states were explored
in the different models, using between 2 - 7 Mb of memory, and using between 0.5 - 20 seconds.

3.4

Discussion

of Methodology

The verification effort has been regarded by all involved
parties as a very successful application of model checking, and of SPIN in particular. According to the RA programming team, the effort has had a major impact, locating errors that would probably not have been located
otherwise, and identifying a major design flaw.
The modeling effort, i.e.
obtaining a PROMELA
model from the LISP program, took about 12 man weeks
during 6 calendar weeks, while the verification effort took
about one week. The modeling effort consisted conceptually of an abstraction
activity combined with a trans-

has been developed,
which can perform so-called predicate abstractions
on Java programs; see Section 5. Both
tools have been applied in the verification
of the RA as
described in the following.

4

Formal

Analysis

After Flight

Shortly after the anomaly occurred during the Remote
Agent Experiment,
on Tuesday May 18, the ASE team
at NASA Ames heard that something had broken down
in the RA while it was in control of the spacecraft and
offered their help to the RAX team. On Friday morning,
after a few emall exchanges, the RAX team provided access to the source code of the Executive, without identifying where the error was, and offered the ASE group the
challenge of seeing "how long it would take for formal
methods to come up with it".
On Friday afternoon, we decided to run a "clean room"
experiment
to determine whether or not the technology
currently used and under development in the group couM
have discovered the bug before it actually happened.
At
that time, we knew that debugging information collected
from the spacecraft had enabled the DS- 1 team to identify
the bug and continue the experiment,
and that the failure
had something to do with a "handshaking"
communication between a Planner process and an Executive process.

Other
thanthese
messages
wehadnofurtherinformation,lock, which turned out to be the one that had happened in
andnooneintheASEgrouphadanycontact
withRAX flight five days before.
personnel
duringthatweek.
Thissectionfirstdescribes
howtheexperiment
was
conducted.
ThentheJavaPathFinder
translator
thatwas 4.2 The JPF Translator
usedtomodelchecktheflawedcodeis described.
This
Java PathFinder (JPF) [8, 6] is a translator from a nonis followed
bya description
oftheerrorandhowit was trivial subset of Java to PROMELA. Given a Java profoundusingJavaPathFinder.
Weconclude
withadiscus- gram, JPF translates this into a PROMELA program,
sionofthemethodology
thathasbeenfollowed.
which then can be model checked using SPIN. Java is an
4.1

The

Clean

Room

Experiment

To make this clean room experiment credible, we decided that we would need to complete this exercise over
the weekend, prior to the return of the RAX team from
the DS-1 mission control at JPL the following Monday.
This was both to avoid undue influence by people familiar with the details of the bug, and also to meet the
"short-turnaround"
challenge, mimicking what would be
required if we were actually called on to provide "on-line"
assistance.
The experiment was set up as follows.
A front-end
group would try to spot the error by human inspection,
or at least identify problematic parts of the code. On the
basis of that, it would extract a more or less self contained
portion of the code containing the problematic code portions, of a tractable size for a model checker. This extracted code would then be handed over to the back-end
group without any hints as to what could be the error. The
back-end group would then try to locate the error using
model checking. The situation was comparable to someone doing visual inspection of code, and finding suspect
sections which he wanted to explore further.
The front-end team began perusing the code on Friday afternoon, and extracted roughly 700 lines containing
questionable
code 2. The full group met again on Saturday afternoon, and the front-end team gave the back-end
team the extracted code. In accordance with the design of
the experiment,
they did not tell where the suspected bug
was, but they briefed the back-end team on the control and
data structures of the extracted code. The back-end group
spent most of the time understanding
that code in order to
model it, and on Sunday morning came out with a fairly
abstract model of the suspicious code. That model was
written in Java and verified with the Java model checker
Java PathFinder,

as described

below.

It reported

a dead-

2Though they wele not sine that they had indeed captmed the con
Clll]_ncy

elTor,

object-oriented
programming
language with a built-in notion of threads. Objects are instantiated dynamically from
classes, which can be defined using single class inheritance. Threads, which are special objects with an activity,
can communicate
by making calls to methods defined in
shared objects. Such methods can be defined as synchronized, thereby turning these shared objects into monitors,
allowing only one thread to operate in the object at a time.
In the default mode, the SPIN model checker will find
any deadlocks present in the Java program.
Such deadlocks can occur when several threads compete for access
to the monitors. Properties can also be formulated explicitly by the user, either as assertions in the program, or as
linear temporal logic formulae.
That is, a Java program
can be annotated with assertions written as calls to a special assert
method which takes a boolean argument expression over the variables in the Java program. Any such
call is translated into a corresponding
PROMELA
assertion, which will then be checked during the state space
exploration whenever reached.
Finally, SPIN's own linear temporal logic can be used to formulate properties
over the Java program's static variables (a static variable
in Java is defined within a class, but is only allocated once,
and hence is shared between all objects of the class).
A significant subset of Java is supported by JPF: dynamic creation of objects with data and methods, static
variables and static methods, class inheritance,
threads
and synchronization
primitives
for modeling
monitors
(synchronized
statements,
and the wa±t and rzotS_sy
methods), exceptions, thread interrupts, and most of the
standard programming
language constructs
such as assignment statements, conditional statements and loops.
The translator is written in 6000 lines of LISP, and was
developed over a period of 8 months. JPF has been applied to a number of case studies, amongst them a 1500
line game server [9], a NASA file transfer protocol for
satellites, and a NASA data transmission
protocol for the
space shuttle ground control.
A related

attempt

to provide

model

checking

technol-

ogyforJavais described
byDemartini
et.al.[5],which 4.4 Demonstrating
the Error
with JPF
alsotranslates
Javaprograms
intoPROMELA.
However,
theirapproach
doesnothandle
exceptions
or polymor- The modeling focused on the code under suspicion for
phismasdoesJavaPathFinder.
In another
relatedap- containing the error. The major two components to be
proach,
Corbett
[4]describes
atheoryoftranslating
Java modeled were events and tasks, as illustrated in Figure 4.
toatransition
model,
making
useofstaticpointeranaly- The figure shows a Java class Event from which event
sistoaidvirtual coarsening, which reduces the size of the objects can be instantiated. The class has a local counter
variable and two synchronized
methods, one for waiting
on the event and one for signaling the event, releasing all
threads having called wait_for_event.
Note how the
counter is incremented
by signal_event
in order to allow the tasks to check whether new events have arrived.
The increment is modulo 3 in order to reduce the state

model.

4.3

The

RAX

Error

The suspected and eventually confirmed
ing critical section around a conditional
The relevant piece of code (anonymized
ity purposes) is shown in Figure 3.

error was a misswait on an event.
for confidential-

space to be searched by the model checker. This is an informal abstraction in the sense that it has not been proven
to preserve errors. Section 5 explains how an alternative
counter abstraction for this program can be made and automatically proved correct.

(loop
(when
class
*I*)

(or

(/=

count

(esl::event-count

Event{

eventl))
int

*2*)

(warp-safe
(serf

count

(wait-for-event

count

=

(esl::event-count

eventl))

public

synchronized

try{wait()
*3*)

(signal-event

event2)))

void

wait_for_event(){

;}catch(InterruptedException

e){};

}
public

Figure

O;

eventl)))

3: The RAX Error in LISP

synchronized

count

=

void

(count

notifyAll()

+

1)

signal_event(){
%

3;

;

}
This is the body of one of the concurrent tasks and consists of a loop. The loop starts with a when statement
whose condition is a sequential-or
statement 3 that states:
if the event counter has not been changed ('7 *), then
wait ('2 *), else proceed.
This behavior is supposed to
avoid waiting on the event queue if events were received
while the process was active. However, if the event occurs between (*3_*) and ('2"),
it is missed and the process goes asleep. Because the other process that produces
those events is itself activated by events created by this
one in (* 3 *), both end up waiting for each other, a deadlock situation.
This follows a similar pattern to the code shown in Figure 1 that had been identified as a source of error during
the verification of the Executive in 1997, as described in
Section 3.3. This similarity was spotted by members of
both the front-end and back-end teams, and contributed
greatly to narrowing down the verification
effort to this
particular potential problem.
3(or

X

Y)isevaluatedltkeif

x

then

true

else

Y.

}

class

FirstTask

Event
int

extends

Thread{

eventl,event2;
count

public

=

void

count

=

0;

run(){
eventl.count;

while(true){
if

(count

==

eventl.count)

eventl.wait_for_event()
count

=

;

eventl.count;

event2.signal_event()

;

}
}
}

Figure 4: The RAX Error in Java
Figure 4 also shows the definition of
This is an abstraction
(in Java) of the
sented in Figure 3. The task's activity
run method of the class FirstTask,

one of the tasks.
LISP code preis defined in the
which itself ex-

tendstheThread class, a built-in Java class that supports thread primitives.
The body of the run method
contains an infinite loop, where in each iteration a conditional call of wait_for_event
is executed.
The condition is that no new events have arrived, hence the event
counter is unchanged. After having applied JPF, the SPIN
model checker revealed the deadlock situation described
in Section 4.3. In the Java context

a new event arrived af-

ter the test (count
== eventl,
count),
callevent I.wait_for_event ().

4.5

Discussion

but before the

of Methodology

The formal analysis of the Executive after the occurrence
of the anomaly was preceded by a code inspection, which
identified the possible source of the error. Some of us
spotted the potential error situation because it resembled
the similar error we had found using SPIN in 1997, as described in Section 3.3. Due to the focus on the particular
code fragment, it was relatively easy to perform the abstraction needed to extract a Java program with a small
finite state space. This took about two hours. However,
the suspicion was only a suspicion, and a demonstration
that the code was flawed was provided using JPE This
showed the usefulness of using a model checker to answer focused queries.
Since the original source code was in LISP, we still
had to translate it by hand in Java, which goes against
JPF's intended purpose.
To avoid that, one would need
an abstraction tool and a translator for LISP. Since LISP's
future within NASA is questionable we have focused on
providing these technologies for Java. Java is a very convenient modeling language, providing most of the high
level features of the powerful Common LISP Object System (CLOS), such as dynamically created objects with
methods and data. The major experience with all experiments done with JPF are obviously that a non-trivial
amount of abstraction is needed in order to reduce the size
of a program's
Section 5.

5

state space.

An Abstraction

This problem

is addressed in

Tool for Java

As a part of the JPF project, we have been developing
an automated abstraction tool which converts a Java program to an abstract program with respect to user-specified
abstraction criteria. The user can specify abstractions
by
removing variables in the concrete program and/or adding

new variables (currently the tool supports adding boolean
types only) to the abstract program.
Given a Java program and such abstraction criteria, the tool generates an
abstract Java program in terms of the new abstract variables and uuremoved concrete variables. To compute the
conversion automatically,
we use a decision procedure,
SVC (Stanford Validity Checker), which checks the validity of logical expressions
[1].
The abstraction
tool is designed to deal with objectoriented programs.
The user can specify abstraction criteria for each class by removing field variables in the class
and/or adding new abstract variables to the class. Therefore, it can be used to abstract subcomponents
in a program when the whole program is too complicated
to apply abstraction globally. In addition, the user can specify
new abstract variables which depend on variables from
two different classes (inter-class abstraction).
There has been similar work by others [3, 15], all of
which require use of only global variables to describe
a system in simple languages
similar to guarded commands. However, our tool targets a real programming
language Java and is able to deal with many problems caused
by its object-orientation.

5.1

Application

of the Tool to the RA

As we do not have enough space in this paper for a detailed explanation
of the abstraction algorithm, let us illustrate the abstraction performed by the abstraction tool
on a part of the RA Java code shown in Figure 4. As
stated before, state explosion occurs because of the unbounded increase of the count variable in the Event class
(in the original LISP code) and the assignment
of the
count
variable in the FirstTask
class (as well as in
the SecondTask
class which is not shown). Therefore,
we use abstraction to remove those count
variables by
specifying Abstract.
remove ( count ) in the classes of
Event and FirstTask.
In place of these variables, we
add new abstraction predicates which appear in the program with the count
variables.
For instance, we put
Abstract. addBoolean ("FcntEqEcnt" ,
count==eventl.count)
in the definitionof the
FirstTask class to specify an abstraction
predicate:
FirstTask. count is equal to Event. count (For implementation
convenience,
object names are used to refer to class types.).
We also used more inter-class
abstractions such as FcntGeEcnt
(FirstTask. count is
greater than or equal to Event.
count),
ScntEqEcnt

(SecondTask.

count

isequal

to Event.

count),

etc.
Verify.beginAtomic();
//

This is an example
of an inter-class
abstraction.
Dealing with such inter-class
abstractions
is more involved than dealing with the abstractions
inside one
class.
For each inter-class
abstraction,
the tool generates an additional
class definition in the abstract program, which contains new boolean variables corresponding to the specified predicate.
The boolean variables
in the new class are defined as a two-dimensional
arindex refers to an object in either of
In Figure 5, the new abstract variable
FcntEqEcnt
.prea
[Fobj
] [Eobj
] corresponds
to the
user-defined
predicate FcntEqEcnt
for an object Fobj
of FirstTask class and an object Eobj of Event class,
i.e.,
Fobj
.count
= Eobj
. count.

count

for(int

=
i

count
=

0;

+

i;

<

FcntEqEcnt.numFirstTask;

i

if(FcntEqEcnt.pred[i]
II

++i){

[FcntEqEcnt.getEvent(this)]

FcntGeEcnt.pred[i]

[FcntGeEcnt.getEvent(this)])

FcntEqEcnt.pred[i][FcntEqEcnt.getEvent(this)]

=

false;
else

FcntEqEcnt.pred[i]

[FcntEqEcnt.getEvent(this)]

= Verify.randomBool();

}
//
//

similar
abstract

code
for
variables

updating
such

as

other
inter-class
FcntGeEcnt,
etc.

Verify.endAtomic();

ray where each
the two classes.

Given the abstraction criteria, we now need to compute
the value of the abstract variables in the abstract program
so that they are consistent with the values of concrete variables in the program. Figure 5 shows how the abstraction
tool converts the assignment statement, count
: count
+ 1 (without the modulo operation) in Figure 4. First,
the concrete assignment
statement is omitted in the abstract program because the variable to be assigned has
been removed. Instead, the tool checks which of the new
abstract variables
are possibly affected by this assignment and generates corresponding
assignments
to those
abstract variables.
For the example statement,
a set of
boolean variables that refers to 'this' Event object will
be affected: FcntEqEcnt.pred [i] [this] in Figure 5
(Actually, we use functions that return the corresponding
index of a given object). To update those abstract variables, a for-statement
is used. For each of the abstract
variables, the pre-images that leads the abstract variable
to be true (or false) by the assignment
are computed.
Then the pre-images are mapped into the abstract domain
by checking validity of the corresponding
logical expressions. Finally, the results are used as a guard condition
to set the abstract variables to true (or false). In the example, the variable FcntEqEcnt
.pred [i] [this] will
be set to false if it was true (or if some condition with
another abstract variable holds). Otherwise, the variable
is set to a non-deterministic
boolean value. Because the
concrete assignment
statement is regarded as atomic, a set
of these abstract assignments
are declared as atomic for
the JPF model checker. The additional statements for updating other abstract variables such as FcntGeEcnt are
not shown in the figure.

Figure 5: Output of the abstraction
statement

5.2

Discussion

tool for the assignment

of Methodology

Using the tool, we have been able to obtain an abstract
Java program of the RA code automatically.
In the example, the unbounded integer variables are replaced by a set
of boolean variables, hence the abstract program is free
from the state explosion. Moreover, use of the tool helps
to avoid error-prone abstractions based on human reasoning. The tool generates a sound approximation
of the
concrete program using an automated validity checker, although it is not necessarily the most accurate one.
However, the user must give reasonable abstraction criteria for the tool to generate a meaningful
abstract program in order to check some desired properties.
In case
the abstraction criteria are not good enough, the result will
be a too rough abstract program which can not preserve
the properties to be checked.

6

Conclusion

This paper describes two major verification efforts carried
out within the Automated
Software Engineering
Group
at NASA Ames Research Center.
The first effort consisted of analyzing part of the RA autonomous space craft
software using the SPIN model checker.
One of the errors found with SPIN, a missing critical section around a
conditional
wait statement, was in fact reintroduced
in a
different subsystem that was not verified in this first preflight effort. This error caused a real deadlock in the RA
during flight in space.
Such concurrency-related
errors only happen as the result of particular scheduling circumstances.
Scheduling is
totally uncontrolled
when tests are run, and is highly sen-

sitivetovariations
intheoperating
environment
(e.g.op- spotted
theerrorbeforeit occurred
in flight. Thereare
eratingsystem,
otherrunning
tasks).Thisexplains
why tworeasons
forthat.First,thepurpose
oftheeffortwas
theanomaly
happened
in flight,thoughit hadnot oc- toevaluate
theverification
technology,
nottovalidate
the
northerecurredevenoncein thousands
of previous
runsonthe RA.TheASEteamdidnothavethemission
various
ground
testbeds.
sources
needed
forafull-scale
modeling
andverification
effort.
S
econd,
the
part
o
fthecode
inwhich
theerrorwas
Developing
theformalmodeloftheprogram
was,howfound
has
been
written
after
t
heend
ofthefirstverificaever,a timeconsuming
task,requiring
a manual
translationfromtheRA LISPcodeto thePROMELA
lan- tionexperience.
software
verification,
theworkpresented
guage
oftheSPINmodelchecker.
In addition,
codede- Regarding
here
demonstrates
twomainpoints.
Firstof all,webetailshadtobeabstracted
awayin ordertoobtainasmall
lieve
thatit
is
worthwhile
todosource
codeverification
enough
finitestatesystem
thatcouldbeeffectively
model
serious
errorsthatprobably
will
checked.
Thetranslation
difficultyspawned
theinitiative sincecodemaycontain
not
r
eveal
themselves
inadesign.
Hence,
although
design
toautomate
thetranslation
fromhighlevelprogramming
mayhavetheeconomical
benefit
ofcatching
languages
tomodeling
languages
forformalverification,verification
will alwaysbeneeded
to
suchasPROMELA.
Javawaschosen
asthesource
lan- errorsearly,codeverification
anygoodpractice.Code
guage
because
ofitsmodem
programming
language
con- catcherrorsthathavesurvived
will alwaysby definition
containmoredetailsthanthe
structs,
suchassupport
forobject-oriented
programming,
- anysuchdetailbeingapotential
contributor
to
andthestandardization
across
implementations
ofitscon- design
currency
constructs.
Anautomatic
translator
fromJavato failure.
webelieve
thatmodelchecking
source
codeis
PROMELA
wasdesigned
andimplemented,
calledJava Second,
issuecanbefullyautomated,
PathFinder
(JPF).
WithJPFonecanmodelcheck
smaller practical.Thetranslation
Theremaining
technical
chalJavaprograms
for assertion
violations,
deadlocks,
and aswehavedemonstrated.
thetechnology
toworkwithlargerprogeneral
lineartemporal
logicproperties.
Thetranslatorlengeis scaling
- programs
thatcouldhaveverylargestatespaces
covers
asubstantial
subset
ofJava,illustrating
thefeasi- grams
tmless
suitably
abstracted.
Abstraction
isofcourse
amabilityoftheapproach.
jor
obstacle,
butourexperience
hasbeen
t
hatthiseffort
In thesecond
effort,JPFwasusedfor modeling
the
givenasetofsupporting
tools.
RAXdeadlock
afterit occurred.
Thatis,afterthefront- canbeminimized
endteamisolated
areduced
subset
ofthecodethatlikely
included
theerror,theback-end
teamdeveloped
a Java Acknowledgments
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Abstract
We describe
a systematic
approach
to building
tools
for the automated
analysis of specifications
expressed
in higher-order
logic (hol) independent
of a conventional, interactive
theorem
proving
environment.
In
contrast
to tools such as HOL and PVS, we have taken
"the hol out of HOL" by building
automated
analysis procedures
from a toolkit
for manipulating
hol
specifications.
Our approach
eliminates
the burden of
skilled interaction
required
by a conventional
theorem
prover.
Our lightweight
approach
allows a hol specification to be used for diverse purposes,
such as model
checking,
and the algorithmic
generation
of test cases.
After five years of experience
with this approach,
we
conclude
that by decoupling
hol from its conventional
environment,
we retain the benefits
of an expressive
specification
notation,
and can generate
many useful
analysis results automatically.

1
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Institute

Introduction

Formal methods
have come a long way.
Industrial
standards
such as IEC 61508, and DO-178B
include
explicit references
to the use of formal methods
as a
means of increasing
confidence
in safety-related
systerns. Formal methods
add precision
and checkability
to various aspects of the system development
process.
A decade
ago, there was a wide chasm between
specialized
automated
methods
such as model checking [6], specification-intensive
methods
such as the use
of Z [33], and general proof-based
reasoning
found in
tools such as HOL [16]. The input notations
of the
analysis tools matched
the analysis capabilities
of the
tool.
For example,
the SMV [26] notation
describes
finite state machines,
whereas the use of higher-order
logic (hol) 1 as the specification
language
of PVS corresponds
to the intended
use of PVS [28] as an interactive theorem prover.
Progress
is being made rapidly
on bridging
this
chasm and uniting the capabilities
of the various tools
1We will use "hol" or "Hol" for higher-order logic by itself,
and "HOL" to refer to the HOL theorem proving system.
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one roof.
For example,
the SCR toolset
ina consistency
checker, a simulator,
and links to

a model checker,
and a theorem
prover
has integrated
a number
of automated

[3, 20].
decision

PVS
pro-

cedures
[27]. Most of these examples
are, however,
either application-specific
such as the SCR toolset, or
start from a heavyweight
theorem
prover.
We have been exploring
a different point in the design space of these combined
systems.
For the past
five years, in an industry/university
collaborative
research project, we have used hol as a specification
noration and applied automated
analysis techniques
such
as refutation-based
approaches
(i.e., those that generate counterexamples),
and test generation
to these
specifications.
We have taken "the hol out of HOL"
by building these automated
procedures
on top of just
a parser and typechecker
to eliminate
the burden
of
skilled interaction
required by a conventional
theorem
prover.
The combination
of hol with automated
analysis
may seem crippled from the beginning:
we do not have
all the tools we might need to work with our specification. However, our experience
shows that less power is
often better.
The expressiveness
of higher-order
logic
allows us to embed more familiar notations
within hol.
The difficulties
for new users come when the only tool
support
available
has a high learning curve, and they
struggle to understand
the feedback
the tool provides
them about
their specification.
We offer a solution
that lessens the learning curve, delaying
the need to
use a theorem prover until the problem requires it and
the user is ready for it.
In Sections
2, and 3 we present
our reasons
for
choosing
to work with higher-order
logic outside
of
a theorem
proving environment.
In Section 4, we describe our toolkit,
a collection
of cooperating
utilities
that manipulate
hol expressions
in "truth-preserving"
ways, i.e., the result of every transformation
could also
have been produced
by a formal derivation
using inference rules in HOL. In Section 5, we describe how the
blocks are used in combination
to construct
analysis
procedures
such as symbolic model checking,
and test
generation.

Unlikeourrelatedpresentations
of this project[8, us to match the level of abstraction found in require9, 10,14,23],in this paperwefocusonthe capabili- ments specifications.
Joyce has called uninterpreted
tiesofthe tool andhowit is engineered.
Thispaper constants, "a modern-day Occam's razor" 2 and points
is intendedto beahigh-level
viewof thearchitectureout their value in filtering non-essential
details
and
ofouranalysistool,illustratinghowourtoolkitfacil- in improving the readability of the specification [25].
itatessignificantreuseof components
for diverseap- Uninterpreted
constants
can be used to represent
eleplications
suchastestgeneration
andmodelchecking.ments that have meaning to domain experts but whose
Wehavealsocreatednewanalysismethodssuchas definition is irrelevant for analysis of a requirements
constraint-based
simulation.Ourfocusonautomatedspecification.
For example,
many air traffic control
analysiscompelsusto providethe userwith control specifications depend on the "flight level" of an airofperformance
factorssuchasBDD[4]variableorder. craft. The details of how the flight level is determined
Wehavealsocreatedmethods
that allowusto main- may be irrelevant for analysis of some aspects of the
tain the informationnecessary
to producereadable,system. The calculation of the "flight level" can be
traceable
resultsgivenin termsof the originalspec- captured by an uninterpreted
constant.
Analysis
reification.References
areprovidedto moretechnical sults produced for a specification hold for any interdescriptions
ofthecomponents
ofourtoolkit.
pretation
of the uninterpreted
constants.
While a fiBy providinga lightweightinterfacebetweena nal specification should be complete including definigeneral-purpose
notationandautomated
analysis,
we tions for all the constants, the use of uninterpreted
offera middlegroundbetween
special-purpose
anal- constants during the process of writing a specification
ysistoolsandgeneral-purpose
theoremprovers.Our allows some results to be produced without having to
goalis to bringthe powerof a rangeof automatedspecify all of the details.
analysistechniques
to specifierswithoutsacrificing Furthermore,
a logic contains
quantifiers,
which ofsuitabilityandexpressiveness
of notation.
ten allow the expression
of formal requirements
to
2

Why

higher-order

logic?

Initially, we chose higher-order
logic as a specification
notation
independently
of consideration
for tool support.
Our notation
S [23] is a syntactic
variant
of
the object language
of the HOL theorem proving system. S was also influenced
by Z, in that it includes
constructs
for the declaration
and definition
of types
and constants.
It was developed
to support
the practical application
of formal methods
in industrial
scale
projects.
In this section,
we explain our reasons
for
choosing
to work with S.
First, S is a general-purpose
notation;
it does not
impose any particular
style of specification.
We have
used it to capture
a stimulus-response
style of specification, as well as embedding
other notations
such as
statecharts
[17], and tables in S [2, 9]. By placing specialized
notations
within a general-purpose
environment, we can take advantage
of many general-purpose
features such as parameterization,
and re-usable
auxiliary definitions
and infrastructure.
In the specification of an aeronautical
telecommunications
network
(ATN) written
in our embedded
statecharts
style, we
witnessed
these benefits, which reduced the specification effort, and resulted
in a more concise and readable specification
[2]. Also, we do not have to repeat
the effort of building
analysis tools for particular
norations.
Once a notation
is embedded
in S, many of
our analysis tools can be applied.
Second, S is a logic. We have found that uninterpreted constants
in a logic play a key role in allowing

more closely correspond
to their expression
in natural language.
Quantified
statements
can be used to
capture domain knowledge that describes
the environment of the specification.
The ability to use a quantitier eliminates
the need to spell out all instances
where
the environmental
assumption
is relevant.
Finally,
S is expressive;
while we will never be able
to prove automatically
every property
of our specifications, our notation
is unlikely to limit adding more
automated
analysis capabilities
as they are developed.

3

Why

not

use

a

theorem

prover?
In our approach,
we have focused on automated
analysis of our specifications.
There
have been a variety of successful
efforts to combine
theorem
provers
with automated
decision procedures,
such as PVS and
Forte [1]. Our experience
with HOL-Voss
[24] suggest
that having the theorem prover control the link to the
decision procedures
is not the optimal
approach
for
automated
analysis.
First, the infrastructure
of the theorem prover is unnecessary
for automated
analysis
and makes the approach clumsy and intimidating
to the novice specitier. These difficulties
are a factor in industry's
resistance to formal methods.
For example, we particularly
wanted to avoid the need to learn a meta-language
to
2The Aristotelian principle, often attributed to William of
Occam (1300-1349), that the simplest theory that fits the facts
of a problem is the one that should be used.

Toolkit

accomplish
thespecification
task.Therefore,
wemade
Stheinputlanguage
to ourtool,andhaveverysimple
commands
to invokeouranalysisprocedures.
A secondexample
isthatrewritingbymeans
oftacticapplicationwasusedfor expansion
of definitionsin HOLVoss.Thisstepwasdifferentforeachspecification
analyzed.Wehaveshownthatanautomatictechnique,
calledsymbolicfunctionalevaluation,
is sufficientfor
thistaskandrequiresnouserintervention.
Second,
theorem
provers
areverification-based
analysistools.Theoutputofa theorem
proveristheconfirmationof a conjecture.Often,moreusefulresults
of analysisareeitherevidence
that refutesaninterpretationof therequirements,
or truth-preserving
rearrangements
of the specification
in orderto distill
atomicbehaviour.Refutation-based
techniques
produce a variety
of results
other than just theorems.
For example,
when analyzing
a table for inconsistency, refutation-based
techniques
can clearly isolate
the source of the inconsistency.
Consequently,
it is
easier to interpret
the result of a successful
refutation
attempt
than a failed verification
attempt.
In using
formal methods
for an independent
validation
and verification effort, Easterbrook
and Callahan
abandoned
the use of PVS to carry out completeness
and consistency checks because of the difficulty
of determining
the source of an inconsistency
in a failed proof [15].
Third,
the results
should be expressed
in terms of
the original specification.
In contrast
to our approach,
translating
the specification
for input to a specialized
decision procedure
often results in output
in terms of
the translated
version.
Fourth, most theorem provers do not currently
provide hooks to control analysis parameters
such as BDD
variable
order.
To work with large examples,
control
over these parameters
is absolutely
necessary.
Theorem
provers
definitely
have a role to play in
the analysis
of complex systems.
We advocate
an approach that complements
the use of theorem
provers
because we work with the same notation.
Novice users
and experts
can work side-by-side.
that translates
our S specifications
HOL theorem
prover [23].

4

The

We have a tool
to input for the

Toolkit

Our toolkit
consists of techniques
that manipulate
S
expressions
in truth-preserving
ways. In this section,
we describe
the collection
of techniques
that are combined to build analysis
procedures
such as symbolic
model checking.
Figure 1 captures
the architecture
of
our tool.
In addition
to the specification
and commands,
the input of semantic
definitions
allows the
specifier to work with notations,
such as statecharts,
embedded
in S.

hol
specification
semantic
definitions

Symbolic
Functional

commands

Evaluation
Parser

/

Typechecker

Rewriting

Analysis
Procedures
Satisfying

Abstraction

Assignment

to
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Codifying
Domain
Knowledge
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Figure

1: Architecture

The representation
of S expressions
is encapsulated
in an abstract
datatype.
The representation
is created through
the process of parsing and typechecking,
common
to all analysis
procedures.
Analysis
procedures consist of a sequence of calls to the toolkit elements, which manipulate
S expressions
to accomplish
the analysis task. Each of the toolkit elements are independent
allowing them to be used systematically
in
combination
to implement
analysis
procedures.
Also
the separation
of concerns
allows each toolkit element
to evolve, and additional
elements
be added, without
affecting other components
of our tool.
Some of the techniques,
such as abstraction
to
propositional
logic, can also be found in tools such
as PVS. Others,
such as symbolic
functional
evaluation (SFE) for expanding
S expressions,
we developed
because
we wanted
to be independent
of a theorem
proving environment.
In some cases, we rely on syntactic conventions
for particular
styles of specification.
For example,
we distinguish
between
the stimuli and
responses for test generation
based on vocabulary
conventions.
We also provide user access to performance
tuning
for some of these automated
techniques.
For example,
while SFE is automatic,
the user can control the depth
of evaluation.
For BDD-based
analysis,
we provide a
way to input a variable order.

4.1

Symbolic

Functional

Evaluation

A specification
consists of a collection
of constant
definitions,
and declarations
of types and constants.
If
we are using an embedded
notation,
then a set of semantic definitions
is added to this collection.
Often,

thefirststepin analysis
is to expandallofthesedefi- evaluation is no doubt faster using existing Lisp evalnitionsto determine
themeaning
ofthespecification.uation and destructive updates where possible.
Symbolicfunctionalevaluation[8](SFE)is a techniquethatwedeveloped
to "evaluate"or unfoldSex- 4.2 Rewriting
pressions,
i.e.,carryoutthelogicaltransformations
of
has been sufficiently
unfolded,
expanding
definitions,
beta-reduction,
andsimplifica- Once a specification
several
analyses
require
logical
manipulation
of the
tionofbuilt-inconstants
in thepresence
ofquantifiers
resulting
S
formula.
A
rewrite
toolkit
component
is
anduninterpreted
constants.It extendsmechanisms
useful
for
performing
this
task.
For
example,
the
folfromfunctionallanguage
evaluation
to carryout lazy
evaluation
of Sexpressions.
Unlikeusingquotesym- lowing set of rewrite rules could be used to rewrite a
bolsin a language
suchasLisp,SFEgivesthe user specification so that negation (7) is only applied to
controloverthe depthof evaluation.Weillustrate predicates:
this controlwith the followingdeclarations
anddefiVX, Y.X _ Y
_X v Y
nitions:
Zl : num;
fl, f2, fa :num
z2
/1 (za);

z3

When
struct

constants

z1,

VP._W.P(x)
vP._3_.P(_)

/2(z2);

f4(a)
The

VX, Y._(X
A Y)
VX, Y._(X
V Y)
VX._X

--* num;

f3(a);
fl,

we evaluate
the
SFE to evaluate

f2,

and

f3

are

uninterpreted.

expression
f4(z3),
we can into one of three levels of eval-

uation.
At the level of "complete"
evaluation,
it is
expands
all the definitions
and returns
the expression f3 (f2 (fl (za))). At the "point of distinction"
level,
SFE stops after it determines
the tip of the expression
is an uninterpreted
function,
and returns
f3(z3).
One
further
level called "evaluated
for rewriting"
proved
useful and evaluates
the arguments
of an uninterpreted function
at the tip to the point of distinction.
In this case, it would return f3(f2(z2)).
The choice of level of evaluation
is linked with the
choice of abstraction
to be used for the automated
analysis.
For example,
when abstracting
an expression to propositional
logic (see Section 4.3), the point
of distinction
level is most appropriate
because
any
details revealed by evaluation
are lost in abstraction.
Our implementation
benefits from the use of structure sharing in the representation
of expressions,
and
caching of results.
SFE can be used to carry out symbolic simulation
of specifications
of hardware
circuits as has been done
previously
in theorem
provers,
e.g., [34, 35].
SFE provides functionality
similar to that of PVS's
experimental
ground
evaluation,
which translates
a
subset
of PVS into Lisp for evaluation
[32]. However, SFE works for any expression
in higher-order
logic, including
uninterpreted
functions,
and quantitiers.
Our levels of evaluation
provide
a systematic
means of controlling
evaluation
of these symbolic
expressions.
A second difference
is that we use SFE as
the first step in the analysis
process.
In PVS, evaluation currently
is stand-alone
and does not affect the
proof process.
For our purposes,
SFE is sufficiently
fast for large specifications,
however the PVS ground

_X
_X
X

V _Y
A _Y

3x._P(x)
w._P(_)

Some analysis
algorithms
can be implemented
as
a series of rewriting
operations.
An example
is the
derivation
of tests from an S specification
using a series
of sets of rewrite rules [10, 13]. Implementing
the test
generator
using rewriting
is a better way to preserve
logical soundness
than an implementation
as a series
of ad-hoc manipulations.
Our lightweight
rewrite
system
differs from some
well-known
rewrite systems,
such as the one found in
HOL. For performance
reasons, our rewrite system cooperates
with other means of simplification
such as
evaluating
expressions
with concrete values. The user
of the rewrite
system must ensure
that each set of
rewrite rules is confluent
otherwise,
rewriting
may
not terminate.
The user must also ensure that the
rewrite rules are themselves
sound.
The
the rules need only be performed
once as
development
of an analysis
procedure,
and
complished
using a theorem
prover such
PVS.

checking
of
part of the
can be acas HOL or

Rewrite
rules are stated
as universally
quantified
equalities,
e.g., Vx.]_l(X )
]_2(x), where x is a vector of variables.
For rules specifying
rewrites
involving quantifiers
and lambda
abstraction:
1) variable
capture
is avoided using alpha conversion;
and 2) if
variable release occurs, the rewrite fails.
The concept
of variable
release is the opposite
of
variable
capture.
During
rewriting,
if a variable
is
quantified
in an expression
matching
the left-hand
side of the rewrite
rule and is not quantified
in the
corresponding
instance
of the right-hand
side, variable release has occurred.
For example,
applying
the
rewrite
rule VP, Q.(Vz.P
V Q)
Vx.f(x)
V y succeeds.
However,
rule to Vz.f(z)
Vg(z ) fails because
leased, i.e., z is no longer quantified

((Vz.P)
V Q) to
applying
the same
the z ofg(z ) is rebecause it was free

in Q.

The rewrite system also recognizes
alpha equivalence, e.g., (Am.E(m))
Aa.E(a).
By failing rewrites
in which variable release occurs and recognizing
alpha
equivalence,
we are able to describe
as rewrite
rules
quantifier
manipulation
that requires conversions
in a
theorem
prover.
The rewrite
system provides
routines
for applying
a single rewrite to an expression,
or to an expression
and all its subexpressions.
Sets of rules can also be applied. The depth of a rewrite operation
can be limited
by providing
a call-back
function
that examines
the
current
subexpression
and signals the rewrite system
to continue
with this subexpression
or go no deeper.

4.3

Abstraction

to Propositional

Logic

By abstracting
our specifications
to propositional
logic, we can produce conservative
analysis results automatically.
As in Rajan [29], we decompose
our S expression based on the logical operators
of conjunction,
disjunction,
and negation.
The fragments
are assigned
unique Boolean variables with alpha-equivalent
subexpressions
matched
to the same variable.
We maintain
a table matching
the fragments
to their Boolean variables to apply and reverse this process.
We also deal with enumerated
types so that they are
represented
by multiple,
related Boolean
variables
as
in Ever [22]. Sections 4.5 and 4.7 discuss elements
of
the toolkit that complement
this abstraction
process.
We represent
the expressions
built from the Boolean
variables
using BDDs.
A key to making this process
efficient is to cache the match between
S expressions
and BDD expressions.
Once a BDD expression
is created, an analysis
procedure
can manipulate
it with
the usual BDD package operations
such as negation,
conjunction,
and quantification.
BDD variable order affects the size of the BDD representation
of our S expression.
For small examples,
it is sufficient to create the BDD variable
as needed
in the abstraction
process, but for larger examples,
a
better
method
was required.
In PVS, it is possible
to request that dynamic
variable order be carried out
within the BDD package doing propositional
simplification
[31]. But, we found it critical to have direct
support
for providing
the abstraction
process with a
BDD variable order to allow us to reuse a good order,
as well as store and manipulate
abstractions
of expressions.
Furthermore,
we wanted the variable order
stated in terms of expressions
of the specification,
not
in terms of the Boolean variables
that are substituted
for those expressions
during abstraction.
Therefore,
we developed
a way of supplying
a
variable
ordering
for BDDs as a list of S expressions. There are three types of substitutions:
a single
Boolean
variable
matched
with a Boolean
S expres-

sion, partitions
discussed
in Section 4.5, and enumerated types. Each type of substitution
is accompanied
by a list of numbers
giving the position
in the order
of the Boolean
variables
used to represent
the S expressions.
We provide some utilities to help the user
determine
a good variable order by subcontracting
the
problem to existing verification
tools such as the Voss
Verification
System
[30]. Further
details
on our approach can be found in Day [7].
Creating
a Boolean
abstraction
of an S expression
and then reversing the process, can be a useful method
of simplifying
expressions
that include quantification
over Boolean
variables.
The resulting
expression
is
logically equivalent
to the original.
Our tool provides
a command
that evaluates
an expression
to the desired level of evaluation
using SFE, creates
a BDD
representation
of the expression,
and then creates an
S expression
from the BDD. We used this process in
constructing
a large next state relation
by constructing conjuncts
representing
concurrent
states individually first.

4.4

Distinguishing
Values

Current

and

Next

Specifications
written in notations
such as finite state
machines
describe
a next state relation.
Since S has
no built-in
notion of dynamic
behaviour,
a means is
required
to distinguish
the value of a variable
in the
current
state from its value in the next.
Our toolkit
implements
three approaches
to this problem based on
syntactic
conventions.
The first approach
is to make each variable
a function mapping
system states to values for that variable,
similar to the concept of variables
as functions
of time.
The approach
is well-suited
for embedded
state transition notations,
where the system state is implicit
in
the use of the variable.
In this approach,
we avoid
the need to group the variables
in a record structure
explicitly
as has been done in PVS [29].
To support
this approach
to handling
dynamic
behaviour,
an element
of the toolkit
separates
the
Boolean
variables
representing
the current
state values from those for next state values after abstraction
to propositional
logic. In the semantics
for embedded
notations,
we adopt the syntactic
convention
that the
variable
cf represents
the current
state, and cf' the
next state, thus a Boolean
expression
such as m(cf')
refers to the value of the variable
z in the next state.
Expressions
such as y(cf')
(y(cf) + 1) that contain
both cf and cf' are considered
as one Boolean variable
belonging
to the next state.
A second approach
is to adopt the convention
of Z,
where
values

a prime (') is used to distinguish
from next state values.
Thus,

current
state
in the specifi-

cation(z
refers

g(x, 5)) _ (z'
g(x, 10)), z
g(x,5)
to the current state because it does not contain

a primed variable.
The presence
of z I indicates
that
z_
g(x, 10) is a condition
on the next state.
A third approach
uses the syntactic
convention
that
a literal beginning
with a lower case letter indicates
a
next state predicate.
A command
can specifically
label
a literal as referring to either state, overriding
this convention.
This mechanism
is appropriate
in situations
where the vocabulary
used to specify next state values
is different from that of specifying current state values,
e.g., some applications
of system-level
requirementsbased testing [14].

it possible to extend easily SFE with other structurespecific rules.
In our current
implementation,
interval
checking
works for S expressions
that contain numeric comparison operators
and have a concrete
value on at least
one side of the operator.
Interval checking also returns
any ranges not used in the row entries.
By treating the
partition
as an enumerated
type, the related
numeric
expressions
are encoded
as related
Boolean
variables
in the abstraction
process.
4.6

Readable

Results

In some cases, the convention
used to distinguish
values in time is intrinsically
linked to the type of analysis, and cannot be supported
by an independent
part
of the toolkit.
For example,
the test generation
process guides the rewrite
system to distinguish
stimuli
from responses,
placing expressions
in certain
forms.

A significant
challenge
in requirements
analysis is returning
results
that
are understandable
and in the
same terms as the specification
despite
the abstractions used in analysis.
One step towards
this goal is
maintaining
the information
to reverse the Boolean
abstraction
as described
in Section 4.3.

4.5

We are able to produce even better results by tracking information
through
the expansion
and logical manipulation
processes
of SFE and rewriting.

Interval

Checking

The process
of abstracting
to propositional
logic is
very conservative.
It abstracts
expressions
such as
x < 5, (5 _< x A x _< 10), and 10 < x to unrelated
Boolean
expressions,
potentially
causing the analysis
results to return impossible
cases. In this section, we
consider options
for avoiding
this difficulty.
One approach is to rewrite
predicates
involving
inequalities
into a canonical
form to find relationships
between expressions
such as x < 5 and 5 > x. However, this fails
to capture
the relationship
between x < 5 and 10 < x.
A second alternative
is to use an external
tool to add
constraints
based on the numeric relationships
[5].
Instead
of any of these choices, we chose a simple
approach
that was complementary
to the process
of
abstracting
to propositional
logic, and that depended
on the structure
of the notation.
Our approach
treats
related
expressions
that partition
a numeric value as
an enumerated
type.
Based on known structure
of
a particular
notation,
we can identify
some related
expressions
without
a global search of the complete
specification.
We encountered
linear inequalities
in
tabular
specifications
where the cells of a row of a
table partitioned
the values of a numeric expression.
We can identify the row structure
within the specification by searching
for the Row keyword used in the
embedding
of the tabular
notation.
To exploit
the
structure
we extended
our tool with a registry
mechanism such that when certain
keywords
are encountered by SFE, particular
procedures
are carried out.
The Row keyword
is associated
with a simple "interval checking"
algorithm
that takes the list of expressions in a row and determines
if they represent
a nonoverlapping
partition.
Our registry mechanism
makes

4.6.1

Unexpansion

Through
an enhancement
of the representation
of S
expressions,
we are able to return an expression
in its
unevaluated,
and usually more compact,
form. Technically, lazy evaluation
replaces a subexpression
with
its evaluated
form, so the work of evaluation
is done
only once for all common
subexpressions.
We have
modified
our representation
of expressions
to include
a pointer
to the original,
unevaluated
version of the
expression.
At the expense of memory,
we are able to keep both
the evaluated
and unevaluated
forms of the expressions during
SFE. Some analysis
procedures
choose
to output
the unevaluated
form of the expression
to
present a more abstract
representation
of the output.
4.6.2

Traceability

Unexpansion
is not
other than expansion
perform
rewriting,
it
be traceable
to their

sufficient
when
manipulations
are performed.
For analyses that
is often critical that the results
source in the specification.

For example,
tests generated
from a specification
are logical consequences
of it. If a test is produced
that represents
clearly unintended
behaviour,
then its
source in the specification
needs to be located before
it can be corrected.
In the case of a non-trivial
input specification,
identifying
the source of a test can
be surprisingly
difficult especially
when there is significant "collaboration"
between individual
requirements.
An extension
to our parser allows subexpressions
within the S specification
to be tagged with user de-

finedidentifiers[11].Thisuseof identifiersis consis- namely:
tentwith manyrequirements
specification
techniques
_(is_flying_level(A)
nowusedin industry.Duringrewriting,the tagsare
_(is_flying_level(BB)
propagated.
Bydisplaying
thesetagswiththeanalysis
results,thesource
of theresultscanbedetermined.
4.7

Quantification

Our specifications
can include quantifiers.
In abstraction, a quantified
subexpressions
can be treated
as a
single Boolean variable
for the purpose of automated
analysis.
However,
we can do better than this conservative
approach
in certain circumstances.
The substitutions
described
in this section can be done either
during SFE or rewriting,
or as a separate
function.
For quantified
variables
of types with a finite number of members
we can substitute
the possible values
for the variable,
e.g., universal
quantification
over a
finite set of values can be expanded
into a conjunction
of conditions.
For example,
given the following type
definition
and predicate
declaration:
:chocolate:
tastesGood

Cadburys
] Hersheys
: chocolate
--_ bool;

] Rogers;

Vx: x. P (x) v F (x) v... v Pn(x)

V(x:
can be rewritten

chocolate).tastesGood(x)
as:

tastesGood(Cadburys)
tastesGood(Hersheys)
tastesGood(Rogers)

A
A

For quantified
variables
of infinite or uninterpreted
types, we have experimented
with methods
for instantiating universally
quantified
variables.
When the antecedent
of a logical implication
is a universally
quantified term, the universally
quantified
variable can be
instantiated
by any uninterpreted
constant
of the appropriate
type.
This substitution
is a form of precondition
strengthening.
Because
(Vx.P(x) ) _ P(a),
we can prove (Vx.P(x))
_ Q by proving P(a) _ Q.
This substitution
is useful as part of various analysis
tasks such as completeness
and consistency
checking.
It transforms
constraints
on the environment
stated
in terms of quantification
into a non-quantified
form
that can be used in automated
analysis.
For example,
given the following declarations
and definitions,

env

A
)

We found this form of substitution
very useful for environmental
assumptions,
which are often stated with
universal
quantification.
The approach
used in test generation
is based on
a test coverage point of view. The user identifies
the
type of a quantified
variable,
treated
as a set, as either
static or dynamic.
A type is dynamic
if it can be
different in different contexts
of the specification.
For
example,
quantification
over the "flight"
type might
be dynamic,
since there can be different
numbers
of
aircraft within an airspace at any given time. A type
is static if it is not dynamic,
e.g., the set of natural
numbers
is a static specification
element.
When a quantified
variable has a type that is a dynamic set, we consider
what instances
of the type
should be analyzed
to ensure
adequate
coverage
in
testing.
This type of simplification
can be performed
in at least three modes:
none, single, or all. In the
"single" mode of coverage,
for the expression:

the expression

A,/3

A is_climbing(A))
A is_climbing(BB)

: flight;
V(f :flight).
(is_flying_level(f)

A is_climbing(f));

in a specification,
we use the instances
sally quantified
environmental
constraint

of the univerfor A and/3,

we substitute
a single value of type X, because
this
expression
can be satisfied if one value has one of the
properties
Pi. For example
if the type X contains
a
value c, the quantified
expression
above would be replaced by Pl(C).
In the "all" mode, we substitute
n
points, each one addressing
a different
Pi. Any constants introduced
must be new, and free in the specification.

4.8

Codifying

Domain

Knowledge

Domain
knowledge,
or environmental
assumptions,
are conditions
that must be taken into account during
analysis
to disregard
infeasible
combinations
of conditions,
and simplify expressions.
In system-level
requirements,
we found there are relatively
few dependencies between
conditions,
and therefore
these can
be expressed
concisely using quantified
axioms.
For some types of analysis,
domain
knowledge
can
be combined
with the specification
in the analysis.
It
is the antecedent
of the analysis
goal, or conjuncted
with the symbolic
representation
of the state set to
enforce the constraint.
In these cases, the substitution of relevant
constants
in the quantified
expression
described
in Section 4.7 proved very useful.
In other types of analysis,
such as test generation
we
cannot combine the statements
of the domain knowledge with the specification
output
must be traceable

because every
to the inputs.

part of the
For these

cases,weidentifiedthreeschemata
that capturethe
formof manyofthe axiomsthat areoftenused:
1. Vx.G_ MutEx[Pl(X);P2(x);... Pn(x)],
2. Vx.G _

Subsm[Pl(X);

3.

States[xPl(X);

Vx.G

:::}

P2(x);
P2(x);...

... Pn(x)],

and

xPn(x)].

These schemata
map the problem of simplifying
an expression containing
elements
that match the patterns
given in the schemata
list to the problem of satisfying
the guard G for the same instance
of x. For example, conditions
that form partial orders can be defined
using Subsm.
Conditions
on the right subsume
conditions on the left in the Subsm list. The statement
gx, y,z.x
< y _ Subsm[x
< z;y < z] captures
the
information
that if k < i then i < j _ k < j. The optional guard G, in this case x < y, provides a means of
converting
the dependency
into a standard
domain for
which the analysis
tool has a decision procedure.
An
expression
such as 5 < x A 10 < x, is simplified by the
schemata
to 10 < x because it can check 5 < 10. The
MutEx
form is used to define dependencies
between
mutually
exclusive
conditions.
The States form defines conditions
that represent
a set of states;
exactly
one is true. These forms, combined
with the patternmatching
capabilities
provided
by the rewrite system,
are a powerful
method
of allowing the user to provide
input to the tool as domain
knowledge.
Though
we found that the above approaches
meet
our needs, they have certain
limitations.
First, when
there are more dependent
relationships
dictated
by the
environment,
a formal model of the environment
may
be more concise than just axioms.
Second, for more
complex relationships
it may be more efficient to provide a specially coded decision procedure,
rather than
pattern
matching
and basic evaluation
to simplify expressions.

5

Analysis

Procedures

The procedures
in our toolkit
are combined
together
to form analysis
procedures.
In this section,
we describe the procedures
we have applied
in examples.
Table 1 is a partial
list of the commands
currently
available
in our tool.

5.1

Generating
ment

a

Satisfying

Assign-

To further
one's understanding
of the meaning
of a
complicated
Boolean
S expression,
it can be useful to
examine
a satisfying
assignment
for that expression.
This analysis procedure
first expands any defined symbols in the expression
using symbolic
functional
evaluation, and then constructs
a Boolean
abstraction
of

the expression
represented
as a BDD. The user chooses
the evaluation
level for SFE. Using an algorithm
found
in the Voss system due to Seger, we provide two possible ways of producing
a satisfying
assignment.
One
attempts
to choose as many true assignments
to variables as possible and the other has preference
for false
assignments.

5.2

Symbolic

CTL

Model

Checking

Our model checking
procedure
takes constants
with
definitions
that are 1) a CTL formula,
2) a next state
relation,
3) an initial condition,
and 4) an optional
environmental
constraint.
We have a representation
of CTL formula as an S datatype.
Internally
the expression representing
the CTL formula is decomposed
to invoke procedures
based on the definitions
of the
component
formulae.
The next state relation,
initial
condition,
and environmental
constraint
are all evaluated using SFE, and abstracted
to propositional
logic
as a BDD. The current
and next state variables
are
determined
for the next state relation.
We currently
have counterexample
AG and EF CTL formulae.

5.3

generation

for

Simulation

For state
machine
specifications,
a non-exhaustive
form of configuration
space exploration
is simulation.
The presence
of uninterpreted
constants
in the specification forces our simulation
to be symbolic.
Our analysis
procedure
does simulation
based on
the BDD representing
the next state relation and constraint
satisfaction.
The user can constrain
the set of
assignments
possible for the initial state and each subsequent state using a list of conditions.
A particular
assignment
to the Boolean variables
is chosen at each
step.
This assignment
becomes
the previous
configuration
for the next step.
By choosing
a particular
assignment
each time, this form of simulation
does
not encounter
the state space explosion problem
as in
model checking.
A sequence
of steps may not exist that satisfies the
listed conditions.
An arbitrary
choice of a particular
state that satisfies the constraints
made early in the
simulation
may result in a satisfying
sequence of steps
not being found when one does exist. An alternative,
slightly more expensive,
analysis procedure
carries out
"one-lookahead".
At each step, it chooses a configuration that satisfies the applicable
constraint
and has
a next state that satisfies the next constraint
in the
list.

Command
70setorder<const>
70save_bdd
<const><fname>
701oad_bdd
<const><fname>

Action
usetheBDDvariableordergivenbythe
expression
list <const>
savea BDDassociated
with a constantin thefile
loada BDDfromthefileinto constant

70bddsimp
<const>
<ret_c>
70bddsatisfies
<const>

simplify <const>
using BDDs; put result in <ret_c>
using BDDs, provide a satisfying
assignment

70ctlmc

<ctl>

_0simulate

<nsr>

<nsr>

_comp <const>
_cons
<const>
_sym <const>
7.tcg

<ic>

<env>

do symbolic
CTL model checking given next state
initial condition,
and environmental
assumption
simulate
the next state relation by satisfying
the
constraint
list in each step

<c_list>

<env>
<env>
<env>

<options>

do completeness
check of a tabular
expression
do consistency
check of a tabular
expression
do symmetry
check of a two-parameter
tabular

<const>

produce

Table

5.4

Completeness,

Consistency,

Symmetry
We

use

the

same

test

1: Analysis

and

Checking
criteria

as Heimdahl

and

Leve-

son [19], and Heitmeyer
et al. [21] for the completeness and consistency
of tabular
specifications.
Completeness
analysis evaluates
the expression
consisting
of the disjunction
of the table's rows using SFE. After
Boolean
abstraction,
we check if the expression
is a
tautology.
If not, we reverse the abstraction,
and use
unexpansion
to produce
results
in a column
format,
enumerating
the cases that are not covered in the table. This presentation
is possible because SFE mainrains the unevaluated
versions of expressions,
and it
addresses
some of the problems identified
by Heimdahl
in tracing the source of inconsistencies
through
nested
tables where the output is completely
expanded
[18].
A similar procedure
is carried out for consistency
checking,
where all pairs of columns
are checked for
overlap.
For symmetry
checking, the analysis procedure
constructs two versions of a two-parameter
table with the
parameters
swapped,
and checks if the two tables are
the same.

5.5

Test

Generation

System-level
requirements-based
test generation
is an
analysis
that makes extensive
use of rewriting.
The
rewrite
rules used were verified
using HOL. The S
specification
is assumed
to be a relation
between
the
stimuli and responses
of the system.
After
unfolding
the specification
to the desired
level of detail,
the resulting
formula
is transformed
into its logically equivalent
Test Class Normal
Form
(TCNF)

[10, 13].

The

TCNF

is a conjunction

classes

of test

and

test frames

relation,

expression

for <const>

Commands

classes, which describe
particular
stimulus/response
behaviours
as implications
with the stimuli in the antecedent
and responses
in the consequent.
The antecedents
of the test classes are rewritten
further to reduce the size of quantified
subexpressions.
Choices (disjuncts)
within an antecedent
represent
different test descriptions,
referred to as test frames.
A
test frame is a test class that has no choice in the
antecedent
(other than instantiation).
Domain knowledge is applied to simplify the test frames, and remove
any that are infeasible.
Test frames are the results of the analysis,
and are
logical consequences
of the given specification.
Test
frames are selected to cover the Boolean function
represented by the test class antecedent
using BDDs. The
selection of test frames is determined
by one of several
coverage criteria chosen by the user.

6

Conclusions

We have described
a lightweight
approach for applying
automated
analysis
techniques
to higher-order
logic
specifications.
To support
this approach
we have created utilities
that manipulate
higher-order
logic expressions
in truth-preserving
ways.
These
utilities
handle the features
of a logic, such as uninterpreted
constants
and quantification,
in evaluation
and abstraction.
We have demonstrated
that a common
core of utilities allows us to implement
diverse analysis procedures
such as test generation,
and model checking.
The common toolkit
facilitates
re-use of code and extension
of the suite of analysis procedures
with new methods
such as symmetry
checking
and constraint-based
simulation.
We have also shown methods
particular
to

embedded
notationscanbecreatedsuchasthe completeness
andconsistency
analysis
of tables.
Twootherinnovations
ofourapproach
are:weallow
usersto controlperformance
factorssuchasBDDsin
termsofthelanguage
ofthespecification;
andthrough
theanalysis
process
wemaintaininformation
thatproduces
readable,
traceable
resultsinthelanguage
ofthe
specification.
Space
doesnotpermitusto describe
thereal-world
examples
that wehavespecifiedandanalyzed
using
ourtools.Examples
includeanaeronautical
telecommunications
network(ATN)[2,7], a separation
minimafor aircraft[9,12],a smallheatingsystem[7],a
steamboilercontrolsystem[13],andpartsof a proprietaryair trafficmanagement
system[14]. These
examples
arenon-trivial.Forexample,the parameterizedformalATNstatechart
specification
is approximately43pages.Theexpanded
S representation
of
the ATNnextstaterelationconsists
of 52076nodes
in a canonical
form.
In the future,wewouldlike to explorehowother
automated
abstraction
techniques
canbeusedin our
framework.
Forexample,
lessconservative
resultscan
beachieved
by abstractingto a variantof first-order
logic.Wewouldliketo exploredecomposition
strategiesto lessen
thestatespaceexplosion
problem.Our
approach,
whichusesthe samespecification
language
asa high-powered
tool wherethesestrategies
canbe
verified,allowsexpertsto hardcodetheirverification
methodto makeit accessible
to non-experts.
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A module is a self-contained
specification
of a transition system in SAL. Usually, several modules are collected in a context. Contexts also include type and constant declarations.
A transition system module consists
of a state type, an initialization
condition on tlfis state
type, and a binary transition relation of a specific form
on the state type. The state type is defined by four pairwise disjoint sets of input, output, global, and local variables. The input and global variables are the observed
variables of a module and the output, global, and local
variables are the controlled variables of the module. It
is good pragmatics to name a module. This name can be
used to index the local variables so that they need not be
renamed during composition.
Also, the properties of the
module can be indexed on the name for quick lookup.

are used, for example, in Figure 1 to state safety and liveness properties about the combined module s y s t em.
The form of composition
in SAL supports a compositional analysis in the sense that any module properties expressed in linear-time temporal logic or in the
more expressive
universal fragment of CTL* are preserved through composition.
A similar claim holds for
asynchronous
composition
with respect to stuttering invariant properties where a stuttering step is one where
the local and output variables of the module remain unchanged.
Because SAL is an environment where theorem proving as well as model checking is available, absence of
causal loops in synchronous
systems is ensured by generating proof obligations, rather than by more restrictive
syntactic methods as in other languages.
Consider the
following definitions:

Consider, for example, the SAL specification
of a
variant of Peterson's mutual exclusion algorithm in Figure 1. Here the state of the module consists of the
controlled variables corresponding
to its own program
counter pcZ and boolean variable xZ, and the observed
variables are the corresponding
pc 2 and x2 of the other
process.
The transitions of a module can be specified variablewise by means of definitions
or transition-wise
by
guarded commands.
Henceforth,
primed variables X'
denote next-state variables.
A definition is of the form
X = f (Y,

z).

Both the initializations

and transitions

can also be specified as guarded assignments.
Each
guarded command consists of a guarded formula and an
assignment part. The guard is a boolean expression in
the current controlled (local, global, and output) variables and current-state
and next-state input variables.
The assignment part is a list of equalities between a lefthand side next-state variable and a right hand side expression in both current-state
and next-state variables.
Parametric modules allow the use of logical (stateindependent)
and type parameterization
in the definition
of modules. Module mutex
in Figure 1, for example, is
parametric in the Boolean tval.
Furthermore,
modules in SAL can be combined by either synchronous
composition
I I, or asynchronous
composition
[ ]. Two
instances of the mutex
module, for example, are conjoined synchronously
to form a module called sys tem
in Figure 1. This combination
also uses hiding and renaming. Output and global variables can be made local
by the HIDE construct. In order to avoid name clashes,
variables in a module can be renamed using the RENAME
construct.
Besides declaring new types, constants, or modules,
SAL also includes constructs for stating module properties and abstractions between modules. CTL formulas

X =
Y =

IF A THEN
IF A THEN

NOT Y ELSE C ENDIF
B ELSE X ENDIF

This pair of definitions is acceptable in SAL because we
can prove that X is causally dependent on Y only when
A is true, and vice-versa only when it is false--hence
there is no causal loop. In general, causality checking
generates proof obligations asserting that the conditions
that can trigger a causal loop are unreachable.

3

SAL Components
SAL is built around

a blackboard

architecture

cen-

tered around the SAL intermediate language.
Different
backend tools operate on system descriptions
in the intermediate language to generate properties and abstractions. The core of the SAL toolset includes the usual
infrastructure
for parsing and type-checking.
It also allows integration
of translators
and specialized
components for computing and verifying properties of transition systems.
These components
are loosely coupled
and communicate
through well-defined
interfaces.
An
invariant generator may expect, for example, various application specific flags and a SAL base module, and it
generates a corresponding
assertion in the context language together with a justification of the invariant. The
SAL toolset keeps track of the dependencies
between
generated entities, and provides capabilities
similar to
proof-chain
analysis in theorem proving systems like
PVS.
The main ingredients of the SAL toolset are specialized components for computing and verifying properties
of transition systems. Currently, we have integrated various components providing basic capabilities for analyzing SAL specifications,
including

• Validation
based
ontheorem
proving,
modelchecking,andanimation;

State

•

Abstraction

• Generation

and invariant

:

module[para:Parameters]
BEGIN

generation;

of counterexamples;

: TYPE

=

THEORY

[#

input

:

InputVars,

output

: OutputVars,

local

: LocalVars

#]
• Slicing.
state,next

We describe

these components

: VAI%

State

in more detail below.
initialization(state)

3.1

Backend

translations

:boolean

(guard_init_l
output(state)

....

local(state)

We have developed translators from the SAL intermediate language to PVS, SMV, and Java for validating SAL specifications
by means of theorem proving
(in PVS), model checking (in SMV), and animation (in
Java). These compilers implement shallow structural
embeddings
[26] of the SAL language;
that is, SAL
types and expressions
are given a semantics
with respect to a model defined by the logic of the target language. The compilers performs a limited set of semantic
checks.
These checks mainly concern the use of state
variables.
More complex checks, as for example type
checking, are left to the verification tools.

OR

...

OR

next)

Theorem

Proving:

(guard_trans_m
OR

PVS is a specification
and verification environment
based on lfigher-order logic [27]. SAL contexts containlng definitions of types, constants, and modules, are
translated into PVS theories. This translation yields a semantics for SAL transition systems. Modules are translated as parametric theories containing a record type to
represent the state type, a predicate over states to represent the initialization
condition, and a relation over
states to represent the transition relation.
Figure 2 describes a typical translation
of a SAL module in PVS.
Notice that initializations as well as transitions may be
nondeterministic.
Compositions
of modules are embedded as logical
operations on the transition relations of the corresponding modules: disjunction for the case of asynchronous
composition,
conjunction for the case of synchronous
composition. Hiding and renaming operations are modeled as morphisms on the state types of the modules.
Logical properties are encoded via the temporal logic of
the PVS specification
language.

3.1.2

Model Checking:

WITH

[...]

WITH

[...

])

AND

guard_trans_l

...)

AND

. ..

AND

guard_trans_mAND

local(next)

SAL to PVS

=

OR

output(next)

3.1.1

:boolean

=

local(state)

NOT

...)

=

output(state)

(NOT

AND

AND

output(next)

...

)

(guard_init_n

(guard_trans_l

OR

AND

....

transitions(state,

local(next)

=

AND

=
=

output(state)
local(state))

Figure 2. A SAL module

in PVS

in SAL contexts are directly expanded in the SMV specifications.
Output and local variables are translated to
variables in SMV. Input variables are encoded as parameters of SMV modules.
The nondeterministic
assignment of SMV is used to
capture the arbitrary choice of an enabled SAL transition. Roughly speaking, two extra variables are introduced. The first is assigned nondeterministically
with a
value representing
a SAL transition.
The guard of the
transition represented
by this variable is the first guard
to be evaluated. The second variable loops over all transitions starting from the chosen one until it finds a transition which is enabled.
This mechanism
assures that
every transition satisfying the guard has an equal chance
to being fired in the first place.
Composition
of SAL
modules and logical properties are directly translated via
the specification language of SMV.

SAL to SMV
3.1.3

SMV is a popular model checker with its own system
description language [25]. SAL modules are mapped to
SMV modules. Type and constant definitions appearing

Animation:

SAL to Java

Animation of SAL specifications
is possible via compilation to Java. However, not all the features of the SAL

language are supported by the compiler.
In particular,
the expression language that is supported is limited to
that of Java. For example, only integers and booleans are
accepted as basic types. Elements of enumeration
types
are translated as constants and record types are represented by classes.
The state type of a SAL module is represented
by
a class containing
fields for the input, output, and local variables.
In order to simulate the nondeterminism

via a single transition of the system T, and ® denote the
formula that denotes the initial states. A formula 0 is
an inductive invariant for the transition system 7- if (i)
0 -+ 0; (ii) SP(7-, 0) -+ 0.

of the initialization
conditions, we have implemented
a
random function that arbitrary chooses one of the initialization transition satisfying the guard.
Each transition is translated as a Java thread class.
At execution time, all the threads share the same state

from the definition of invariants that any fixed-point
the operator F(O) = SP(7-, O) V O is an invariant.

object. We assume that the Java virtual Machine is nondeterministic
with respect to execution of threads. The
main function of the Java translation
creates one state
object and passes the object as an argument to the thread
object constructors.
It then starts all the threads.
Safety
properties are encoded by using the exception mechanism of Java, and are checked at mn time.
3.1.4

Case Study: Flight

Guidance

Invariant

of

Notice that the computation
of strongest postconditions introduces existentially
quantified formulas.
Due
to novel theorem proving techniques in PVS2.3 that are
based on the combination
of a set of ground decision
procedures and quantifier elimination
we are able to effectively reason about these formulas in many interesting cases.
It is a simple observation that not only is the greatest
fixed point of the above operator an invariant, but every intermediate
Oi generated in an iterated computation
procedure of greatest fixed point also is an invariant.

System

Mode confusion is a concern in aviation safety. It occurs when pilots get confused about the actual states of
the flight deck automation.
NASA Langley conducts
research to formally characterize
mode confusion situations in avionics systems.
In particular,
a prototype
of a Flight Guidance System (FGS) has been selected
a case study for the application of formal techniques to
identify mode confusion problems. FGS has been specified in various formalisms
(see [23] for a comprehensive list of related work). Based on work by Ltittgen
and Carrefio, we have developed a complete specification of FGS in SAL. The specification
has been automatically translated to SMV and PVS, where it has been
analyzed.
We did not experience any significant overhead in model checking translated
SAL models compared to hand-coded
SMV models.
This case study is
available at http ://www.
icase, edu./-munoz/
sources .html.
3.2

We recall that for a given transition system 7- and
a set of states described
by formula O, the notation
SP(7-, O) denotes the formula that characterizes
all
states reachable from states O using exactly one transition from 7-. If O denotes the initial state, then it follows

Generation

An invariant of a transition system is an assertion-a predicate on the state--that
holds of every reachable
state of the transition system. An inductive im, ariant is
a assertion that holds of the initial states and is preserved
by each transition of the transition system. An inductive
invariant is also an invariant but not every invariant is
inductive.
Let sP(T, O) denote the formula that represents the
set of all states that can be reached from any state in 0

00
¢iq-1

:

true

:

SP(7-,

0i)

V

O

A consequence
of the above observation is that we do
not need to detect when we have reached a fixed point in
order to output an invariant.
As a teclmical point about implementation
of the
above greatest fixed point computation in SAL, we mention that we break up the (possibly infinite) state space
of the system into finitely many (disjoint) control states.
Thereafter, rather than working with the global invariants 0i, we work with local invariants that hold at particular control states. The iterative greatest fixed point
computation
can now be seen as a method of generating
invariants based on affirmation and propagation
[6].
Note that rather than computing the greatest fixed
point, if we performed the least fixed point computation,
we would get the strongest invariant for any given system. The problem with least fixed points is that their
computation
does not converge as easily as those of
greatest fixed points. Unlike greatest fixed points, the
intermediate
predicates in the computation
of the least
fixed point are not invariants. We are currently investigating approaches based on widening to compute invariants in a convergent manner using least fixed points [8].
The techniques
described
so far are noncompositional since they examine all the transitions of the given
system. We use a novel composition role defined in [29]
allowing local invariants of each of the modules to be
composed into global invariants for the whole system.

Thiscomposition
ruleallowsustogenerate
stronger
invariants
thantheinvariants
generated
bytheteclmiques
described
in[6,7].Thegenerated
invariants
allowsusto
obtain
boolean
abstractions
oftheanalyzed
system
using
theincremental
analysis
techniques
presented
in[29].
3.3

Slicing

Program analyses like slicing can help remove code
irrelevant to the property under consideration
from the
input transition system which may result in a reduced
state-space, thus easing the computational
needs of subsequent formal analysis efforts.
Our slicing tool [18]
accepts an input transition system which may be synchronously
or asynchronously
composed
of multiple
modules written in SAL and the property under verification. The property under verification is converted into a
slicing criterion and the input transition system is sliced
with respect to this slicing criterion. The slicing criterion is merely a set of local/output variables of a subset
of the modules in the input SAL program that are not
relevant to the property.
The output of the slicing algoritlma is another SAL program similarly composed of
modules wherein irrelevant code manipulating
irrelevant
variables from each module has been sliced out. For every input module there will be an output module, empty
or otherwise.
In a nutshell the slicing algoritlma does
a dependency
analysis of each module and computes
backward transitive closure of the dependencies.
This
transitive closure would take into consideration
only a
subset of all transitions
in the module.
We call these
transitions observable and the remaining transitions are
called _- or silent transitions.
We replace silent transitions with skips.
We are currently investigating
reduction techniques
that are simpler than slicing and also ones that are more
aggressive.
One example is the cone-of-influence
reduction where the slicing criterion is a set of variables
V, and the reduction computes a transition system that
includes all the variables in the transitive closure of V
given by the dependencies
between variables
comparison
with slicing, the cone-of-influence
tion is insensitive to control and is therefore

[21]. In
reduceasier to

compute but generally not as efficient at pruning irrelevance. Slicing preserves program behavior with respect
to the slicing criterion.
One could obtain a more dramatic reduction by admitting slices that admitted more
behaviors by introducing nondeterminism.
Such aggressive slicing would be needed for example to abstract
away from the internal behavior of a transition system
within its critical section for the purpose of verifying
mutual exclusion.
Slicing for concurrent systems with
respect to temporal properties has been investigated by

Dwyer and Hatcliff

[ 16].

3.4

InVeSt

Connecting

with

SAL

So far we have described specialized
SAL components that provide core features for the analysis of concurrent systems, but we have also integrated the standalone InVeSt [5] into the SAL framework. Besides compositional techniques
for constructing
abstraction
and
features for generating counterexamples
from failed verification attempts, InVeSt introduces alternative methods
for invariant generation to SAL. InVeSt not only serves
as a backend tool for SAL but also has been connected
to the IF laboratory [10], Aldebaran [9], TGV [17] and
Kronos [15].
The salient feature of InVeSt is that it combines the
algorithmic
with the deductive approaches
to program
verification in two different ways. First, it integrates the
principles underlying the algoritlmaic (e.g. [11,28]) and
the deductive methods (e.g. [24]) in the sense that it uses
fixed point calculation as in the algorithmic approach but
also the reduction of the invariance problem to a set of
first-order formulas as in the deductive approach.
Second, it integrates the theorem prover PVS [27] with the
model checker SMV [25] through the automatic computation of finite abstractions.
That is, it provides the
ability to automatically
compute finite abstractions
of
infinite state systems which are then analyzed by SMV
or, alternatively,
by the model checker of PVS. Furthermore, InVeSt supports the proof of invariance properties using the method based on induction and auxiliary
invariants (e.g. [24]) as well as a method based on abstraction teclmiques [2, 12-14, 21,22]. InVeSt uses PVS
as a backend tool and depends heavily on its theorem
proving capabilities for deciding the myriad verification
conditions.

3.4.1

Abstraction

InVeSt provides also a capability that computes an abstract system from a given concrete system and an abstraction function.
The method underlying
this technique is presented
in [4]. The main features of this
method is that it is automatic and compositional.
It computes an abstract system S a = S 1 II "'" II s_, for a
given system S = S 1 II " II s n and abstraction function a, such that S simulates S_ is guaranteed by the
construction.
Hence, by known preservation
results, if
S_ satisfies an invariant _ then S satisfies the invariant a -1 (_). Since the produced abstract system is not
given by a graph but in a programming
language, one
still can apply all the known methods for avoiding the
state explosion problem while analyzing S_. Moreover,

itgenerates
anabstract
system
whichhasthesame
structureastheconcrete
one. This gives the ability to apply
further abstractions
and techniques to reduce the state
explosion problem and facilitates the debugging of the
concrete system. The computed abstract system is optionally represented in the specification
language of PVS
or in that of SMV.
The basic idea behind our method of computing abstractions is simple.
In order to construct an abstraction of S, we construct for each concrete transition Tc
an abstract transition Ta. To construct _-a we proceed by
elimination
starting from the universal relation, which
relates every abstract state to every abstract state, and
eliminate pairs of abstract states in a conservative
way,
that is, it is guaranteed that after elimination of a pair the
obtained transition is still an abstraction of Tc. To check
whether a pair (a, a') of abstract states can be eliminated
we have to check that the concrete transition Tc does not
lead from any state c with a(c) = a to any state c' with
a(c') = a'. Tiffs amounts to proving a Hoare triple. The
elimination method is in general too complex.
Therefore, we combine it with three techniques
that allow
many fewer Hoare triples to be checked.
These techniques are based on partitioning the set of abstract variables, using substitutions,
and a new preservation result
which allows to use the invariant to be proved during the
construction process of the abstract system.
We implemented
our method using the theorem
prover PVS [27] to check the Hoare triples generated by
the elimination method. The first-order formulas corresponding to these Hoare triples are constructed automatically and a strategy that is given by the user is applied.
In [1] we developed also a general analysis methodology for heterogeneous
infinite-state
models, extended
automata operating on variables which may range over
several different domains, based on combining abstraction and symbolic teachability analysis.

3.4.2

Generation

of Invariants

There are two different way to generate invariants in
InVeSt. First, we use calculation
of pre-fixed points
by applying the body of the backward procedure a finite number of times and use techniques for the automatic generation
of invariants (cf. [3]) to support the
search for auxiliary invariants. The tool provides strategies which allow derivation of local im, ariants, that is,
predicates attached to control locations and which are
satisfied whenever the computation
reaches the corresponding control point. InVeSt includes strategies for
deriving local invariants for sequential systems as well
as a composition
principle that allows combination
of
invariants generated for sequential systems to obtain in-

variants

of a composed system. Consider a composed
II$2 and control locations ll and 12 of S1
and $2, respectively.
Suppose that we generated the local invariants P1 and P2 at ll and 12, respectively.
Let us
call Pi interference independent, if Pi does not contain a
system

S1

free variable that is written by Sj with j _ i. Then, depending on whether Pi is interference
independent
we
compose the local invariants P1 and P2 to obtain a local invariant at (ll, 12) as follows: if Pi is interference
independent,
then we can affirm that Pi is an invariant
at (ll, 12) and if both P1 and P2 are interference dependent, then P1 VP2 is an invariant at (ll, 12). This composition principle proved to be useful in the examples we
considered.
However, examples showed that predicates
obtained by this composition principle can become very
large. Therefore, we also consider the alternative option
where local invariants are not composed until they are
needed in a verification
condition.
Thus, we assign to
each component of the system two lists of local invariants. The first corresponds
to interference independent
local invariants and the second to interference dependent
ones. Then, when a verification condition is considered,
we use heuristics to determine which local invariants are
useful when discharging
useful heuristic concerns

the verification
condition.
A
the case when the verification

condition is offlae form (pc(l) = ll Ape(2) = 12) _ q_,
where pc(l) = ll A pc(2) = 12 asserts that computation
is at the local control locations ll and 12. In this case, we
combine the local invariants associated to ll and 12 and
add the result to the left hand side of the implication.
Second, we use abstraction generating invariants at
the concrete level: Let S_1 the result of the abstraction of a concrete system S, the set of reachable states
denoted by Reaeh(Sc_)
is an invariant of S_
(the
strongest one including the initial configurations in fact).
We developed a method that extract the formula which
characterizes
the reachable states from the BDD. Hence,
all (Reach (Sc_)) is an invariant of the concrete model
$. Tiffs invariant can be used to strengthen g_ and show
that it is an invariant of $.

3.4.3

Analysis

of Counterexamples

The generation of the abstract system is completely automatic and compositional as we consider transition by
transition. Thus, for each concrete transition we obtain
an abstract transition (which might be nondeterministic).
This is a very important property of our method, since it
enables the debugging of the concrete system or alternatively enhancing the abstraction function. Indeed, the
constructed
abstract system may not satisfy the desired
property, for three possible reasons:
1. The concrete

system does not satisfy the invariant,

2.

The abstraction

function

the invariant,
3.
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